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PREFACE
SOMEexplanation, if not an actual apology, is due from
any one who at this time of day would add to the list of Pashtu
Grammars. The ground, it would seem, should have been sufficiently covered by Raverty, Bellew, Trumpp, and Roos-Keppel.
Pioneer grammarians, however, such as were the first-named
three, find their hands more than full with the elementary and
external phenomena of a language, with Verb-paradigms, and
Number and Gender forms, and there is a general tendency to
overlook or deliberately pass over the harder matters of construction, syntax and idiom. But these are essential questions,
and have to be tackled, with or without help.
In my own case after mastering the intricacies of the Pashtu
Verb, and a sufficiency of the less common Plural and Feminine
forms, I soon found myself faced by a host of problems of
syntax and usage which had to be fought out and solved before
any progress towards a real knowledge of the language could
be made.
The present work is the result of my endeavour to solve
these problems for myself. Others probably have experienced
and are experiencing the same difficulties. They too, with time
will overcome them, possibly more successfully than I, but to
those who have not yet done so these notes may be of help.
They should at least help to clear the ground, to define the
problems and make it easier for the next comer to carry out
independent researches ; and it is in this belief that I venture to
publish them.
In doing so I intend no disrespect or disregard of my distinguished predecessors, and it will not I think be found that
I have to any serious extent duplicated their labours.
Bellew's Grammarl will still be found the most convenient
Bellew, Cramnrar, 1567.
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and trustworthy introduction for those who are able to obtain
a copy of the work, which has long been out of print.
Koos-Keppel's Manual, as a hand-book specially designed for
examination purposes, will always be the candidate's vade gzecum,
and the exercises which it contains and the complete series of
translations set in the Higher Standard Examination will always
be valuable. These works, however, and especially the latter,
scarcely deal at all with questions of syntax or word-usage except
in an accidental and unsystematic way. Much of these may be
learnt from them, but they cannot be used as works of reference.
Both Raverty2 and Trumpp3 have based their work on Pashtu
literature, which is a serious drawback for the average student,
who wants, as speedily as may be, to acquire a working
knowledge of the Colloquial Language. This is hardly to be
gained from a study of poetry or translations from the Persian,
mostly two or three hundred years old, which are affected by
Persian models or Persian originals, and which have had little
influence on the speech of an unliterary and illiterate people.
Trumpp's Gramwzar is, and will probably always remain, the
standard work on Pashtu, but it is a monument of bad typographical arrangement, and in consequence extremely inconvenient as a work of ready reference. Further, it conveys no
hint to the learner which of all the literary illustrations, with
which it is abundantly supplied, coincide with colloquial usage.
For these reasons no less than on account of the plethora of
detail, including much fanciful and obsolete philology, which
it contains, it is never likely to be popular with the ordinary
British student in India.
If the present work be compared with its predecessors, I think
it will be found that it does not trespass seriously on their
preserves. As a rule I have left aside all those questions of
Accidence with which they have adequately dealt, while as
1

Roos-Keppel, Manual, 1901.
Waverty, Grarrrmar, 3rd ed., I 867.
Trumpp, Crnnznrar, 1873.
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regards the rest my standpoint, methods, and material differ
substantially from theirs. These explanations, I think, sufficiently
justify the publication of a book on the lines of the present one,
and if I have tolerably fulfilled my designs there should be no
need for an apology.
An apology may, however, be necessary on other counts. In
proportion as the ground is new the liability to error or misstatement is greater, and I cannot hope that I have entirely
avoided either. The bulk of the work, with the exception
of the last three chapters, was compiled eleven years ago when
I was serving at Landi Kotal in the Khaibar Rifles.
As regards the illustrations given, it has been no part of my
scheme to provide an extensive or recondite vocabulary. I have
rather endeavoured to make use only of the simplest phrases
and commonest words, which are in daily use, in order to
illustrate the principles laid down, and so to promote familiarity
with that common talk which is essential for the purposes of
everyday life. Technical terms can be picked up as they are
required, and in case of need can usually be intelligibly paraphrased. Pathans are generally intelligent and willing to
understand. The examples (with a few exceptions noted with
an asterisk) were taken down verbatim as heard, or were
submitted to the criticism of unsophisticated Pathans, and the
principles enunciated were deduced from them. After this these
examples were read over to a Peshawar Munshi. It is hoped
that in this way most radical errors may have been eliminated,
while the influence of the locality in which the work was
compiled may have been reduced to reasonable limits.
On the other hand, I have been at a serious disadvantage
in finally preparing the work for the press after a lapse of many
years and in places where I was unable to revive my memory
or acquire fresh knowledge.
The student, in case he sees reason to disagree with any
points or examples, is begged not absolutely to condemn in
vii

haste. He will remember that in Pashtu there is considerable
fluidity, not only of pronunciation but of usage and vocabulary,
according to locality and dialect. Many an Afridi or Shinwari
phrase or pronunciation will incur the contempt of the Peshawar
Munshi as a solecism or a boorishness, while to the countryman
the Munshi's speech will seem foreign, womanish, and mincing.
The foreigner can only become a partisan until he acquires the
breadth of view and tolerance which come at length with a wide
experience and divided sympathies.
It is, however, to be remembered that in the case of an
illiterate language, the country or village type of speech will
ordinarily be purer and more original than that of the big town,
where disturbing influences are strong and numerous.
It remains to say a word regarding transliteration, which
always remains the grammarian's and the student's bugbear.
I have given in the text my reasons for eschewing the modified
Arabic script. It is quite unsatisfactory from the point of view
of sound-rendering. Without outside help, what approximation
to correct pronunciation would any one make in reading the
Pashtu text in, say, Rooskeppel's Ma;rzuad? On the other hand,
the Hunterian system of transliteration in official use in India
is too simple to render the varied sounds of Pashtu correctly.
I have attempted to devise a system which falls in as far as
possible with the familiar Hunterian system, and if the student
will take the small initial trouble necessary to master it, I think
he will find it fairly satisfactory. It is not intended to be strictly
scientific, and it is possible that the renderings will not always
meet with approval. Apparent inconsistencies in the rendering
of the same word will occasionally be noticed. Pronunciation
is sometimes doubtful, and sometimes subject to variation, so
that apparent inconsistencies of transliteration are not necessarily
denials of the truth, but may be the record of actual facts. T o
some extent I have admitted conventions as in the uniform
rendering of the Feminine ending by 8 and of the final vowel
...
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of Adverbs and Particles by 0. It is not always easy to distinguish final vowel-sounds accurately, there is variation due both
to dialect and sentence stress; these slight differences are not
of great practical consequence, while on the other hand the
marking (by the uniform use of the same vowel-sound) of the
grammatical value of a word is often a convenience in reading
and understanding.
Whatever errors this book may contain, I would remind the
reader that it is intended only as a guide and companion which
may afford him assistance and suggest ideas to him while pursuing
his own independent researches. It is not a text-book to be
learned by rote or used to the exclusion or prejudice of the
society of the Pathan sepoy or peasant. Every error he can
mark down and finally pin to the wall, will signalize a step in
his own progress. If he will further communicate to me each
error so transfixed which is of more than microscopic dimensions, and such will doubtless be found, he will lay me under a
serious obligation as a seeker of truth even in grammars.
In the latter portion of this work occasional references will
be found to a 'Part 11'. This Part I1 does not exist, but it is
in preparation, and it is hoped will one day appear. It will
deal with the language from the historical point of view, and
with reference to its philological relations to the Persian and
Indian vernaculars-a subject which has not to my knowledge
been treated by any English scholar.
H.B.M. CONSULATE,
KERMAN,
S. PERSIA.
September,

I g I 3.

POSTSCRIPT TO PREFACE
To the above account of the razko~~
&&'re of this book, I have
now, a year later, to add certain tributes of thanks. First of all
I am indebted to the Publishers and their advisers for their
discrimination in accepting it, and for all the courtesy and
' sweet reasonableness ' which a publisher can show to his client.
ix
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In the next place the Press have my sincerest thanks and
admiration for the care and intelligence they have displayed
in giving effect to my ideas as to typographical arrangement,
and the accuracy with which they have reproduced my MS. and
the irritating niceties of transliterated Pashtu.
My obligations to many Pathans, principally sepoys of the
Guides and Khaibar Rifles, are I regret of too ancient date
to admit of their being accurately recalled to mind and placed
on record.
Lastly, I am in the highest degree beholden to my Wife, who
undertook the thankless labour of preparing the final draft MS.
for the Press, and the wearisome task of making the Indexes, in
the course of which many minor slips and inconsistencies in the
text, which would otherwise have gone unnoted, have been
eliminated. I have also benefited in many ways by the criticisms
of a mind fresh to Pashtu but trained in the methods of
philology.
T o my Wife I am further indebted for suggesting the motto
which I have prefixed to the book. It is my ultimate retort to
the criticisms of those whose knowledge is greater and more
accurate than my own. I trust that the less sophisticated will
not fail in their r81e as grateful ' Werdende '.
I would here finally remark that the indexes just referred to
have been made very full in the hope that they will serve both
to supplement the actual text where, in taking previous knowledge for granted, it is incomplete, and to make readily accessible
all the information that the book contains. The Pashtu Index is
also intended to facilitate the literal translation of the examples,
the renderings of which in the text are often purposely very free.
If these ends are attained, the indexes should incidentally form
tolerably full comparative vocabularies of the most common and
useful words in English and Pashtu.
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LIST O F ABBREVIATIONS
IN addition to the ordinary grammatical abbreviations and contmctions, such as : gen. (Genitive), dat. (Dative), trans. (Transitive), I have
made use of the following :
A,, Adj. = Adjective.
A,, Ar. = Arabic.
Av.
= Avestic.
(B)
= on Bellew's authority.
et seqq. = and what follows.
ff.
= and what follows.
= Germanic (Teutonic).
Gmc.
H.
= Hindustani.
= Noun.
N.
N:E.
= North-Eastern.
N.W.
= North Western.
Mn.P.
= Modern Persian.
P., Pers. = Persian.
= Pashtu.
Pa.
= Pahlavi.
Phl.
pl., plur. = plural.
P. P. P. = Past Participle Passive.
q. v.
= which see.
(R)
= on Raverty's authority.
SC.
= understand.
sg., sing. = singular.
= Sanskrit
Skr.
= under the word in question.
S. v.
v., vide = see.
= Verb.
Vb.
v. I.
= see below.
v. S.
= see above.
* I. denotes a phraseor sentence not guaranteed as actually
heard from lips of a Pathan.
2. denotes a hypothetical word or form.

CHAPTER I
PHONOLOGY AND TRANSLITERATION

THEfailure of the script of a written language to represent adequately
or accurately the sounds of the spoken language, is so universal a
phenomenon that we cease to notice it in the languages with which we
are really familiar. When, however, it becomes a question of approaching
an unfamiliar language this failure at once regains its importance. That
this is particularly so in the case of Pashtu is due to the double reason
that Pashtu did not develop a system of writing for itself and that it
adopted the Arabic script only at a very late stage of its existence. Even
tradition only places the origin of Pashtu literature in the fifteenth
century A. D. The choice of the Arabic script was in itself an unfortunate one, for the Arabic language is not rich in sounds and its alphabet
is correspondingly defective, more especially in the vowel series. Pashtu
moreover traces its origin to the Lranian branch of Indo-Germanic, while
Arabic belongs to a totally different linguistic family, the Semitic. There
is therefore no natural probability that the sounds possessed by the two
languages should be identical. As a matter of fact Pashtu possesses
a more extensive range of sounds than Arabic, and each language has
sounds which are unknown to the other. T o make good this deficiency
and divergence those who adapted the Arabic script to the Pashtu language
invented a number of additional symbols. These additions have on the
whole satisfactorily solved the difficulty so far as the consonants are
concerned; but the scant regard which the Arabs paid to the representation of vowels was accepted as a natural principle by the adapters, whose
efforts to provide for the rendering of the tolerably rich series of Pashtu
vowels were at most half-hearted. Even the signs which they did devise,
have-owing to the vowel-contempt which has everywhere accompanied
the spread of Arab letters-been largely disregarded and allowed to fall
into disuse.
It will be seen, therefore, that the Arabic script possesses no intrinsic
value for the representation of Pashtu. Nor has il any philological value,
for it has only been associated with the language for a short time and,
1667
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the association being of the slightest, has produced no reaction on its
phonology which has been affected wholly and solely by colloquial
necessities and usage, At the same time it is as a medium cumbrous,
because it has separate signs for sounds unknown in Pashtu, and these
signs when imported into Pashtu necessarily give rise to phonetic
synonyms, e.g. :

3 d are both pronounced as k in Pashtu.

the Arabic sounds
99

,)

,,

&

p y., are all pronounced as s

,,

~9

Prima facie, therefore, it is a fair question whether it is more convenient
to attempt the study of the language, the colloquial language be it understood, through the conventional medium of the Arabio script, or by the
employment of the richer resources of the Roman character arranged to
meet the special requirements of the language. An obvious way of
escaping the difficulty is of course to make use of both systems; but the
certainty that no one will take the trouble to read the same sentence
twice over in different forms, and the fact that the Roman character
is efficient and yields a form familiar to the connexion of sight and sound
in the European mind, appears to make a decision in its favour reasonable
and natural. I t is to be remembered also that we are here concerned
only with the colloquial language and have no interest in gaining
familiarity with the script in which the literature of the language is
enshrined. This literature, with perhaps the single honourable exception
of the Ganj z' Py&hfi2, is archaic, differs in idiom and vocabulary from
the colloquial tongue, and is most unlikely ever to be an object to any one
who is not already sufficiently acquainted with the Arabic character to
experience little difficulty in mastering the slightly altered form in which
it appears in Pashtu. Nevertheless in the present work an attempt has
been made to keep in touch with the language in its Arabic form, and
from the transliteration tables given below, supplemented as they are by
occasional notes, it should be possible to deduce the shape which a transliterated word would take in the Arabic script.

:a

a. Of the letters shown below, the following occur only in words which

have been borrowed from Arabic, probably in the majority of cases
through the medium of Persian. These words are 'recent' borrowiilgs
and form no part of the original vocabulary of the language. Their introduction cannot be earlier than the rise of Islam (seventh century A.D.)
and was probably subsequent to the developn~entof Persian literature in
the twelfth to fifteenth centuries. With a number of notable exceptions,
2
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they are characteristic of the literary rather than of the colloquial
language. T h e letters occurring only in Arabic loan-words are :

6. On the other hand the Cerebrals, for which the following symbols
have been coined :
9 d v &
are non-existent in Arabic and as a rule mark a word as having been
borrowed from the Indian dialects. This is not, however, universally
the case, as both
and A also represent Old Iranian combinations r n,
and r + t or r + d respectively.

+

c. I t is to be noted that there are no Aspirates in Pashtu. In words
recently borrowed from the Indian languages containing Aspirates the
aspiration is dropped in pronunciation though the Indian spelling is often
retained. Thus :

Hindi

Urdu

Pashtu

d. Besides the
3 and
(b)just mentioned, the following letters
have been invented for, and are in use only in, Pashtu :

+

9

-

s

ksh

From Persian are borrowed
Arabic.

u

p, and

e
dz and ts

;sh, which

are unknown in

In Arabic all the letters are considered Consonants. I t is only the 8
Zabar (Arabic Fathah), Z6r (Ar. Icasrah), and PCsh (Ar. Zammah)
which are regarded in the same light as the vowels are in English. I n
certain combinations with and g they furnish, however, the remainder
of the vowel-sounds which are common to the two languages. It will be
seen that the same principle holds good in Pashtu where, however, the
Hamza (-f) is also called in to act as a vowel determinant.

,

1 j also occurs in a few Persian loan-words, e. g. kkgh; and those from the
Persian bases girzar and p g i r such as gugrPn.

3

B 2

.-.. .- -

ENGLISH
CHARAC.

VERNACULAR
CHARACTER

-

I

NAME
.-

PRONUNCIATION
-

..

\ Initial

I Medial and
Fin a1

5

as in English ' barge '.

Alif

-

I Initial

.:. Medial

a

as in English ‘ dumb '.

and Final
--

-ah
-a

- --- -

----

:..Final
:.. Final

Zabar
',

a

similar to 9, but shorter, as
in ' anna

'.

- - --.-

C

. ..?I Initial
. .;. . Medial
2 . . . . Final

as in English ' mate '.

YC Majhil

.-

.-

?2 l

-

.. ..
g . . .. Final
L

- --

-e

YC Majhiil

-

.. .

. .. Final
-

--

-

LS
----.- -.

- .. ..

e

-

as in English ‘ essay '.

ZCr

e

or

as in English ' men ', 'death ',
but inclined to be longer.
Final -& in this work is, however, to be pronounced as
long or short 6, since it has
been used merely conventionally to indicate feminine
endings.

.:. Medial
-.

-

Zabar

as in *English ' winter '.

.-

e and It. I t is to be remarked that these symbols are not in accordance with the
usage of modem scientific philology.
C corresponds to the Iranian philologists' e and F.
4, the sound represented by this when occurring medially in this work (e. g.
mGrbHnai), is said not to exist in English proper, and good authority finds the nearest
approach to it in the German a. This latter sign has accordingly been employed to
represent it in the Linguistic Survey oflndia.
I have ventured to sin against philological usage in view of the popular natnre of
this work, and the fact that in my belief the Pashtii sounds in question approximate
nearly to those represented by the French C and 6 (i. e. closed and open e) with which
the average Englishman is in some degree familiar.
I
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-.

ENGLISH
CHARAC.

1

1
1

--

NAME

---

.

...21 Initial
..+. . Medial
y- ... . Final
-

--

.-

-

-

-

i

PRONUNCIATION

- .- -.

-

-

I
I
i
as in English ' deem '.
i
-- - -- - - - ---I
.
.

. .. I Initial

i

--

i

VERNACULAR
CHARACTER

I

. . .. Medial

1

as in English ' dim '.

ZCr

and Final
---- -- ---

. . .,I

I

- ---

--

Initial
Medial and W8.a Majhiil
Final

0

--

-woh

8;

. ..,I
ii

Initial
Medial
and Final

;

-.

--

.- -

I
-I

as in English 'mote' or
shorter.

as in English ' noodle

I
I

I
i

. . .?Initial
..'. .. Medial

'.

I
I

-

PCsh

.f . Medial,
'4

'.

9

- . - -.
.-.
U

as in English ' mote
-- -

... Final 1 w5.a Majhiil

-

as in English ' pull '.
somewhat like the e in the
French ' je', but prolonged
with a slight break in it.

and before
final silent h

1
I

Hamzah YC

ai

II'

i

....

as in Scotch ' Kye ', ' why ' ; j
the nearest English is i in
' fine '
I

i

. . .\, - Initial
j: Medial

as in English ' round

'.

and Final

Hamzah

used to indicate the separation
of two contiguous
sounds : 10.4 ; faaidah."Owe'-

1
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!$

8

May for our purposes be considered as a vowel.

-a

This final -a is the Zabar which is sometimes found as :
I.

T h e sign of the Plural (vide

,,

,,

5 74).

,,

Ablative (vide 49).
3. With certain Pre- and Postpositions (vide
2.

-e

$8 2 79,

2 8 I , 282).

This final -e is the ZCr which occurs at the end of some Adverbs,
e.g. bdnde. I n pronunciation it seems to resemble 6, but unstressed.
There is some latitude or uncertainty in the representing of final
-6, 4, and -e in the Pashtu script. According to the latest
inquiries which I have been able to make, a final -e sound in
Pashtu is always closed and varies only in length. Thus, the
finals of st?< khndzt, ker2 dah, k&<
bdnde, are all phonetically
similar, and the length depends on the degree of stress which falls
on them.

k -kshdgdah-ngro
I.
lt&Et
fopak dC chertah-d$ dE fopak dC
where strong stress accents are marked by vertical lines below the
syllables.
I n some mouths there is a tendency for an unstressed final -e
sound to change to -i.

CP-

-e-

This is an eased form of a, resembling the indistinct vowel e in
English. It usually replaces a before r and is probably due
only to economy of labour.

u

This I have used for the vowel-sound following consonantal w in
verbs whose infinitive ends in -awul. I n the Arabic script in this
case it is represented by a Zabar a, but it is certainly not so
pronounced. Trumpp, p. I 67 el passim, transliterates it as g (= u)
on the analogy of the normal infinitive with which, however, it is
not identical.

u

This I have used for the 6 and g and a of various philologists.' It
represents a sound characteristic of Pashtu. In the infinitive
termination and in the 3rd Pers. Plur. Past Def. of Verbs in

1 Darmesteter denotes this sound by 9; Geiger and Trumpp by g;
Victor
Henri by &.

6

Notes
-mu2

o ~ tthe

Table of Vowels

I have written u rather than p, because u seems to me

more truly to represent the pronunciation.
T h e distinction be~weenu and e (Zabar) is recorded in written
Pashtu only when it is necessary to differentiate between words
of otherwise identical form but of different meanings, e.g.

-

jzar = gold.

)j ora ! ZUT = quickly.

3;. bal = kindled.
1
3; or
bul = other.

ai

This is the sound found in the termination of the oblique case of
Feminine Nouns in -i. It has also been used by me to denote
the plural termination of the Imperative, the sound of which tends
to approximate to that of -ei. This sound is particularly clear
in deei (pron. dzei) = go.

aoi

This form has been used to denote the abbreviated form of the
3rd Pers. Pres. of Verbs in -awuZ. It is pronounced a-i, but also
degenerates occasionally into -ei, e.g. ka-i or kei = ht does.
But always goha3 = he throws. 'The point has boen used
throughout, as here, to separate two adjacent but distinct vowelsounds.
Midway between ai and a-i is the feminine nominal termination
found in many Nouns, mostly recent borro\vings of Hindustani
Nouns in -i, e.g. chitai = Zeffer, Fpai = hat. Trumpp states
that in these words the two sounds are entirely distinct (= a-i);
but they \vould appear to be at least partly diphthongal.

For remarks on the Vo~velas well as the Consonantal forms which are
represented by, and see below.
It will have become apparent from the above notes that it is not always
easy to draw hard and fast dividing lines between the various vowelsounds. There are undoubtedly sounds that it is not easy or necessary
to distinguish, and these is probably some variety of pronunciation even
among members of the same communi~)?. In any case -0-, a, u, and u
tend to run into each other.
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ENGLISH
CHARACTER

VERNACULAR
CHARACTER

/ /
NAME

PKON UNCIATION

as in English ' boat '.

1 I
cht

---

----

as in English ' church '.
--

.-

dal

3

--

a true dental ; pronounced with tip
of tongue against teeth.
-

-

2

dal

--

-- -

-

-- -

-

resembles English d in being proilounced with tip of tongue agains~
palate just behind teeth ; but more
forcible than English d.

'.

as in English 'foot

i

as in English 'goat '.

- -

e

ghain

aguttural spirant,unknown inEnglish,
stands to g as kh (infra) to K. Somewhat resembles French 'r grasstyte'.
sin~ilarto but weaker than English h.
similar to but stronger than English h.
as in English 'jam'.

-..-

-

-

. ..-

--

d

c

I
I

-

--

..-

-.
.--.
. .. .- .--- --

--

--

--

--

kaf

as in English ' Kid '.

kht

guttural spirant as in Scotch ' loch '.

---

-

ENGLISH
VERNACULAR
CHARACTER CHARACTER

ksh

u+
-.-

NAME

PRONUNCIATION

-

_.

kshin

same as last, but stronger.

----

-

as in English ‘mouse '.

mim

m

--

as in English ' lord '.

I2m

--

n

--

-

1

I

--

.
-

-

-

cr

niin

as in English ' noose '.

or2

nun

a strong nasal which cannot be described.

---

I

1

?I

-

I

as in English 'got '.

pC

Y

--

I

Q

j

--

I

I
I

- --

r
-

A

S

u'

H

d
-

-S
-

---

-

-

'.

r6
as initial r in English ' rabbit
-cerebral r in the same series as d and
t ; unknown in English.

not distinguished in pronunciation
in Pashtu. As in English ' sit '.

-

Cb

sc

$

shin

-

sh
--

t
-

--

--

--

-

---

only in words of Arabic origin, pronounced in Pashtu as &.

q?if

--

r

--

-

--

w

as in English ' show '.

te

--

a true dental (see d above). Weaker
than English I.
-

9

--

----

---
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ENGLISH
VERNACULAR
CHARACTER CHARACTER

NAME

-

.---

PRONUNCIATION

a cerebral (zlidc d above).
emphatic than English t.

More

pronounced similarly to t in Pashtu.
w as in English but inclining to v.
-.

- --

as in English 'you '.

not distinguished in pronunciation
in Pashtu, the last three only
- occur in Arabic loan-words.' As
in English doze.
I

/

as z in English ' azure' or s in
‘ pleasure '.
i

-

1

either t s as in cals' or s as in ' sit '.

I
i

either as 'adze', 'cads ' or z as in 'zone'.

'ain

1

only occurs in words of Arabic origin.
It is originally a guttural consonanl,
but in Pashtu it is dropped and only
the accompanying vowel is pronounced. When this is a (Zabar)
it is lengthened to ii unless initial ;
i and u are unchanged.

But as regards j vide foot-note, 5

2

a.

I

I
I

Notes on the Table of Coaso~zarrts

I n North-Eastern Pashtu, with which we are here occupied, the
sounds represented by these signs are identical, and they are
kept distinct only in deference to their distinct origin. In
Southern and Western Pashtu g is pronounced as sh, which
is closer to its original sound.

It occurs in recent loan-words,
and is usually pronounced, if not written, as p.

f is not truly a Pashtu sound.

This is a favourile sound in Pashtu. As in Arabic, it is a strong
guttural with a suspicion of an r in it. It is sometimes
softened almost to disappearance between vowels as in s'a =
aghah (cp. Mn. Pers. b7(gq5) i
.
aghg
B'B or au). The
tendency of Mn. Pers. to confuse the sounds of
and j,
especially by modifying the G ,is not observable in Pashtu.

-

Initial h is commonly dropped in speaking, though it is
retained in writing. Thus always um for hum, usually
o for ho (yes), and very generally aghah for haghah.
Medial h between vowels is silent or weak. Thus : dahiie +
damas
; wahel6 +wa.016 (but : wuwehah). Immediately
preceding a consonant, it is not pronounced as h but it
produces a modification in the pronunciation of the preceding
vowel. Thus :dihq8n = daiqan; mihrbhnai = mhrbanai;
fahm = p8m ; pahra = psira. Final h is always silent in
Pashtu, and is only an orthographic sign. It is an importation
from Persian where it is added to a word which would otherwise end in a short vowel, the rule being that a word must
end in a consonant.
It follows that in Pashtu there is no real uaison d'ii9-e for this
final h, and it has been preserved in the present system of
transliteration only to facilitate the reconversion into Arabic
script. Pashtu inconsistently sometimes omits it and sometimes uses it.

In Arabic proper names h tends in Pashtu to become kh beiore
consonants. Thus : Akhmad for Ahmad, and XKakhmiid
for Mamtid. Initial h is generally pronounced, but the
remarks on medial h apply equally to medial h.
II
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j

is sometimes substituted for zh. Thus in Peshawar district
zhim6 -,jim6 (winfer).

kh Rt

&&represent

in NE. Pashtu the same sound.
Pashtu ksh is pronounced as ah.

I n S. and W.

m

This sound occurring before b is written n.

n

n in juxtaposition to b is always pronounced m. N before g is
pronounced as in English, and the g, when final, is silent.
Thus Pashtu tang = English fongue.
T h e nasalization of a vowel, as found in Sanskrit and the
Indian dialects, is heard, as far as I know, only in the word
mi-Bn (& or b).

*

is a cerebral, as opposed to n which is a dental. I t is strongly
nasal, for a European by no means easily pronounceable, and
it cannot be described.

P

See f above.
only in words of Arabic origin. It should be pronounced as
a strong deep guttural. Mn. Pers. pronounces it correctly or
varies it towards gh or kh; but Pashtu identifies it with k.
I t is here only distinguished from k to facilitate conversion
into the Arabic script.

w &y

and " occur sometimes in the character of vowels, sometimes
in that of consonants, and they are accordingly classed by
philologists as Semi-vowels.
T h e consonantal value of, approximates to that of the English W,
though there are those who find in it a closer approach to the
sound of English v. T h e w-value has a weighty s~~pporter
in
Darrnesteter. At the beginning of a word, or when preceded by
a vowelless consonant,, is always consonantal, whether it itself
= wand ; aY' = wulP~;
carries the Zabar, ZCr or PCsh, e. g.
wl+2
= W~SWPS
;
= g h w a u a l l . Between two vowels it is

,

+>

also consonantal: J$= kawal (' kawul '). At the end of a word,
or when not itself carrying a vowel (in which case it might be
marked by the SukGn, did Pashtu employ that sign), it is
a vowel. As a vowel its normal sound is 6 (w%*iimajhfil); but
if it is preceded by PCsh it becomes ii (w9.ii ma'riif); if by
Zabar, au. Initial 6 is written ,I ; initial fi ,I ; initial au ,I.

-

12

Notes on the TadL of Consona~ls

-

P

Thus :I, = o r ; -,I
= iichat ; w~,=
l audaa. Wii is usually
written , an orthographic combination almost unknown to
Arabic or Persian. In the Peshawar district thereis a tendency
to drop the w in initial wil- or wu-, e. g. zilqah for wuligal
(send), and this is generally the case with the present stem d e of the verb watul, thus: deah for wCeah. w is sometimes
unnecessarily prefixed to an initial u- or o-; as w'usr for 'usr;
wor for o r ; wuspanah Tor 6spanah.

,,

This letter is consonantal at the beginning of a word. As
a medial it generally coalesces with a preceding short vowel to
form a diphthong, e. g.
&
: = wai-yl (not wa-yyl).

= bC-2 (not bi-ya).
= ni-at (not ni-yat).
It has, however, been transliterated as y in this work when
preceded by a long vowel, both because there is a tendency for
it then to develop a y-sound, and in order to racilitate conversion
into Arabic script. Thus :
is transliterated b6yah (pronounced b6-yah).

+b

Pp
w8yem (though in this case the pronunciation is perhaps rather wai-em than ws-yem).
As in the case of, the value of 6 is altered by the vowel signs
accompanying it, the Hamzah being also pressed into the
service. The scheme is as follows :
3 = d ; g=i; G=ai.
9,

-

-

q (final only) = -e and 2.'
zh

is in the I'eshawar district pronounced as a rule as j.

ts &dz These are in the Peshawar district pronounced as simple e and s.
In the Afridi and other dialects their composite sounds are
preserved. It is unfortunate that only one quasi-Arab symbol
was devised to represent both.
A number of Arabic loan-words end in two consonants undivided by
a vowel.2 In Pashtu a short vowel is inserted thus :
hukm is pronounced hukem.
'umr ,,
,9
'umer, kc., &c.
1 Custoln varies as to the employment of the diacritical dots under the final forms
of CS.
a In classical' Arabic, of course, the double consonant was always followed by a
vowel :
&c.

=3
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TRANSLITERATION
OF THE EXTRACT
FROM

THE

' GANJK PVST~'.

Hik8yat shpag wishtem.
Yau seyC pah safer rawZnCduh, no lah yau hakim nah yC p i i u t u n a h
wukerah chCh lah ch8 serah malgirti.5 kawum au lah ch8 nah dz8n sstem.
Hakim wertah wuwe chdh lah atah ranga sero nah pah dadah gerzah.
A\\rwal haghah chdh ihszn nah mani. Doyem haghah chCh bC sababa
qaher werdzi. Drdaam haghah ch4h lah iikhirata bd perwz wi. Tsalorem
(tsaloram) haghah chdh tag wi. Pindzam (pindzam) haghah chCh derogh
goad wi. Shpagem haghah chCh shahwat parast wi. Owam haghah chCh
be hai.2 (hays) wi. Atem (atam) haghah chdh bd hdtsa pah khalqo bad
guman kawi.
Au da atah qisma sero pah dostai pase kadah gerzawah. Awwal haghah
chdh pah nCkai q5il wi. Doyem haghah chCh lah ZshnZ nah pah sakhtai
k u d 15s nah 3kheli. DrC-am haghah chCh wai-ul au kawul yC dwZiyah
&eh wi. Tsalorem haghah chdh lah kibera dzzn ssti. Pindzam haghah
ch4h 'aqel yd pah qaher ghalib wi. Shpagem haghah chdh bC tama'
sakhzwat kawi. Owanl haghah chdh adabnik wi. Atem haghah chdh
dost da g8lihgno wi.
Haghah seyd chdh 15r shuh au pah dC khabero yC 'amel wukey pall
ddrah khushhiilai (khiish-) serah lah safera bC.3 rZighd au lah n8kZrah
kho.6 (khoC.a?) bilkul (bi'l kul) khaliis shuh.

=4

STORYXXVI.

A man was setting out on a journey, and so he inquired of a man of
learning with whom he should make friends and from whom he should
hold himself aloof. T h e learned man answered him that there were eight
kinds of men whom one should avoid :-Firstly, he who does not recognize
favours received. Secondly, he who loses his temper without cause.
Thirdly, he who has no thought for the future life. Fourthly, he who is
a swindler. Fifthly, he who is a liar. Sixthly, he who is a slave to
vice. Seventhly, he who is without shame. Eighthly, he who without
reason thinks ill of olhers.
And (he added) that there were eight kinds of men whose friendship
was to be cultivated :-Firstly, he who recognizes a good deed. Secondly,
he who does not withdraw his support from a friend in time of trouble.
Thirdly, he whose words and deeds are alike good. Fourthly, he who
preserves himself from pride. Fifthly, he whose good sense prevails
over his anger. Sixthly, he who is generous without thought of profit.
Seventhly, he who is courteous. Eighthly, he who is a friend of the
pious (just).
T h e man, having departed and acted on this advice returned from his
journey in great happiness and entirely escaped moral corruption.

&

u.L'

@bit

proved.

jompaq
wrizhb
~Zmin
zulem

crowded together.
rice.
surety.
injustice.

il gad
miilai

long.
radish.
flour.
rice.
brother-in-law.

oruh
sholk
auk&

} snow.
J

J~ij.?,

-,),

shwul

to become.
to stand.
rotten.

wuderedul
wrost
15
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GI!!

ashes.
dust storm.
sisters.

irb
silai
khwaind&

&

Irregularities of transcription, where for phonetic reasons they occur,
are noted in the text.

STRESS
AND RHYTHM
IN PASHTU.
The following is an attempt to indicate roughly the stress accents and
the rhythm of the same extract. The major stress accents are indicated
by the heavy acute accents, the secondary stress accents by the heavy
grave ones. T h e double vertical lines denote a major, and the single
vertical lines a minor pause.l
I

I

I

Hik8yat shpag wishtern.
I

I

I

I

Yau serC pah safer raw8nCduh
I

\

\

sababa

I

I

I

I dghah

6wwal

I

I

\

\

1 au

I

I

werdzi.

11

I

I

I

lah ch8 nah dzzn
I

\

em I

(1

I

I
\

I

\

pah

I

I

I bd

perw5

I

I

6

haghah chih

DrC-am haghah chCh lah Bkhirata

I

I

I

chCh lah atah ranga selo nah

I

I

\

I

\

chdh ihsin A h r n k .

I

I qaher

\

I

(1

didah gerzah.
I

I

Hakim wertah wuwe
I

\

lah chii serah malgirti.8 kawum

I

11

s&m.

I

I chCh

wukerah

I no lah yau hakim nah 1 yC puksJtunah

I

11 Tsalorem I haghah chkh tag wi. 11 Pindzam 1 haghah chCh derogh
g o 4 wi. )IShpagem I haghah chCh shahwat parast wi. 11 Owwem I haghah
chCh bk h i I . 1 &em I h&hah cheh bg hhsa I pah khilqo bLd
guman kawi. I(
Au da atah qisma sero I pah dostai pase kadah gerzawah. (1 Awwal 1
haghah chCh pah ndkai q%.ilwi. 1) Doyem I haghah chdh lah Zshn5 nah I
pah sikhtai k&C I 1;s nah skheli. 1) Drd.am I haghah chCh waihgl I au
kawul yd I dw8rah M e h wi. (1 Tsalorem haghah chdh lah kibera dzan
sgti. 11 ~ k d z a mI haghah chdh 'aqel y6 I pah qaher gl13lib wi. 11 Shpagernl
highah chkh bd tama' I sakhfiwat kawi. I( Owwem I haghah chdh adabngk
i . 11 Atem I haghah chdh dost da S51ih6no wi. (1
~ B ~ h siT6
a h chdh 14 shgh I au pah dd khabero 1.6 'amel wuker I pah
dlrah khushhnlai serah 1 lah s;fe;a bi.8 rig& I( au 1ah n8kPrah kh6-6 I
bikul khalis shph. 11
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1 A few variations in the transliteration are inten led to reprtseut more closcly the
actual pronunciation.
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CHAPTER
THE ARTICLES

THERE
are no separate equivalents in Pashtu for the English Definite 8
Article, the, and the Indefinite Article, a, an. I n general merely the
simple form of the word is employed, the context suficien~lyindicating
the sense in which the word is used.
It is, however, to be noted that the use of the Demonstrative Adjective 10
hagh-,
that, extends to certain cases which would in English be
satisfied by the Definite Article, e. g. where the article refers back to
a person or thing already mentioned and sufficiently defined.
The man (of whom you know) is here.
Haghuh serC hHzir dC.
The Definite Article preceding a noun which has a Relative depending
on it, is represented in Pashtu by haghuh.
Haghuh seyd chCh (-) pariin raghe16 woh, beg2 mey shuh.
The man who c ' k e yesterday died last night.
Similarly the Numeral, yau, one, takes the place of a when the latter 11
is used to single out an individual from a class of similar individuals
without further defining it. The effect is to make the mind form a picture
of an individual of a class to which no previous reference has been made.
BCgHh yau chapriisi khat rawer6 dd.
Yesterday evening a chaprasi (a certain one of the chaprasi
class) brought a letter. (' Chaprasi ' here without the ' yau '
would mean 'the chaprasi', i.e. your, or my, kc., chaprasr; or
the chaprnsi of whom YOU Know. Again y a u could be used
with ' khat ', but is unnecessary as the mind is more occupied
with the general fact announced than with the letter, and
there is no possibility of ambiguity.)
Pah DPkBh5nah k U C stH depsrah yau khat ragheld dC.
There is a letter for you in the Post Office (lit. 'has come
for you ').
1667

17
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Da lsri pah [sang pah yau kgni bande nlst woh.
H e was sitting on a stone at the side of the road. (Here the
mind at once forms an image of a particular stone singled
out from all other stones.)

12

It may be roughly given as a general rule that in the cases in which
haghuh and yau are used, the employment of the English fhaf and one,
though more or less unnatural, would yet produce sense. This principle
excludes the use of haghuh in phrases of the following nature :-fAe
learned, the greatest ofall, fhe people say . ., and all /he sepoys.

.

13

After the verb fo Je, the Definite Article will only be rendered (by
Aaghuh) where the Noun is defined by a Relative Pronoun, expressed
or implied.
This is the man who . .
DH hum aghuh serC dC chCh .
This is the man (of whom we have been speaking) who .
T h e following points are to be noted in regard to the use of yau in
the same situation :

.

..

..

a. T h e 3rd Pers. Sing. d6, woh, kc., in the sense of exisfs takes,
-or rejects, yau on the principle given in $ I I .
Dzamilng pah kili k&C yau mPtaber
serC dC, KhPn
~ u h a m 6 a dnGm C dC.
There is a man of consideration in our village, K. M. by name.
Seri tsakhah chCh fopak wi badragah yC tseh pakar d a h ?
If a man has a rifle what need has he for an escort? (The
conception here is of such a general nature that the mind
makes practically no attempt to individualize the man or
the rifle.)

(k)

6. Used appositionally, i.e. merely as copulatives, these parts of the
-verb do not admit the use of yau.
H e is a very good man.
Haghuh dCr k&eh serC dC.
c. Shtah also takes yau when

it is clear in English that the
accompanying n implies a particular individual.
Pah bPzHr k&C mochi shtah? Yau mochi kho shtah, lCkin da
k8r nedC.
Is there a (any) shoemaker in the bazar ? There is a (a
certain) mochi, but he is not of any use (' no good ').
I8
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Pah Dakkk k M C (yau) pul shtah. Bul chertah nishtah (d).
There is a bridge at Dakkah ; but nowhere else (i.e. there
is either, yan expressed, an actual bridge, of which a definite
mental image is formed; or, ytlu not expressed, there is
merely a ' means of crossing -the river can be crossed at
Dakkah with the facility which a bridge provides).

T h e following further illustrations of the use of yau as Indefinite 14
Article are given :
Da lak ghal o da kak hum ghal dC.
T h e man who will steal a lakh will also steal a farthing.
Yau serC pah yau dzangal k&C garzdduh, chCh da yau btiti lsnde
yau m8r yC wuliduh. Dasti haghvh pah ksno wuwishtuh, mel
C kuh.
A man was wandering in the jangal and saw a snake under
a bush. H e immediately killed it with stones (stoned it and
killed it).

CHAPTER 111
THE

NOUN

NUMBER

1s

IN Pashtu, as in English, there are only two numbers, Singular and
Plural. T h e general distinction between these two numbers is also the
same in both languages.
Where, however, there is in fact an element of doubt in the mind as
to the singularity or plurality of an object, the difficulty is frequently
approached from different points of view in English and Pash~u,with
results which destroy the complete parallelism in the use of the numbers
in the two languages.
T h e words in regard to which such difficulty arises may be roughly
classified as those which denominate :
I.
2.

Collections of Units.
Materials.

Those of the first class are known in Grammar as Collective Noune.'
Their peculiarity lies in the fact that, while bearing a singular form, they
may carry the force of the plural. This occurs when the separate
existence of the component units is present to the mind, the units themselves being animate beings capable of independent action. Such words
as 'sand ', even when distinctly conceived as expressing a colleclion of
separate units, can in English be treated only as singular. When,
however, a collection of animate beings is viewed, as in itself a cornplete
unity, the force of the noun is accommodated to this conception, and is
singular. T h e following examples illustrate these principles :
T h e crowd were angry.
T h e herd wese looking towards us.

The crowd was large.
The herd was on the move.

1 Examples of collective nouns, singular in form, associated with verbs in the
Plural, are common in Greek and Latin, e. g. rB rrAfiOor orovrai = the nrultitude believe;
magna mnltitfido c o n v e n h n n t ' = a great rlrultitude of persons Anve arsettrbled. This
usage is practically unknown in Sanskrit ; cp. Delbriick, Vergleichende Syntax der
Indo-Ge~trranischcgzSjrache, I goo, iii. 103.
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The second class of Nouns, those denoting IUterid, are in English
invariably treated as though singular ; but grammarians are agreed that
if such thing as a Neuter Number were recognized they would be more
properly attributed to that.

Turning to Pashtu, we find the treatment of the ambiguities of Number
in one sense simplified ; the grammatical force of a Noun always corresponds to its form, according as that is singular or plural. A Noun
which in form is singular cannot be accompanied by a Verb in the
plural nor vice versa. The difficulty as to Number was met at an earlier
stage of the language when the form of the Noun representing any
conception was originally determined. This having been done once and
for all in the evolution of the language, whatever the conception adopted
may be, that conception is consistently reflected in the grammar of any
statement regarding the object in question. Such anomalies as: ' the
nation are . ', 'good news is to hand', are unknown in Pashtu.
It is evident, therefore, that the point to which it is necessary to devote
attention in Pashtu is the nature of the conception pertaining to each
class of object.

..

The following is an attempt to take stock of the general principles
which underlie the determination of Singularity and Plurality in the
language :
a. Nouns denoting collections of which more than one may exist are
singular, when considered individually :
e. g. faudz army ; faudziinah armies.

b. Nouns denoting collections which include the whole sum of the
class of unit of which they are composed, are plural :
e. g. manktitd, the wicked.
(These two classes cover the Collective Nouils of English.)
c. Nouns denoting any substance which is composed of, or naturally
separates into an indefinite number of similar particles, are considered
plural :
e. g. wafer, wheat.

d. Following from the last, the material of which anything is composed,
when it itself is composite in nature, is conceived of as plural :
e. g. wool, as consisting of an aggregation of hairs.
2I

le

The Noua
e. Nouns denoting many substances when used with a particular or

limited signification are singular, when used in an extended sense are
plural :
e. g. earth.
These principles will afford a key to the following categories which
include most Nouns or types of Nouns that in English and Pashtu are
regarded in a different light.

18

a. Singular, but capable of taking a Plural form when more
than one such collection is in question. The only way in which these
Pashtu nouns differ from their English equivalents is that when in the
singular form they can in no case be accompanied by a plural verb.
Dallah
gang, band of men.
faudz
military force.
gallah
troops of horses.
jirgah
council of elders.
kandak
herd of goats.
l a u k a r (m.)
army, armed force.
PI. l a u k a r k (f.).
majlis
assembly, meeting.

tribe.
ramah
sC1
iilas (J!)

flock of sheep.
flock of birds.
tribe, people of a tribe.

jorah

pair.

Note also :
yoke (i. e. pair) of oxen.
MB1 =goats or sheep occurs only in the singular, as also the word f i l ~
in the above list.

Doublets, as in English, are plural :
pan&
tsaplai
kCrai

shoes.

' grass shoes '.
leather sandals.
socks.

fiousevs, however, are considered as a single entity, hence : partfig

(singular).
22

6. Complete Collecttione.
The following are plural :
khalq
'A'am
K hCl

1

banyadam

people (in general).

(?;r$.)
-

when used with a qualifying term t o
denote a complete particular tribe.
E. g. Zakhah Kh4l = the (whole)
Zakhah KhCl tribe.'
Formaiivc,
Zakhah KhClo.
human beings.

c. Compoeite Subetanoee.

The following are plural :
G hanam
orbushe (f.) ($yr),l)
jaw5r
mai-b (3)
shersham
orah
teri (f.)
dzrii
zahir

wZksJuh

wheat.
barley.
maize.
pulse, dal.
mustard.
flour.
sugar.
powder, medicine.
poison (probably conceived of as
powder).
grass.

Liquids and some plas~icsubstances :
water (cp. Skr. gpas, Plur.).
obuh (f.)
p a 4 (f.)
milk.
tC1
oil.
chH.8 (f.)
tea.
shauduh
milk.
shomlk (f.)
buttermilk.
khwulb (f.)
perspiration (Sing. khwulah, also
common).
ghwag
ghi.
mHstuh
curds.
werguh
biestings.
will& (f.)
blood.
1

When used of individuals it is practically an Adjective :
I nm a Zakhah Khel.
Zah Znkhah Khdl yem
There are three Zakhah Khels (i. e. three members
Drk Zakhah Khdl di
of the tribe).
2
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T h e following materials, for clothing, kc., are plural :
Niwiir
san
spansai
wazhghiins
warai
wr6Mam
Da w r d m a m o patk6.
Da niw5ro kat.

webbing.
flax.
string (hemp ?).
goat's hair.
wool.
silk.
A silk pagari.
A niwar bedstead.

Where, however, the mind is apparently directed to the material more as
a single manufactured article, the singular may be used, as :

' . . ; Da wr4ksJam

t8n.

A piece of silk cloth.

But even here
Da wrdkshamo t%n.
is also found.
e. Nouns of Limited or Extended Application.

T h e following are examples of nouns which may be Singular or
Plural according to the extent of their application :
Dodai
darah
gerd
ghallah
khatah
khgwerah (khauwerah)
m8liich
rotai
zeyiikC
Lugah khatah rgweyah.

unleavened bread (food).
dust (in the air).
dust (lying or in suspense).
grain.
mud.
earth.
cotton.
= dodai, v.s.
cloth.
Bring a little mud.

BiirZn chdh shewd dd, her chertah khafk dCrE dl.
After the rain there is a great deal of mud everywhere.
Da U p o nah diiyah iichategi.
The dust rises from on'e's feet (as one walks).

Diiyk mah kawah.

Don't kick up the dust (in walking).

Pah dd lsri bsnde diiyk dCr&di.
There is a great deal of dust on this road.
24

The Nouns :

Shigah

sand.
snow.
hail.

wawerah
galai

are used in both numbers, not perhaps absolutely indifferently, but it is
difficult to discover the governing principle.
WHwerah prC.iizi.

Snow is falling.

but
Wiiwer&haghah watan k M 6 dCrk werdgi.
A great deal of snow falls in that cbuntry.
where there may be the idea of large quantity or the notion of many
' snowfalls '.
Yah w2wero k U C b u r n t shgh.
H e got sluck ( o r into difficulties) in the snow.

Shengdr = shale or gravel, which might be expected to be associated
with the above words, is, I believe, found only in the Singular.

There is a greater or less distinction of meaning between the Singular 20
and Plural of some words, of which the following are examples :
rain.
falls of rain, rains~orms,rains.
a cinder.
ashes.
clothing, the whole of a person's outfit.
clothes.
a grain of barley.
barley in quantity, either as crop or grain.
So also others, cp. ghenam, siirmal (spear-grass), ghanah (Sing.
a thorn-bush ; Plur. thorn-jangal).
wekshruh (s.)
a single hair.
wdkshtuh (pl.)
hair.

Note also :
Lobah
lob8 kawul
sanderah
sander&waiaul

a game.
to play a game.
a song.
to sing.
25
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T h e following names of fruit when used in a plural sense do not take
the inflexion -uneh in the Nominative as they might be expected to do.
Their Formative is obtained by adding a simple -0. This may be due
to their being, in all probability, comparatively recent importations from
Persian :
Badzm
almond.
angii r
grape.
22

The Syntax of Number.
As has just been seen, the grammatical powers of a Noun always agree
with its form, according as that is Singular or Plural. The following
points regarding the number of Nouns may be noticed :a. English Collective Nouns, as has been shown, appear in Pashtu,
in some cases as Singular, in others as Plural Nouns.
Jirgah khapah 1Pralah.
T h e members of the jirgah went away angry.
DCr khalq bsher wular di.
There are a lot of people standing outside.

b. Infinitives, which are really Nouns, are plural and inflected.
'ara? kawul tseh pakar di?
What is the good of talking about it ?
Lwustul gran di.
Reading is difficult.
c. Adjectives used impersonally, introducing clauses,l are accompanied

by a verb in the plural,
MunZsib nedi chdh sipPhi.5n bani-agzno serah jagerah namlawi.
It is not proper for sepoys to start disputes with the Baniyas.
d. It will be observed that; all Abstract Nouns are Singular.

D d r tiirzanw81C yd k e ~ ddC.
H e has displayed great valour.
SipHhigirat urn bah manziir kerC woh; dase tang shew6 woh pah
aghyh wakht.
H e would have accepted even a post as sepoy, in such
straits was he at tbe time.
The form of this statement is of course open to objection, and is only used for
convenience. The Adj. is really he Predicate, the subject of the sentence being the
clause which follows the copulative verb. In English the Verb is Sing., because
the clause is regarded as equivalent to a singular Noun, and its place as subject of the
sentence is taken by the pronoun ' it '.
26

Compound 8ubjecte.

a8

Where two Nouns or Noun-equivalents form the subject of a Verb,
the number and where possible the gender of the Verb is regulated
according to the following rules, as is also that of an Adjective associated
with them predicatively (vide 5 5 9 ) :
I.

Two Masculine Singulars take the Masculine Plural.

2.

Sing.
Masculine {Plur,}

+ Feminine

I 1

Sing.
take the Masc. Plur.
Plur.

3. Two Feminine Singulars take the Feminine Plural.

Yau seld o yauwah khadzah serah jangddul.
A man and a woman were quarrelling together.
Yau serd wa drC khadzk serah jangddul.
A man and three women were quarrelling.
There is, I think, a tendency in a case like this, where the latter
element is Feminine Plural, to allow the Verb to be attracted into agreement with it, and 'jangddeli: ' would in the second sentence probably be
permitted. Phrases of this type, however, do not often arise, for where
any jarring of inflection would occur, it is often easy to avoid it by
expressing the Verb with the first element and leaving it to be understood
after the second, thus :
Yau sey4 da kor nah wuwat, wa dr&khadzk.
A man came out of the house, and three women.
On the same principle, when a Compound Subject is formed of two
elements connected by a Disjunctive Conjunction (e. g. ... or .. . ) the
Verb, or Adjective, is usually placed after the first and put in agreement
with it, and is left to be understood after the second. It may, however,
be repeated after the second noun, in which case it agrees with it.
Parosa k2l pah haghuh kor k M C yau seyd pB dwah khadzb da
wabP nah meyk shu8 M e h yPd mi nedC.
Last year in that house one man or two women died of
cholera, I do not exactly remember.
Sandzh woh y I mdl&ah (wah)?
Was it a buffalo bull or a buffalo cow?

A composite subject is frequently resumed in a Pronoun of number or
quantity. ( Vide Q 6 I .)
27
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T h e Accusative Case is identical in form with the Nominative, while
the Instrumental, or more properly Agential Case is identical in form
with the Formative. Differenliation for other cases is obtained by using
the Formative, in conjunction with certain prepositional and postpositional particles. These particles are numerous, and it is perhaps
questionable whether they are most properly to be regarded as the
equivalents of mere case inflections or as essentially prepositions in the
sense in which we are accustomed to understand the term. It is, however, convenient to view as true cases of the Noun those combinations
which are found to correspond in their use with the cases existing or
generally recognized, in other languages.
Approaching Pashtu from this point of view, there is no difficulty in
distinguishing a. Genitive, a Dative, an Ablative, and a Locative
Case. T o these is also to be added the Vocative Case, which, as a rule,
displays an inflected form derived from the Formative.
From what has been said it will be sufficiently clear that in order to be
able to decline a Noun it is necessary to know its Formative. It is not
proposed to deal here with the declension of Nouns; that subject. has
been adequately treated in the existing grammars, and reference should
be made to the paradigms which they contain.' Some remarks on the
uses of the cases may not be superfluous.

THENOMINATIVE.
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T h e use of the Nominative in Pashtu is quite simple; as in English
it occurs :
I.

As the subject of the Verb.

2.

I n apposition with a Noun or Pronoun in the Nominative.

3. Predicatively with appositional Verbs.

28

The use of the Vocative does not call for special notice. It is, as
a rule, preceded by the exclamatory particle A-e, and generally corresponds in form to the Formative with the addition in the singular of
a final -a.
See in particular Trampp's Cransnzn7- i f t h e Pashtu, $ 5 60-4.
28

Case

T h e Accusative occurs as the object of Transitive Verbs in the Present
and Future Tenses, and in the Imperative Mood.
T h e Past Tenses of the Transitive Verbs being in nature really
Passive (vide $5 151-3) no occasion for the use of the Accusative with
them arises, aa the logical object becomes the grammatical subject and
is put in the Nominative.
I n form the Accusative is identical with the Nominative, whether
Singular or Plural.
T h e Accusative usually precedes the Verb, but in the colloquial
language it may follow the Imperative, when the command is given
hastily and the emphasis is on the action of the Verb.
Zeh da malik liir wsduh kawum.
I am going to marry the malik's daughter.
Hukem wale nah manam?
Why shouldn't I (i. e. of course I will) obey an order?
Remove that man from the squad.
Lire kah aghuh da toll nah.
Wuwahah aghuh sere. Mah 6 prCdah (= prdgdah).
Beat that fellow. Don't let him off.

Sometimes an intransitive conception may be conveyed by a Transitive 28
Verb governing a Noun denoting motion.
Mandk wuwahah
run.
Lgmbo wahul
to swim.
Double Accusative. In a few cases where a Noun is used with
a Transitive Verb to express a single verbal notion a second accusative
may occur. ( Vide 8 I 59.)
The ' Cognate Accusative' with intransitive verbs is not found in
Pashtu. ' He ran a race ' would be :
Pah bHzai wuzghalCduh.

THEGENITIVE.
T h e Genitive is obtained by placing the Particle da before the
Formative of the Noun.
In Pashtu, as in English, the Genitive expresses the notion of
Possession. In Pashtu it also supplies many of the uses of the
English of:
29
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T h e Particle da admits between itself and the Noun : Adjectives
(other than Possessive Adjectives), other Genitives, and Numerals
qualifying the Noun.
Da dCrk miid& msmelah (&L)
dah.
It is a very old affair.
Da nz-i'tab2ri seri tsok ?amanat nah werka-i.
N o one will give security for an untrustworthy person.
T h e Genitive normally precedes the Noun on which it is dependent:
Da Khasrogo miil ShinwBro wahelC dC, hum khadzk yC botlelk di.
T h e Sh. have raided the Kh.'s flocks and have carried off
(their) women.
Da Hoti da I c h ~ ndzoat? d4.
H e is the son of the Khan of Hoti.
Da agho laso tan0 dZram5ro pah haq kksJ5 Politikal Afsar Sahib
hukem k e ~ t ?dt? cht?h keh chere wuniwul6 shwul dasti da Jam pah
h a w g l ~ tk U C qaid de shi.
About those ten raiders, the Political Officer has given orders
that, in the event of their being caught, they are to be at once
imprisoned in the cells at Jam.
30

The Genitive is used in combining Place Names with general terms
for physical features, k c .
T h e Kiibul River
Da Ksbul sind.
T h e Khaibar Pass (valley).
Da Khaibar darah.
Pt?sh%\varCity
Mahr.
Da P C m a u r (),&,)
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Certain Adjeotives (mostly accompanied in English by oj; to, or by)
are in Pashtu accompanied by the Genitive. T h e commonest are:
Hajatmand
in need of.
ht?r
forgot ten by.
khwaksJ
pleasing to.
1%-iq
fit for.
pakar
required by, necessary to.
remembered by.
yad
yaqin
certain to.
zdah
learnt by.
Certain of these are really converted Nouns, e.g. y8d and yaqin.
P a k h (pah-k3r) is really Adverbial, and though used exactly like an
Adjective it is not inflected.
D%khaberah dzm5 y5dah dah (or h&ah shwah)
I remember (or, have forgotten) that matter.
30

Case
Da tsaplo gandul dzmii zdah di
I know how to make grass-shoes.
Yau M e h clrHkh dzawan dzma p a u r dC
I require a good active young fellow.
DzamZ yaqin di chCh b2rHn bah wusl~i
I am certain (it is certain to me) thxl it will rain.

There is also an idiomatic use of the Genitive in which an impersonal 38
turn is given to an idea which in English is expressed personally, e. g.
Shak yC r-8ghC chCh wu bah nah rasegem.
H e began to doubt whether he would reach there.
DCrah miidah mi wushwah chCh kor lah nah yem telC.
It is a long time since I have been to my home.
Khiaiil yC nah woh.
H e wasn't thinking (was thoughtless, regardless, Cc.).
I suspect that . . . .
GumPn mi shi (or dt!) chCh . . . .
This form of expression is most commonly found with the Genitive
equivalents, the Possessive Adjectives, as in the above examples, but it is
not uncommon with the Genitive of a Noun.

The following Genitives frequently stand absolutely, probably through
an ellipsis of peh wakht:
Da wradzk
in the daytime.
da shpk
at night
da saher
in the morning.
in the middle of the day.
da ghermb
It is very cold at night.
Da shpk dCrah yakhni kdgi.
For the Genitive with certain Adverbs see 5 284, I.

38

Pashtu is a language which is sparing of word-formation, especially for 34
the expression of abstract ideas, and hence in the two corresponding
series of Nouns and Adjectives one or other part of speech is frequently
missing. I t follows from this that an English Adjective is often represented in Pashtu by the Genitive of a Noun and vice versa.
Thus :
Interesting, agreeable
long-standing
expensive, costly

da mazk.
da dCrk miidR
da 1ii.i qimat (also qimati, qimatnHk).
3

=

The N o u n
well-bred
ancient
and :
of means (wealthy)
yesterday's (of yesterday)

da M e h asel.
da pakhwanai zam8nb (also wakhtind).
dunysdlr.
parfin&.

The suffix -wBleh sometimes serves the same purpose, e.g.
of good character
nCkch~lchalanwalah.

35

T h e Genitive is not usually employed after words signifying measure
or quantity :
Shpag jariba zmakah
six jaribs of land.
las gaza jim
ten yards of jean.
drd joy& kClai
three pairs of leather sandals.
Similarly with lwhsht, a span, &c.
AZZ of; fhe whole ofare rendered by the simple Adjective fol.
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T h e Dative is obtained by placing the particles tah or leh after the
Formative of the Noun.
Lah is always used after Verbs of ' giving ' and usually after Verbs of
' motion ', also to indicate a ' point of time '.
Tah is used in all other cases.
T h e principal uses of the Dative are as follows:
As the Indirect Object of Transitive Verbs.
Give him a horse.
Yau 5s wulah (= werlah) werkah.
SPhib tah piirah hB1 wuwiiyah.
Tell the Sahib the whole facts.
D5 gunah ratah mu'5f kah (or wubamah).
Forgive me this fault.
MH tah kanzilb (or zi.6rk) key8 di.
H e has used abusive language to me.
In the following an underlying idea of motion is perhaps present.
Patch your shirt.
Khpyl qamis tah toiah wugandah.
KhSwerh da wunk wCkh tah wschawah.
Bank up earth round the foot of that tree.
Sandilq tah qulef wzchawah.
Put a padlock on the box (i. e. lock it up).
32
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# 38-40
88

After Verbs of Motion.
Us N e h moy shwum chCh domerah dCrk rilpai-k mii lah pah lb
k u 6 riighelk dl.
I am well off now after so much money has come into my
hands.
Kshahr (pronounce khiir) lah
-

pah lgri bgnde chCh rawan shwum
mH tah yau paqir ghwunde serC makh5 lah pah dau dau riighC.
When I set out on the road for the city a faqir-like man
(i. e. ragged beggar) came running towards me. (Mateh
is not directly governed by r8gh6; it is rather dependent
on makhh leh.)

To indicate Direction or Situation.

30

Quteb tah
on the north, or towards the north.
suhCl tah, kc.
on the south, o r towards the south.
da . . . palau tah
da . . . khw8 tah
da . . . taraf tah
in the direction of, towards.
da . . dadah tah (or dad&. . tah)
da . . . lor tah
Mi 1% tah
to the right (hand).
kin (or gas) 12s tah
to the left (hand).
Da ghriino khwa tah bPrHn dCr kdgi.
It rains a great deal towards the hills.
Da bang18 sh8 tah
At the back of the bungalow.

I

.

To the same general conception are probably also to be referred uses 40
like the following :
Let the horse to the grass.
WgksJ~o ah Ps prCdah.
Allow me to speak.
Khabero tah m2 prCdah.
Ghwag wertah nisah (&j). Pay attention to him.
Hold out your hand to him.
LBSwkrtah nisah.
They are lying in wait for him.
Liir yC wertah niwulk dah.
SBhib tah bah wuderdgema. Khpul 'are? ('arz) bah wertah
wuwgyema.
I shall present myself to the Sahib and make my request.
1867
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Certain Adjectives used simply or in Verbal Compounds take the
Dative.
M ~ l o m(,.,L)
known (to).
apparent (to).

I

obtained (by).
milau
munasib
proper (Tor).
b2.idah
necessary (for), incumbent (on).
Hal yC ma tah mZlfim dC.
I know his circumstances.
Mdlfi b6.a ma tah U k H r a h nah shuh.
I didn't get a sight of the bear again.
Da IZri kherts miing tah nah milau-Cgi.
We do not get (are not allowed) travelling expenses.
THlah n~unPsibdi chCh herah wradz sabaq wiiyC.
You ought to have a lesson every day.
-48

-43

.-44

T h e noun yiid also takes the Dative when the recollection is a distant
one :
MP tah yad di chdh bC shak da dC tape bandobast wushuh chdh
zeh weykofd halak wum.
Yes, I do remember that a Revenue Settlement of this district
was carried out when I was a child.
H a e t also takes the Dative.
I have no need of.anything.
MS tah hHjat nishtah.
T h e Dative is also used after the Adverbs:
Makhzmakh
nizhd4.
(pah) makh k k d 4
ribarii.
Sam wertah makh kksJ4 ghal wulZl woh.
T h e thief was standing straight in front of him.
T h e Dative is used in various ways to express Intention or Purpose,
or the direction of the mind. Thus it is used after such Nouns as:
khi.fi1, niaat, dker, furgat.
Da P u M l 6 zhib? tah ni-at mi nah woh,
I had no thought of studying Pashtu.
i
zdah kawulo tah ddr mi khi-HI kep! dC.
Da P u k ~ t i zhibk
or
I had a strong intention of taking up Pashtu,
I have been thinking seriously of learning Pashtu.
34
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KPr parah kawulo tah furtat nah woh.
There was no time to finish the business.
Her chCh mi fiker wertah wukuh, hCts da dzHn tajwrz ratah
M k s r a h nah shuh.
However much I thought the matter over I could see no way
of saving myself.
Compare the following :
Whom are you sitting waiting for ?
Cha tah nast yC ?
For what purpose ? Why ?
Tseh lah ?
Notice in this connexion the idiomatic use of the Dative with e
denoting wish or inclination :
Tlo tah mi zruh kCgi
all meaning 1 wish lo go.
T l o tah mi zruh shi
T l o tah mi zruh dd

m 46

Also the still more idiomatic :
Paliinki kgr tah dzmg pah zruh k&d wah (f. s.) or wi (m. pl.).
I intended to do such and such a thing.
Also with dadah :
K i r kawulo tah dadah mi nah lagi.

I don't feel disposed to work.

The Dative is used to express P o i n t of Time in the Future.
H e will come in the evening.
BCgs lah bah r ~ s h i .
(Contrast : Ho. Bdg5 bi-ertah 1~ghC.
Yes, he came back yesterday evening.)
tabs lah
to-morrow morning.
midday (at time of midday prayer).
m&pdksJin
lah
afternoon.
mBzdiger lah
evening.
mZk&im lah
midnight.
mlskhotan lah
T h e Hour is usually accompanied by the particle psh.
at six o'clock.
Pah shpag bajk
but :
Shpag baj&lah
is also someimes heard when reference is lo future time.
Ciirti is

1 This is the exact equivalent of the Persian chini? in its simple sense.
also used in the sense of why mt ? = of course.

35
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The Noun

Note the following idiomatic use of the Dative with wain@.
Dzamiing khalq makkai tah ghat jawsr wsyii; Apridi wertah
pi-ntsah \.sYi.
We call Indian corn 'jawar ' ; the Afridis call it ' pi-atsah'.
Wale khpul serdar tah bad wiiyC?
Why do you run down (speak ill of) your Native Officer?

40

T h e Ablative is obtained by interposing the Formative of the Noun
between the Particles :

..
.. ..

lah .
. . nah.
da . . . . . nsh.
lah
. -a.
da . . . . . -a.
I n the last two cases the -a is a Zabar which is attached to the Noun.
It can only be used with Nouns whose Formatives end in a consonant.
As in the case of the Genitive, the first particle admits, between itself
and the Noun, Adjectives (other than Possessive Adjectives) and Numerals.

60

The following are the principal uses of the Ablative :
T o denote Point of Departure.
a. Place. Answering to the question ' Whence ? '.
Where have you come from ?
D a kum dz5.i nah rZghelC ?
Us da bera dCr Zsiinah M k a t a h rgwuli PdksJaur lah.
At present they are bringing down a lot of horses from
Afghanistan (lit. from above, i.e. from up country) to
Peshawar.
Da kum kahi nah ch4h zhauwer wi khalq bas pah arhat y2 pah
dingelai obuh khdzhawi (or wubiisi). Bulah wasilah nishtah.
People draw water from wells that are deep by means of
a Persian wheel or a water-lift. There is no other means
of doing it.

b. Time. Answering to the question ' From when r' '.
Lah gabs nah bah stn tankhzh (rl#)
wulagi.
Your pay will commence from to-morrow.
Da aghk wradzb nah ter osa pore pah kat prot yem.
From that day till now I have been confined to bed.
36
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Sinoe and sometimes for (of past time) are rendered by the Ablative.
Da plndzo wradzo nah mi tabah dah.
I have had fever continuously for five days.
By a development of the idea of Point of Departure, the Ablative
comes to be used to indicate the notion of bourne in its less concrete
aspects. Thus it is used of:

Souroe of Knowledge, Sentiment, kc.

01

Da mukhbir da khabero nah maltirnah shwah chdh dg9h samk
lah rawanah shew&dah.
It was apparent from the informer's statements that the raiding
party had started .for the plains.
This idea is at the base of its use after certain Adjeotivem, e.g.
Khushh~l'
pleased with.
maror (marawer)
offended with.
khapah '
displeased with.
Source again appears to be the notion which dictates the use of
the Ablative after the Verbs jopwul and j o r k d u l , lo make of and lo be
made of:

Its use after the Adjective $ak,efull of; is not so easy to account for. 62
There is probably some feeling of Means or Instrument, but in Pashtu
instrumentality is generally rendered by the particles pah and mmh.
(Vide $5 266 and 268.)
1 ghueh@lil and khegah are more usually followed by serah. The use of the
Ablative would seem to denote the conception of the source of the sensation lying in
the thing liked or disliked. Bersh implies rather the simple idea of the sensation
arising spontaneously in the person who is 'pleased' or ' displeased '. The precise
sense of the sociative serah is not easy to arrive at, but here it would appear to
correspond exactly with the English use of ' with* in 'pleased with'. For the use
of the Ablative in similar cases compare the Persian and Hindustani r e f err,
a6
r4L
a The Ablative after ' full' is probably to be traced to the verbal conception 'to
Sanskrit used in this connexion, both the Instrumental
fill with ', i. e. 'by means of
86. Persian also uses the
and the Genitive. Hindustani has the Ablative
Dakewul,
equivalent of the Ablative pur az, but the Genitive is also found pur i
t o j l l (trans.), may also take pah. Greek uses the Genitive, probably in place of the
lost Ablative. In Latin the distinction which can be drawn between the verbal and
adjectival conceptions is shown by its preference for the Ablative after the verb
comgleo, and for the Genitive after the adjective pl6nus.

. . ..

'.

..
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Darii da tseh shi (shai) nah jorCgi ?
What is gunpowder made df?
MS da buqi.3nb da lergi nah yau jugh joy (or s%z)kerC dC.
I have made a bullock yoke of Buqi-anah wood.
MangC da obo nah dak kah.
Fill the chatty (waterpot) with water.
63

T o denote Separation or Privation.
From the notion of Point of Departure that of separation is readily
derivable ; and again the idea of separation lends itself to several
obvious developments.
a. Physical Separation.

Da tolo nah mi da ato ato shelo riipo ~amznat2khistC dC.
I have taken a security of Rs. I 60 from each of them.
Tsok chCh pah Ilk po-dgi aghuh da nor0 nah b6.al kah.
Separate out from ihe rest any one who can write.

b. Difference or Distinction can sometimes be rendered by the
Ablative.
Da pakhw2ni hZl nah dCr farakh d6.
Things are very diffipent from what they used to be.
This, however, is elliptical, and where both things compared are
mentioned the Genitive is found.
Da psuh o da mag ddr faralth d6.
The markhor is quite different from the oorial.
c. In Comparison the thing with which comparison is instituted is put
in the Ablative.
(Examples will be found under the Adjective, §$ 66 ff.)

63e

With a sense somewhat akin to that of comparison the Ablative is also
used with Adverbs denoting 'before', ' after' in Time or Place, or
relative position and rank (vzite 5 284, z), e. g.
Wurumbe
awwal
' Time '.
Pas
wu!-Pnde
wurusto
1 Place '.
pah makh k&C 1

I

2% Ablative
Lah dC nah wuyumbe.
Before thie.
Da haghah da ratlo nah drC wradd pas.
Three days after his coming.
Aghah chCh lah ma nah wu@nde tCr shuh, zeh trC wurusto Pgtt!
shwum.
When he passed in front of me, I fell behind him.
Lah bruj nah gCr ch8pCr.
Round about the fort.
The Ablative is found after certain adjectivee containing the idea of 63b
removal f'rom. E.g.
khalag
free from.
izHd
free from.
The Adjective munkir, refwing, implying the idea of mental aloofness,
is also followed by the Ablative.
Da bCg2r nah munkir shuh.
He refused to perform compulsory (or unpaid) labour.

This case, which in Pashtu grammai-s is commonly known as the 64
Instrumental, is really an Agential Case.
T h e Past Tenses of Active Transitive Verbs are in Pashtu Passive in
sense. The English subject becomes an agent and is put in the
Agential case, while the logical object of the sentence becomes the
subject and is put in the Nominative case.
T h e form of the Agential is identical with the Formative.
(Examples of the use of this case will be found under the Verb,

6 232.)

..

T h e Locative is supplied by the Formative with the particles peh .
56
k M 6 . It can perhaps scarcely be regarded as a true case.
Its radical significance is 'within ', but its application extends to
include certain senses of ' in ', 'among ', and ' a t ' . It is used both of
Time end Place, and it occurs metaphorically in such expressions
as :
In these circumstances.
Pah dC hgl k&C.
In this hope.
Pah dC umCd k M C .
Or, when singular, generally the Nominative.

39
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Examples of its use will be found in the section on the Particles
(vide $8 270-1).
One apparently distinct Locative form exists in the word kerah, 'in the
house of ',.found in the following forms :
makerah
in my house.
miingkerah
in our house.
t8ke;ah
in thy house.
tssfikerah
in your house.
werkerah
in his, or their house.
The existence of this special form does not prejudice the use of the
normal :
pah kor kksJ6
pah kiilah kksJC
which are in constant use.

CHAPTER IV
THE ADJECTlVE
ADJECTIVES
agree with the Noun which they qualify in Gender, Number, 68
and Case, and this is shown in their form so far as their limited range
of inflexion will permit.
Used attributively, they immediately precede the word which they
qualify; used predicatively, they usually follow the subject of the
sentence and immediately precede the Verb.
LZr sakhtah dah.
The road is difficult.
Da P C U a u r bHghichk Mi?di.
The gardens in Pdshawar are fine.

A clause used as a subject is considered plural (vide 5 2 2 ~ )and
~ an 57
Adjective predicatively related to one is accordingly put in the masculine
plural.
M u n ~ s i bnah di chCh serC da by1 merg pase mudam pah koshish
k U 6 wi.
It is not right that a man should be always trying to
compass another's death.

Where the Noun which an Adjective qualifies is understood, the 58
Adjective is still inflected as though it were present. This occurs very
frequently in the case of the Noun khaberah.
DCrah U a h (sc. khaberah) dah.
Ms tah m8ltimah dah.

Very good. All right.
I know it, o r Yes, I know.

T h e influence of the suppressed khaberah seems sometimes to be felt
even where it is not required to complete the sense.
Lugo wradzo pas bah st8 hH1 msliimah shi.
I n a iew days it will be known how you stand.
41
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T h e agreement of an Adjective simultaneously qualimng more than
one Noun.
Reference has already been made to the behaviour of an Adjective
qualifying more than one Noun predicatively. ( K d e 5 23.)
T h e following are illustrations :
MiingiZn o bdyai maujiid dl.
T h e boatmen and the boat are on the spot.
Khadzah o jinai wulzyk dl.
T h e woman and the girl are standing waiting.
Biiti o wunk dCrk di.
There are many bushes and trees.
Wunk o biiti ddr di.
T h e second last example illustrates a tendency which exists for the
Adjective to be attracted into agreement with the nearer Noun.

60

Where the Adjective is used attributively, it is either placed before
the first Noun only, in agreement with it, or it is repeated before each
Noun and made to agree with each.
Haltah sterk ster6 wunk o biiti wii.
There were well-grown trees and bushes there.
Ster ster biiti o wuns wk.
Da Kabul Serkiir dCr topakiinah o dirk top6 liri.
T h e Afghan Government has a large supply of rifles and
guns (cannon).

61

It may be here noted that Compound Subjects are frequently resumed
in one word such as dwiirah, fol, &c. ; or are broken up and distributed
in distinct clauses. ( Kde $ 2 3.)
Gora-iz o kuniz dw3rah M e h di. Owwah dazC zang waheld dC.
T h e Martini and the Snider are all right; the Lee-Metford
is rusted.
Gora-iz hum ksheh dd ; kuniz hum M e h dC.
Both the Martini and the Snider are all right.

62

Where the Nouns are connected by a Disjunctive Conjunction, a true
Compound Subject is not formed, and the Verb and Adjective can refer
to only one of the alternative elements at a time. It is usual to express
them with the first element, and repeat or leave them to be understood
with the others. I n every case they are made to agree with the element
with which they are placed.
42

As tCz dC, keh aspah (tCzah dah)?
Is the horse or the mare quicker?
YH sherai da zhimi deplrah pakiir di, yH brastan ( p a h r dab).
Either blankets or a quilt is necessary for winter. (English
also prefers of -course some turn such as 'blankets are necessary, or else a quilt '.)
Y Hdaulat pakiir dC, y s mat&
Either means or men are necessary.
T h e Verb, &c., may be understood after the first Noun.
Da zhimi depzrah sherai yH brastan pakHr dah.
Y l liir, yH plHr yC telC dC.
Eiiher the daughter or her father has gone.

Adjectives used as Noune.

88

As in English, Adjectives may in certain cases be used as Nouns.
Thus the plural of an Adjective is frequently used absolutely to represent
people possessing the quality indicated by the Adjective.
BadHno serah n4ki kawul da 'aqelmando kHr nedi.
It is foolish (the act of foolish men) to do good to the
wicked.
Da iilas mashergn jirgk lah riiwughwiirah.
Call the elders of the tribe into the jirgah.
ZPlimZn tsok zalim se~Cnah prCdi.
Arbitrary people won't tolerate any one who is arbitrary.
T h e nominal use of such words as nor, byl, frol, which are not only
primarily used as Adjectives in the modern language, but are Adjectives
by origin, will be referred to in dealing with the Indefinite Pronouns.
( Kde Q§ I 2 4 ff.)

In Pashtu the Adjective is frequently Reduplicated in order to
strengthen its force,' but this use is confined to the Plural number.
Hukshi.2~h u u i - z r s4ri da dC kar depiirah wubzsah.
Pick out particularly smart (intelligent) men for this job.
1 It has been pointed out to me that it is now established that the similar
reduplication of the Adjective in Hindiistki does not indicate intensity, but rather
extension or distribution. While as regards N.W. PanjHbi, Cnmmings and Bailey
are cited as stating: 'The repetition of words never gives an intensive or emphatic
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Some Adjectives are capable of exercising an influence over a subsidiary Noun or Pronoun. In dealing with ceee, we have seen (vide
$8 31, 4 I, 51) that we may have Genitive, Dative, or Ablative cases
dependent on an Adjective. Other Adjectives are in the same way
followed by the particles sertlh, p a h . b8nde. (Vide $8 2 6 9 , 273.)

..

COMPARISON
60

There are no inflected forms of the Adjective in Pashtu for the
Comparative and Superlative degrees.
The Comparative is obtained by using the simple form of the Adjective
and throwing the object with which comparison is instituted into the
Ablative case.
The Superlative is obtained in the same way, only that with the object
is placed an Adjective signifying all, usually tol.
To1 in the plural frequently stands alone as :
D3 Hs da folo nah ksheh d6.
This is the best horse (of all with which comparison is being
made).

67

When the Superlative is used absolutely, that is to say, when no express
comparison is made, Pashtu has recourse to periphrasis, or else employs
the intensive d6r with the Adjective.
Thus : ' the longest lane has its turning ' would be rendered in some
For:
such way as : ' a lane, however long it may be, in the endthe richest man may be close-fisted', one may say: ' a very rich
man . ' or ' a man, even if he is very rich . .
Sufficient examples of the simpler uses of the Comparative and of the
use of the Superlative will be found in the Grammars.

'.

. .

.'.

sense. I t indicates distribution over time or space or over a number of objects'
(Panji6T Manunl and Gramtmzr, p. 7 I).
I suspect that the same may be the case in Pashtu, bnt unfortunately I am not
in a position to carry out decisive investigations. The examples given here and in
5 360 could well be referred to the notion of ' distribution ' or ' continuousness'
(vide 5 337). In the esarnple above the meaning may be ' pick out several men each
of whom is smart'. The underlying idea in ' wro wro' (cp. HindiistHnT c hi st ah
Chistah) may be 'slowly, slowly, slowly ', i. e. with a maintained slowness.
N o simple repetition of the Adjective occurs in Mn. P. to my knowledge, except
perhaps in kheili khaili, bisi.8r bisi-&r ; but in the colloquial an Adjective is
occasionally repeated with an intervening i (izafah?) giving an intensified value.
This is chiefly where the quality expressed is logically absolute. E. g. aafid i eafid,
exire?ne& while, siykh i siysh. Also, however, sard i sard, surkh i surkh, very
cold, vevy red. Reduplication denoting distribution or continuousness is frequent :
tikrrh tikeh, pkrah paah, yew8sh yawihh, tak tak, khVurdahkhvurdeh.

In the Comparative, however, when the things compared are of the 88
same nature, and the object is in English expressed by 'that of', or
a simple Possessive, some question may arise as to how the latter are to
be rendered.
In these cases, when the object is:
I. A Possessive Pronoun of I st or and Person ;
a. The Genitive of a Pronoun of 3rd Person, or of a Noun ;
or
the noun may be repeated in the Ablative, the plain Ablative of the
Simple Pronoun may be used, or, in case I , the Ablative of the Possessive
Pronoun.'
When the object is ' /ha/' with the Genitive of a Noun the Subject Noun
must be repeated.
The following examples may suffice to make this clear :
dzmg da khai nah
m e h d4.
lah dzmz nah
Your handwriting is better than mine.
Da duh qadem da noro nah iigad dC.
This man's pace is longe; than that of the others.
St5 kherts bah da aghuh (da kherts) nah zi4t wi."
Your expenses must be greater than his.
Dzma tamiinchah da Qamar Gul da tamZnch8 nah lire wuli.
My revolver carries further than Qamar Gul's, or, that of Q. G.

I

Where Pashtu does not possess an adjectival equivalent for an English 80
Adjective, recourse is had to the Noun corresponding to the idea, and
with it is used any suitable Adjective denoting quantity or degree.
Sta 'umer da aghuh nah zi-Hi dC,
or
Teh pah 'umer kMC da aghuh nah zi.5t yC.
You are older than he.
T5 da noro hskimiino nah ziatah mhrbiini (&>)
riibgnde
ker8 dah.
You have been kinder to me than other rilers(i.e. civil officers).
The idiom of Comparison is by no means so much favoured as it is 70
in English. Elaborate and involved forms of comparison are opposed
to the genius of the language whose bent is towards directness of
expression. On examination it will be found that the more involved
1 It is a convenient but questionable use of language to call the fonns demi,
stii, &c., Possessive Pronouns, since they are properly the Genitives of the Personal
Prononns.
9 Compare the Greek, ndpai Xaplrt~otvGyoiai, hair like (the hair of) t
k Cracrs,
Homer 11. 1 7 . 51 ; also Od. 2. 1 2 1 .
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comparisons can almost invariably be broken up into separate and
simple assertions or questions. This process obviates the necessity
of direct comparison, and is as a general rule to be recommended in
cases where it is possible.
T h e following random examples are given in illustration of this point :
Why did you take more medicine than I told you to?
ChCh m s domerah &owuli wii, no wale dC zi.2t dsra
tskeli di ?
I s this road shorter than that?
D3 lZr landah dah kah aghuh ?
Kumah lsr landah dah ?

or

This year's crops are better than any there have been in the last
ten years.
Pah laso kale kksJC diise kAeh fasalinah nedi shewi likah
sagani (or sag chCh dl).
There is more than I thought (or counted on).
Khi.al mi nah woh chCh domerah bah wukhgzhi,
DzmZ pC domerah khi-iil nah woh.

or

I have never been more run down than I am now.
Pah 'umer kksJC dzse miindah nayem shew6 likah chCh us
yem.
There is more fear of his giving trouble now than at any other
time.
Keh pisHd kasi no pah dC wl-adz0 kksJd bah wukeyi.
It is more likely he will stay across the border than come back to
British territory.
Yaqin di chCh aghuh bah pah ysghistiin kksJ4 pat6 shi;
umEd nedt? chdh serkiiri 'ilsq& tah r2shi.
You are trying to get more out of him than he can give.
Domerah nah shi werkawult?, chdh tsomerah (tdnah) ghwiir6,
or
Tii trC zi-iit ghwoksJtC dC : domerah wer tsakhah chertah wi?

It is not of course necessary to avoid the use of direct compariso~l
where it is natural to the Pashtu idiom. Where it is so, can only be
learnt by practical experience.
Da rC1 tlo tah da yau gantE nah kam wakht p3tC dC.
T h e train starts in less than an hour.
Us da pakhwii nah wale tang ( s h e d ) dC ?
Why is he harder up than he used to be?
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THE NUME-
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ADJECTIVE

The Numeral Adjectives precede all other Adjectives or qualifying 71
Genitives with exception of the Possessive Adjectives or the Genitives of
the Personal Pronouns, if it is preferred to regard them in that light.
They may also be used pronominally.

Y e u , one, is singular, and may be inflected for Gender and Case,
though it frequently remains unaltered.
D w a h (dwoh), h o , is indeclinable.
Dr6, three, may or may not add a final -0 in the Formative.
Nim,ha$ is a regularly Inflected Adjective.
An hour and a half later.
Yau nimah gantah pas.
Pah tsalor nimb bajh.
At half-past four o'clock.

Pi-o, a puarfer, is usually indeclinable, but a Plural form p 8 w e h is 78
sometimes met with. Used with other numerals, it is accompanied by
bande or kam.
p8.o bande dolas (baj5).
A quarter past twelve (o'clock).
P3.o kam nahah (bajk).
-4 quarter to nine (o'clock).
T h e following Compounds of pi%-oare in universal use :
one-eighth, a ' chhit%nk'.
Nim p5.o
drC pa.0
a.
.1
pindzah ( S .
p2.o
)
I * ($).
The last is sometimes used of money = Rs. r/q/-.
All are used to
denote divisions of the 'seer' weight and of the hour. In these cases
s6r is omitted, but gantah must always be expressed.
P2.o ganfah wushwah aghuh 127.
He went away quarter of an hour ago.
DrC p5.o (p%wa)sikkah mi rHwey&dah.
I have brought back of a seer of lead.
All the other numerals take a final -0 in the Formative.
Pah tsalwdk&o kg10 kkAC bah da dC tsaloro kHlo tHwHn pilrah
neshi.
The losses of these four years will not be made good in forty.
Note that with numerals lrkA6 frequently dispenses with the Formative
inflexion in the Noun it accompanies, as it usually does in the case of
Nouns in the singular.
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After a numeral, N o u n s of M e a s u r e take the abbreviated plural
termination -a (Zabar) in the Nominative. Masculine inanimate Nouns
very often follow the same rule, which sometimes extends even to animate
Nouns. This final -a occurs, I think, only aft& a final consonant.
DrC gaza
3 yards.
tsalor kroha
4 ' kos '.
she1 dzela
2 0 times.
(dzela is retained through the oblique cases)
tso wHra ?
how many times?
atah kgla
8 years.
dwah sundiiqa
2 boxes.
Pindzah Plara
' the Five Fathers '.
Pindzah Y5ra
' the Five Friends
I
.
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T h e Higher Numerals:
she1 (shil)
a score.
T 00
sal
(sau) sawa (pl.)
multiples of roo.
1000.
zur
lak
~ o o , o o o a, lakb
give :
drt? shila (or shile), pindzah sawa, kc.
and in the Formative :
shilo, sau.0, k c .
When used in an indefinite sense, however, the following forms are
found :

I

hundreds.
salgiinah
sau'iinah
zurgiinah
thousands.
lakiinah
lakhs.
Zurginah riipni-b y4 pah mangi k U 6 khak& key5 dl.
H e has buried away thousands of rupees in a waterpot.

70

K a s and tan, person, are used absolutely or before a Noun with
a numeral. They take the Zabar in the Nominative Plural and the
Formative -0 in the oblique cases.
We are three.
MGng drC kasa yii.
DrC tana sp3hi-Zn fopak serah taBtCdeli di.
Three sepojVshave made off with their rifles.
48

Uneducated Pathans are, as a rule, very shaky in their knowledge of 77
the higher numerals, and this fact is connected, whether as cause or
effect, with certain phenomena in the popular methods of reckoning.
One of these phenomena is the practice of stating a number lying
between the 5 and the next higher round number, in terms of the latter
by deducting the difference. Thus :
Dwah kam owi.5 (IJ,\).
Sixty-eight.
Forty-nine.
Yau kam pandzos.
Some savages do not know the word niw6 for ninety, and start the
nineties with eti.6 las.
Another phenomenon is a system of notation in which the unit is 78
twenty (shil), which the uneducated savage works with considerable
dexterity up to the numbers which ordinarily fall within his experience,
to the confusion of the unpractised European mind.
In this Shil-notation an odd ten is rendered by nim. Deductions and
additions are made by means of kern and b h d e .
Tsalor bHnde shpag shila (or shile)
124.
Shpag shila tsalor dande
~ w a kam
h
naha shila
I 78.
Naha shila dwah kam
DrC kam di-iirlas nim shila
267.
(or inverted as above)
Yau bgnde polas nim shila
23 I.
(or inverted)

}

1

1

Special Uses of the Numerals.
The reduplication of a numeral gives it a Distributive force.
I have given them three each.
DrC drC mi werkeA di.
(In the compound numbers above thirty, 1 think that only the main
part of the number has to be repeated, e. g. DrC dCrsh dCrsh fhirb-fhrre
each.)

A numeral repeated with peh interposed gives the idea of precision.
DrC pah drC.
Exactly three.
Peh in this position may, however, preserve its normal meaning.
Yau pah yau mi prCdah.
Leave me one to one, i. e. leave me to settle with him alone.
18aI
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118a-83
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The Adjective

T h e Multiplicative idea is conveyed by yau pah

..

Keh siid lagi r8pai.b
tseh miidah pas yau pah dwoh shi.
If there is interest on it money after some time doubles itself.
($LJ?

Us dH ghallah lslah rPkah; wrusto yau pah drd bah derkum.
Give me this grain now and later I will pay you back thrice
the quantity.

82

I n statements of Multiplication, the English 'times' is usually
replaced by dzele, (dzale). Dzela is occasionally omitted in very simple
cases.
Dwoh drC, shpag di
Two threes are six.
Tsalor dzela dwah, atah di
4x2=8.
Dwah dzela tsalor, atah di
Pindzah dzela las, pandzos dl
5 x 1 0 = $0.

83

Fractions.
It has been seen that certain fractions are provided for by nim and
p6.o with its Compounds. ( W e $8 72, 73.) Other fractions are obtained
by using the ordinal with higeah. Thus :
(Yau) drC-amah hissah
(Yau) tsaloramah his5ah

8'
1

a.

(This is used instead of p6.0
except when reference is to weight,
measure, or the rupee.)

When the Numerator of the fraction is not unity, the question is not
so simple. For example cannot be rendered directly ; one would say:
Da pindzo hisso nah drC.

+

When the Numerator of the fraction is one less than its Denominator,
it is only necessary to state its Numerator with hi??&,e. g.
Tsalor hiqsk
4
5Whole numbers with the addition +, +, $ are obtained by using the
numeral with pa-o band0 and nim, and the next higher number with
p&o kern respectively. Thus :
P2.o b5nde las
Las nim
Pa.0 kam yolas

I o+.

103.
I
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The CardilzaZ Numbers
Bpecial Usee of Yau.
Ysu may be used before another numeral :
I.

With the meaning of 'about'.
DzmH yau pindzalas riipai-k werbsnde dl.
H e owes me about Rs. 15.
Yau tsalCrisht kroha bah lire wi.
It is some 24 miles distant.

There are obvious cases where this use of yau would be inconvenient,
e. g. yau las. I n these cases the place of yau is usually taken by tseh.
2.

As the equivalent of a in ' a coupk ', ' a quartetie ', kc.

Yau dwah
a couple.
(Only distinguishable from yau dwah = one o r /do, by the context.)
There seems to be no hard and fast distinction between this and the
preceding use. Thus :
T s o dzsman de dl ? Yau pindzah bah wi.
How many sons have you ? Oh, some five.
Where the use of the Future beh w i seems to imply a deprecatory sort
of mental attitude on the part of the speaker, and the desire to state the
fact in a vague approximate way. The Indicative could, however, be
used, and then the answer
Yau pindzah di
would appear to be equivalent to the plain and definite statement ' five '.
Again in the following :
Pah dC shpol k M C yau pindzah dCrsh gudk di
might well mean only that there were about 35 sheep in the thorn-pen;
though, on the other hand, I think, it may also be understood to mean
that there is a flock of sheep numbering exactly thirty-five.
3. Yau may be used alone with the meaning of ' one and the same
i n . The Noun shai is frequently supplied.
fTgerah o shirah yau shai di
(iigerah = gruel, pap).
T o r spi, khur spi wHrah yau spi di.
Black dogs and brown dogs are all alike dogs.

Compounds of Yeu.
Vi7ith nim, yeu forms the compound yau nim = sez~eral,afa.
This expression is used with the Subjunctive in statements expressing
doubt or probability. Both parts are usually inflected, and this serves to
51
E 2
I.
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The Adjclive
distinguish it when used in this sense from where it is used in its more
natural meaning = I+. I n the latter case yeu remains uninflected.
Yau nim serC haltah wi.
There are probably a few men there.
Yauwah nimah m C M a h bah hamCsh pah aghuh wersho k&C
tsarCdelah (Imperf. Subjunc.).
There would always be a few buffalo cows grazing on those
pastures.
2. Yau with teo gives yeu tso = severul, a moderate number.
Both
parts remain uninflected.
Rozhe tah yau tso wradzk pati di.
I t is some days till the Ramazan Fast (begins).
For bul yau and yau blj, vide $ I 26.
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Special Uses of Dwah.
Dwah gives the Compound :
Dwah nim = in halves, in h o ,
which is used only with the Verbs kawul and shwul.
DH hindii-Snah dwah nimah kah.
Cut this water-melon in two.

87

Compounds with Wii~eh.
WQah meaning all, the whole may be used with any numeral or with
01. E.g.
Dwiirah
both.
tsalor wgrah
all four.
to1 wHrah
the whole lot.
WQeh replaces the final -ah by -0 in the oblique cases; and the
first component also takes the Formative -0except in the case of dwB@
and dr6wiQah.
Da tsaloro w2ro dS 'aib o nuqas dC.
All four have this fault and defect.

88

T h e Ordinals are always in the Singular, but are inflected for Gender
and Case. Only the last factor of a Compound takes the Ordinal suffix.
I n dates the year is expressed in the Cardinals, the day of the month
in the Ordinals.
Pah shpag wishtem tarikh da MHrch san niinas sawa drC.
O n t'he 26th March, 1903.
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Th Possessive AdjrGtive
THE DEMONSTRATIVE ADJECTIVE

T h e Pronouns a,
daghuh, heghuh, whether or not adjectival in 89
origin, are used adjectivally. As their meaning when so used corresponds to their meaning when used pronominally, it will be sufficient to
consider them under the head of Pronouns. (Vide Q log et seqq.)
For the differences occurring in the inflexion of dii when used as an
Adjective and as a Pronoun, vide 5 I I 4.

THE P08SESSIVE ADJECTIVE
The Genitives of the Personal Pronouns are used as Possessive 00
Adjectives. Their forms will be noted under the Personal Pronoun.
(Vide 102.)
In addition to these there are the following distinct forms :
mi
um (mi) our.
Cmy.
dC1
thy.
(mii) your.

id] his, her, its.

6

their.

The existence of the forms shown in brackets is asserted, but they do
not seem to be in common colloquial use. Mfi is, however, I believe
used by the Kuki Khel Afridis in the sense ofyour. The urn of the
1st Pers. Plur. is to be distinguished from hum, which is also usually
pronounced urn.
AsbHb um to1 r8gheld dC.
Our kit has arrived.
These forms are used where the Possessive is unemphatic, and the
stress lies rather on the Noun itself than on the question of ownership.
Normally they immediately follow the Noun or the Postposition tah
or lah, if present. They are not used where the other Postpositions
occur.
Noker lah mi werkah.
Give it to my servant.
Occasionally these normally enclitic forms immediately precede the
Noun or its Preposition.
Thrj will be your rifle.
Da dC topak wi.
D8 raqam dC pah nsmah bande like14 dC.
This entry is written against your name.
(This entry is in you. name.)
1

Mi OY me and dC, de, or di.
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The A Qective
oa

D6 may be used with the 2nd Pers. Sing. Imperative, which seems
somewhat of an infringement of the rights of the Reflexive Adjective.
( Vde infra.)
Clean your rifle.
Topak dC psk kah.
These forms are sometimes used predicatively alone :
Sts kum yau dC ? Ds mi dC.
Which is yours ? This is mine.
THE REFLEXIVE ADJECTIVE

03

T h e Reflexive Adjective k h p l j is used of all persons. I t is used
whenever the Possessive Adjective refers to the subject of the sentence,
and further supplies the place of the English ' own '.
Khpul topak werkah.
Give him your rifle.
(This cannot mean : Give him his own rifle.)
Give him your own rifle.
T a h khpul topak werkah.
MO khpulk p a i d lagawuli di. I have used my own money on it.
Her tsok khpul nasib khwali.
Every one has to make the best of his own luck.
Where the Noun qualified by k h p l j is the subject of the sentence,
k h p l j is commonly defined by the appropriate Possessive Adjective.
A man of my own has gone.
Dzms khpul seyd telC d6.

84

K h p g reduplicated acquires a Distributive force, furnished in
English by 'each'. A connecting or euphonic a is sometimes heard
after the first khp@, giving khpga khp*.
Da khpul khpul kili nah da bertai ( J ~ depsrah
)
ksheh ksheh
dzawiinzn rswulai.
Each of you bring back good lads from his own village for
enlistment.

06

Pakhpljah.
With the Particle pah, khplj forms the Adverb pakhpulah, b_y
oneself, of ones$
Pakhpulah liiyshah.
Go yourself.
Pakhpulah kawulb shum.
I can do it myself (alone).
M s pakhpulah wertah wai-eli wii chCh Sshib teh riighwoksJC
y6,
pah mandh wershah.
I told him myself that you (the Sahib) had sent for him, an
I told him to run to you.
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The use of khp@ as a Substantive may be noted in passing. When 00
it is thus used, it has the meaning of ' relation ' or 'fried'. T h e Plural
is khpyl or khpulwan.
Tsok yC ?
Khpul yem.
A friend. (This is the common challenge
Who are you?
in the dark and its answer.)
Khpulwan yC nishtah.

H e has no relations.

THE INTERROGATIVE AND INDEFINITE
ADJECTIVES

These are identical with the corresponding Pronouns, q. v.,
§

130.

8 I 2 0 and

07

CHAPTER
THE PRONOUNS

THE PERSONAL PRONOUNS
08

IN simple sentences when the subject is a Personal Pronoun, that
pronoun is very commonly not expressed in Pashtu, the personal inflexion
of the Verb sufficiently indicating the identity of the subject.
T h e Pronoun is, however, always expressed when there is emphasis
or contrast. T h e presence of another Pronoun is often sufficient reason
for expressing the Pronoun subject. There is no hard and fast rule in
this matter, which lies on the debatable ground where clearness and
brevity contend, but it is never wrong to express the Pronoun.
When otherwise bah (the Particle of the Future Tense) or mi, d6, y6
would stand at the head of a sentence, the Pronoun must be expressed
so as to prevent this.

€10

The following examples are given in illustration of the preceding
remarks :
Pindzah mana oruh mi trd w3khistul; bd.3 kor lah r8wugerzCdem.
I took 5 mans of flour from him and went off home again.
K u d n a h chdh zeh tZ serah khaberk kawum.
Sit down. I want to talk with you.
Aghuh bah teld wi; zeh kho nah yem tel6.
H e has probably gone ; I haven't.
Her tsomerah chdh nor bCwaf3.i wukeyi, zeh bah hamdsh da
im8nd8rai k8r kawum.
However evilly others may behave, I shall always play straight.
Zeh bah dzem.

I shall (or will) go.

Zeh 6 ghwiiyema; mah C ghwurzawah.
I want it; don't throw it away.
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Th P~YSOMZ
P Y O M U ~ §j100-103
Similarly the Accusative is frequently omitted, where it is unnecessary 100
for perspicuity.
I don't want to take (it, &c.).
Nahelem (+Tj ).
Werkah.
Give (it, kc.) to him.
There is no true Pronoun for the Third Person, except the form wer 101
which can only be employed in certain situations, and the Accusative and
Instrumental 376 already mentioned as a Possessive.
The want is supplied by the Demonstrative Pronouns dB, dagh*,
and heghuh. ( Vide $5 I 05-1 5.)
The Genitive of the Personrtl Pronouns is of special importance, 102
as it performs the functions of the Possessive Adjective and the Possessive
Pronoun (mine, &c.), where these are not undertaken by the enclitic
forms mi, dB, y6 (vide 5 go).
The forms of the Genitives of the 1st and 2nd Persons in use are:
Singular.
I st Pers.
dzm'a
da dzms
da m'.
and Pers.
st8
da a.
da st8
Plural.
1st Pers.
and Pers.

dzamiing, dzamiingah
stssii
da' stiisii
stiisd
da st~sC

da tZsii
da t'.s&.

The simple forms given in the first of the above columns are those in
commonest use, and alone can be used as Pronouns. I n this case they
take the necessary case particles.
Dzms stergk lah st5 nah
di.
My eyes are better than yours.

m&.

The forms in the second column are in fact, as in appearance, doubly
inflected, the de and the initial de and s being identical in value.
The Genitive of the Pronoun (alias Possessive Adjective) takes pre- 108
cedence over all other attributes of the Noun with which it is connected,
whether these be Adjectives or Prepositions.
Dzm'i da plHr pah kor k@C, chCh dCr dindHr selC dC, rnudiim
yau dwah saiyedsn n'ast wi.
I n my father's house, who is a very pious man, there are
always one or two saiyids to be found.
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Dzmii drt? M a i s t a h M a i s t a h Zsiinah di.
I have three very fine horses.
Qaidi da tii pah hukem serah khaliis shuh.
By your orders the prisoner has been released.

104

The Ablative.
I n addition to the ordinary forms derived from the Formatives m&,kc.
are found :
Dem&nab, &c.
St2 nah p u u t u n a h kawuma.

106

I am asking you.

Subsidiary Forms of the Personal Pronouns.

T h e following subsidiary forms are in universal and constant use :
1st Pers. Sing.
and Pers. Sing. and Plur.
3rd Pers. Sing. and Plur.

r2.
der.
wer.

These are used with personal force in a few Adverbial and Verbal
Compounds. ( Vide $5 268, kc., and 2 4 9 et seqq.)
As Simple Pronouns they occur in the following combinations :
RB.

Riitah, riilah (or 18lah).
rii nah.
r~ tsakhah.

riipase.
rH serah.
rzbfinde.

Der.
dertah.
dernah.
der tsakhah.
Wer.
wertah, wulah (for werlah).
wer nah.
wer tsakhah.
wer dzine.

der pase.
der serah.
derbznde.
wer pase.
wer serah.
wer bHnde.

The PersottaZ Pronou?zs
The Subsidiary Agential Forma.
108
Besides the ordinary Formatives of the Personal Pronouns, the following
forms, which we have already met with in the r6le of Possessive Adjectives,
are in use for the Agential Case:
Singular.
I st Pers.
2nd Pers.
3rd Pers.

mi
dC
ye, C

Plural.
urn.
(mi?).
yC, C.

These forms are not used when there is special emphasis on the
Agent, but otherwise they are on the whole preferred.
MHlkhHnk tah chCh nanawatem, ddrk tamgchk o pCshqii?t o
topakiinah pah yau dz3.i k M C prPtuh mi (or mP) wuliduh.
Daroghah r ~ g h d ,matah wC (= wu 6) wai-ul chCh perchah dC
r z w u u a y a h chCh zeh st% waslah wugoyem. ChCh d#r t a h h
yC wuker tamgchah mi paid8 shwah, ldkin da topak bilkul patah
wu nah lagddelah.
When I went into the Malkhanah I saw a large number of
pistols, daggers, and guns lying together in one place. T h e
Superintendent came and (he) said, 'Show me your receipt
and I will look for your weapons'. After he had made
great search my pistol was forthcoming, but not a trace was
to be found of the rifle.
PHs Tirah lah chCh pah chutai bande telC wum, dCr da psiino
kshkiir mi wukuh.
When I went up to Tirah on leave I did a lot of Rlarkhor
shooting (lit. hunting).
Da nokerai dapHrah umCdwZr2n dC r8wusti di, keh nedi rawusti?
Rswusti mi di. RSwCghwHyem ? (=Rg wu C ghw~yem).
Have you brought any candidates for enlistment? Yes,
I have. Shall I send for them ?

-

The Formatives ma, kc., usually stand at or near the head of the 107
sentence. They may be moved on close to the Verb when the sentence
is long.
T e h kho us noker shwC. Ma pah daghuh faudz k U C las k'ila, o
pah nor0 dz'a-io k M C di-Prlas k l a , t G k e ~ di.
i
You have no service to talk of (lit. have just now enlisted) ;
I have done ten years' service in this corps, and thirteen
years elsewhere.
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The Pronoans
On the other hand, mi, dB, &c., are usually placed immediately in front
of the Verb. Where conditions permit (vide 8 257 ff.)
they may be
interposed between the body of the Verb and any movable prefix. They
cannot begin a sentence.
Tso miidah dC haltah tCrah krah ?
Haltah dC tso miidah tCrah krah ?
How long did you stay there?

or

R% mi wluh.

I have brought (it).

Wu dC nah lidelah ?

Did you not see (her or it)?

Lidel&mi dah.

I did see (her or it).

DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS AND THIRD
PERSONAL PRONOUN

108

Reference has already been made to the defectiveness of the Personal
Pronoun of the 3rd Person.
Wer only supplies a Formative which can be used with certain Preand Post-positions (vide $ 105) and certain Verbs.
YB acts in certain circumstances as an Accusative, Genitive, and
Agential. (Vide § 106.)
The parts wanting are found by the Demonstrative Pronouns which
are also capable of fulfilling the functioils undertaken by the forms just
mentioned.
Pashtu is more specific in its treatment of the 3rd Person than English.
The distinction between various third parties, where such exist, is in
English often indicated merely by a sign, or is left to the discrimination
of the hearer. In Pashtu this is not so; where there is a plurality of
objects, each object must be referred to through the medium of the
appropriate Demonstrative.
It follows that not only is the 3rd Personal Pronoun always rendered
by a Demonstrative when it occurs in the Nominative-the
lack of
Nominative forms would in any case necessitate this-but also in many
other situations where y6 or a compound of wer would seem on the
face of things to meet the need.
Wer and y6 can only be used where the object of reference stands
independent, and entirely without relation to any other object.
60

Demo fzstrafive Pronouns
T h e Demonstratives are three in number.
I.

Dn

this.

daghuh o r
2 m {daghah
haghuh (%huh)

3'

{ haghah (aghah)

this.
that,

The first and third are in most general use. Daghyh is, however,
quite common, and does not appear to differ from dB in meaning or
in use.
Heghuh is used of what is not present, of what is by coinparison
remote, or of what is nearer to the person addressed than
to the speaker.
DB applies to every situation met by the English 'this ', and to the
English plain Personal Pronoun (he, she, kc.) whenever
the latter could be replaced by ' fhti ' or ' this one ' without
violence to the sense.
Used antithetically, dib and hagh* exactly correspond to 'this ' and 111
'that '.
Where this direct antithesis exists, there is, therefore, no difliculty, and
the following examples are limited to illustrating how the use of these
Demonstratives extends into the province of the English Personal
Pronoun.
DB bah kalah dzi ?
When will he (the man who is present) go ?
DZ wzyi chCh riipase serC rBghel4 dC.
H e (the man before you) says that a man has come for him.
Zeh awwal rawan shwum. Aghah lug s8'at pas bah rsshi.
I started before him. H e will turn up presently.
(Remember, however, that the Pronoun subject is frequently not
expressed. Vide Q 98.)
Deh lah tsalor a n d khertsah werkah.
Give him four annas for his expenses (subsistence).
Here deh lsh is equivalent to:
or
I. This man (this emphatic),
This one, distinguished from others present.
2. This man (this unemphatic), simply referring to a proximity or
relationship between the man and the talkers.
Give him . . .
Haghuh lah werkah . . . .

.

6I

Here haghuh lah is equivalent to :
I.

That man (that emphatic).

2.

Him, the remoter of two or more.

3. One previously referred to, not now present.

(These two instances are intended to illustrate what has already been
said, that where the English Personal Pronoun can be replaced by 'this
one' it will in Pashtu appear as d6; and that where it can be replaced
by ' /hat one ', it will appear in Pashtu as haghuh.)
With haghuh lah werkah
compare
Give it to him.
Werkah, or, werkah wulah.

Here the emphasis is entirely on the giving; there is no question or
thought of the identity of the ' him '.

lla

The idiom ' if is ', ' /hat is ', does not exist in Pashtu.
Haghuh dd, pah sori k U C nHst.
That is he sitting in the shade.
Aghuh rHdzi = I. H e (the man referred to) is coming.
2. That is he coming.
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T h e Adverb hum (urn) may be prefixed to any of the three
Demonstratives, giving them the meaning of ' the same ', ' the very '.

D5 urn haghuh sere bah wi chCh pariin riighelt? woh.
This must be the same man who came yesterday.
This meaning passes into

' the same and no ofher', [hence ' o n b ',

'mere& '.
DCr chCh mi wulafawul hum daghah ghws paid3 shwah.
Though I searched hard only this cow was to be found.

Urn dH dzawab mi dd.
This is my only reply (I have no other).
Hum d2 bragah wuzah mZ khatsah dah. Keh HkhelC, keh nah
akheld.
This is the only piebald she-goat I have. Whether you
care to take it or not (is your own affair).
62

Distinguish this use of hum from its ordinary use, where it accompanies
the Verb and means ' also '.

DS ghwii hum blarbah dah. Kalah bah langah shi?
This cow also is in calf. When will it calve?

Considering the extent to which hagha, deghuh, and dB are 114
employed, it is not surprising that they should offer some variety of
dialectal and local forms. This fact has led to some confusion, as
different grammars give different forms.
The following paradigms give the forms principally in use, as far as
my experience goes, in the Peshawar Valley.
The Demonstrative dB :
!

PRONOUN

Masc.

ADJECTIVE

Fern.

Blast. and Fem.

NO^.

dB

da

dZ (scrd)

Form.

deh

dC

dC (seri)

Gen.

da deh

da dC

Nom.

d~

Form.

d6.o

or

!

di-fi

The forms d6 and dwi or di are also used as the Nominative
Singular and Plural respectively of the Pronoun, as strong Demonstratives, and dwioo as the Formative PluraL
'33
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114-116

T h e Shinwaris use di for the Masculine form d6; but it is beyond
the scope of the present work to make an exhaustive examination of
dialectal forms.
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T h e Demonstratives Haghuh and Daghuh :

MASCULINE

FEMININE

--

-2

3
bD

-

.

cn

Nom'
Form.

haghuh
haghah

haghah.
haghyh.

1
haghuh
!haghah 1

{

haghe.

-

2
is

1

haghk.
Form.

hagho.

hagho.

Daghuh is similarly declined.
A form hagho.6 or haghuwi for the Masc. Plur. of haghuh is
also in use in the Peshawar Valley. Aghi for the Formative Plural
is also common in the same area.
T h e initial h of haghuh is usually silent, and is never pronounced
by the Afridis or their neighbours. Among these people the Formative
aghah is reduced to something very near asah.
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T h e indeclinable suffix -se is used with the Demonstratives, giving :
dPse
daghah-se
haghah-se
hase or Zse '

like this, such.
like that, such.

These expressions are used adverbially as well as adjectivally.
Never so written.

64
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THE P088E88IVE PBONOUBS
For the origin and forms of the Possessive Pronouns see 9 xoa.
117
T h e ordinary forms &ma, kc., occur chiefly in the Nominative,
Accusative, and Ablative cases.
T h e forms mi, kc., occur only rarely as quasi-Pronouns in the
Nominative case, as in
DB mi d4.

This is mine.

where, however, the mi may be regarded as an Adjective used predicatively.
It will have been noticed that in comparisons (vide 5 68) usage seems
to allow the employment of the Ablative of the Personal Pronoun itself
instead of that of the Possessive Pronoun (itself originally the Genitive
of the Personal Pronoun), i. e.
lah mB nah for lah dzmg nah.

THE REFLEXIVE PRONOUN
The Reflexive dzBn is used of all persons with meaning of ' seJfJ. 118
DzBn occurs only in the oblique cases. It is sometimes emphasized by
placing khp@ before it.

Da macho nah dzsn wus~tah.
Protect yourself from (look out for) the bees.
Da dzHn deparah yC botelC dC.
H e has taken it away for himself.
T h e English Reflexive Pronoun used in apposition with a Noun in
the Nominative is rendered by the Adverb pakhpGah (vide Q 95).

The Persian khud (J+), self, is met with in the expression :
T o come to one's senses.
Pah khud shwul.
When I came to myself.
Zeh chCh pah khud shwum.
I'll bring him to his senses.
Zeh bah C pah khud kawum.
Khud p ~ h
khud is occasionally heard with the same meaning as
pakhpgah.
1667
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THE INDEFINITE PRONOUNS
120

T h e following are the Indefinite Pronouns in use :

ENGLISH EQUIVALENT

PASHTU

INFLEXION
I

any one
some one

tsok

Inflected for case.
Formative chs.

-

tseh

I

h6ts

Indeclinable.

. ... nah

h6tsok

I

... ..nah

(d)

I

nothing

Inflected for case.
Formative h6ch&.

some (of animate things)

Indeclinable.

}

~

~

NOTESON

m1

Indeclinable.

n o one

1

dzine

lrurn

I

~

THE ABOVE.

Tsok is used only of persons.
tsok = some
Tsok .

. ..

Usually in the Singular
except when replacing a
Collective (Plur.) Noun.
~
~
~
Inflected for Gender and

. . . . others.

Tsok ding (&;)
di, o tsok manderi di.
Some are tall, some are short.

Tseh, only used of things, is treated as plural.
Tseh nah wii pah kkAC.
There was nothing in it.
The expression d6r tseh is used only with the Negative and then
means not much.
66
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The Indefinite Pronouns
HBts and hBt~okalways require the Negative Particle nah. They 133
are more emphatic than taeh
neh and tsok
nah respectively, but
present the same idea, nothing, no one.
Hdtsok bah dHse sheeiinah qabiil nah ka.i.
Not a soul will agree to such terms.

..

..

Dizine (Formative &in0 and deino) usually occurs in duplicate, and
is then equivalent to tsok
tsok.
I n any case it always implies selection and contrast (alii . . alii).
Dzine dHse wHyi chdh . .
Some say that . .
implying that ofhers say something else.

..

Kum, whoever, whichever one, of persons or things, is normally used 138
only in the singular, and is accompanied by ch6h.
Collective Nouns (Plural) sometimes make it necessary to use kum in
the Plural.
Da dC drdo gspo nah chCh kumb tah dd minah kdgi haghah
wiikhelah.
Of these three mares take whichever one you fancy.
whichever ones.
. . kumb kumk tah . .
( E d e also § 128.)
The use of the Plural in other cases is obviated by doubling kum.
Tseh and h6ts are always Masculine Plural ; the remaining Indefinite
Pronouns assume the Number and Gender of the Noun they represent.

.

.

Compound Indefinite Pronouns are formed with the aid of the 124
Adjectives b@, nor, her, kum, and y a g as follows:

Bul tsok
another.
nor tsok
others.
her tsok
every o n e
nor tseh (pl.)
anything more.
her tseh (pl.)
everything.
nothing more.
nor hdts . . nah
no other one.
bul hCtsok nah
no others.
nor hCtsok . nah
bul yau
another one.
kum yau
whichever one.
Compounds with byl are always Singular.
Compounds wilh nor are always Plural.
EN and Bum are inflected for gender in these compounds.
Nor and her are not inflected at all in these compounds.
67
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The following Adjectives are so frequently used independently that
they may be regarded as quasi-Pronouns :
Yau
one, the one.
bul
another, the other.
nor
the rest, more, others.
d6r
much, many.
little, a few, a little.
lug
to1
the whole, all.
wIrah
all.
(And its compounds with the Numerals, vide $ 87.)
I n these circumstances the above are inflected to the same extent as
when used adjectivally.

Yau with bul gives :
I. me one . . . the olher.
Yau l5y o bul pat6 shuh.
The one went and the other stayed behind.
One another, each other, as the reciprocal object of a Transitive Verb.
Mudarn yau bul ghalawi,
or
Mudiim yau bul serah fagi ka-i.
They are always cheating one another.
(In both these cases the Verb is really Singular, yau being the subject ;
but the sense is that of the English given.)
2.

3. Yau bul, b$ yau, and bul mean one ofher, anofher.
Mahi d6r di. Yau bul mi niwulC dC.
There are lots of fish. I have caught another.
shtah.
There is one more, another.
Bul yau
With the Negative bul yau only is used.
There is not another, there are no more.
Bul yau nishtah.
187

DBr, lug, fiol, nor.
The number and gender of these Pronouns are determined by the
Noun for which they stand.
It is obvious that with the exception of lug they can only be Singular
when they refer to inanimate things which, eien in the Singular, can be
regarded quantitatively.
Or, wHryh.
68
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Khzwerah us hum haltah pratah dah? Nah. Tolah mi ise
kerb dah.
Is the earth still lying there ? No. I have removed it all.
Obuh kamk shewi di. Pah chin&k U C lug&di.
Water has run short. There is only ;little in the spring.
Nor chCh khaber shi, dCr bah khushhiilah shi.
When the rest come to know of it, they will be much pleased.

The principle involved may be further illustrated in the case of nor.
137
Nor is principally used in, or associated with, the Plural = others, the
others, more (of individuals).' When used in the Singular it signifies
lire rest of, /he remahing, more (of some article considered as an entity
or whole).

Plural.
*Nor&wunb dC khwii dCr8 di.
There are many more trees in this direction.
*Dzm8 yau bul 2s hum shtah, au Jallal KhHn nor dCr liri.
I have another horse also, and Jallal Khan has many more.
*Mii bas yau noker dzHn serah rSwustC dC, nor to1 pah chi-iinai
k U C pnti shewi di.
I have brought only one servant with me, all the rest have
remained behind in cantonments.
*D8 yauwah ma9ah khar8bah shew&dah, no& chCh di ksheh di.
This one apple has gone bad, all the others are all right.
Singular.
*Norah d@ai riikah. Norah nishtah. Khalg~ahshew&dah.
Give me more (or, the rest of the) bread. There is no
more. It is finished.
*Norah serah dd chertah ghwurzawulk dah?
Where have you put down the rest of the manure?

Ch6h is commonly used after the Compounds with her, imparting to 128
them the force contained in the English suffix -ever.
It is also used after the simple tsok, tseh, and kum.
1 Nor yeu and nor teok (Sing.) given in the grammars (e. g. Roos-Keppel, p. 46),
are not, I think, correct. Nor, however, is also used as an Adverb, moreover, besides,
so these combinations may arise fortuitously.
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This use of chdh is indistinguishable from its use in Relative clauses
5 144).
Whatever there may be.
Her tseh chCh wi.
(Compare all that there nray be, where the pronominal value is scarcely
felt.)
Kum ch6h dC khwaksJ wi, aghah wiikhelah.
Take whichever you prefer.

(vide

Kum from its meaning always demands ch6h. Ch6h is, however,
occasionally omitted.
Kum dC k h w a m wi.
Ch6h may precede kum as in regular Relative Clauses. (Vide5 145.)

128 8

T h e Nouns sere and khalq are frequently used in the sense of
Indefinite Pronouns equivalent to the English ' one ', and 'people ', ' they ',
respectively.
*Herah wradz chCh bPr5n werdgi da seg zruh khapah 1rCgi.
'
One becomes depressed when it rains every day.
M2 aurddeli di chCh pah N a u u a r kksJ6 niwC dz2.C da chaugn
dapiirah khalqo joy key6 d6.
I have heard that they have made a new polo-ground in
Nowshera.
Khalq wsyi chCh

120

..

People say that

. ., they say that . . .

The Indeflnite Pronouns used Adjectivally.
The simple Indefinite Pronouns may all be used adjectivally. Those
which are compounded with the aid of her, bul, and nor are rarely used
adjectivally, the Adjectives her, kc., being themselves sufficiently indefinite
in nature.
Ch6h is used after the Indefinite Adjectives to produce the quasirelative sense to which reference has just been made. Used adjectivally:

Tsok = Some, of persons only.
ChS d u u m a n bah d~ k r key6 wi.
Some enemy must have done this.
Tsok arbiiban da muliiqiit dapgrah riigheli di.
Some ' big people ' have come to pay their respects.
70
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T e e h = Some, of things, occasionally of persons.
Tseh da chutai derkhsst dC (csu+,a).
It is some application for leave.
Tseh sipahi.iin wulsy di.
Some sepoys are standing (sc. waiting to be attended to).
H 6 t e = No.
HCts shai urn nedC.
It is nothing, a thing of no account whatever.
H6teok and Deine do not occur very frequently as Adjectives.

Kum = Whichever.
Kumk makhk lah chCh wugerzddem.
Whichever way I turned (or wandered).
Pah kumah kumah derwiizah chCh zeh bah nenawatelem, aghah
pah qulf biinde wah.
Whichever door I tried to enter by was locked (i. e. mwy,
or, aU and Plur.).
T s o = A certain number, a certain part.
Pah mC-iisht kk&?
tso wradzk mi diltah shi, tso wradzk mi
haltah shi.
I spend a part of the month here, and a part of it there.

/

T H E INTERROGATIVE PRONOUNS

The study of the Indefinite Pronouns has familiarized us with most
)f the forms of the Interrogative Pronouns. These are:
Tsok P
Tseh P (indecl.)
Kum P
T s o P (indecl.)
Tsomerah P (indecl.)

'1

Who ?
What ?
Which ? What ? (of several).
How many, how much ?
How many ?
How much ?

Of what sort ?
Teerangah
(indecl.)
Tsangah P
All the above Interrogatives can be used adjectivally (cp. 5 I 29) except
Tsok P
For the inflexion of teok and kum v d e supra (6 I 20).
'7 1
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Tsok P like the English who ? is not ordinarily used adjectivally.
The adjectival which? or what? is represented by kum.
Note that tsok? has not the restricted meaning of ' What is your
name?' often attaching to it in English. Tsak y6 P will never elicit
a man's name, it will be answered by the name of a tribe or occupation.
Tsok P is occasionally duplicated with a plural sense.

*Da dC k l r daparah tsok tsok h+ir dC?
Who are on for this job ?
*Da dwi-o nah chZ ch5 tsakhah gafk shtah?
Which of these men have (packets of) cartridges on them?
This use is doubtful, however, the usual mode of expression in such
cases is : kum kum (seyd) ?

132

TsehP is occasionally used as is the Hindfisthi K z j ~ ? simply to
mark a question, like a note of interrogation. But colloquially this
is rare.
Tseh P gives an adverbial expression tseh lah P = f o r whatpurpose ?
why?
Tseh P as a Pronoun is Plural, but when a Singular Noun is obviously
implied, though not expressed, the latter takes charge of the Verb.
Thus :
What is it ? What is the matter?
Tseh di ?
but
What thing is i t ?
Tseh (shai) dd ?

kum P is mainly used in the Singular. I t is only used in the Plural
where the meaning is 'which lol of?' referring to one collection of
individuals as opposed to another actual or possible collection. It also,
of course, occurs where Collective Nouns (Plural) are concerned.
Where the meaning is ' which ones ? ', ' which zizdividuals ? ' out of one
series, the duplicated Singular is used. Kum more commonly occurs as
an Adjective than as a Pronoun.

Da obuh taudk di, o d: yakhk di. Kumb t o 4 ltum (= kawum)?
This water is hot, and this cold ; which am I to throw away ?
(or pour out).

72
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14 I 33-1 36

On what day did he come ?
Pah kumah wradz righeld woh ?
K'rkg KhCl pah kurn kurn dz%.ik
m
C osi?
In what (different) places do the Kaka Khel live ?
Who (which persons) have come?
Kum kum r~ghelddC ?
(Da) kurn kurn qisem @kZir paid5 kC@?
What kinds of game are to be found ?
*Ter osa pore kum kurn sen qasanl khwareld dC ?
Up to the present which men (individuals) have taken oath?

Plural.
*Dii kumb khadd haltah n ~ s t bdi?
What (lot of) women are those sitting there?
*Da kumo ~ahibanoHsiino gateli di ?
What (party of) Sahibs' horses have won ?
*Kumo sero lah khpul haq dC werkerC dk ?
Which (batch of) men have you paid off?

Kum yau P occurs as Pronoun and Adjective, meaning ' which one r' '

Tso P as a Pronoun is always Plural.
How many are there ?
Tso di ?
but used adjectivally it does not influence the Verb.
bai'ah (us)
wai-elk dah ?
Aghah tso{
rapaim&
wai-eli di ?
What price is he asking ?
Pah tsoP used absolutely, is an Adverbial phrase meaning at what
price 2
D2 ghzlichah pah tso shi ? (or khertsCgi ?)
What is the price of this (~ersianjcarpet?

Tsomerah P (Afridi : Tsorah 3).
Lah dC pati nah bah tsomerah ghallah wushi?
How much grain will this field yield ?
Teh tsomerah chutai ghwZr6, o dB tsomerah ghwH9 ?
How much leave do you want, and how much does he?
Teomereh P is also used adverbially.
How far is it to the village ?
KilC tsomerah lire dC ?
13
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Tsersngeh P These forms can scarcely be said to be used as Pronouns
Tsangah 3
In every case they can be interpreted as Adjectives or
Adverbs.

1

Tserangah serC dC ?

What sort of a fellow is he?

Da ghandoski da lob0 daparah M e h di, keh tsangah d i ?
Are these balls fit to play with, what state are they i n ?

THE CORRELATIVE PRONOUNS
137

T h e forms now in use are:
Tsomerah ch6h
domerah.
As much as . . . . . . . (so much).

.......

Tsomerah chdh derka-i, domerah wakhelah.
Take as much as he offers you.

Tsomerah is often omitted by ellipsis, domerah then reverting to its
original meaning, as much as this.
Domerah ddr dd.

So much is quite sufficient. (' That's lots.')

Domerah (ghwayi) mi, tsakhah di no, keh da nor0 zariirat wi da
bul ch8 nah wakhelah.
Well, this is all (the ghi) I have, if you require more, you
may get it from some one else.

138

Tsomerah and Domerah are both used adjectivally, and are
indeclinable. Domerah is often pronounced donah by the Yusufzais.
Pah sind k M 4 donah donah qader kaban di.
In the river there are fish of this size (making a sign).
Domerah is also used adverbially with adjectives of quantity and
measure.
Domerah 1ii-6 dd likah teh.
H e is as big as you, or, he is the same size as you.

Domerah is a contraction for da homberah.
Homberah} is now rarely heard, except in the phrase :
Homerah
He is the same size (or age) as you.
St2 homerah dC.
74
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THE RELATIVE PRONOUN
I n Pashtu there is, strictly speaking, no Relative Pronoun. T h e
particle chdh, which serves as a connective between the relative clause
and the antecedent, is used indifferently, whether the antecedent is
a person or a thing, and it is unsusceptible of any form of inflexion. I n
fact, in this as in its other uses, it appears to be merely a Conjunction,
and the real equivalent of the English Relative Pronoun is to be sought
in the subject implied in the Verb or, as will be seen further on, in an
expressed Personal or Demonstrative Pronoun.
Adopting this point of view, it will be found that the Relative construction in Pashtu presents no particular difficulties.

m@

140
The Position of the Relative C h u e .
Ch6h with the clause it introduces may be placed immediately after
the Noun or Pronoun which it qualifies; or the Principal Clause may be
completed, and the Chdh-clause placed after it. Clearness and euphony
are the guides in this matter.

14U
The Structure of Relative Sentences.
The structure of relative sentences, if examined, will be found to
present itself in the following forms :
I. The Antecedent and the Relative may be the subjects of the
Principal and the Relative clauses respectively, in which case they are
of course both in the Nominative (subject, however, to 5 153. 2 ) ;
2. The Antecedent may be in an Oblique Case, and the Relative
(regard being had to the Pashtu idiom) in the Nominative;
3. The Antecedent may be in the Nominative, and the Relative in an
Oblique Case ;
4. Both the Antecedent and the Relative may be in Oblique Cases.
Where the Relative is in the Nominative (i.e. cases I and z ) , no
difficulty arises; the rendering follows the English and ch4h has all the
appearance of being an indeclinable equivalent of who, which, hc.
Where, however, the Relative is in an Oblique Case the matter stands
differently. Ch6h having no pronominal force, and being incapable of
any form of inflexion, it becomes necessary in order to present the sense
of the Oblique Case, to express the Pronoun, which so long as the
Relative is in the Nominative is inherent in the Verb as its unexpressed
subject. This Pronoun is therefore supplied in the form of a Personal
or Demonstrative Pronoun, and lo it are added the necessary inflexions
or prepositional particles.
75
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The Relative in the Nominative.
Yau ser6 pah h5spit81 k U 6 diikhil shuh, ch4h d6r sakht zhobal
woh.
A man was admitted to hospital, who was very severely
wounded.
Dzmg plsr, chCh us me! d6, d6r da Serkiir khizmat kerd woh.
My father who is now dead, did much service for Government.
i
tap& kah, ch6h pah mauqk ( f G ) bbade maujsd
Da d6 s e ~nah
woh.
Ask this man who was present on the spot.

243

The Relative in an Oblique Case.
Aghah khadzah, ch6h m6rah yC us werpase raghe16 d6, siiri-atah
dah.
This woman, whose husband has just come in search of her
is a concubine (that of her the husband .).
D5 watan ch6h miing pah k&d
t6r shewi yii, tsangah U e h
2bad dC.
How prosperous the country is through which we have just
passed. (Pah k U 6 used absolutely seems to be felt to
contain the Pronoun y4 ; thus we have here : that ziz it .).
AsbZb aghah guder lah yosah ch6h (or haltah chdh) m i n g bah
pr6 pore iizii (= wiizii).
Take the baggage to the ferry, by which we are going to
cross (that by it we are . .).
Aghuh serah sakhti kawah chCh dertah (sc. y6) nuqsiin rasawul6 d6.
Be severe on that man who has done you injury.

.

.

144

A few remarks remain to be made about the General Relatives,
which are represented in Pashtu by a combination of an Indefinite
Pronoun and ch6h.
T h e following combinations are found :
Tsok ch6h
any one who, whoever.
Tseh ch6h
anything which, whatever.
cheh
the one who, the one which, whoever, whichever.
Kum yau ch6h

Th Relative Pronoun
Her placed before t e o k or feeh exercises a still more generalizing
efTect.
I n these cases tsok, &c., which following the English analogy (anyone . . who) would belong to the Principal Clause, are in Pashtu attracted
into the Relative Clause, or at any rate they are too far removed from the
Principal Clause to play any part in it. (Cp. the English constmction
with whoever.)
This makes it necessary to provide a subject for the Principal Clause.
This subject may be inherent in the Verb, but it is very often the
Demonstrative Pronoun haghuh.
Where teok, kc., occur in an Oblique Case this haghl,lh must be
expressed in the Principal Clause, in the Nominative or in an Oblique
Case as the circumstances require. Examples :
d6 wer tah nena-iizi, haghah da dC zhwandiin
Her tsok chCh
pah dC wer
umCd nah ka.1.
Whoever enters this door may abandon hope of life.

.

1

I

Ch6h is very frequently placed before the other component, taok or 1~
Bum, as the case may be.
Her ch8 lah chCh m'a riipai.& werkeri di, aghuh bah khzmakhiih
ChCh her chs lah
( 8 1 9 8 9 ) r'atah du'g ka-i.
H e to whomever I have given money will surely bless me.

1

Her tsok chCh rag wahi
no nanekai bah prC wu
Dah her ch8 chCh rag wahel6 shew6 wi
nah kh6zhi.
Whoever is vaccinated will not be attacked by small-pox.

(In the first alternative wahi has a causative sense.)
Her c h i tah chCh zeh d i khaberb kawum aghuh deroghzhan mi
gani.
Whenever I tell this story to any one (lit. whomever I tell this
story to) he thinks me a liar.
Sabern'ak 1ah her tseh chCh ghwiri pah 12s werdzi.
Everything he wants comes to him who waits.
ChCh kum hil;ir di (or wi) aghah wushamirah.
Count all who (whoever) are present.
Kum kum sen chCh ksrtusiinah put keg wi, da agho nah jerimanah wikhelah.
Fine all the men who (whatever men) have stolen cartridges.
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Kum in Adverbial Compounde.
Pah kumah wradz chCh his5b wushi her cha tah bah khpul h51
mzliim (or mgliimah, vide § 58) shi.
Whenever (whatever day) accounts are made up every one
will find out how he stands.
Kum lihws chdh serC dzi da pais8 zariirat yd wi.
Wherever a man goes he requires money.

147

Elliptical Sentences.
T h e following examples of ellipses, some of which can be paralleled
in English, should be noted.
Pah aghah s8'at chCh haltah werwurasddem, treh mi mer shuh.
At the moment (at which) I reached him my uncle died.
Pah aghah wradz chCh teh ragheld wd, zeh sauda dapzrah @Zr
(M)
lah telC wum.
O n the day that (= on which) you came, I had gone to
town for supplies.

148

It has already been stated that the impersonal use of the Verb to be
is not found in Pashtu. (Vide $ I I 2.) This obviates a use of the
Relative which is common in English. Thus :
T 2 lah wzyema.
I t is to you I am speaking = I t is you to whom I am speaking.
Hum dB ghwzyema.
This is what I want, or, it is this that I want.

140

T h e fact that ch6h is a sort of conjunctional maid-of-all-work,
capable of expressing many shades of meaning, e.g. Temporal, Final, &c.,
makes it sometimes ambiguous. T o possess a Relative force it must
follow the Noun to which it refers, and the relationship may be made
more clear by placing a Demonstrative Adjective before the Noun.
Pah dC dz3-i k U C dase tang yem likah bClai k U C chCh kher
tang wi.
I am as uncomfortable in this place as a donkey is in a boat.
(Likah kher chCh . . would mean ' as a donkey which is in a boat'.)
Sey6 chCh p5m (4)ki bah 15r nah t6riizi.l
I f a man I
takes heed will not lose his way.
A man when he
(But this may also mean ' a man who . .', and ' aghuh sere chdh. . .'
would necessarily mean this.)

.

1

.

It seems to me Zir should be in the Ablative ; perhaps the Accusative is an Afridi-ism.
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In the colloquial it is very common to tack ch6h, with the Present 160
Tense of the Verb lo he, on to any Noun or Pronoun. This is a mere
habit of speech of the ' takiyah kallm ' species, devoid of any particular
meaning.
I t sometimes indicates an effort to concentrate or focus the mind, and
is sometimes a mode of emphasizing the word to which it is attached.
What are the rest like ?
Nor chCh di tsangah di ?
Miing chCh yfi to1 da SerkHr dost%nyii.
We are all well disposed to Government.
Waziran chCh di, tsok y6 neshi tingawuld.
The Waziris no one can keep in order.
Orakzi chdh di dZ dCr bad mani cheh tsok soyah wuli.
The Orakzais (of whom you know) consider it a very bad
thing to shoot a hare.
T h e common phrase haghuh ch6h d i resembles in sense the English
' what do you caN if r' ' ' You know what I mean ', when trying to recall
a forgotten word-an irritating formula at times.
DB ch6h di and haghuh ch6h di are in common use as emphatic
contradistinctive demonstratives.

CHAPTER V I
THE VERB
161

ALL Verbs, whether in Pashtu or English, fall within one of two
classes :
I.

Transitive, in which the action of the Verb caused by the subject
takes effect on an object ; e. g. I killed him.

2.

Intransitive, in which the action of the Verb relates only to the
subject, and does not affect, at any rate directly, any other
person or thing ; e. g. h came.

Under these definitions there is evidently very little scope for variation
between the two languages.
T h e following Verbs, however, of which the conception would seem
definitely Intransitive, are treated in Pashtu as Transitives and conjugated
accordingly :
Khandul
dangul
zangul
zherul
ghapul
lambul

to laugh.
jump.
swing (intr.).
weep.
bark.
bathe.

The distinctive feature of the conjugation of Transitive Verbs in Pashtu
is that the Past Tenses have a passive signification, the Logical Object
of the action becoming the Grammatical Subject, and the Logical Subject
being put in the Agential Case. I n the present case therefore :

I have laughed
becomes

MS khandeli dl;
literally, Have been laughed by me ;
where it would seem that an imaginary subject must be supplied from the
Verb, as : A laughing has been done by me.
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The Verbs :
B%Clul
gatul
katul

I

to lose (at games, or a wager),
win (at games, or a wager)
gain (money, profit, kc.),
look, look at,

are used as in English, both in a Transitive and an Intransitive sense ;
but in Pashtu in either case the conjugation follows the type of the
Transitive Verb.
SHhib dCr wukhandul. WC (= wu 6 ) wai-ul chCh dL tseh chel dC
chCh rns da bani-ah nah rGpai.k gafeli dl.
The Sahib laughed a great deal and said: This is a great
joke that I have won money from a banya.

THE VOICES
Intransitive Verbs are Active, i. e. the subject acts.
Transitive 'Verbs are either :
Active where the subject acts, or
Passive where the subject is acted on, the Logical Object becoming
the subject of the Verb and the Actor, if mentioned, being put
in the Agential Case.
The use of the true Passive Voice is much more limited in Pashtu
than in English.
There are two reasons for this :
I. The Active Voice is preferred as being more direct and explicit.
Take care. You will be bitten (by the dog, scorpion, &c.).
Khaberdsr. SpC bah t H wuchichi.
P8m kah chCh laram (scorpion) dC wu nah chichi.
2. The Past Tenses of Active Transitive Verbs in Pashtu are formed
from participles which have really a Passive signification. In these cases
the Verb is made to agree in gender and number with the Logical
Object, which is expressed in the Nominative; while the Logical Subject
of the sentence is treated as the Agent and put in the Agential Case.
I n the Past Tenses, therefore, the choice lies not between an Active
and Passive, but between an Agentid Passive and a non-Agentid
Passive construction. T o this is to be added that in the true Passive
construction (that is the non-Agential) in Pashtu there is no provision
for expressing the Agent; but on the principle already noted above,
1061
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Pashtu always desires to state the Agency, where it is known, and it
therefore always when an Agent can be named, inclines to make use of
the Agential, i. e. the so-called Active construction.
Examples :

True Passive (non-Agential Construction).
Aghuh dCr sakht wahelC shew6 dC.
H e has been very severely handled (the assailants being
unknown, or the mere fact of the man's state occupying the
mind to the exclusion of other considerations).
Active (Agential Construction).
Pah lgri bande ghaluh wertah p d u shwul, chih aghah yC
wushiikawoh o wC wahuh.
H e fell in with robbers by the way who plundered and beat
him (lit. he was plundered and beaten by them).
(ChCh yd = by whom = who. Vz'de $ I 4 I .)
Da Shinwiiro yauwah jonpah Zakhah Khdlo wahelk dah.
T h e Zakhah Khels have cut up a Shinwari convoy (lit.
A Sh. convoy has been cut up by the Z. K.'s).

154

The Passive of the Verb kawul, kqu1 is very sparingly used. Thus:
DS k8r hdtsok pah dC shan nah ka-i,
or
D3 kiir dase nah kCgi (or, nah shi),
This is never done in this way ;
are used in preference to
D2 kiir dase key6 nah shi.
Where k e ~ isl used with an Adjective, as in the Past Tenses of the
adjective-derived Verbs, the Passive is obtained by substituting the
corresponding tenses of shwul or kddul.

155

T h e Derivative Verbs in -awul find their Passive in the corresponding
Verb in -Bd$ (involving in the past tense the use of shwul or kBd@,
as above, 5 154); in some cases, e. g. matawul the simple Adjective
(here, mZt) has a quasi-passive sense and may be used with the defective
Verb yem, to be, &c., with a more or less passive meaning.
Matawul
to break (trans.).
it is breaking.
it is being broken (unusual).

The Voices
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1

it has broken (intrans.).

mat shew6 d4
mat dC

it has been broken.
(it is broken).
it is broken.

Of the Primitive Verbs lag6dul is sometimes equivalent to a Passive
of lagawul.

The True Passive is obtained by conjugating the Past Participle of 168
the Verb (which is itself passive in sense) with the various tenses of the
Verb shwul, or k6dul (less common except in the Present tenses).
I n the Preterite Passive wu- is prefixed to the Past Participle
wuniwuld shuh
he was caught.

Shwul used as a Passive Auxiliary is to be distinguished from ehwul
used as a Potential Auxiliary. (K& $ 205.)

A synopsis of the natural classes of Pashtu Verbs is given further on 157
with examples of each class. (Vide §§ 167-81.)
The distinguishing mark of the Infinitive is the suffix -@, and it will be
noticed that it occurs in three forms :
I. Directly added to the Verb root.
2. As a part of a lengthened suffix -6d@.
3. As a part of a lengthened suffix -awul.
It will also be noticed that all Verbs (excluding the Auxiliaries) are
shown as Primitive or Derivative. This classification is made with
a view to simplifying the rules of conjugation and is probably not in every
case philologically justifiable. Only those Verbs are classed as Derivative
whose roots are in use at the present day as independent Nouns or
Adjectives.

Where the same Verb root (or varying forms of the same root) is 158
susceptible of both terminations -6d@ and -awul, the relation between
the two resulting Verbs may be that o f :
Intransitive ;
2. Passive ;
3. Intransitive ;

Transitive.
Active.
Causative.

I.
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I

and

2.

ShlCdul
shelawul

{
3.

160

m'atawul
rasCdul
rasawul

to tear (intrans.).
tear (trans.).
break (intrans.).
be broken.
break (trans.).
arrive.
cause to arrive.

One small class of Verbal Compounds deserves mention. This
consists of those formed by the combination of a Noun with Verbs kawul
and shwul, giving the Active and Passive respectively of Transitive
verbal conceptions.
Pashtu displays no great facility for creating Derivative Verbs from
Nouns. These compounds seem to present cases where the process has
been attempted, but has not been carried to the point of producing
simple Verbal forms.
The following are some of the commonest examples of this class :
YCwC kawul
to plough.
wsduh kawul
marry.
ganah kawul
pawn, mortgage.
sherii' kawul
begin.
khata kawul
miss (in shooting).
kozhdanah kawul
betroth.
qulf kawul
lock.
pan9h kawul
shelter.
All these are Transitive and Active, and the substitution of shwul for
kawul gives the corresponding Passive conceptions.

CAUSATIVE VERBS

160

Causative is the term generally applied to all verbal themes when
extended for the purpose of adding the idea of causation to that of the
ordinary conception of the Simple Verb.
A relationship is expressed between an original causer, a secondary
subject, and the verbal conception.
On closer inspection it becomes apparent that in Pashtu such Verbs
can be divided into at least two distinct classes according as the
secondary subject is agent or patient. T o these two classes I propose
to apply the terms Causative-Active and Causative-Passive respectively.
84
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Causative Verbs
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In the Causative-Aotive class the action of the Verb is shown as
being carried into effect by a secondary agent under the compulsion of
the primary agent. E. g.
I seated him ;
I made him sit;
Sit ;
where ' I ' oblige ' him ' LO give effect to the conception of the Simple
Verb ' sit
In Modern English this class is usually represented either by
a. A Simple Transitive Verb (seaf);
6. The Verb make +an Intransitive Verb (make-d),
as in the example just given.
In the Causative-Passive class the action of the Verb is shown as
directed by the primary agent on the secondary subject, which experiences
it as a ' patient ', i. e. passively.
In English this class is usually represented by :
a. The Verb have + a Perf. Part. Pass.
b. The Verb cause + an Infin. Pass.
e. g.
I had him trapped. I had the clothes put on. I had it broken.
I caused it to be read, heard, &c.

'.

In Pashtu the Causative-Active class is represented by originally 161
Intransitive Verbs which are given the Infinitive ending -awul (vide
Table of Verbs, Class IV).
This Infinitive is obtained by :
I. Substituting - a m for the -yl or -8dyl of the Infinitives of
Verbs of one base.
3r

2.

I.

Adding -ewul to he base of the Imperative in the case of Verbs
with two bases.'
WuderCdul to stand.

wuderawul

taksJtCdy1

to flee.

tamtawvl

lagCdul

to adhere.

lagawul

sCdzul

to burn (intr.).

sddzawul

to make stand.
erect.
make flee.
put to fight.
make adhere.
make burn.
burn (trans.).

1
(

As an instance of derivation from the past base, a form &hustewul is quoted by
2, p. 112, 5 32. I am not myself
acquainted with this form.
1

Geiger, Crundnis der it-anischm Philolog&, i.
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2.

khatul

to rise.

kh6zhawul

k&dnZstul

to sit down.

kk&nawul

Mii lergd wuderawuld d6.
I set up the stick. I made it stand up.

I
I

to make rise,
raise.
make sit
down, seat.

MZ takhtah diwar tah lagawulk dah.
I have affixed a shelf to the wall.

Ma munshi dzan tsakhah k&dnawuld dC.
I made the munshi sit down beside me.
Da kiihi nah do1 mi wukhdzhawoh.
I drew up the bucket out of the well.
162

T h e Oausative-Passive class is represented in Pashtu by :
I. Originally Active Transitive Verbs.
2. Quasi-Passive Verbs.
Both of these are given the termination -awul in exactly the same way
as the Causative-Actives.
Examples :
I. Of these there are comparatively few.
to cause to be heard.
AuwrCdull to hear.
auwrawul
communicate orally.
cause to be read.
lwustul toread.
lwulanul
have read.
2. n M a t u l to be entangled.
nakshlawul
cause to be entangled.
to swing (intr.),
swing (trans.).
zangawul
cause to be in a state
zangul to be in a state
of swinging.
of swinging.
T o this class perhaps properly belong Verbs in -awul, derived from
Adjectives, especially where the Adjectives are essentially Passive in
meaning, e.g. miit. I n the accompanying table, however, I have
preferred to treat these as merely the transitive equivalents of the original
adjective-derived intransitives (Class VII).

1

{

.t

Examples :
matddul
Miitawul
kharabddul
khargbawul

i

to break (intrans.).
to cause to be broken, to break (trans.).
to become damaged, to go bad, kc.
to cause to become damaged, to spoil, kc.
Z

Or, here and elsewhere, aur6dN. I n the script J
+
\,
Bang* is conjugated as a Transitive Verb, vide 5 I 5 I .
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By no means all Primitive Verbs admit of the formation of Causative 108
forms in -ewul. Thus the transitives wah@ and
; and the
intransitives tlyl, wet@, odd@ have no corresponding forms in

wm

-awul.
Note also that the Derivative poh-6d\j gives not 'pohawul' ' but
poh6 kawul (+Accus. of thing and Dat. of Pers.) = lo make some one
understand sonzethzizg, to explain something to somebody.

In the case of the Causative-Passives originating from Active Transitive 104
Verbs (vide 4 162)) there exists a further difficulty in the object of the
Transitive Verb. E. g. in the English :

' I will make him read the letter,'
the active sense of ' read ' is preserved, while the ' him ' is controlled by
the auxiliary ' make '.
I t will have been gathered from $8 160-1 above that the Pashtu
Causative cannot unde~takethis double duty, and that in fact it is given
a sub-passive force and bound closely to what in the English idiom is
its object. This necessitates the presentment of the secondary subject
as merely an instrument. This is done by using with it the particles
pah
biinde, o? sometimes peh alone, where these particles correspond in sense to the Latin per. Thus :

. ..

' I will make him read the letter,'
becomes in Pashtu :
By him the letter I will make read (p. p. p.).
Zeh bah pah aghah bwde khat lwulawum.
An Indirect Object remains in the Dative:

'I will have the letter read to him.'
Zeh bah khat wertah lwulawum.
Examples :
pah sip8hi-Zno bZnde
wiighwundau~ah.
sipahi-Zno tah
Make the sepoys put on this new clothing.
(In the second alternative the Dative is to be explained as an Indirect
object.)

}

Da niwb jamb

1 The form pohewul, however, does apparently occur, as it is given by both
Bellew and Raverty in their Dictionaries.
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Pah munshi mi lwulawul6 dC.
I have had it read by the munshi ; I have made the munshi
read it.
S t l hukem mi wertah auwrawuld d6.
(Your order to him I have made heard.)
I have made him hear your order.
I have verbally communicated your order to him.

186

The same method is adopted in the case of Transitive Verbs which
possess no special Causative form. The ordinary form of the Verb
assumes a Causative sense, and the secondary subject is expressed by
pah . b8nde.
Examples :
MS pah dirzi b2nde khatiinah gandeli di.
I have made the dirzi make me shirts.
Pah mazdiirgno bPnde burj joyawum.
I am having a fort built by hired labourers.
I am making hired labourers build me a fort.

..

B a d e is sometimes omitted :
Dzamilng pah yau Tirahwgl zeh bah st5 dapiirah khar6rai fwughw a ~ e m(or r8we~em).
I shall make one of our Tirah men bring in mushrooms
for you.

188

Where the idea of Compulsion predominates, and a more forcible
form of statement is required, recourse has to be had to periphrasis.
Thus :
' I will make him pay you your dues,'
would have to be rendered by some paraphrase such as :
or

Zeh bah werserah dsse (nasihat) w.ukum chCh haq d6 derkeyi,
Zeh bah werserah dgse (zor) wukum chCh haq d6 ad3 kiindi.

In the first case the means suggested is inducement, in the second
force, but in both there is a distinct intention of compelling.

BCHEMB OF PASHTU VERBS
I. TRANSITIVE
1

CAUSATIVE.
4. Active 9awu.l.

k&&nawul.
Hliizawul.
taMtawu1.
5. Peaeive -awul.
Iwulawul.
aurawul.
aghwundawul.

6. Amalgamated

(from Nouns) -awul.
jangawul.
rabeyawul.
oyawul.

7 . Partially amalgamated.
(from Adjs.) - a m l .
spinawul.
wrukawul.
8. Non-Amalgamated (Noun or Adj.

yCwC kawul.
khaber kawul.
161 wahvl.

+Aux.).

11. INTRANSITIVE

Amalgamated
(from Nouns) -6dpl.
jangddul.
rabeyddul.
shermedul.
I 2. Partially halgamated.
(from Adjs.) -6d1Q.
matddul.
spinddul.
wrukddul.
I 3. Non-Amalgamated.
a. Noun Trans. Aux.
mandk kaurul.
dau kawul.
pukshtunah kawul.
6. Adj. + Intrans. Aux.
khaber shwul.
mey shwul.
I I.

+

111. AUXILIARY

{

be, become, kc.
shwul be able.
yem, &c., I am, and wum, kc., I was.

9

t?
'Y

3
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Notes on the Classes of Verbs
NOTES O N THE CLASSES OF VERB8

Class I.
These Verbs have either :
or
a. One base common to all tenses,
b. Two cognate bases, one in past and one in present tenses, or
c. Two different roots as bases, one in past and one in present tenses ;
e. g.
Infin.
1st Sing. Past Def.
I st Sing. Present.
a. S3t-ul.
wu-sst-elem.
sHt-em.
wu-ghwout-elem.
ghwsy-em.
6. ghwout-ul.
(p. p. p. 1st-eld).
bas-em.
c. ist-ul.'
The Infinitive, as is seen from examples, always presents the same
base as the past. The varieties of double bases will be found in the
grammars. For the tenses derived respectively from the past and present
bases, see $5 2 I o ff.
T h e following is a list of common Verbs of this class :
a. One-Base :
Pres. and Past Base.
Meaning.
Infin.
to lose (at games).
B2.61-ul
bZ-dlpresent, bestow.
bau-ul
bauconsider.
gan-ul
gar?make, do.
key-ul
keyk u B g d - (-d-)
put down.
kud-gd-u1
eat.
khwa y-bl
khwar1Cgd-ul
load.
1Cgdsend.
l&.l
wri~e.
lik-ul
liklir-ul
possess.
lirman-ul
obey.
manprotect, nourish.
pa-ul
palprCgd- (-d-)
let go.
prC-gd-ul
preserve.
sat-il
siitdrive away.
shey-ul
sheycount.
shmiir-ul
shmsrteytie.
tey-ul
reprove.
toqtoq-ul
spit.
tiik-ul
tiikwahstrike.
wah-ul

ldi-

1

Dictionaries give yastpl, Gst~l,and Past Def. wnyost and wayfist.
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Infin.
Wey-ul
win&-ul
wish-ul
zang-ul
~k-ul

The Veyb
Pres. and Past Base.
weywin&wishziing- (irreg.)
~ k -

Meaning.
to carry.
wash.
divide.
swing.
drink.

6. Two cognate Bases :
Infin. and Past Base.

Pres. Base.
ggh(w)undghwiirlwulmiimpCzhanrgwulwazhnwul-

Aghast-ul
ghwomt-ul
1wust-ul
miind-ul
pdzhand-ul
rzwust-ul
wazhl-ul
wisht-ul

Meaning.
to put on (clothes).
demand, want.
read.
obtain.
recognize.
bring.
kill.
shoot.

c. Two different roots as Bases :

Infin. and Past Base.
2~-aw-ul
ist-ul
kat-ul
(wu)kAk-u1
lid-ul

Pres. Base.
gdbasgor- (kas-)

kZgwin-

Meaning.
to place.
take out.
look at, see.
pull.
see.

170

Class 11.
There are probably no primitive Transitive Verbs with the Infin. ending
- 6 . I n aurCdul, the -6d-almost certainly belongs to the root.

171

Class 111.
There are probably no primitive Transitive Verbs with the Infinitive
ending -awul. In dchawul and asfawul the -aw appears to belong to the
root. In other cases it is probably identical with the Causative -awul.

p. p. p. dk&
kud-u-awul
(kue-ksbod-ul)

]

p, p. p. kWksJod4

to place.
set down.

Notes on the Classes of Vmbs
(khai-")
Uowul*
zowul*
ghowul*
niwul*
tskawul*

1

pres. m a y e m

44
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to show.

give birth to.
ghgycopulate.
-nfsseize.
drink, smoke
(also cause to drink).
k - a w u l is probably a late formation from the k- of kg*.
gshkul--1,
to kiss, is probably to be referred to Class VI, based
on the Noun ahkyl,n kiss.
ar-awul, upset, turn, or tilt over, is perhaps metathesis for *6weyul, an
Infinitive manufactured to match awe+, infin. dwuMtvl.

* Note.-But

in these cases -w-is perhaps a glide :

the duplicate 3rd s. pret. forms

{Lk::&ot-}
+

{-

&hod-ul
yl giving -ksho-w-ul.

Claes IV.
172
These Causative-Active Verbs are derived from primitive Verbs by the
addition of the syllable -aw- to the base. Where the primitive Verb has
two bases the Causative is formed from the Present base. These Verbs
are conjugated throughout, retaining the -aw- in all parts.
T h e following are common examples :
iliiz-awul (3liizawum, iiliizawul6)
to make fly, blow away.
chel-awul
,, move.
Csh-awul
, boil, boil (trans.).
kUCn-awul
,. sit down, seat.
lag-awul
, adhere, apply.
p~ts-awul
.. stand up.
rapawul
,, tremble.
sEdzawul
., bum, ignite.
stanawul
return.
swadzawrul
,, ignite.
shelawul
,, tear, tear (trans.).
tautawul
,, flee, rout.
tsamlawul
, lie down.

..

Clsss V.
173
These Causative-Passive Verbs are derived :
a. From Transitive Verbs.
b. From Intransitiveverbs whose root has an essentially Passive sense.
The larger number belong to a, and but a few to 6.
93
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Common examples are :
a. Aghundawul
aurawul

likawul
lwulawul

6. zangawul
naulawul
siilawul

to have one's clothes put on.
cause to be heard, communicate.
,,

,, ,, written.

, ,, ,, read.
,, ,, ,, swung, swing (trans.).
., ,, become entangled, entangle.
,,
.,
rubbed away, wear
1)

away (trans.).
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Class VI.
These Amalgamated Derivatives formed from Nouns are not very
numerous. They denote that the condition indicated by the Noun is
imposed on some one or something. They form a class of QuasiCausative Transitive Verbs directly complementary to the Intransitives
of Class IX. Examples are :
Jangawul
to cause to fight, embroil.
rnkulawul
kiss.
orawul
reduce to powder, grind.
raberawul
worry, bother.
randzawul
render uncomfortable, afflict.
shermawul
make ashamed, shame.
ysdawul
mention, bring to mind.
frighten.
ydrawul (wdrawul)
Class VII.
Partially-Amalgamated Derivatives formed from Adjectives. These are
very numerous and may be formed from practically any Adjective not
ending in a vowel. Adjectives ending in a vowel are usually allied
to the independent auxiliary (kawul). Verbs of Class V I I correspond
directly to those of Class XI1 in the relation of Transitive or CausativePassive to Quasi-Passives or Intransitives. These Verbs yield only the
following parts :
Infinitive.
Negative Imperative.
Indicative Present.
Indicative Imperfect.
Subjunctive Present (optionally).
Perfect Participle with shwul, ' to be able '.
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T h e remaining parts are supplied by the Adjective used with the
independent auxiliary Rawill, keyul. I n the amalgamated forms, the
Adjective when possessed of a varying base assumes the form it exhibits
in the feminine. Examples are:
to raise, elevate.
~ s k a w u (hask-)
l
badalawul
change.
break.
mZtawul
cook.
pakhawul (pokh-)
conceal.
putawul
tighten, secure.
tingawul
heat.
todawul
pour out.
toyawul (to4 k.)
titawul
lower.
whiten.
spinawul
lose.
wrukawul

Clses VIII.
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Non-Amalgamated or Compound Verbal Expressions. These Compound Verbs are formed by using kewul with Nouns, which seem
sometimes to acquire an adjectival sense. Vide $ 159 ; to the examples
mentioned there add :
to inform some one, faire part.
I . Khaber kawul (acc. pers.)
2. ru+khat kawul
( ,, ,, )
dismiss.
3. fC1 wahul
(acc. rei)
push.
4 . to1 kawul
( 9, 3, )
weigh.
5. yZd kawul
(dat. pers. acc. rei) remind some one of something.
6. yau dzH.6 kawul (acc. rerum)
collect together.
7. zdah kawul
(acc. rei dat. pers.) learn, teach.
In 6 above, yau dz5.e' is doubtless used adverbially, pah being understood : in 7 zdah is by origin a Past Partic. Pass.
Nos. I , 2, and 3 are also now constructed with the Dative, especially,
I believe, in the Southern dialects.

Clees IX.
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Primitive Intransitive Verbs. Like the Primitive Transitive Verbs of
Class I, these Verbs can be divided into :
a. Those having one base (rare).
b.

,,

,,

c.

,,

99

two cognate bases.
two bases from different roots.
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78
a. Mlul
sCdzul

mrsCdz-

6. kMCn2stul

kMCnnauelswadzshtsaml(w)iizsl(w)iiznena(w)iizprC(w)iizzghal-

nmatul
swul (pap. siwC)
shwul
tsamliistul
watul
glwatul
nenawatul
prdwatul
(zgh8ksJtul)
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l2yul

(1Hyshem and
krshah)

tlul (p.p. telC)

dz-

to die.
burn.
sit down.
become entangled.
burn (intr.).
be, become, go.
lie down.
come out.
flyenter.
fall.
run.

1

come.
go away.

Class X.
Primitive Intransitive Verbs ending in -6dul. These appear to be
old formations created on the same lines as the Denominatives in Avestic
and Sanskrit. T h e criterion taken for dividing them from the Verbs
of Classes X I and XI1 is that their bases are not found in use as
independent Nouns or Adjectives. They fall into two classes :
a. Those in which the present base is the form left after cutting off
the -6dpl of the Infinitive.

b. Those in which the present base is obtained by replacing the -6dof the past base by -6g- (as in Classes X I and XII). Some Verbs present
both forms.
a. Aur-ddul
brdu-ddul
khwadz-Cdul
0s-Cdul
pats-ddul
puut-Cdul
rCgd-Cdul
tal;sht-ddul
tsats-6dul

BweybrCksJkhwadzOS-

pas(puUt-)
rCgdtal;shttsats96

LO turn.

glitter.
move.
dwell.
get on one's feet.
inquire.
shake.
flee.
trickle, drip.

Notes on the Chsses of Verbs
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6. chal-Cdul

chal-6gto be in movement.
k-Cgbe, become.
kCdul
(has probably been developed from the root R- as a counterpart to
k-awul)
Iw-Cdul
I w-Cgto fall.
rap-Cdul
rap-Cgshiver.
siil-Cdul
SO~-C&
be rubbed, worn.
shl-Cdul
shl-Cgtear (in trans.).
T h e Verb eang-6dul has probably been evolved from the Causative
sang-awul as a regularized form for sang-ul; or else both zangawul and
sangkd~lare late creations fiom zangul.
Double forms :
lag-Cdul

to adhere to, be in touch with.

ras-Cdul

arrive.
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Class XI.
Amalgamated Derivatives from Nouns. These are not very numerous.
They denote that the subject is in the state indicated by the Noun They
exactly correspond to Class VI of the Transitive Verbs in the relationship
of Quasi-Passives to Causatives. The past base ends in -6d- and the
present base always in -6g-. They are capable of complete conjugation.
Examples are :
JangCdul
jang-45to quarrel, conflict (plur. subj.).
rabey-Cdul
rabel-Cgbe troubled.
randz-Cdul
randz-egbe ill.
sherm-6dul
sherm-igbe ashamed.
tiikh-Cdul
tokh-45cough.
yad-Cdul
yadigbe mentioned, stated, remembered.
yPr-Cdul
y~r-~g
be afraid.
(wCr-Cdul)
Class XII.
180
Partially Amalgamated Derivatives from Adjectives. These are very
numerous and may be improvised from practically any Adjective not
ending in a vowel. They exactly correspond to Class VII of the
Transitives. Like these they are only conjugated in a few tenses, the
Conjugated like a Transitive Verb in the past tenses. cp. Khandyl, 5 I 51.
1687
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remainder of the tenscs being obtained by using shwul (and k6dul)
with the simple inflected Adjective. T h e present base of these Verbs
always ends in -6g-. In the case of Adjectives with varying bases the
base of the fem. sing. is that to which the verbal endings are added :
Sing. m. tsorab, fem. tsarbah = fat :
tsarMdul = to grow fat.
Plur. m. tsarbah, fem. tsarbh.
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Clees XIII.
Non-Amalgamated or Compound Verbal Expressions. These are
chiefly formed with help of kewul and wehpl which, of course, preserve
their qualities as Transitive Verbs :
Noun :
LPmbo wahul
mandk wahul
mandk kawul
miti.azb kawul
p5m ltawul
ratrap kawul
top(iinah) wahul
tskhi kawul
khaber shwul
kharts shwul (kharts-idul)
ruskhat shwul

to swim.

1

run.
make water.
take care, look out.
run (hither).
jump, leap.
hop.
come to know of.
be expended.
be dismissed.

Adv. :
yau dz8.C shwul

be collected together.

Adj. or Part. :
me7 shwul

die.

THE MOODS
182

T h e following are the Moods which occur in Pashtu :
J . Imperative.
2. Infinitive.
3. Indicative.
4. Subjunctive.
5. Conditional o r Optative.
6. Participles.
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Formation.

A. Primitive Verbs.
T h e Imperative is formed :
From the base of the Infinitive, when the Verb has only one
base, by prefixing wu- and a5xing the personal endings -ah (Sing.) and
-ai (Plur.).
I.

Key-ul

2.

wukerah
wuke yai

do thou.
do ye.

From the present base, where the Verb has two bases.
g h w o u t u l : ghwsy.
wughwiiyah
demand thou.
wughwiiyai
demand ye.

3. I n general Primitive Verbe in - 6 d 9 discard that termination
and add the personal endings to the plain stem.
Such are :
Tautddul
to flee.
zghalddul
run.
auwrddul
hear.
osddul
dwell.
p%tsddul
stand up.
girzCdyl
turn round.
driimkdul
run.
e. g. T a u t a h
run away (imper.).
wugirzah
turn round (imper.).

( ~ ~ ~ 3 )

Lsg6dg and rased@, however, give two forms :
wulagah and wulagdgah.
wurasah and wurasggah.
The prefix wu- does not invariably appear. Some Verbs dispense
with it altogether, and in certain situations its use is barred (vide 8 185).
Note the frequent lengthenii~gof .the vowel -a- when it occurs in
a monosyllabic base.
wahul
wuwiihah.
dangul
wudlngah.
lambul
wulsmbah.
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B. Derivative V e r b s .
T h e Imperative of Derivative Verbs in - 6 d g and -awul is usually
obtained by using the base Adjective with the Imperative of shwul or
kawul ( k e r u l ) respectively. This does not, however, hold good when
the Negative Particle r n a h is present, in which case the -6dy.l and
-awul of the Infinitive are replaced by -69- and -aw- respectively,
wn- is not prefixed, but the ordinary personal suffixes are added (vide

.

inzra)

The N e g a t i v e Imperative.
T h e Negative is expressed by placing rnah before the Imperative.
Note that rnah :
I.

2.

Never admits the prefix wu-.
mah l6gah
mah t5 m2tawah

don't send.
don't break it.

Takes the simple form of the Imperative of Derivatives, and not
the disunited Adjective and Auxiliary Verb.
mah ghalatCgah
don't be mistaken.

3. Cannot be used with the Imperative of shwul.
lzyshah
but mah dzah.
rzshah
,, mah rzdzah.
wurznde shah ,, rnah wurande k6gah.
kc.

188

T h e Subjunctive may, however, be used with rnah with a force
apparently equivalent to the Imperative, in the case of the compound
Imperatives with shwul mentioned in tj I 84. Thus :
Step? mah sht5
khwar mah sh6

don't be tired (or, may you not be tired).
don't be poor (or, may you not be miserable).

(Both common forms of salutation.)
It would be natural to attribute a sense removed from that of the
Imperative, but it will be seen below ($ 187) that the Imperative is used
in Pashtu to express strong volition, and mah is not normally used with
the Subjunctive.
I00
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H 187, 188

The Uaee of the Imperative.
The Imperative.
187
I. Gives a direct command.
I n this use it can of course only possess the 2nd Person.
Hortative and Jussive expressions in the other persons are
rendered by the Subjunctive (q.v.).
2.

The form of the Imperative (whether or not it is actually the
Imperative 'Mood) is used in the second and third persons to
express strong volition, as in maledictions and benedictions.

Examples of the second use are the following :
Kor dC khor shah
may your house be ruined !
kor dC wiran (,.,l/,) shah
may your son die !
Dzo-C dC mar shah
may you prosper !
Khair dC rozi shah
L o 4 shah (2nd Pers.).
May you become big ! i.e. grow up (to children).
Gharq shah (2nd Pers.).
May you be confounded ! (lit. drowned).
may you be extirpated I
WCkh dC iizah
Khudz-C dC 1Bt kah.
May God make you a lord (i.e. an official of high degree) !
God protect you I
KhudZ-C dC wusgtah
God forgive you !
Khud3.C dC wubamah
KhudZ.6 dC kor BbZd kah
God bless your house I
o r lirah
KhudZ-C dC wCkh wubnsah
may God eradicate you !
KhudB-C d6 wCkh wukiigah

}

}

}

These are common stereotyped phrases. The Subjunctive might be 188
expected, particularly in view of their being almost all in the third person,
and other similar expressions are rendered in the Subjunctive, with or
without the Jussive Particle de. ( W e $ 196. 4.)
All improvised blessings and cursings fall into this category, e. g.
may you die young !
Dzawzni merg
- shd
may your mother be bereft of you
Mor derbgnde bihah shi
(by death) I
may God be your friend I
Khud2.6 dC ma1 shi

-

-

t

I01
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The Infinitive is a Noun expressing the action or state which is
implied by the Verb.
Da aghah da tlo ni.at woh.
H e had the intention of going ; he intended to go.
Her yau seri tah wPduh kawul bibidah di.
Every man ought to marry.
The Infinitive is treated as Plural, and makes its Formative Case by
of the Nominative is frequently dropped and
adding a final -0. T h e -9
the -0 added direct to the base.
Pah auwrddo k U C rsdzi chdh
There is a rumour (or story) that
(it comes into hearing that. . .)
Drinking water.
D a skulo (or sko) obuh.
The rejection of the -pl in the Formative is particularly cornmon in
the case of Verbs in -6dg. It is unknown in the Verbs in - a d .

...

. ..
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T h e Infinitive, being a true Noun, can thus be thrown into the oblique
cases. It has not usually verbal powers of government.
Da dC k8r da piirah kawulo ddr ltoshish yC key6 woh.
H e made (or had made) every endeavour to complete this
undertaking.
Pah san atah las sawa owwah niwC IzksJC
da Aprido da l ~ n d e
kawulo daparah Serkzr 10-6 faudz Tirah lah wzstawoh.
I n 1897 Government sent a large force into Tirah to reduce
the Afridis.
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The occasional idiomatic use of the Infinitive with the Verb kawul
and an inanimate subject deserves notice.
D2 diirbin dCr U e h lidul ka-i.
These field-glasses make very good seeing, i. e. these are
very good glasses.
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The Infinitive is not in very common use in the colloquial language
except :
I. In one or two current expressions, e. g. da sfio obuh (where it
seems to have something of a gerundial force, though this may only be
due to the dropping of an Adjective such as libiq).
I02
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After temporal expressions.
3. After words denoting zitfenlion, hop, endeavour.
2.

But even in these latter the Pathan preiers a less abstract form of
expression. Thus for :
At the time of starting we loaded our rifles,
we may say :
Da rawanddo pah wakht
but the following would probably be preferred :
MGng chCh rawan shii
khp;l khppl fopak @ik kvh.
~ h C ILi
h tah taislr wii rniing

...

1

Formation.

See under the Tenses.
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Uses of the Indicative.
The Indicative is used in statement of fact. As in English the
distinction between the Indicative and Subjunctive is in certain Temporal
and Conditional expressions rather subtle. Where the speaker regards
the notion contained in the subordinate clause as having an existence
in fact, or where he wants it considered in that light, the Indicative is
used. This point will be further dealt with in treating of Subordinate
Clauses (vide Chapter XI).
There is one use of the Indicative which lies outside the definition 104
given above. This is its use in the Present Tense to express a wish or
intention. It may probably be referred to a desire for vividness
or brevity.
Zeh nokeri kawum.
Zeh noker shuma.
Tselah raghe16 yC ?
Zeh nokeregema.
All three answers are equivalent to :
for enlistment (service).
Da nokerai dapsrah
I want (to take) service.
or Nokeri ghwarem
Tirah lah dzuma, dzikah chuti ghwiyem.
I ask for leave because I want to go to Tirah.
Teh bah dzma khizmat wuker6 ? Wale nah kawum ?
Will you take service with me? Why shall (or would) I not ?
i. e. Certainly.

{
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When this Present Indicative is used with a sense of Negative Intention,
the negative may imply decided refusal.
Zeh nah dzuma
would usually mean simply ' I don't wish to go ', but it may convey a flat
refusal. I n the latter case, however, the Future would generally be used,
and would be unambiguous and emphatic.
On the other hand :
Chutai b h d e nah dzuma
would normally mean only ' I am not going on leave ', or ' I do not want
to go on leave'. Such a surprising thing as a refusal to go on leave,
presumably a privilege, would require a more emphatic statement, such
as would be given by the use of the Future or a definite expression of
refusal.
This use of the Present Indicative is most common in the case of the
Verbs tlyl, kawul, and shwul.
T h e general assertion made by munshis that this idiom takes the place
of the English ' I want to' or ' should like to ' is incorrect,
zeh t5 serah khaberk kawum
may indeed mean : ' I have something to tell you' or ' I intend (want) to
tell you something ', but
Zeh khpul kor winem
I see my house
can only bear a strictly literal interpretation.
I want (or should like) to see my home
would have to be rendered as follows:
Pah zruh k&C mi dah
Zruh mi ghwari
chCh khpul kor winem.
K h w a u a h mi dah
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Formation. See under the Tenses.
Uses of the Subjunctive.
The general use of the Subjunctive is in cases where the action of
the Verb is stated in the form of a supposition, or as a matter of doubt.
T h e chief Independent Uses of the Subjunctive are the following:
I.

In Deliberative Questions.
Tseh wukerem ?
What am I to d o ?
Tseh wayem ?
What am I to say?
104

Quid faciam ?

The Moods
Akin to these are those dubitative questions, the answer to which cannot
be anticipated.
Shall I call him? Am I to call him or not?
WC ghwirem ?
Dii lipspah d3k k M 4 wzchawum, keh wi de ?
Shall I post this letter, or is it to remain?
T o denote habitude or general experience, and so in Generalie*
tions, Maxims, Theories, kc.
Pah dagh (= daghah) watan k M 6 biir3.n dCr wi.
There is a heavy rainfall in this country.
Koberi sen kinansk wi.
Hunchbacks are malicious.
Pah ghriino k U 6 chCh bZrSn shew4 wi pah dC khwe; (or alg8d)
k M C zorHwer sElHb r3dzi.
When rain has fallen in the hills a great flood comes down
this watercourse.
2.

3. I n Precative Expressions.
See examples of maledictions, &c., 5 I 88.
May you be raised to exalted rank I
Derjah dC lo-i-ah shi I
4. I n Jussive Expressions.
The 3rd Person strengthened by the Particle de has a hortatory force,
which may amount to a weak Imperative. This form is frequently used
for the transmission of orders through a third person.
Muw~jibiinahchCh yC Skhisti wi, mashersn de khpulo kilo lah
1Hyshi.
When the elders have received their (tribal) allowances, they
may go off to their villages (or they should .).
Dasti de r8shi.
Let him come at once; he is to come at once.

.

T h e Subjunctive occurs in the following classes of Subordinate 107
Cl~~uees
:
after chdh = in order fhaf.
I. Final, i. e.
C~nsecutive ,,
,, = SO that.
It is not infrequently difficult to determine in which of these two senses
ch6h is to be taken.
DzPn panah kah chdh wishtC nah shC.
Take cover in order that (or so that) you may not be hit.
Khi.21 wukah ch6h n a u a h khat5 nah k6.
Take care and don't miss the mark.
(~52%take heed so that you may not .).
105
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Somewhat similar are the clauses introduced by such compound expressions as the following :
Dgse (hase) chere nah wi chdh khpyl khZwind serah nimak
B~eidahnedi chCh
hariimi wukd.
Mun5sib nedi chCh
See that you are never disloyal to your master.
You.should not be .

..

Conditional Sentences.
The Subjunctive appears in either the Protasis (if-clause) or the
Apodosis (consequence-clause), when the condition or consequence
respectively is stated purely as a supposition, without regard being had
to the probability of its existing or being translated into fact. It also
occurs in clauses which are really the Apodoses of Conditional Sentences
in which the Protases have been suppressed.
For examples see Conditional Sentences ($9 3 I 2, 3 I 3).
2.

188

This mood of dual nature occurs :

In the Protasis of Conditional Sentences, and sometimes in
the Apodosis. It is used only where the condition is known to be
non-existent or not fulfilled.
See Conditional Sentences (4s 3 12, 3 I 3).
I.

2.

With the Particle kashke in a true Optative sense.

Ksshke pah dC duni.2 k&
tsok chugheli khor nah wai.
Would that there were no backbiters in this world!
KZshke zeh diltah r5ghelC nah wai.
Would that I had not come here !
KZshke mH ghiirah wertah nah wai Cuawulk.
Would that I had never submitted my neck to him ! (rendered
him obedience).
This use with kashke is rare in the colloquial.
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There are two Participles in Pashtu, the Present and the Perfect, and
it will be convenient to dispose of them both here.
I 06
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T h e Present Participle is obtained from the Infinitive by substituting
-6n6 or fink6 for the final -@.
I t is questionable whether it is ever used in Pashtu as a true Participle,
i. e. as an Adjective with verbal force.
This use of the Present Participle, so common in English, is always
replaced by some other form of expression. Thus :
*
Going along the road he kept looking out on either hand.
Pah 1B~ibsnde chCh tuh (Imperf. of f&l) aghuh bah yau
palau bul palau tah k ~ t u h(Frequentative Impf. of KafuC).
Stooping down he picked up the log and put it on his shoulder.
Tit shuh o darah pah iigk bgnde bkah (or iichatah) klah.
Finding no audience in Tirah, he returned home.
Pah Tirah k&C chCh ch'a khaberk yC wB n'aurCdk bE.8 kor
tah raghC (or k2lah lah rZwugerzCduh).
The form in -*6
is, however, in extensive use as a Noun and
perhaps as an Adjective. E. g.
OsCdilnkC
dweller, resident.
Da kum dz2.i osCdiinkC yC ? = Chertah osC ?
Jagerah kawfinkC.
A quarrel-maker, or one who is quarrelling (cp. Hindiist~ni,
jhugayz karneierzl8 in its present not future sense).
D a Kiiki KhClo nim qaum (or q ~ m )wuderddiinki di, chCh yo1
'umer pah Jam o Qadam kksJ~C osi.
Half the Kuki Khel tribe are permanent-residents-in-oneplace, living all their lives in Jam and Qadam.

This Participle has two forms, obtained by substituting -016 and -6 a00
respectively, for the final -u1of the Infinitive.
In a large number of Verbs both forms are admissible, but in the
following the Shorter Form is used to the exclusion of the longer:
Akhistul
akhistC
to take.
aghostul
2ghostC
put on (clothes).
prSnatu1
prPnatd
open.
prdrnodul
leave.
(pr&-6Ua\!rul)
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tlul
riighlul
swul
shwul
kerul
nak&tul
kkshdn8stul
201
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telC (also tlel6)
rZghel6
siwd (burnt)
shew6
ker6
naUat6
kUCnast6

to go.
come.
burn (intr.).
become.
do.
be entangled.
sit down.

The following take the Longer Form to the exclusion of the shorter:
I . Primitive Verbe in -awul (or -wul) always. E. g.
to affix.
Lagawul
lagawul6
Uowul
kshowul6
show.
niwul6
seize.
niwul
the indefinite
Note that in these Verbs, under the influence of the -w-,
vowel of the suffix -016 is strengthened to -u.
2. Primitive Verbs in -6du1 usually affect the longer form.
3. A number of common Verbs which can only be learned by
experience. The following are a few of these :
teye16
to tie.
Terul
likul
like16
write.
Idgeld
send.
lCgul
sa&l
site16
keep.
tskul (skul)
tskel6
drink.
wai-ul
wai.el6
say.
I

a0a

Inflexion.
T h e Perfect Participle agrees with the Noun to which it pertains in
Gender and Number. The differences in the inflexions are slight, and
in speaking they are not emphasized. They are :
Singular
Plural
Masc.
-6
-1
Fem.
-&
-1

a03

Meaning of the Perfect Participle.
The Perfect Participle of Transitive Verbs and of those Intransitive
Verbs which have a quasi-passive meaning are Passive. Those of
normal Intransitive Verbs are Active. Thus :
Terel6 describes the state resulting from tying, viz. having been lied;
tea'. Again
r 08
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leg6del6 (from lag6dyl = to be hit, Cc.) means not ' having hit' but
iravhg been A i f ; wounded, &c.
Kkehdnbt6, on the other hand, cannot bear the meaning 'seated ' but
only having saf down.
T o give the idea of the state arising from the action of a normal
Intransitive Verb, Pashtu has recourse to special Adjectives cognate with
the verbal root. These Adjectives are used with the Verb yem, wum.
Examples are :
N~st
seated ( : k&Cnfistul).
ml~st
lying, prone ( : tsaml2stul).
mey
dead.
wulL7
standing ( : wuderCdu1).
Cp. also cases like milt, pokh, kc., and further, 1ti.r shuh the Past of
Erul, to g o o f .
Note also the Passive sense of siwd, burnt.
There is no simple Verb for ' to die'. Mer is used both with d6 and
shi :
Mer dC
he is dead.
me? shuh
he died.
(Cp. the Latin nzorfuus est = he is dead or he has died.)
It is only in a few cases, however, that the necessity for finding a means
of indicating the state resulting from the action of an Intransitive Verb
arises. Thus the relational statement :
Having sat : seated :: Having run : x
yields no fourth term.
Reference has been made above (4 ao3) to Intransitive Verbs which 204
have a Quasi-Passive meaning. These will be found to be of two
classes :
I . Primitive Verbs such as shldd@, pnrs6d@, kc.
2. Quasi-Passive Verbs bearing an active form.
Such are the Derivatives mgtddfl, brtnd6dyl, wrukt5d@, Cc. ; the
semi-adjectival or nominal compounds such as sherii' kddul, Cc.
In the Primitive Verbs the Perfect Participle can, as in Transitive
Verbs, denote both the action and the resulting state.
I. it has torn (intrans.).
2. it is torn.
I t should, however, be stated that shlddel6, used alone, could only
mean torn (passive).

t
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The Verb
I n the Derivatives, including Compound Verbs, the Perfect Participle
expresses the action, the base Adjective the resulting state.
it has broken (intrans.).
Mat shew6 dC
(it has been broken.
mZt dC
it is broken.
K a da sarak sherae shew4 dC.
Work on the road has (or has been) commenced.
Kar da sarak sherii' dC.
Work on the road is begun (i. e. is in the state resulting from
its inception).

a06

The Potential Construction.
T h e Perfect Participle is used with the Verb shwul in its sense
of l o be able. In this case the final -6 of the Participle remains
constant.
T h e combination of the Participle and shwul is regarded as a single
Verb, and hence in the Past Tenses of Transitive Verbs the construction
is agential, and the part of the Verb shwul is made to agree with the
Logical Object.
Certainly I can go to-day.
Nen beraber telC shum.
Aspah ma nah shwah rgwustC.
I could not bring the mare.
ChCh dzma da chaqii makh wok&& (or auyCdelC) woh, m3 rasai
ghwutsawuld nah shwah.
When (or as) the edge of my knife was turned I collld not
cut the rope.

208

The use of shwul, to be able, is commonly avoided by using circumlocutions. E. g.
Nah shi
it cannot be.
it is impossible that
DZse nah shi chCh .
Was, tzqat, or tawan mi nishtah chCh
.
Domerah zor nah lirem (or, mi nishtah) chCh
I have not the power to, i. e. cannot.

. .

..

...

.. .

An Interrogative form is frequently used.
Zeh bah domerah khaberk tsangah y8d lirem ?
How am I to remember so many things (i. e. I cannot) ?
II0

(&A

Aghah bah chertah da nsghghe dsse dfrh r8pai-k paid5 ld
chCh kor yC nishtah ?
Where is he going to find such a large sum of money for
a fine, when he has no property (or relatives) ? (i. e. he
cannot possibly pay so large a fine).
e

Thus except in the simplest cases, as with Verbs like tlyl and kawnl, 207
or where ' c a n ' is emphatic, it will be found that the language tries to
avoid the direct 'can '-construction. The following are further examples :
Yad mi nah shi.
I cannot remember.
Kum wakht chCh s t l fursat wi mllah r8shah.
Come when you can.
Zeh bah khaber derwuldgem cheh zeh haltah dzuma keh nah
dzum.
I shall let you know if I can be there.
It is well to remember that the tendency in English is exactly the
reverse, and that the use of ' can ' is frequently extended to cases where
the question is one of will not of ability, as in the colloquial :
' Can you give me a hand on with my coat ? '
Pashtu would never employ shwul in such a situation.

VERBAL ADJECTIVES
Besides the Participles, which might be considered as falling under this 208
head, a species of Gerundive is occasionally found in Pashtu. I t consists
of the verbal base with the suffix -tin or -fine.
Khertsan(6) = for sale, to be sold,
is the commoilest example. Keriin6 from keryl is also found.
T o this connexion are possibly also to be referred the forms in -tiin:
(fi-onz kundddul, kundah shwul = to be a widow).
Kundtiin
(/?om langddul = to have young).
langtiink
This latter seems to be derived from the Noun langtfin (I'nJra).
DB khadzah kundtiin dah, da mai~ahnedah.
This woman is a widow, she has not a husband.
D l langtiink dah, shandah nedah.
This (cow) has young (or is suckling), it is not barren.
111

VERBAL NOUNS
200

Of the Verbal Nouns the Infinitive is the most important, and has been
separately dealt with. (Vide 5 189 ff.)
Other forms of Verbal Nouns are those ending in :
I.

-fin

P -tiin
Dii mt?ksJah
2.

keeping, maintaining ( : s a t ~ l ) .
aurddiin
hearing
( : au~\~Cdul).
langtiin
bearing young.
da langtiin dah.

E. g. satiin

-enah (Fem.).

E. g.

khatenah
ascending
palenah
cherishing
wahenah
beating
T o r mar yC, wrusto wahenah k6.
You are a black snake, you strike
back (Proverb).
3. -@ (Masc.).

katuh
botuh
khwaruh
sharuh

( : khatul).
( : pzlul).
( : wahul).
from behind one's

E. g.
seeing
carrying off
eating (also food)
driving away

( : katul).
( : botlul).
( : khwayul).
( : shayul).

THE TENSES

210

T h e different tenses, produced by variation of the verbal base and
inflexion, serve to indicate the time-relationship existing between the
action recorded by the Verb and some fixed point of time, either in
the Past, the Present, or the Future.
I n Pashtu there is tense differentiation only in the Indicative, Subjunctive, and Conditional (or Optative) Moods. There is also, as we
have seen, a Participle appropriated to Past Time.
T h e scheme given below shows in brief the tenses that are found in
each mood, and the sources from which they are in appearance, if not
in fact, derived.

64
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SCHEME OF PASHTU TENSES
-- - ----.---

NAME O F

PART PROM

MOODS IN

TENSE

WHICH FORMED

WHICH FOUND

Present
Future

Imperative

{

Indicative
Subjunctive
Indicative

EXAMPLES

(INDICATIVE
ONLY)

Zeh iikhelem-I

take.

zeh bah wiikhelem-I
shall take.

P

Imperfect
Past Definite
Habitual Past

Present Perfect

Pluperfect
Future Perfect

Infinitive

Perfect
Participle
+ Auxiliary
yem, wum,
bah yem

I

Indicative
Subjunctive
Optative
Indicative
Indicative

J Indicative

( Subjunctive

mB Hkhistqh - I was

taking (it).
m2 w8khist-I took (it).
m2 bah Bkhistuh-I used
to take (it).

m'i 5khistC dd-I
taken (it).
m% akhistd woh-I
taken (it).

Indicative

have
had

mH 2khistC bah wi-I
shall have taken (it).

Transitive Verbs.
all
The Present and Future correspond in character to the equivalent
tenses in English ; they are active in sense ; the Actor is in the Nominative, the Verb agreeing with it in Number and Person ; the Object is in
the Accusative.
The remaining Tenses, viz. the Past and Perfect Tenses, follow, as we
have already had occasion to observe, a Passive Construction. The Actor
(Logical Subject) is put in the Agenlial Case, and the thing acted on
(Logical Object) in the Nominative. ( Vide $8 151 and I 53.)
Thus :
' I struck him ' becomes in Pashtu ' He (was) struck by me'.
1661
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The Verb
In the Indicative and Subjunctive Moods the Verb is inflected to agree
with the Grammatical Subject (Logical Object) in Number, Gender, and
Person.
In the Conditional (Optative) Mood the Verb has only one form which
remains unaltered.
I t will be remembered that a few Intransitive Verbs are in Pashtu conjugated as if they were Transitive (vide § 151). These Verbs when used
in the Past Tenses are put in the Plural Masculine. Examples :
M2 da anderps.5 nah wudangel.
I jumped down from the ladder.

212

Intransitive Verbs.
Intransitive Verbs follow, in all tenses, the normal construction (from
the English point of view).
KClai zur nah shlCgi.
Chaplis (leather-sandals) don't wear out quickly.
TandC yC pah golai wulagCduh, ser yd wushlCduh.
H e was hit by a bullet in the forehead, and his head was
blown to bits. (Lz%His forehead was struck . .)
T h e rope has broken.
Pard shlCdelC dC.

THEPRESENTTENSE.
218

Indicative.
T h e Present Indicative can be obtained from the Imperative by
discarding the prefix wu-, if present, and the Imperative personal ending,
and affixing to the stem then remaining the following personal endings :
Sing.
Plur.
1st Pers.
-em
-ii.
2nd Pers.
-6
-ai.
-1
-1.
3rd Pers.
Thus :
Pres. Indic. khdzhem, 8rc.
Khatul : Imper. wukhhhah
The addition of a final -a, (Zabar) to the 1st Pers. Sing. is very
common. E . g. wiiyem o r wsyema.
1 Pronounced -urn in the case of verbs in -aa~ul,
and generally in the forms dztrm
and shum.

1I
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The Ueee of the Present Indicative.
a14
I . I n general the use of the Present Tense corresponds to that
of the same tense in English.
T h e use of the Present Indicative to express intention, &c., has
already been noted (vide 8 I gq).
2.

3. I n certain Temporal Expreeeions the Present replaces the
English Present Perfect.
Da shpago kg10 nah
mudirn werserah pah jagelah k u d yii.
Shpag k l a rHse

}

We have been on bad terms with,them continuously for the
last six years.
(Cp. Temporal Sentences, $5 303-10.)

Subjunctive.
216
T h e Present Subjunctive is formed in the same way as the Present
Indicative except that the wu- of the Imperative is retained in the case
of the Primitive Verbs.
In Derivative Verbs which display two fornls of the Imperative, e.g.
(mah) badaldgah.
Badalddvl
badal shah.
the Present Indicative is derived from the simple form, and the Present
Subjunctive from either ; the above example giving :
Pres. Indic.
badalegem.
badalegem.
Pres. Subj.
badal shum.
Mitawul = to break (trans.).
(mah) mitawah.
Imperative
krah.

{

Indic. Pres.
Subj. Pres.

matawurn.
zeh C m'rta\\wm
Am I fo break if ?
mit 6 krem
mit 4 k(aw)um

For the Subjunctive the last two forms are preferred.
Note the rejeotion of the wu- by Derivative and Auxiliary Verbs.

(We5 242.)
11.5

I 2

The Verb
ale

T h e Uses of the Present Subjunctive.
T h e Use of the Present Subjunctive calls for no special notice here, but
see $8 186, 188, 196.

THEFUTURE
TENSE.
217

T h e Future is identical in form with the Present Subjunctive: but is
accompanied by the Particle bah.
T h e Future of the Derivative Verbs is drawn as a rule from the
compound form of the Imperative.
Us bah serah badal shi.
They will be interchanged at once.
HCchere zeh bah C m2t nah keyem.
I shall never (or certainly not) break it.
A form drawn from the simple Imperative is, however, also frequently
permitted in Derivatives in -6dpl. Thus:
Kalah bah

h g ~ i rshi ? When will he be present (i. e. arrive or
h8zirCgi ?
return) ?

1

1

mgtdgi bah
it will break.
mgt bah shiJ
(For the position of bah, vide 5 258. I ; and for the cases where wu- is
rejected by this tense and by the Pres. Subj., v d e 5 242.)

218

The Uses of the Future Tense.
I. Simply to mark the action of the Verb as taking place in the
Future.
2. The and and 3rd Persons, as in English, are of'ten used with an
Imperative sense. Cp. also the English idiom with Will.
Teh bah pZt6 shC o aghah bah 18lshi.
You will stay; he will go.
You are to stay ; he is to go.
3. I n certain Temporal Expressions, where English less correctly
uses the Present Tense.
ChCh aghuh bah dershi, teh bah dile rzstiin shC.
When he comes to you, you are to return here.
4. In Interrogative Assumptions.
Teh bah da malik dzo.4 yd ?
You are the Headman's son, are you not?
You must be the Headman's son.
(Cp. Scots : ' you'll be from Aberdeen ? ')
116
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5. In certain cases where, though the sense is strictly Future, the
Present Tense is admitted in English.
SabZ bah rawan shum, keh khair vrri.
I am leaving to-morrow, D.V.

The forms of these tenses assimilate to that of the Infinitive which, 2 l 0
for practical purposes, may be regarded as their base.
Both tenses can be obtained by depriving the Infinitive of its final -pl
and adding the following terminations :
Singular.
I st

Pers.

Plural.

-elem

-elai.

2nd Pers.

-el6

3rd Pers.

-uh (Masc.)
-ah

-ul, -ul, -el
-uh

(Fem.)

-e
-:le}

} (Masc.).
(Fern.).

The forms thus obtained are those of the Imperfect; those of the
Past Definite are arrived at by the further addition of the prefix wa-.
I n the Past Definite the final -uh of the 3rd Pers. Sing. Masc. is often
dropped. E. g.
wuliduh o r wulid.
I n the Peshawar dialect -elii is also sometimes substituted for the -@
of the 3rd Pers. Sing. Masc.
The second forms of the 3rd Pers. given above are in very common
use.
Some irregular or contracted forms of the 3rd Pers. Sing. Masc. are
to be remarked, notably :
RgghC
(wu)kot
(wu)khot
(wu)mfint
premo

d u d

from

riighelul (not in use) to come.
ka tul
to look at.
khatul
ascend.
miindul
obtain.
prC&odul
leave.
C_kshodul
place.

j#

8J
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Primitive Verbs in -awul.
No contracted forms are found in these Verbs.
I n the 3rd Sing. Masc. the termination is pronounced -oh. In the
other forms the u-vowel sound of the Infinitive is retained (zlide 5 , u).
T h e following are the forms of the 3rd Pers. of the Imperfect of
lagawul :
Singular.
Plural.
Masc.
lagawoh
lagawul.
lagawulk.
Fem.
lagawulah

281

Derivative Verbs in -6dul and -awul.
I n these Verbs :
T h e Imperfect is formed from the Infinitive base in the regular way.
The Past Definite is obtained by using the Basal Adjective with the
corresponding tense of the Verbs shwul and ker* respectively, which,
however, drop the prefix wu-.
For the cases in which initial wu- is omitted, see $ 2 4 2 .

222

T h e following are a few examples of these tenses :
Primitive Verbs.
Kit~btinahmi to1 werkerel (or werkeluh).
I gave (or was giving) him all the books.
Makhliiq ilai (' )+l mi pah dand bsnde wulidelk (f. pl.) (or wulidk).
u
I saw a great number of duck on the pond.
Da kili nah malik zeh wusharelem.
T h e malik turned me out of the village.

Derivative Verbs.
Perchah mi wrukah shwah, chz lah m5 nah pufah kerk wah.
My ' perchah ' was lost ; some one had stolen it from me.
G h s u i i n a h mi khiigCde1 pah agho wradzo k u e .
At that time I \.as suffering from toothache (Impf.).
Las mi khiig shuh.
My hahd was (or. had just been) injured (Past Def.).
223

Subjunctive.
The Imperfect of the Subjunctive is similar in form to the Habitual
Imperfect ; viz. the ordinary Imperfect+the particle bah. See below,
§ 2 2 4 . 3.
118

The Usee of the Imperfect.

8M

Indicative.
The Imperfect is used to denote a continuous action or state in past
time, which was in progress or existence at some defined point of time.
E. g. I was readitzg when h catrze. It may, however, be used simply to
denote continuous action, kc. E.g.I was wrifing whileyou were reading.
The essential point is that there is no reference to the completion of the
action.
Miing bCghama serah liit wdshuh chCh da Zakho khdlo dalah
rnbiinde rgghelah.
We were dividing the spoils all unsuspecting, when a Zakhah
Khel band fell upon us.
I.

T h e Imperfect may also express an event as about to take place ;
an intention, where action is to follow at once ; or an attempt or desire
which is not carried out, when any of these lies in past time.
Zeh pakhpulah der rawPnCdelem, chCh st3 serd riiwurasCd.
I was on the point of starting to come to you of myself when
your messenger turned up.
M8 paisk werkawul5, lCkin aghah munkir shwul.
I wanted to give them money (' was for giving . .') but they
refused to accept it.
2.

3. Frequentative, habitual or repeated action in past time is expressed
by the Imperfect.
This sense is rendered more definite by the addition of the particle
beh. I n this form the tense is commonly known as the Habitual
Imperfect.
Her w8r chCh aghah dzamii puMtun5 lah a h C , zeh bah pah kat
bZnde rnliist wum, dCr mi wuzhayel.
Every time he came to see me I used to be lying on my bed
making great lament.
HamCsh nwer prCwZtuh wer mi pore kawoh.
I used to shut the gate regularly at sunset.

Subjunctive.

826

The Imperfect Subjunctive is only used in the Apodosis (Consequence
Clause) of Conditional Sentences. It cannot be applied to past time, but
only to cases where the condition and the consequences are stated
generally.
119

Keh pah badai k m 6 n a B a t C nah w6, sag dCrah zmakah mi bah
karelah.
If I were not involved in feuds I would sow a lot of land
this year.
Keh da zhimi yakhni nah wC, no da seri zruh bah nah raghCduh.
If there were no winter cold, people would not keep fit
(a man's heart would not keep sound).
I t may be recalled to mind that the Protasis of a Conditional Sentence
is very often altered in form or suppressed. T h e Apodosis may then
contain an Imperfect Subjunctive, apparently used independently.
MZ bah dB m C m a h gkhistelah, lCkin bai'ah yC zi-5tah dah.
I would buy this buffalo-cow, but its price is too big.
Here the initial condition is obviously omitted-' if it were cheaper 'keh bai'ah yC kamah wC.

a26

Pest Definite.
I t will be convenient to postpone the consideration of the use of the
Past Definite until mention has been made of the Present Perfect and
Pluperfect tenses. I n passing from the Pashtu to the English idiom
there is a considerable interchange of function between these tenses, and
this interchange will be best illustrated by a comparative examination
of examples (vide $ 232).

227

These are formed from the Perfect Partioiple with the aid of an
Auxiliary Verb.
The Auxiliary is the following :
a. Present Perfect.
Indicative.

Subjunctive.

Singular.
I . yem
2. yC
3. dC (Masc.)
dah (Fem.)

Plural.
yii.
yai.
di.
yii.
yai.
wi.

yem
a. yC
3. wi

I.

I20
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b. Pluperfect.
Indicative.

Singular.
I . wum
WC
3. woh (Masc.)
wah (Fern.)

Plural.
wii.

wai.

2.

Subjunctive.
Conditional
(Optative).

I.

1

wii.

bah Fun], k c . (as in last).
wH.e, wai, o r we (uninflected).

c. Future Perfect.
Indicative.

bah yem

bah yii.
2. bah yC
bah yai.
3. bah wi
bah wi.
Except in the Optative Mood, the Participle is susceptible of the
inflexions for N r m h p r given in 4 202.
I.

ERRATUM

P. ~ a r 1., 5 :for wii subsli/ute wii (Masc.)
wC (Fem.)
1667 Loritnet- Pashfu.
October 191~.

the point of being completed. And it is used to mark an action as
having just taken place, where the English would employ the Present
Perfect. ( Vz'de i n z a . )
3. With something of the same proleptic sense, it is also used in the
Protasis of certain conditional sentences, where the condi~ion really
lies in the future, but is assumed as fulfilled in order to give greater
weight or reality to the Consequence. (The Consequence is then stated
in the Future Tense, vide 8 2 3 2 . 3.)
For illustrations of the use of this tense, see 8 232.
I21
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b. Pluperfeot.
Indicative.

Singular.
I. wum
wt5
3. woh (Masc.)
wah (Fem.)
2.

Subjunctive.
Conditional
(Optative).

Plural.

wii.
wai.
wii.

I.

bah wum, &c. (as in last).
wH-e, wai, o r wC (uninflected).

I.

bah yem

c. Future Perfect.
Indicative.

bah yii.

bah yC
bah yai.
3. bah wi
bah wi.
Except in the Optative Mood, the Participle is susceptible of the
inflexions for Number and Gender given in 5 2 0 2 .
2.

aas
The Past Definite.
I. This is the narrative or historical tense. I t states the simple
fact of an action being completed at a definite point of time in the past.
The action recorded stands unrelated to any other action preceding or
subsequent to it, though it may be placed in juxtaposition with another
action which is strictly contemporaneous with it. The only timedeterminant is the point of time at which the statement is made.
This tense is also used proleptically of an action which is on
the point of being completed. And it is used to mark an action as
having just taken place, where the English would employ the Present
Perfect. ( Vide i n z a . )
2.

3. With something of the same proleptic sense, it is also used in the

Protasia of certain conditional sentences, where the condition really
lies in the future, but is assumed as fulfilled in order to give greater
weight or reality to the Consequence. (The Consequence is then stated
in the Future Tense, vide $ 2 32. 3.)
For illustrations of the use of this tense, see 4 232.
I21
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The Present Perfect.
I . T h e Present Perfect states an action as having taken place and
been completed, without any reference to the exact point of time at
which this was effected ; but it implies a connexion between the action
and the state of affairs existing at the present moment.
I t sometimes serves to emphasize this connexion, drawing
attention to the condition resulting from the action as something
which still exists, and which has not been interfered with by any
subsequent occurrence.
This may also be observed in English. Thus :
I have seen him (a fact which has some bearing on the present
discussion, circumstances, &c.).
I have come (sc. and am here).
I have (often) told you to do this (sc. and the injunction still
remains in force).
For illustrations see 5 233.
2.

The Pluperfect.
T h e Pluperfect represents an action as completed in the past, and
anterior to another action, also represented as having occurred in
the past.
I.

In Pashtu, however, the Pluperfect is frequently employed
~bsolutely,where in English the Past Definite would be employed.
I t is probable that in Pashtu the existence of a posterior action is
apprehended, though it is not expressed, and may even be difficult to
express in words.
Cp. the English :
It is the same man who came yesterday,
with the Pashtu :
Hum aghuh serC d6 ch6h parGn raghe16 woh.
The latter sentence contains an implication that the knowledge of the
man's having come the day before had already been acquired. This
implication may be put into words in the following form : ' It is the same
man, whom, when he had come yesterday, we saw.' This gives three
stages of time : the man's original coming; our becoming aware of the
fact; and the man's return now. These three stages of time stand in
the relation of Pluperfect, Past and Present.
2.
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T h e strict limitation of the Past Definite to the bare fact of the
occurrence of the action, without any regard to the state of affairs
produced by it, seems to account for the use of the Pluperfect in many
situations where the Past Definite is used in English. This interchange
will often be seen in clauses introduced by chdh = when.
Parosa kB1 chCh miing dC kili 1ah riigheli wii, dB burj joy ( s h e d )
nah woh.
When we came to this village last year, this tower had not
been built (or was not in existence).
Parijn silC chCh riighC zeh pah hujrE k u e nHst wum.
Yesterday when the dust-storm came, I was sitting in the
' hujra '.
In the first of these two examples there is no precise reference to an
exact point of time such as the Pashtu Past Definite postulates. T h e
time limitation is general, amounting merely to ' at the time of our visit ',
which may have been of some duration. The moment of arrival is not
the point considered, but only the fact of our presence in the village on
a previous occasion. Hence the Pluperfect : riigheli wii.
I n the second example, on the contrary, the attention is directed to
the exact moment of the arrival of the storm. Hence the Past Definite :
righe. Compare further :
Baziir kksJ16 chCh aghah wradz piszd shew6 woh, zeh khaber nah
wum (or khaber yC nah wum kerb).
When a row occurred that day in the Bazar, I was not
aware of it (or they did not tell me of it).
Wush* for shew6 woh would refer only to the fact of the cornmencement of the row.
These explanations of the use of the Pluperfect are only put forward
tentatively.

Past Deflnite.
I. Chdh pah golai wulagdduh, p u p a k h prCwat.
When he was hit by the bullet, he fell forward.
Pah tCr mani kk& da Sertip pau serC diltah pah jssiisai k&
wuniwulb shuh.
Last autumn a man of the Sertip's was caught here acting as
a SPY.
123
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Werserah chdh mi chilam skawoh, mZ wertah wuwai-el chdh
khaber riighelC dd chCh st5 pah kor kksJC najolti-8 dah. Aghuh
chCh wauwrdduh hdts gham yC wu nah kuh.
When I was smoking with him, I mentioned to him that
I heard there was sickness in his home. H e heard the news
without showing any signs of feeling.
T e h pah kum dz5.i kksJd
H a w a l d ~ wulid,
r
chCh pah 12s kksJC yC
topak woh ?
Where was it that you saw the Havildar carrying a rifle?
Aghah digai tsakhah nPst mi wulid. Topak yd pah tsPder k@C
puf key6 woh.
I saw him sitting beside the tank. H e had hidden the rifle
in his shawl.
No b6.Z d6 chertah lidelC woh ? Nah. B6.a mi nah woh lidelC.
Then did you see him again anywhere else? No. I did
not see him again. (Here perhaps there is a subconsciousness of a subsequent fixed point in the past marked by some
action of the witness, such as his leaving that place, coming
home, kc.)
Aghah kho ragheld woh, ldkin bC.2 12y (or telC dd).
Yes. H e came (and was here), but he went (or has gone)
away again.
Chdh pah awwal ser lcksJ5 m2 wulid, d4r werserah zruh mi
wulagdd.
The very first time I saw him I felt drawn to him (took
a fancy to him).
Da Kabul nah tselah rZwutak&ddd ?
Why have you come back here from Kabul?
Pandzos dzela mi dertah wuwai-el (or wai-eli di) chdh .
I have told you fifty times to do (or not to do) so and so.

.

2.

Note the following common expressions :
RZghC.
H e has just arrived, o r he is on the point of arrival.
PohshwC ?
Do you understand (what I have said) ? Have you grasped
my meaning ?
Wushwah.
It is all over. Done.
DzmZ chufi wushwah.
I have had leave. My leave has come to an end.
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Aghuh tseh shuh ?
Wer mi kuh.
Pah khair raghelt?.

What has become of it (or him) ?
I have just given it to him.
Welcome !

3. Keh chere wor wulagdduh, no dii tolb bijs8!b bah wuswazi.
Should fire ever break out, all these bhusa stacks will be
burnt.
Keh da @bitah shwah chCh Tahsildiir bad& akheli, no hCchere
bah Serkar yC prC negdi.
If it should be' proved that the Tahsildar takes bribes,
Government will never allow him to keep his post. (Lif.
leave him alone.)

Present Perfect.
I.

a33

DCr k~liinahshewi di chCh aghuh mey s h e d dt?.
I t is many years since he died; he has been dead for many
years.
DCr kliinah wush~&chCh aghuh mey shuh.
A period of many years has elapsed since his death.
Hum aghuh dC chdh pariin raghe14 dC.
I t is the same man who came yesterday (and has been here
ever since).
Dzma da dwo laso shpo chuii shewbah (for shew&)dah.
13 days' leave has been granted me (and is at my disposal).
DP tsangah khaberah dah chCh tii waiaeli di cheh zeh bah nah
dzum ?
What did you mean by saying that you vvouldn't g o ?

Da kum wakht nah chCh noker s h e d yem, qasam dC chCh d a
yauwb shp&pah chutai biinde nah yem teld.
It's a solemn fact that since I enlisted I have not had
a single day's leave.
2.

MP wertah wai.eli di chCh dHse kiir hCchere de wu nah keyi.
I told him never to do such a thing (and this prohibition
was still binding on him when he now did it).
DCrah miidah wushwah kadah yC P e M a u r tah kerk dah.
H e moved his house (family) to Peshawar a long time ago
(where he still remains).
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DP mi drC.am k8l bah rvi
Ichdh diltah nghelC yem.
Drd ksla mi bah shewi w i
I t is some three years since I came here (where I have
remained since and still am).
Aghah lah ma nah pukshtunah

chCh aghuh tsok PCrangC

dC chCh spin5 j5m& Sghostk d i ? Bd.2 mH wertah

wai-el
{ wai-eli
}ch&
di

dB dzamiinga STthib dC.
H e asked me who the European was in native clothes. I said
it was our own officer.
This adoption of the Present Perfect in the last example, in place of the
strictly narrative tense (Past Definite), is common. It is akin to the
vulgar idiom in English : ' says I ', ' says he ', and is a step towards the
realization of the Historic Present, which is unknown in Pashtu.
The effect of the Present Perfect is to carry one back to the situation
of the speaker immediately after the development of each phase in the
conversation.
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The P l u p e r f e c t (and others).
Teh wale pard! lah wurusto rsghelC, chdh mTt dertah waiseli wii
chdh da pard! wakht bah nimah gantah makh k&C shi ?
Why have you come late on parade, when I told you parade
was t o be half-an-hour earlier ?
B4.Z aghah qisah wzyah chCh bulah wradz mH tah dC wainel&dah.
Nah, st8 u e h yZd dC. Kumah chCh t2 wai-el&wah, pah ghruh
k m d chdh miing da biirHn nah pah ,oh% kkAC put shewi wii.
Tell that story again you told me the other day. No, you
remember perfectly well. The one you told me when we
were on the hills, and took refuge from the rain in a cave.
Parosah k2l dCr dzela ghruh lah teld wum, ICkin U k Z r berZberi
wH n'skhistelah. Us pah dC tCrah haftah k&C liirem o yau psuh
mi wuwishtuh.
Last year I went many times up into the hills, but I got no
sport. I went this last week again, and shot one markhor.
Bdshak pah tdrah mC-iisht k U C chCh mH kor tah riipai-&ICgeli di ;
Idkin us pah jaw8rai k u d chCh dzm8 dCr tSwZn wushuh, no mZ
tsakhah yau paisah hum nishtah chCh derkeyem.
Last month, to be sure, I did send money home; but now as
I have just had heavy losses in gambling I haven't a farthing
to give you.
I 26
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Wale tsok mi nedd lidelC, chdh us pah wer biinde drC kasa tCr
shewi d i ? Ddr qadam yC tund woh Idkin pindzah minata bah
nah wi shewi chCh tdrshwul (or teli di) au keh chPkh lHysht5, umdd
dt? chCh teh bah wer serah wurasdgC.
How should I not have seen' any one when three men have
*
just gone past my door ? (i. e. Yes, of course I have seen
some one. Three . .) They were going at a rapid pace,
but they haven't beer1 gone five minutes, and if you make
haste you will probably overtake them.

Subjunctive Mood.
236
a. Present Perfect.
Keh dsse foqah hum key&wi, no hdts mulgmat yd nishtah.
Even supposing he has indulged in a joke of that kind, there
is nothing to find fault with him for.
Sag chdh wuchkali (or siikelah) dah, tsomerah gank chdh (yd) kareli
wi aghah hCts bah wu nah shi.
This being a year of drought, whatever sugar-cane may have
been planted will come to nothing.
This sense is always used, with the negative, where in English
' until ' is used with a future application.
Tso chkh serah (yd) werkerh nah wi, dB liwer bah dank nah nisi
(@)*
Until it is manured, this vine will not bear.
Tso pore chdh zeh wdksJ shew6 nah yem, kiighqiinah mah
r2werah.
Don't bring the papers until I am awake.
b. Pluperfect.
Form : Perfect Participle bah wum, kc.
It only occurs in the Apodosis of certain Conditional Sentences, or
independently, where there is an ellipsis of the Protasis.
(V2'de Conditional Sentences, $9 3 I 2, 3 13.)

+

Conditional or Optative Mood.
Pluperfeot.
Form : Perfect Participle + wai or we.
Uses :
I . In the true Optative with kashke.
(See Optative Mood, $ 198.
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2.)

The V e y b
I n the protasis of Conditional Sentences, expressing a condition
in past time as unfulfilled.
Keh aghuh me7 shew6 nah wai, ma ter zhwandana pore pah
khpul khizmat k m e sStelC woh.
If he had not died, I would always have kept him in my
service.
(See Conditional Sentences for further illustrations, $8 3 r 2, 313.)
2.
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Future Perfect.
This tense occurs in the Indicative only.
It is used as follows :
I. I n its strict sense, i. e. expressing an action as going to be
completed in the future prior to another action in the more remote
future.
Saba keh da wakhta ra nah shC (or rS nah ghelC) zeh msl serah
ghruh lah bah telC yem.
If you don't come early to-morrow, I shall have gone off to
the hills with the flocks.
T e r dCrsho kalo pore dzamiing bah tso kasa mruh shewi wi?
Thirty years hence how many of us will have died?
Referring to the past, to express assumptions, which in
English frequently take the form of ' will have ' or ' must have '.
St3 jggir aghah wakht shew6 bah wi, chCh la girah dC nah wah
shewk.
You must have been given your jagir when quite a boy (lil.
before your beard had come).
Da dC nah wyumbd t3 bah zeh chertah lidel6 yem?
Where can it be that you have seen me before?
Teh bah da Dihli jalsk lah teld yC.
You went to the Delhi Durbar, I suppose.
Pah atah bajk bah wi tel6.
H e must have gone at eight o'clock.
2.

THECONTINUOUS
TENSES.
238

This whole series of tenses existing in the English language is without
a counterpart in Pashtu.
Some notion of con~inuousaction can, however, be expressed. In some
cases the attitude which is adopted in Pashtu towards temporal relationship renders any special form of diction unnecessary. Where this is not
I 28
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the case, recourse is had to a periphrasis, in which the Adjective legi.6 =
occupied in, busy wifh is used in conjunction with a Simple Noun or
a Verbal Noun.
I n the Present Tense no ilecessity is felt for distinguishing between the
momentary and the continuous conceptions ; or perhaps strictly speaking
the conception must always be that of continuous action. A moment's
reflection will show that ' I run ' in English, as opposed to ' I am running'
is really a tenseless statement.
Pashtu uses only one form, that of the Present, to express both ideas.
Thus :
Zghalem = {I

I am running.

I n both languages the Imperfect (Iwas running) expresses continuance,
while the Past Definite ( I r a n ) excludes that idea, or at least presents one
action as a definite completed unity (Iranfor an hour).

A divergence of idiom throws the work of the English Present 230
Perfect Continuous ( I have been runnhg), and that of the Pluperfect
Continuous ( I had been running) on to the Present and Imperfect
respectively in Pashtu.
Examples :
I have been writing since yesterday.
Pariina r&e pah likelo k M e lagi.8 yem.
or long I have been working at this (or having been giving him
this advice).
Lah dCrk miidk nah dC b r k U C lagi-ii yem (or d2 nas$at
werkawum).
At the time of the Mutiny the British Rule had long been existing.
Da ghader pah wakht da AngrCz Serksr da dCr8 miid8 nah
chelCduh.
When you turned up, I had been talking to him for more than
an hour.
Teh chCh rsgheld, pau gantah pore zeh wer serah 1agi.H wum
o wer serah mi khaber8 kawulk.
T h e Future Perfect Continuous is similarly replaced by the simple 240
Future.
By to-morrow I shall have been living seven years in India.
owwam kg1 mi bah wushi (or wi)
5abH.a pore
chdh Hinowwam E l a mi bah pitrah shi
diistzn lah ragheld yem.

}
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T h e irregularity which this prefix manifests in its appearances is
calculated to give rise to some difficulties. An attempt will here be
made to examine the circumstances which determine its presence or
absence.
In the first place, the Prefix Wu- is normally found in the following
Moods and Tenses :
a. Active Voice.
Imperative.
Indicative
Slibjunctive

1;z:efinite.
Present.

b. Passive Voice.
Indicative
Past Definite (with the Perf. Part.).
Subjunctive Present.
e . g.

Wuniwuld shuh.
He was caught.
St5 raul ch6h wukatd shi, no chuti bah derkeyem.
I won't give you leave till I have examined your sheet-roll
(lit, when your roll is looked up (Subj.) I shall - - -).

248

Wu- is, however, suppressed in the following cases :
I.

2.

With Derivative Verbs in -6dul.
M&gi bah.
I t will break.
With the Verbs shwul and k e ~ (kawul)
1
:
a. When helping with the base Adjective to form a tense of

a Derivative Verb.
Be lost (Anglice : Confound you !)
Urruk shah.
I shall be off.
Zeh bah lzyshem.
Liiyshah.
Be off with you.
(Note : 1Bp5dul is not found.)
6. When otherwise employed with an Adjective or Adverb
used adjectivally.
Wer lire kah.
Open the door.
Drive the donkeys to one side.
Khrk pah tsang kah.
I 30
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c. When compounded with

RPshah.

5
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rib, der-, wer-.
Werkah.

3. It is suppressed with the Verb shwul when used as the
Auxiliary in the Passive Voice of Transitive Verbs. (See, however,

8 156.)
4. I t is suppressed with the Verb shwul, lo be able.
Watelk bah nah shj.
H e won't be able to get out.
Ghal mi niwulC nah shuh.
I wasn't able to catch the thief.
5. With Verbs carrying the Separable prefixes pr6-, k u d - ,
nenrth-, and yaw. (Vide 5 248.)

Hagha.h hdchere bah yC prC-na-gdi.
H e will never let him go.
It is to be noticed that, with the exception of the Verbs ahwul and
ke*, already referred to, the prefixes rB-, der-, and wer- in no way
affect the capacity of a Verb to take the prefix wu-.
RawPchawah.
Throw (it) to me.
Kalah bah C rawuldgi ?
When will you send it to m e ?
6. With the particle meh in the Negative Imperative.
Mah kerah jelti.
Don't use haste. Don't hurry.
hlah khzndah.
Don't laugh.

7. Usually when a Verb and Noun, together forming a compound
verbal expression, are used in the Imperative.
Mand&kah.
Run.
Run here (hither).
Ra trap kah.
Birah kah.
Make haste. Look sharp.
YCwC kah.
Plough.
8. Many Verbs, of which the follo~ringare the chief, dispense

with

WU-,

botlul.
OsCdul
bC1m1 (fut. M.5.yem)
pZts4duL
tsamlHstul.
tlul (fit. dzum)
-ghlul : -riighelem, k c .
driimddul
lPrul
(pasf de/. Iiiyem).
kCdul
Many Verbs beginning with w :
watul
(rP)wustul.
wuderddul
( r ~w
) e~l.
wishtul
(yau)welul.
Of these, however, wat@ and wishtN always take wu- in the Past
Definite, and pats6dW may do so.
K 2
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The Verb
g. In the case of the following Verbs, the use or omission of wu-in
the Imperative and Derived Tenses (Fut. Indic. and Pres. Subj.) is
optional.

katul
zghalCdu1.
gerzCdul.
niwul.
wai-ul.
Colloquially wu- is sometimes dropped in the Imperative, where
there is great urgency or haste.
10.

Wahah yC. Wahah yC. Shobelah dah.
Kill it (smite it). It's a centipede.

DUPLICATE VERBAL FORMS
It will have been noticed that in Pashtu the important verbal conceptions ' do ' and ' become ' are each represented by two distinct Verbs :
kawul and k e e l , and shwul and k6dul respectively.
Of these kawul and k6dlj are defective in certain parts, but where
forms from both roots exist their employment is sometimes governed by
syntactical considerations, so that while similar in meaning they are not
always interchangeable.
T h e following is an attempt to show how the matter stands.
SHWUL AND K ~ D U L

Imperative.
Shwul cannot be used with mah; otherwise it is preferred.
MTurZndeshah
but
Mah wur'andd kdgah.
Indicative.
Present.
it so occurs.
Dnse nah

}
ke gi

it does not so occur, it cannot be;
it is impossible.

5 343

D@ Zicate Verbal firms
W5k&~h diltah dCr shi.
(Peshawar : kdgi.)
Pah dC mausim k&e

Grass grows here plentifully.

spi lCwani

shi,

At this time of year dogs go mad.
it is said.

Future.
shi
.Wu. bah wushil

it will be.

Imperfect.
it was so.

Kedelem kddqh, kc., are never used in compounds, or with adjectives
used predicatively.
Past Definite and all the Perfect tenses.
These are supplied only by shwul.
Past Participle, sbewC.
Subjunctive.
Present.
Keh ~vCksJ shi.
Keh kCgi, o keh nah kdgi.

If he wake.
Whether it so happens or not.

The form from k6d@ is never used in Compounds.

Paasive.
Keh wai.eli shi, also, rarer : kdgi.

Optative (Conditional).
Keh zeh kddd, k c .

Potential, kCdelC shum, %c.
KBdyl is much in favour in the Peshaurar district.
it little.

Other tribes use

The Verb
KA\VUL AND KERUL

USED ABSOLUTELY

MOOD AND TENSE
.-

Indicative.
Present
Future

Imperfect
Past Definite
Perfect Tenses

Subjunctive.
Present

-

Kawum

USED I N COMPOUNDS AND
WITH ADJECTNES

bah kawum
bah wukeyeum
bah wukem
kawulem, kawoh, &c.
keyelem, kyuh, kc.
wukeyelem, wukey, k c ,
wukuh
key6 yem, &c.

(-awum in Compounds)
kawum with Adjectives.
bah kawum.
bah keyem.
bah kum.
kawulem, &c.
keyelem, &c.
keyelem, key,
kuh, kc.
key6 yem, kc.

kawum
wukeyem
wukem
Ende
ka

kawum.
keyem.
kum.
k2nde.
ka.

T h e last two forms are of the 3rd Person only, and are not
very common in colloquial use.
Perfect.

As in the Indicative.

Optative.

(keh ma) kawulC

Imperative.

kawah
wukeyah
wukah

Participle.
Perfect

keyah.
kah.

See Perfect Tenses above.

T h e form kawul6 exists, but is only used in conjunction with
the Verb shwul = l o be able.

I
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Duplicate Verbal Forms
TI-IE VERBAL CONCEPTIONS ' GO ' AND

' COME '

a46

T o express the notion of ' going ', forms are in Pashtu drawn from four
distinct Verbal Roots. These are : tl-, ghl-, ehw-,and lap.
--

--

MOOD AND TENSE

USED I N COMPOUNDS AND

USED ABSOLUTELY

WITH ADJECTIVES

TO COME

TO GO

Imperative.

}

dzah
go
larshah
But always :
mah dzah don't go
Indicative.
Present
Future
Imperfect
Past Definite
All Perfect Tenses
(of all moods)

Subjunctive.
Present
Optative.
Imperfect
Pluperfect

dzum
bah dzum
bah laphem
tlem
ls~ern
telC yem,'
&c.

r%hah

1

mah ridzah

come.
don't come.

ridzem.
riishem.
bah rHshem.
rItelem.
rsghelem.
r~gheldyem,
&c.

dzum
liirshem

fishem.

teK
teld wC

riitelC.
rate16 wC.

THE FORMS SHTAH AND

~h

The distinction between these Verbs, rendered in English alike by ' is ',
' are ', is that Shtah expresses the idea of existence, while d6, di are
merely copulative or appositional.
they are good men.
U e h sec di
there are good men.
ksheh seri shtah

-

In some localities

yem is also used for the Present Perfect.

'35
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The Verb
I have one.
I have onc.
Pah bZzZr k U C gagsaz nishtah.
There is no watchmaker in the bazar.
GarisZz bSz2r k U 6 nah d6.
T h e watchmaker is not in the bazar.
Bhtah and nishtah properly only apply to absolute existence but they
are frequently used with a merely local significance.

Mii tsakhah yau d4.
MZ tsakhah yau shtah.

Adam KhZn pah kor k&C shtah (or dC)? Nishtah. Chertah
bnher telC dC.
I s Adam Khan in the house? No (he is non-existent in the
house), he has gone out somewhere.

D6 and di are sometimes used after shtah and nishtah to give
emphasis.
Topak mi shtah dC. Bas, ksrfiisiinah nishtah.
I have a rifle. I t is only cartridges that are wanting.
Wgduh dC shtah ? 0, wsduh mi shtah dC.
Are you married ? Yes, I am.
(Note that the form dB is used even when the subject is Feminine.)

CHAPTER VII
V E R B A L PREFIXES

INPashtu there are a number of particles which may in certain cases a47
be prefixed to Verbs. These prefixes produce a distinct modifica~ionin
the meaning of the Verb.
They fall into two classes :
I. Adverbial.
2. Pronominal.

Adverbial Prefixes.
A number of these have no independent existence, and have become
so cIosely connected with the Verb that neither in practice nor in thought
are they separated from it. T h e combination forms for all purposes a
simple Verb. Such inseparable prefixes are:
-ain
8-chawul
Imperative wachawah.
21in
31-watyJ
Past Def.
\~5lwat.
pr5in
pra-natul
&c.
boin
bo-tlul
jarin
j2r-watul
I t is unnecessary to consider these further.

248
The following prefixes are not thus intimately united to the Verb :
prCnena-.
kksks6
yauor
yo-.
While precluding the appearance of the prefix wu-, they are yet so
easily dissociated from the Verb as to admit of the interposition of the
negative nah and of some other particles in favouring circumstances.
The Verbs which assume these prefixes are few; the principal are
given below :
prC- :

gdah (Imper.)
J
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prC- :
prC-kerul
prC-watul
prC-Cstul (prC-bssah, Imper.)

k&C :

1

}

li&odul
kk&C j&owul
gdah (Imper.)
k&e'-nastul
k&d-nawul
k@C-m andql
nena- :
nena-6stul (nena-basah, Imper.)
nena-watul
yauyau-weyul (yo-sah, Imper.)
249

to cut down, through.
fall.
throw down.

place.
sit down.
cause to sit.
cram or force into.
bring inside.
go inside.
carry away.

Pronominal Prefixes.
These are confined to the forms rB, der, and wer, the use of which as
pure Pronouns has already been dealt with. ( Vide Q 105.)
I t will be remembered that as Pronouns they appeared to be devoid of
any case value, except in so far as they cannot be used as Nominatives or
Accusatives ; and that they are in consequence always accompanied by
some determining Pre- or Post-position which imparts to them a casesignificance.
I n composition with Verbs, on the other hand, these Pronouns seem
in general to carry an inherent Dative sense. All the Verbs with which
they are found allied, indicate or postulate ' motion towards ', and if this
was not the primary conception of the Dative in the Primitive IndoGermanic speech, it was a very early development. This would seem
to favour the theory that these forms were first employed in the language
as Datives.
rs-keyul
to make (to move) to me. to give me.
der-lCgul
send to you.
send you (something).
wer-~chawul
throw to him.
So far, however, has the original force of the prefixes been weakened,
that additional pronominal datives are frequently used.
This is usually done for emphasis and most commonly in the case of
Compouilds with k e e l = give.
malah r%kah
give to me.
I shall send (it) to you.
dertah bah derwulCgem
werkah wulah
give it to him.
138

It is natural with the wer- Compounds that an explanatory Dative
should be added, wherever the attendant circumstances do not make the
identity of the 3rd Person, the wer clear.

The value of the der- and wer- in Verbal Compounds has remained 260
In the force of this last prefix
unaltered; not so in all cases that of r&.
a curious development may be noted.
The first enlargement of scope to be remarked is that of ' to me
' to US ' into ' towards me ', ' towards us '.
SpC riprdgdah.
~ o o s ; the
? dog (so that it may come to, o r towards me).

I

There is a very close relation between the notions of the Dative
'to me' after a verb of motion (Latin usually ad me; Greek rap&
pr,
rp6s p ) and ' hither '. Thus in English we say : 'bring it here ', with
almost the same meaning as : ' bring it to me '.
The same relation reversed has in Pashtu produced the double sense
of raweph = I. bring it to me ;
2. bring it here,
and the result has been that in a large number of Verbal Compounds
rli- has come, totally or partially, to lose its personal signification, and to
acquire that of an Adverb of place.
In some cases, as in that of r B w e ~ h - ,r& may be able to express
either force.
M a u a r n b6.a (mglah) rgshah.
Come again in the evening (or come to me again ..).
St5 da mulaqat dapiirah awwal ragheld wum, ldkin teh nah wC.
I came (here) before to see you, but you weren't here.

I&- conveying also the modified notion of 'towards', as well as the
complete notion of 'to', it comes to be able to express the idea of
return from a more or less remote situation.
Da kamar nah chdh rakiiz s h e d wum, msliimah shwah chCh
wazmk mi pstk shewi di. BC.2 werpase wukhatelem.
When I had come down from the cliff I found I had left my
ammunition behind, so I went up again to get it.
Da Chin nah chCh rgstanddelii . . .
When we returned from China. . .
= 39
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Having arrived at the point at which r6- has become synonymous
with "ither ', the next step to be noticed is the transference of the
locality to which the implied ' here' is made applicable.
T h e course of evolution may be briefly stated thus :
' Here ' is determined by :
I. T h e present situation of the speaker.
2. T h e locality with which the speaker is considered as particularly
associated.
3. In cases of narration, where attention is withdrawn from the
speaker and directed to the subject of the narrative, the locality of that
subject, or that towards which he holds the relation described under
( 2 ) above.
(Cp. use of English ' come ' : I shall come to dinner . .)
These extended applications of rB- are to be found only with Verbs of
actual ' going ' and ' coming
T h e following examples illustrate the use of ra- as described in ( 2 )
and (3) above :
Zeh kor lah chdh bi-ertah riighelem, dgse khushd prot woh.
Riinanawatelem ; pah k&d khZli woh.
When I returned to my house it was standing deserted.
I entered it and found it empty ( / A it was empty inside).
Mazal mi bCsh3na key6 dC, lCkin khpul watan lah nah yem
riirasideld.
I made a very long day's journey, but I didn't reach my
own country.
Faudz chCh yd bard wiikhist ddrb tah r~wiigirzdduh.
When the troops had won the day they returned again to
their own camp.
Chdh to1 haltah pah majlis kk&
nsst wii, yau serd girandd
riighd ; sertor o kshpk abelb woh.
When they were all sitting there together (or in council)
a man came up in a hurry, bare-headed and bare-footed.

'.

It is to be noted that the use of rB- in the above instances is by no
means essential.
rzshi
haghe mggb zer khpglo siiro tah
Cp.
Chdh tsok nizhdd
wershi
riinanaaiizi
nena-Gzi
When any one comes, or goes, near them the rats quickly
betake themselves to their holes.
(The point of view being either that of the rats or of the observer.)

{
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Verbal Prefixes
I n some cases the inherent sense of the verb requires that r& be 268
referred to the subject, and e n d o v it with a reflexive force. This will
be patent from the following :
rgghwo&tul
to summon to oneself.
riibalul
to call to oneself.
to pull towards oneself.
r8prCgdul
to allow to approach oneself (sometimes).
Pakah zor serah rskzgah.
Pull the punkah hard (towards yourself).
Morchah yC niwulk dah, o khadzk kiihi tsakhah hum nah riipregdi,
chCh obuh rZwubHsi (or r8wukiigi).
They have occupied the line of entrenchment, and will not
even let the women approach the well to draw water.

There remain some instances of the use of r&- of which it seems 254
impossible to give any rational explanation. The sound is grateful,
perhaps, to the Pathan ear, and it is possibly introduced on euphonic
grounds. I n the following example, has it any connexion with the
phenomenon curiously named by grammarians the Ethic Dative ?
Sandah rgtsamlawah, chCh bPr pC wiichawii.
Make the buffalo ,(bull) lie down (for us ?), so that we may
load it.
The foregoing remarks on the employment of rB-, der-, and wer- as
prefixes are put forward merely as suggestions, and with all due reserve.
The subject is full of difficulties.

For convenience of reference a list of the Verbs which are most 856
commonly found in composition with these prefixes, is subjoined :
RHkerd
derkerul
werkerul
rstlul
dertlul
wertlul

i

(
{

to give to me, to us.
give to you (Sing. and Plur.).
give to him, or them.
give (in a general sense).
come to me, to us.
come.
go to you.
go to some third person or place mentioned.
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r2derwer-

riiwer-

.

.

to send to .
throw to .
arrive at, reach
ascend to
come, go down to
send to . .
bring to .
conduct to .

fgstawul
Bchawul
khatul
rasddul
kiizddul
1del
wrul
wustpl

,

.

..

..

..

.

.

[jiirwatul
ghwurzawul
, nenawatul

return to . .
throw to .
enter into . .

'akhistul
balpl
prCksJowu1
prdwatul
taMtCdul
tifawul
khdzhawul
kshkzrCdp1
kshkul (Imper. rgkggah)
ghwurzddul
ghwoksJtpl
girzddul
lwddul
miitawul
mandk kawul
watul
(w)dstul (Imper. wubasah)

take, fetch
summon .
let go towards me, &c.
fall .
run away .
lower . .
raise . .
appear
pull .
fall . .
send for . .
turn, return .
fall . .
break. Yzite $8 155, 158, 162.
run
come out
draw o u t .

.

.

.

..

.

.

..

.

..

..
.

The varying force of rB- in the last series is to be deduced from
the nature of the Verb and the conditions stated in the preceding
paragraphs.
This list affords only a general indication of the prefixes referred to.
Rg- may really, I believe, be used with any Verb of motion; while
occasional instances of the use of der- and still more of wer- with a large
number of Verbs will be met with.
The instinct for the employment of these prefixes, more especially in
cases of the nature described in 5 254 can only be acquired by paying
careful attention to the language as it is spoken.
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Normally the Verb stands at the end of a sentence. In the Compound 268
Tenses, the Auxiliary yem, wum, kc., follows the Participle; e. g..tel6d6.
When, however, the Negative Particle nah is present, the Auxiliary
may precede the Participle. E. g.
Teld nah dd
or
Nah dC tel4.
I n the Passive Voice, shwul always follows the Participle of the main
Verb. In the Compound Tenses of the Passive, the Auxiliary yem,
wum, kc., may, when the Negative nah is present, be placed with it
either before shew6 or the main Verb.
Zeh 18 wajeld shewd nah yem
Zeh 18 nah yem wajeld s h e d I have not yet been killed.
Zeh 18 wajele nah yem shew4

1

The practice governing the arrangement of Particles directly dependent 267
on a Verb, among themselves and with reference to any Separable Verbal
Prefix, is somewhat intricate, and deserves attention. It may best be
studied by examining the range of possible combinations.
Before proceeding to such an examination, it will be convenient to
name the Particles in question, and to enunciate certain principles and
limitations to which each is subject.
These principles and limitations will subsequently be illustrated by
examples.
The particles with which we have to deal are the following :
I.

Bah

Future Particle.

2.

nah

Negative Particle.

3.

}

Personal Pronouns (Arcus. and Agential Cases).

4.

wa-

5.

The Adverbial Separable Prefixes : pr6-, kc.

6.

T h e Pronominal Prefixes : rB, der-, wer-.

7.

The Particle of Negative Command : mah.

Verbal Prefix.

I43
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We now proceed to the first four items of this list:
I. Bah.
a. Bah cannot begin a sentence.

b. It normally precedes the Verb.
c. When the subject is expressed, it is commonly placed immediately after it ; but it enjoys considerable freedom of position.

d. When it occurs in a Compound Tense, it is not infrequently
placed immediately before the particular Auxiliary to which it
pertains.
2.

Nah.
a. Nah in Simple Tenses prefers to be placed immediately before
the Verb.
b. In Compound Tenses it usually immediately precedes the
Auxiliary, or the logically last factor thereof if the Auxiliary
is in a Compound Tense.
c. Where the Verb carries the prefix wu-, nah is placed between

the prefix and the Verb.

d. Nah is anteposed :
(I) to a position immediately following the (expressed) subject,
for emphasis ;
(2) to the head of the sentence, when necessary to cover beh,
or mi, d6, y6.
e. Nah is occasionally placed after the Simple Tense of an

Intransitive Verb standing alone.
3. Mi, d6, and ye (6).
These cannot begin a sentence : otherwise they have considerable
freedom of position.
4.

Wu-.
a. When the Verb is preceded by any word, other than those
under consideration, wu- adheres to the Verb. T o this
there is one exception ; it admits the interposition of n ~ h .

6. When the Verb is not so preceded, wu- is separated from it to
admit the insertion of bah, mi, d6, y6, and nah.
r. When the sentence is negative and nah has been anteposed

there is a tendency to drop the wu-.
I44

Verbal Prefixes
T h e following examples show in parallel columns the arrangement a69
when the Verb is preceded by an independent word (here the subject
eeh), and when it is not so preceded.
Present.
zeh n' iikhelem.
n' iikhelem.
( I do nof fake.)
zeh 6 n' gkhelern.
nah k Zkhelem.
zeh nah C iikhelem.
n' akhelem ye.
( I do nof fake it.)
Future.
zeh bah wiikhelem.
w2 bah ~khelem.'
wPkhelem bah (common on&
with Verbs lacking wuas dzum bah).
zeh bah W B n' akhelem.
wH bah n' Skhelem.
zeh bah C wzkhelem.
wH bah C akhelem.
zeh bah w' 6 Bkhelem.
wP C bah Hkhelem.
zeh bah C wii n' akhelem.
wz bah C n' gkhelem.
zeh C bah w%n' Skhelem.
nah bah C Skhelem.
zeh nah bah C Bkhelem.

Past Definite.
zeh C wuniwulem.
(he seized me.)
zeh C wu nah niwulem.
zeh nah 6 niwulem.
Present Perfect.
zeh C niwulC yem.
(he h s seized me.)
zeh C niwulC nah yem.
zeh C nah yem niwulC.
zeh nah C niwulC yem.
.

wu C niwulem.
wu C nah nirculem.
wu nah C niwulem.
niwul6 yem.
niwulC yC nah yem.
nah yem yC niwuld.
nah C niwulC yem.
( I n the case o f mi with
the 3rd Pers. of fh Verb,
the folloze~ing aruangvmenf
is permilfed ond is $referred to that lasf given :
nah mi di wai-ell (nam' di
wai-elf) I have not said)

The change of wu to wd appears to be due to the influence of the verbal prefix 5-,
which was probably originally separable. It will be noted that the Z- maintains its
position in direct association 154th the verb, and therefore appears to be duplicated.
The grammars and dictionaries, however, give ' wH bah khelem'. This is logical if
the prefix is really separable, which I question.
1687
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Similarly the Pres. Perf. and the Pluperf. Subjunctive.

Future Perfect.
zeh bah C niwuld yem.
(he will hazle caughi me.)
zeh bat] C Gwuld nah yem.
zeh bah d nah yem niwulC.
zeh nall bah 4 niwuld yem.
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niwulC bah gC yem.
niwulC bah C nah yem.
nah yem bah C niwulC.
nah bah C niwuld yem.

Next to be considered are the

Adverbial Preflxes.
Pr6-, k E 6 - ,nena-, and yau-.
a. When a Verb carries any one of these prefixes wu- is not found.

6. When the Verb stands unaccompanied by any word excepting
those particles under consideration, the particles bah and nah and the
Pronouns mi, d6, y6 are generally interposed between the prefix and
the Verb. E. g.
I will not let him go off.
I did not put (it) down.
I carried (it) away.
Am I to take (it) away ?

Prd bah d nah gdem.
K U C mi nah k d o .
Yau mi wyuh.
Yo d semi'

c. Where the Verb does not so stand alone, only the Negative
Particle nah can be interposed between the prefix and the Verb, and
even nah may be placed first and the prefix remain united to the Verb.
Nizhde bah 6 prd nah gdem.
I will not let him come near.
Nizhde bah C nah prddern.
I did not take it away again.
B6.a mi yau nah weluh.

d. In the Compound Tenses the prefix is inseparable, and the

procedure is as with the Simple Verb.
FVunah mi prdlteyk nedah.
Prdkeyk mi nedah.
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I did not cut the tree down.
I did not cut (it) down.

Pronominal Preflxes.
rB-, der-, wer-.
These particles when joined to Verbs in no way interfere with the
natural power of the latter to take the prefix wu-, except in the case of
the Verbs key$ and shwul.
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They follow the same laws as the Adverbial Prefixes pr&, kc., with
this difference that even in the presence of an outside word (such as an
expressed subject) they may be placed in front of all the particles with
which we have just been occupied.
Zeh rH bah C wu nah ghwsyem.
I shall not send for him.
Diltah bah C r5 w u nah ghwzrem. I shall not send for him here.
RZ w' C bah nah ghwgyem.
RH wu bah C nah ghwHyem.
(I) shall not send for him.
Nah bah C rZwughw3yem.
HCts r5 C wu nah ghwoksht.
H e asked for nothing.
R a wu C nah ghwoksht.
H e did not ask for (it).
RZ 4 wu nah g h w o u t .
Rgghwok&C yC nedC.
H e has not asked for it.
Ned6 yC r8ghwoksJtC.

i
1

}

Where these prefixes are attached to Verbs already bearing an 263
Adverbial Prefix, some degree of uncertainty arises. Fortunately there
are only a few Verbs with which this happens (e. g. pr6wata nen*
Qstyl,nena-watN).
All that can be said is, that the Adverbial Prefix will sometimes admit
nah, bah, mi, d6, ye between itself and the Verb ; and that the
Pronominal Prefix may be separated from or remain united to the
Adverbial. For example :
Rii C nenabzsah.
Put it in.
Rg nena C bgsah.
rs nah nenabbem.
Zeh bah C
I shall not put it in.
nah rH nenabasem.
(I) shall put it in.
RH C bah nenabZsem.
H e will not leave it for me.
Ra prC bah C nah gdi.
H e did not leave it for me.
RI prC ye nah k ~ o .
The above are only specimens; they 'by no means exhaust the
permitted combinations.

{

1

}

The Particle of Prohibition.

xed.
Meh occurs only with the Imperative (but cp. $ 186), and wu- is
suppressed in its presence.
The normal position of m a h is immediately in front of the Verb.
When, ho\\.e\.er,it is intended to prohibit what is already happening or
I47
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is anticipated to be on the point of happening, mah may follow the
Verb. The reason of this is obvious, emphasis being thrown on a word
by moving it out of its natural position.
I t should be mentioned that the Accusatives mi, d6, y6 are inserted
between rnah and the Verb, whether the one or the other precedes.
Mah 6 Hkhelah.
Don't take it.
Akhelah C mah.
Where there is an expressed object, emphasis may lie either on the
object or on the verb, or there may be no special emphasis.
When the emphasis is on the Verb, the object is placed after the
Verb; otherwise the Verb naturally comes last.
Don't accept money, or
Pais&rnah Zkhelah.
Don't take pice.
Mah ~khelahpais&.
Refuse to accept any payment.

t
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In the case of Verbs with Adverbial Prefixes, rnah as a rule stands
outside the combination. Thus :
Mah prdgdah, prdkerah, nenabzsah, kUCnah, kksJdmSndah, yosah.

Pr6 rnah gdah is, however, common ; and pr6 rnah Ozah and
nena rnah iizah also occur.
Note the accommodating nature of y6 in regard to its position.
Mah 6 predah, prddah 4 rnah (supra), prd ye rnah gdah.
(kkshekshodul = set down) does not occur
The form kkshdgdah
-.
with mah. It is replaced by the simple gdah.
Don't put down the dish.
L o u d mah gdah.

Mah always remains outside a combination containing a Pronominal
Prefix.
h4ah 6 riipdgdah, 8rc.
Mah d riighwgyah.

CHAPTER VIII
THE PRE- AND POST-POSITIONS
BEFOREproceeding to the consideration of the Adverb, it is necessary 266
to obtain a more exact knowledge of the meaning and use of the Prepositional and Post-positional Particles. One of their principal functions
is, in composition with Nouns and Adjectives, to supply adverbial
expressions.
A moment's reflection will recall many parallel instances in English,
where what are now considered Adverbs are in reality compounds of
Nouns and Prepositions. I n English, indeed, the principle has been
carried farther than in Pashtu, and the Noun and Preposition have
frequently become amalgamated, e. g. inside, indeed, ashore; and to
similarly constructed compounds where fusion has not taken place there
is no limit, e. g. wifi pleasure, &c.
I n Pashtu, however, the formation of adverbial compounds is far from
being the sole duty of these particles.
We have already seen in treating of the Noun, that the aid of certain
Pre- and Post-positions is called in, in order to show case variation.
Between the oblique cases of Nouns and adverbial expressions there
exists no radical distinction, except in the case of the Genitive, which
is adjectival rather than adverbial. We have seen that some of these
particles are associated with significations which we are accustomed to
identify with certain cases, and in recognizing a Genitive, Dative, and
Ablative we have incidentally disposed of the particles de, tah, and lah,
and h h
nah and its variants ($8 29, 36, 49 ff.).
The following now remain for consideration :
Pah
pas.
serah
pase.
ter.
pah . serah
pah . k&C
prC.
pah . . bZnde
pore.
tsakhah
bC.
dzine
deparah.

..

.
.
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The Pre- and Post--ositioas

Pah = On,at, wiih, Jy (means).
It is used of
I . Place.
2. Time.
3. Means or mode of action.
It usually takes the uninflected form of the Noun when used of Time,
and the Formative when used of Place or Means.
Pah is used with the Pronoun ye, with which it coalesces in the form
p6; it is not used with mi or d6.

Pah is not used with rii, der, or wer.
Examples :
I . Pah ser kawul
to put on the head (a cap, 'PC.).
Pah U p o kawul
to put on the feet (shoes, kc.).
NiwG takhtah pC lagawah.
Put (fix) a new board on it.
L o 4 zulm p6 wushuh.
Great injustice has been practised on them.
2. Pah kumah wradz chCh rsshi.
O n whatever day he comes.
At three o'clock.
Pah drC bajk.
I n a happy moment.
Pah wakht da khushhzlai.
3. Pah kgni wulah.
Stone him.
H e was hit by a bullet.
Pah golai wulagdduh.
The river came down in waves.
Sind pah chapo riigh6.
Shinwsri khpulk khadzk pah lergo ddrk wahi.
The Shinwaris are much given to beating their wives with
sticks.
Pah 'arzi-nawis khpulah 'as$ wulikah.
Have your petition written by the petition-writer.
T o acquire by purchase.
Pah bai'ah akhistyl.
267

Adverbial and Semi-Adjectival Phrases.
one by one.
Yau pah yau
one into two, i. e. double.
yau pah dwah
w8r pah wgr
in turn.
day by day.
wradz pah wradz
at what price ?
pah tso ?
Da pah tso rijpai-b kdgi o r shi ? (khertsdg or ~kheldI).
What is the price of this? (or at what price does it sell? o r
do you buy it ?).
150

The Pre- and Post~ositiotts
Nerikh yC pah tso rniitdg-i ?
pah qaher shwul
pah 'a@b shwul
pah ser shwul
pah qadam
(See also the Adverbs, 8 285.)

jj 267, 268

What are the current ratea for it ?
to become angry.
to be in distress.
to come to an end.
at a walk, at a fool-pace.

8ereh = Wifi, along with.
Serah follows the Noun, which is properly preceded by peh. Peh,
however, is frequently slurred over or omitted in speaking. T h e Noun
is put in the Formative.
Berah denotes :
I . Accompaniment, whether of person or circumstance.
2. Means, where attention is directed rather, to the manner than
the instrument, i. e. where the phrase approximates more or
less completely to an Adverb of Manner. In this case peh
is usually expressed.
Serah cannot be used with ye, kc.
It is in constant use with rB, der, wer, in which cases pah is not
expressed.
Examples :
I. Zeh nor0 serah wular wum.
I was standing with the others.
Ma sen serah wadah wukah.
I made an agreement with the man.
Jirgi: serah dCr8 past8 khaber8 mi keri di.
I talked very mildly (said very soft things) to the jirga.
Help the Police.
Polis serah madad wukah.
2.

Ta pah 1o.i hikrnat serah dH topak jol kerC dC.
You have made this rifle with great skill.
Pah zulm serah khpul kor yC abzd kerC dC.
H e has established his prosperity by means of great violence,
o r the establishment of his prosperity was attended with
i~~juslice
or force.
H e went off rejoicing.
Pah khushhllai serah 12r.
By chance.
(Pah) itipZq serah.
Take them by toll.
Pah shumsr serah wakhelah.
By Government orders.
Da Serl;Zr pah hukem serah.
DzmH zruh (or tab'ah) nah lagi werserah.
I don't cotton to him (take kindly to him).
I 5=

JJ 2 6 9 ,
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The P r e - and Post~ositzo~zs

Serah has sometimes a sense of towards, in regard to, as occasionally
has ' with ' in English.
Werserah mi dCrah khwsri key&dah.
I have taken great trouble with him.
I n a similar sense it occurs after certain Adjectives and Nouns.
The principal of these are :
Adjectives :
Balad
khushhslah
khapah
waqif

acquainted with.
pleased with.
annoyed with.
acquainted with.

The same relationship is sometimes presented from a somewhat different
standpoint by means of the particle bBnde (vide 273). Khushhglah
and khapah also take the plain Ablative (vide 5 51 and foot-note).
Nouns :
Kinah
'akas
madad
koshish
Also Zor, zulm, m e h , bad,

spite against.
grudge against.
help acc.
pains with.

+

&c.

These Nouns are used with the Verb kawul, and the first two also with
liryl, they are then usually accompanied by serah.
Serah is sometimes accompanied by the Genitives as in the compound
phrases :
serah da dC = all the same, nevertheless.
serah da d6 chCh = in spite of the fact that . .
see also 5 284. I .

.
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E m 6 = In,inside, wifhin, among, info, tiz he course of.
K m 6 is used of Place and Time. It is equivalent to a Locative
Case, but it is also used with Verbs of Motion with the meaning of
' into '.
K E 6 follows the Noun, pah preceding it. In colloquial pah is
very commonly omitted.
T h e Noun, when in the Singular, usually preserves its Nominative
form ; when in the Plural it is always put in the Formative.
K a 6 is not used with ye, &c.. nor with rB, der, wer.

= 52

The Pre-

am? Post-~ositions
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Place.
(Pah) M H r (') k&6
Kofah k U 6 nenah
Nenah pah kotah k&d
Pah wer(a) kkA6
Pah kh6mah k U 6 nenawat

in the town.

1

Time.
(Pah) lug ss'at k M 6 .
(Pah) dC shpo wradzo k&C

inside the house.
in the doorway.
he went into the tent.
in a short time.
nowadays.

Note the common phrase :
in the meantime.
at this juncture.

1

Pah dC mandz k u d

Extended Uses.
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Among, &c. :
Pah Yiisupzo k&d prot d6. Haltah kadah y6 kerb dah.
H e is living among the Yusufzai. He has moved his household there.
Pah dC khalqo kk&!
dike di chCh pah badai k u d khadzk madzb,
wurki muyki, khruh, spi, her tseh wuli ; shai hum nah prddi.
Among these people it is customary in feuds to shoot everything, women and children, donkeys and dogs. Nothing is
spared.
Da Kabul pah sind k&d Dakb tsakhah ddri? jalh maujGd& wb.
There were a large number of rafts on the Kabul River at
Dakkah.
Pah gham k&C
in grief.
in the course of going, on the way.
Pah tlo k&C
Prth k
m
6 is used independently as an Adverb, in the sense of
insidp.
There is nothing inside (it).
Tseh nishlah pah I;&&.
Sdrai dah ; da kiliwdo haq pah k k & ?nishtah.
It is land -which- has-been- made -a- religious- bequest ; the
people of the village have no rights in it.

K W d is also used as a Noun in the expression :
Da kM6.a.
From the inside, i. e. (from the Afridi point of view) from
the direction of India.
'53
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BBnde = On, upon (literal and figurative).
Also to denote Indirect Means or Agent.
BBnde follows the Noun, which is frequently preceded by pah, though
that particle is really redundant.
It can be used with y6 (but not with mi or d6) giving p6 band0 ;
and it is in common use with r6, der, and wer. With these latter p ~ h
is omitted.
BBnde is accompanied by the Formative of the Noun.
Examples :
(Pah) mez b2nde
on the table.
on duty.
(pah) nokerai bsnde
(pah) tsaukai b a d e
on sentry go.
Dzmii pah nHmah bande da'wah yC keyi: dah.
H e has lodged a complaint against me (upon my name).
Make an assault on them.
Werbznde halah wukeyah.
Da mukhbir pah khabero bznde, Polis aghuh niwulC d6.
The Police have arrested him on the information of an
informer.
Rliing bande chCh mkrbzni (&LAwushi.
)
Let us be granted a favoii.
Pah jiniizk bHnde dCr kherts lagi.
A lot of expense is incurred on a funeral.
(A funeral is an expensive business.)

273

I n the following BBnde denotes Means:
(Pah) koshish bgnde kHr serHnjHm6gi.
Work is carried to completion b y effort.
I n the following it denotes Agent. This is the regular idiom answering
to the English ' to have a thing done by . .'.
Pah dirzi bHnde niwb jHmk wukelah.
Get the tailor to make you new clothes.
Used of Time.
Ichpul tarikh bande h5zir shuh.
Come back on your own date (i. e. on the proper date).
LBnde bBnde is used as an Adverb meaning over and under, upside
dow?z.
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# 273-215

Bende is used in dependence on a few nouns :
minah, kc.
and some Adjecltivee :
Khaber
mai-in

informed of.
fond of.
understanding + Eng. accus.

khushh~lah
pleased with o r at.
khapah
angry with or at.
asbit
proved against.
(Cp. Ablative Case, $51, and foot-note, and Sereh, Q 269.)

Dzinah, Deine = From (among).
a74
(Not used in the Peshawar District, but used by the Afridis, Shinwaris, &c.)
Employed chiefly in combination with wer and t6 (ter). (Vz'dc 5 279.)

Wer dzinah}der bandisln rnii wgkhistgl.
TC dzine
We took a large number of them (from among them) prisoner.
T h e latter part of the word :

1

werchine
is probably identical with this dzine.

outside (a door)

Tsttkhah, Khataah = Beside (in inmediate propiquily lo).
= In possession of.
= To (of motion towards persons only).
It follows the Noun which is put in the Formative.
It is used with rB, der, wer ; but not with y6, &c.
Diwd tsakhah wuderegah chCh zeh tsCrah dC wukZgem (or
wuukem).
Stand up against the wall till (in order that) I take your
photograph.
Hoti Mardiin tsakhah nizhdC dd.
Hoti is close alongside of Mardan.
(But :
Dwsrah kili serah nizhde di.
The two villages are close to each other.)
= 55
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MP tsakhah us dasti riipai.8 nishtah.
At the moment I haven't any cash on me.
RZkhatsah kherts nishtah.

I have no money for expenses.

Kunji.Zn8 chH tsakhah di?

Who has the keys ?

Banisah tsakhah lalshah s dwah sdra ghwari trC wakhelah.
Go to the Baniya and get two seers of ghi from him.

a76

Pae = Alter (only of Time).
Paa either follows the Noun, which then preserves its Nominative
form, or precedes the Noun which is then put in the Ablative.
I t cannot be used with rB, der, wer, or ye, &c.
Aghah pas
after that.
Owwah wradzb pas
bC.8 r~shah.
Pas da owwo wradzo nah]
Come again after a week.

'

Pas following its Noun ought probably to be regarded as an Adverb.
Cp. the English : ' a week later '.
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Pase = After (only of Place), behind, in ~ u r ~ uof:i t
I t follows its Noun which is put in the Formative.
It is used with rii, der, wer, but not with y6, &c.
We set off after them.
Miing werpase rawsn shii.
Yau bul pase kotk tah wukhot.
One after another they went up on to the roof.
Changhalah werpase matizah shwulah.
The bride eloped with him.
Khpul khpul seri pase ' kawer ' shah.
' Cover off' (Milit. each rear rank man place himself directly
behind his front rank man).
Ghalo pase chighah riiwat8 dah.
A hue and cry has been raised (i, e. a pursuing party has gone
out) after the thieves.
K&kSr pase bah dzuma.
I shall go out after game (i. e. I shall go for a shoot).
156
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a78
Sen pase SerkPr pindzah an&da wradzE mazdilri werkawi.
Government allows pay at the rate of 5 annas a day per man.
MC-Zsht mC.2sht pase hisHb kegi.
Accounts are made up every month (i. e. at intervals of a
month, or month by month).
It might perhaps be claimed that pase is here used of Time, but the
conception is rather one of sequence.
Khadzo pase dCrah duni.H yC serfah (or berbadah) kerC dah.
H e has thrown away much money on women.
The following are worth noting as very common expressions:
Dzawsb mi werpase lCgelC dC.
I have sent for them (or him) to come.
Pah llri biinde zeh bah werpase wurasem.
I shall overtake them on the road.
Ter = I . To, up lo (of Time or Place).
278
It precedes its Noun, to which a final -a (Zabar) is added when it ends
in a consonant. The Noun is very commonly followed by pore.
It does not combine with rB, der, wer, or y6, kc.
(Ls) ter osa
up to now, until now.
T e r osa pore
to this point, extent.
Ter dC hada pore
to come to the end of one's resources.
[to be exasperated.
T e r pozb shwul
(pozah = nose.)
Ter = 2. From.
With this meaning it occurs usually in composition with y6 in one of
the following forms :
TrC
\
tC
from it (or them).
tCnah
tC dzine
TrC dCrah gatah mi wushwah.
I have made great profit out of it.
The Afridis and Shinwaris use ter alone, as :
Separate it from the rest.
Aghuh ter ise kah.
Qare? mi ter ZikhistC dC. I have taken a loan from him.
Wu ter l a p w a h mCkh'/
MCkh wulaga\vah ter.

Fix a nail to (lit. from) it.

I57
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Ter is sometimes used in conjunction with l&nde,in the sense of
below.
Below the tree.
T e r wunb 18nde.
This combination is also, like ter, sometimes used alone.
I came underneath it.
Zeh ter liinde shwum.

aso

281

Pr6 = O n it, on them. kc.
Pr6 appears to be a Preposition par (not found alone) + y6. Some
munshis make p6 (vidc 5 266) a derivative of pr6, on the analogy of tt5
and tr6.
Pr6 does not combine with any other Pronoun or Noun, but it occurs
as a Verbal Prefix. (Vide $ 248.)
K A e h zor prC wushuh.
Much force was applied to it (or him).
I t occurs most frequently in the phrases :
PrC bsnde
upon it, &c.
PrC dap8sa
o n the top of, over it, &c.
Sind 10.6 dC o prC bznde pul terelC dC.
T h e river is big and a bridge has been made over it.
Pah jzlah k m e murghai hz (hagai) 3cha.i o b6.Z prC dapzsa
k U C n i tso chCh bachi nah (w)iizi.
Birds lay their eggs in nests and sit on them till they are
hatched.

Pore = Up to (of Place or Number), unh%
Pore follows its Noun, which is put in the Formative. When the
Noun ends in a Consonant a euphonic -a (Zabar) is added to it. Pore
is very frequently used in association with ter.
Y6,kc., are not used with pore, nor are der or wer ; but rilpore is
common in this as well as in its adverbial sense. ( Y,.dc 5 293.)
Shpag sawa pore bah wi.
;They must amount to some six hundred.
H e reached the nullah.
Khwera pore wurasCd.
Pore is used with khandyl, lo laugh at, and after Verbs signifying

' to fasten to '.
Seri pore khgndi, chCh dzse ka.i.
They laugh at a man who does a thing like that.
158
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MCkh pore zhwarand C kah.

Hang it on the nail.

Da pen yau ser dB kundah pore wulagawah.
Make one end of the rope fast to this hook.
SkhC m o v pore wutelah.

Tie the calf to this peg.

BB = Wifhouf,except.

BB precedes the Noun which is put in the Ablative Case.
BB is not used with r&,der, wer, nor with ye, &c.
BC da taqiqiit (,b=ii~~) nah riksJti.5 o derogh nah miiliimdgi.
Without inquiry what is true and what is false cainot be
distinguished.
BC da duh nah bul weraruh mi nishtah.
Except this one I have no (other) nephew.
T h e use of be, which is probably a late importation from Persian,
is not much favoured. I t is usually easy to find appropriate circumlocutions.

BB gives the Conjunctional phrase :
BC da dC nah chCh

..

Unless.

..

B6 is frequently allied with Nouns to form adverbial expressions. I n
these cases the Ablative is dispensed with, and the Nominative form of
the Noun is used, a euphonic -a (Zabar) being added after a final
Consonant. Such are :

BC wakhta
bC
bC
bC
bC

untimely, inopportunely.
unconcernedly.
undoubtedly.
without question, casually.
excessivelp, very.

ghama
shah
pursa
sh~na

Adjectives are similarly formed, but the final -a is dispensed with.
BB in these cases is equivalent to the English suffix -less, which meant
'without ' and which is, like be, added to Nouns to form Adjectives :
BC ikhti-Zr.
Powerless (i. e. without power to adopt a course of action).
disrespectful.
bC adab
purposeless.
bd derak(a)
'59
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DapBrah = F o r fhe sake ofJ because of;/or.
Dapiirah follows its Noun which is put in the Genitive, but the
particle da is often omitted in the colloquial.
Dapiirah cannot be used with rB, der, wer, nor with y6, &c.
Domerah tash (da) ndkniimai dapzrah dz5n wazhni.
H e puts himself to all this trouble merely for the sake of
reputation.
DZ wiilah Kfiki KhClo da khpulo pato dapsrah r8wustb dah.
T h e Icuki Khels have made this water-channel for their own
fields.
(Da) kiich dapiirah her rang taissri kerb dah.
Every preparation has been made for a move (or, for the
march).
Dapiirah gives the Conjunctional phrase :
I n order that
Dapiirah da dC chCh . .

.

. ., or because . .

Note that here, as in parallel cases serah and b6, dap-ah
its Noun.

284

precedes

The following words, which, with the possible exception of serah, are
strictly speaking Adverbs, are sometimes accompanied by Nouns in an
oblique case-Genitive or Ablative-when they take the place of certain
English Prepositions.
I.

With the Genitive :
Danenah
within.
Dap5sa
upon.
Da biisiiyk dapssa iiduh woh.
H e was sleeping on the top of the bhusa stack.
L8nde
beneath, at the foot of.
Da kamar liinde yau smats dd.
There is a cave below the cliff.
Serah
along with, in addition to, besides.
( Vide also 5 268.)
Serah da ICZkii KhClo hum da Pabo Mi.5ngiino lah shukeriinah
werka-i.
Besides the Kaka Khels he gives religious bounties to the
Mi-ans of Pabbi.
Mim&,
or mim&n,
the n only denotes nasalization of preceding vowel.
I 60
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Serah da dC chCh mi wertah dilibtah ke~&dah, us hum da tlo nah
y CrCgi.
In spite of my having tried to set his mind at rest he still
fears to go.
The idea here is probably: 'Even in presence of the fact that
I have .

.'.

2.

With the Ablative :
Biiher
da kili nah bgher.

outside.
outside the village.
pZ9
above.
beyond.
pore
on this side of.
rapore
in front of.
wr~nde
he went out before me.
lah mH nah wgnde wuwat.
behind.
wrusto
before (of time).
wrumbe
ise
histah

1

in that direction from
in this direction of

.. .

...

CHAPTER I X
THE ADVERB
286

INEnglish, putting aside compound adverbial expressions, two classes
of Adverbs may be distinguished :
I.
2.

Simple, e. g. Soon.
Derived, e. g. Gladly.

There is great facility for the formation of Adverbs of the second
class. Thus an Adverb can be formed from practically any Adjective
by adding to it the suffix -4,provided there is no existing Simple Adverb
of similar meaning. In the same way, Adverbs can be formed from
certain Nouns by the addition of the suffix -tong, -wise, -ways, kc., e. g.
Aeadlong, likewise, sideways.
In Pashtu there are a considerable number of Simple Adverbs, but
there is no direct system for the manufacture of Derived Adverbs.
T h e want is supplied in the following ways :
By expressions compounded of Nouns or Adjectives (Masc. or
Fem. form) with Pre- or Post-positions. These have become specialized,
and are as true Adverbs as the English, inside, abed, indeed, &c.
I.

The following are the commonest examples :
Pakhpulah
pakhwa
makhiimakh
wHr pah wZr
makhUC
pah n'ist(ah)
pah qaliirah
pah qadam

by oneself, voluntarily.
formerly.
face to face.
in turn.
in front.
in a sitting position.
quietly, at ease.
at a walk.
162

In the case of Adverbs of Manner and Quantity, by the use of
the corresponding Adjectives, which retain their habit of inflexion,
though becoming adverbial in meaning.
Common examples are :
Adjective
much.
(Adverb
very.
Adj.
other.
nor
Adv.
otherwise, in other respects.
good.
ksheh Adj'
- Adv.
well, very.
3. Also in the case of Adverbs of Manner, by the employment of
a Noun which represents the abstract idea with the particles pa-serah,
or serah.
Mushiqat serah
laboriously.
mknat (&)
serah
4. By Nouns of Time, Place, Manner, accompanied by Indefinite,
Interrogative, or Quantitative Adjectives. T h e Nouns preserve their
simple forms, and are perhaps to be regarded as Adverbial Accusatives.
Haghah wradz
on that day, that day.
kum dz3.C ?
where ?
daghah shsn
this way, thus.
2.

t

{

These methods of expressing conceptions in an adverbial relationship 286
are, of course, common to most languages.
I t may be objected that they would be best treated from the point of
view of their origin as Case or Particle usages, and this has already
to some extent been done; but it is convenient to make a general
examination of them in their common character of Adverb-equivalents.
In preparing the following lists, I have been guided in determining
what expressions deserve inclusion, by the following principles : firstly,
that it is desirable to consider as Adverbs those adjectival and nominal
expressions, which in Pashtu have become limited to a particular
adverbial signification; and secondly, that it is convenient similarly to
consider those phrases adverbial which correspond to true Adverbs in
English.
For convenience I class the Adverbs under the following heads:
I. Affirmation, Negation, Doubt, Probability, kc.
2. Manner and Quality.
3. Time.
4. Place.
5. Quantity.
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The lists given below give most of the important Adverbs in general
use. No apology is made for their length, as the words and expressions
given are all in constant use and are indispensable for colloquial
purposes.
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1. ADVERBS OF AFFIRMATION, NEGATION, ETC.
Ho, 0, Au (4 o, 4-au)
nah
mah
gunde
shai-ad (4L)
ganah
gane
ghdaban ($)

yes.
no.
not (in prohibitions).

1

kho
khaistah (Peshawar Dist.)

perhaps.
generally.
usually.
certainly,
granted that

]

..

at any rate, well.

(Often slightly adversative and untranslateable in English, except
perhaps by ' Oh '.)

t
t
288

I.

= kho.

2. at once.
then (in stating result or conclusion).
in that case, well then.

0 keh n ~ h .
Yes, of course (how else could it be ?); ' rather
(A strong form of affirmative answer.)
Akser.
A k ~ e rd'asi wi.

'.

It is usually thus.

A true Adverb but also used as an Adjective :
Pah a k ~ e r okhalqo k&6 da khadzk wajlul man'ah di.
Among most communities the killing of women is forbidden.
164

Adverbs

of

A ' r m n t i o n , Negation, b c .

B6ehm.
i
1Ckin
BCshaka Stii khaberah ~ a h dah,
Certainly. What you say is true, but
Granted. But .

..

.
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Kho.
Zeh kho nah yem teld.
I at any rate haven't gone.
Aghuh kho mey dC. Bul shtah maujild.
Oh, he's dead. The other is here.
Mii kho lideld hum nedb.
Well (or but) I haven't even seen him.

Jor = Kho.
Aghuh m3 serah joy nah dzi nen.
(Well) he won't go with me to-day.
= fhreon, af once.
ChCh zeh yC wulidem, jor rHpHtsCd.
When he saw me, he got up at once.

N o (vide Conditional Clauses, 5 3 I 2).
ICeh toqeld yC, no tseh gunah dC bah key8 wi.
If you have been found fault with, (then) you must have done
something wrong.
Well then, you will come to-morrow.
No teh bah sabg rgshi ?
Khair no. Hdts perwZ nishtah.
All right. It doesn't matter.

N o is sometimes inserted without any definite regard to the sense,
merely as a ' takiyah kallm ', a thing for the tongue to rest on.

11. ADVERBS OF MANNER AND QUALITY

a. General.
BertsCran
bas
bilkul (fib)
bCkhi . . nah
tush
tak

on the surface, apparently, slightly.
enough I only.
entirely, quite.
not at all.
merely, simply.
quite (tak tor = quite black).
165
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pi-adah
dzikah
jak

on foot.
for this reason, therefore.
perfectly (only in jak jor =
perfectly well).

khali
sirf
faqat
d%e (dH +hase)
zer, zur
serah
ghwunde
15

only, merely.
thus, so.
quickly.
together, mutually.
-ish, sort of.
still, even, yet ($5 2 go,

291).

unexpectedly, suddenly.
wro
slowly, quietly.
hado . . nah
not at all.
hase
thus, so.
Z e r and wro are very often repeated for emphasis : z e r zer, w r o wro.
b. Prepositional Expressions.
Pakhpulah
by oneself, voluntarily.
da sera
essentially.
(Da sera mah 2khelah = do not take . . at all.)
pah nZst(ah)
in a sitting position.
pah mlgst
in a lying position.
da wCkha
radically.
wir pah wiir
in turn.
dam pah dam
by degrees.
lah dC sababa
for this reason.
pah dau dau
pah zgha&t
at a run, running.
pah mandk
pah mi531
for example.
pah dd shan
thus.
pah M e h shHn
well, excellently.
bernsqa
unjustifiably.
( = ? bar nzhaq = on unjust grounds.)
pah asal k&&
in reality.
pah rsstai (kksJC)
in fact.
rZsti

I

immediately, forthwith.

Sam dasti
I 66
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c. Interrogative.

how ? in what way ?

tsangah ?
wale ?
tselah ?

why ?
wherefore, for what reason ?

NOTES.
Ghwunde is used like a suffix after Adjectives giving the meaning 200
of the English adjectival sufFix -ish, or the colloquial 'sort of', or in the
sense of ' appears to be '.
He is a shortish man.
Ti! ghwunde serC dC.
H e looks as if he were unwell.
Niijop ghwunde dC.
DH gspah kam q a l a h ghwundb dah.
This mare looks underbred.

}

These are really Adjectives, but they are used adverbially.

Do not do so.
D b e mah kawah.
They are frequently combined with hum.
Hum dZse mey shuh.
Even so he died (or mere& : and so he died).
Leave it as it is.
Hum hase prCdah.
We are merely taking a stroll.
Hum hase gerzfi.

LB.
D&bandobast 10 hum ksheh dC.
This arrangement is still better.
LS zi-Stah mhrbani ghw+-.
They want still greater concessions.
-yet.

Lii nedC rZghelC.

H e hasn't come yet (vidc 5 29 I ) .

Serab.
Yau dz2.C serah n0st wii.
They were sitting together in one place.
Shuker dC chCh miing bC-S serah lideli yii.
It is a thing to de grateful for that we have met again.
Badi yC shtih. Us hum serah wuli.
They are at feud. They are shooting each other at the
present moment.
167
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Da zmakk pah muqadamah kk& serah n a M a t i di.
They are engaged (entangled) with each other in a law-suit
about land.
Dzamiing garai serah nizhde di.
Our two villages are close to one another.
Wde.
Wale khpul spC nah teyC, chCh dase bad dC, o musSfirSn chichi?
Why don't you tie up your dog, seeing it is so savage and
bites strangers.
Wro.
Wro wro khaberk kawah.

Talk gently, o r quietly.

Dxikah.
Dzikah khapah yii chCh dC wurki lah 'uhdah werkeyb shi o miing
masheran pah sipshigirat pati shii.
For this reason we are vexed that this boy is being promoted
and we senior men are remaining sepoys.
(In this and similar cases dxikah with cheh, though the ch6h is
separated from it, is really equivalent to ' because '.)
Dzikeh is frequently put at the end of a sentence, marking an obvious
ellipsis.
BC-2 de khata kah. Stergah de puiah h a h , dzikah.
You've missed again. You shut your eye (when you fired)
and so . (sc. you missed).

.

111. ADVERBS O F TIME

a. General.
Akhir
US

(w,')

amroza
awwal
bC-2
tal
chere
chere .
hdchere
joy
riise

. . . nah
. . . . nah

finally, in the end.
now.
within one day.
at first, formerly.
again, then.
always.
ever, at any time.
not at any time.
never.
thereon, at once (vide 5 288).
since, for (of past time).
I 68

Adverbs of Tinze
kalah kalah
kalah nah kalah
kalah . kalah
gahe gahe
18
mudam
sh5mudam
n8wakht
wyznde
wrusto

sometimes.
occasionally.
sometimes . sometimes .
sometimes.
still, yet (vidC 5 290).
always.
continuously.
late.
formerly.
subsequently, lastly
at first, firstly,
previously.
early.

.

.

.

b. Interrogative.
when ?

kalah ?
c.

Prepoeitional Expremione.
saba lah
saber
lah
b d g lah

1

to-morrow morning (vide

in the day-time.
at night.
kc., vide 33.

da wakhta
da awwal (ser) nah
da wrumbi nah
pah dC shpo wradzo kk&C
ter iikhira pore

pakhwa

46).

this (coming) evening.
kc., vide 5 46.

da wradz&
da shpk

1
ter
5 ter
Osaosa

Q

I

early, in good time.
from the first.
nowadays.
to the last, in the end.
up to now.
formerly.

d. Interrogetive.

ter kalah pore ?
ter kume pore ?
kalah riise.

till when ? how long ?
since when ? for how long? (past
time).
169
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e. Divisions of Time, &c.
nen
yb2
pariln
bCgZ
pCshmanC
saher
ghermah

mss pCksJin,

to-day.
to-morrow.
yesterday.
yesterday evening.
the time preceding dawn.
morning.
mid-day.
kc., vide $ 46.

f: Compounde.
this year.
parosah kiil
last year.
wurm k5l
the year before last.
makhC ksl
next year.
bul sabH
I
the day after to-morrow
gabs nah bul ;ablj
1Z bul sabs
the third day from now (rut.).
bul pariin
bul bCg3
the day before yesterday
wulmah wradz
nimah shpah
midnight.
night and day.
shpah o wradz
nowadays.
nen gabs
her kalah
always, ever.
T h e ordinary term for ' one before the last ', ' last ', and ' next' in
temporal expressions are :
"Wn,
tCr,
makhC.
Tso and t s o pore =so long are only used with cheh, with which they
form Conjunctions. (Vide $304.)

202

B6.a = I . TBen (temporal, as opposed to ' then ' consequential, which
is in Pashtu no).
= 2 . Again.
I . Yau chCh dzi, b6-Z bul rzdzi.
(As soon as) one goes another comes.
=7 0

BC.3 tseh chel yC wukyh, chCh kum wakht chdh to1

woh

. . .?

kiU Udyh

Then what did he do when the whole village was asleep,
but.. . ?
I shall come again.
a. BC.3 bah rgsherna.
P5m kah chCh bC.2 dC hdr neshi.
See you don't forget again.
Base = Tso k2lo (or kfila?) fise noker yC ?
How many years have you been in the Service?

IV. ADVERBS OF P U C E
a. General.
Ale
inde
ber
baher
bi-ertah
pas
portah
ch2pCrah
chertah
dillah
dile
dilatah
kshkatah

-

t

lade
lire
nizhdC
nenah
wrusto
wrande
haltah
wulatah
hore
histah
ise

thither.
hither.
above, up.
outside.
back, back wards.
above, up.
above, upwards.
around.
somewhere, anywhere.
here, hither.
below, downwards.
(r8Nkatah = down in this direction.)
underneath.
far.
near.
within
behind, backwards.
in front, forwards.

1
I

there, thither.
thither.
beyond.
hitherwards.
thitherwards.
1'7 1
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6. Interrogative.
chertah ?
c.

where ?

Combinations and Extensione.
bul chertah
her chertah
hdchertah nah
pore rHpore
gG chap&
liinde bHnde

elsewhere.
everywhere.
nowhere.
through and through.
all round.
over and under, upside down.

..

dile
horedile

1

hither and thither.

d. Prepositional Expressions.

. . nahnab} can be used with biiher.

da
Da

. . nah can be used with the following :
ber
pns
kshkatah
wrusto

nizhde.
nenah.
lire.
wysnde.

Da bera (da p8sa) has the special meaning of 'from up country',
i. e. (from the point of view of the Afridi)from Afghanistan.
The forms dap&sa and danenah are merely equivalent to the
simple p8s and nenah. I n some dialects da is similarly prefixed to
wriinde.
Pastanah = back seems to be a compound of pah + a verbal Noun
or Adjective, pah+ stan (cp. for the latter part stan6d9, riistiin).
Pastanah 1gy.
H e went back.
e. Nouns used as Adverbs, with or without Prepositional

Particles.
The principal of this numerous class are :
(pah) makh k u d
makhgmakh
(rabari)
d', makhah
kumah makhah ?
( m ~ t a h makhk
)
lah (vide 8 38)
'72

Makh and makhah.
in front.
facing, face to face.
in this direction.
in which direction ?
towards (me).

41 293, a94

Adverbs of Place
Khw&,tseng, dwh,;faref, and pahu.
pah tsang
yau khwa tah
(pah) yau datjah
.huh}
dC

{&araf
khwi

kum
palau
dile palau
hore palau
da

to one side, aside.

(tab)
(tab)
cab)

. . . sha tah

in this
in which
in this direction.
in that direction.
at the back of
behind

..

f . The Points of the Compeee.

nwer khiituh tah
eastwards.
nwer prCwiituh tah
westwards.
qiblk tah
quteb tah
northwards.
suhCl tah
southwards.
I n the place of teh in the above, palau, Mrtlf, or khwg may be
substituted, as also palm tah, *ref tah, Bc.
makh qiblb palau (tah)
facing west.

V. ADVERBS OF QUANTITY

Domerah
zerah
lugkfiti
domerah khwk nah yii.

much, so.
a little.
a little.
we are not so poor.
SO

6. Interrogative.
tsomerah ?
tsomerah lire dC ?

how much ?
how far is it?

c. Nouns with Prepositions used as Adverbs.

excessively.
beyond count.
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ter hada pore
lug shan (46)

to the utmost.
a little.

The Adjectives dBr, lug, and ei4t are very frequently used in place
of English Adverbs. (Cp. 5 285. 2.)
d. The frequent use of Adjectives where the English idiom would
demand Adverbs has been repeatedly referred to and should not be
lost sight of. A few more examples are here added.

Mor mi ddrah sakhtah nsjorah dah.
My mother is seriously ill.
Topak de dCr sahi lagi (or sam wuli).
Your rifle shoots very straight (i. e. accurately).
(Here dBr, caw, and sam are all, it will be observed, used adverbially;
as are dBrah and sakhtah in the first example.)
Kiiz ngst woh.
H e was sitting below.
Purmakhk pr4watah.
She fell forwards.

CHAPTER X
T H E CONJUNCTIONS

CONJUNCTIONS
may be referred to two classes :
Co-ordinating= those which link together single words, clauses,
or sentences which are of the same rank or nature;
I.

Subordinating = those which connect an Adverb- or NounClause to the Main Clause of the sentence.
2.

I. The CO-ORDINATING CONJUNCTIONS in Pashtu are:
a. Conjunctive.

I

and.
O
au
The following Adverbs also often dispense with the Conjunction o, and
so appear to possess conjunctival force :
hum
and also.
hum . . . hum
both . and.
kalah . . kalah
sometimes and sometimes.
glhe . gZhe
neither . nor.
nah . nah
DP bah s t l khpul wi? Nah. Nah 1shn8.i mi werserah dah (0) nah
pdzhangali.
This will be some relation of yours ? No. H e is neither
a friend nor even an acquaintance.

.

.

..

..

.

b. Alternative.
keh

200

t

or. In questions, followed by a
Verb (which may be understood).
or. Not used in questions.
either

. . . or.

These are used in correlating Principal clauses.

lieh

.

keh )
ya keh
' * ' { o keh

Keh..

/

whefhr

. . . or.

These are not strictly speaking Co-ordinating Conjunctions. Keh
really means 1% and subordinates the clause it introduces to another
clause. T h e two clauses, however, which are introduced by the two
keh's respectively, are co-ordinate to each other, and imply the existence
of a Co-ordinating Conjunclion between them. As shown above, this
implied conjunction is sometimes expressed by introducing yii or o.
Examples :
Topak bah dzzn serah weyema, keh tfirah ?
Shall I take a rifle with me, or a sword?

(YZ) topak y%tiirah dzan serah rgweyah.
Bring either a rifle or a sword with you.
Keh landah wi, (yZ) keh iigdah wi, d~ 1gr dzmii k h w a u a h dah.
Whether it is short (or) whether it is long, I prefer this road.
Hamdsh dgse wi chdh y2 fursat nah wi, o yg khi.81 nah wi.
I t is always, either one hasn't time, or one doesn't remember
about it.

a07

T h e use of keh nah P to conclude a sentence is a marked characteristic of Pashtu. I t has a much more extended application than its
literal equivalent in English ' o r n o t ? ', from which it really differs in
meaning.
Cp.
with

Are you going or not?

Teh dzC keh nah dzd ?

Teh dzd keh nah ?

You are going, aren't you ?

The English idiom corresponding to this use of keh neh, is an
assumptive statement followed by the already expressed or suggested
auxiliary verb in the interrogative.
WIkhelah keh nah ?

Take it (you will take it), won't you?

No attempt appears to have been made by philologists to ascribe
a different origin to this keh from that claimed for keh = $ If they
are identical, then keh nah would stand for some such ellipsis as :
You are going ? If you are not (going, why are you not)?
1'16
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The phrase o keh neb is in very common use as an affirmative answer,
amounting to ' Yes. I am', 'Yes. It is', kc., and would seem to stand
for 'Yes. If not, how otherwise can it be? ' Cp. the idiom in Modern
colloquial German : Und ob.

We have already noticed the radically conditional signification of 208
keh
keh, where two subordinate conditional clauses are placed side
by side, and that the Alternative Conjunctions which the sense demands,
may or may not be expressed.
There now remain only simple Interrogative Alternatives like

. ..

Teh dzC keh nah dzC ?
to be explained.
affirmative

Are you going or not ?

This perhaps represents a contamination of the simple

Teh dzC ya nah dzC
by the interrogative
Teh dzC keh nah ?

c.

Adversative.

but.

M P dCr taqiq (&)

wukuh, wale hP1 mHliim nah shuh.
I took great pains to find out, but no explanation was
forthcoming.

11. THE SUBORDINATING CONJUNCTIONS
Strictly speaking there appear to be only two Subordinating Conjunc- 300
tions in Pashtu :
Ch6h = fhaf, w h , kc.,
and
keh = f

A large number of Compound Conjunctions are, however, formed by
using an Adverb or Adverbial Expression followed by chdh.
Taking account of these, the principal Subordinating Conjunctions
are :
1667

I77

N
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The Conjunctions

a. Temporal.

when, as.

chCh
tso chdh
tso pore chCh
tsomerah chCh
her kalah chCh

as long as.
whenever.

6. Comparative.

t

likah chCh

as if, as though.
as it were.

c. Conditional (including all forms of supposition).

keh
bC da dC nah chCh

if, supposing that, &c.
unless.

d. Conceeeive.
hum keh
hum chCh
tsomerah chCh
+ (Subjunctive)
serah da dC chCh

even if.
though.
however much + Subjunctive.
(eguivalent to, though).
in spite of the fact that.

e. Final.

chCh

in order that.

f; Causal.
chCh

since, as, seeing that, whereas.
because.

dzikah chCh
chCh . . dzikah

.
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since

The USES of the Conjunction

. . . therefore.

CHBH.

Ch6h is used :
I.

T o introduce a clause forming the subject or object of a Verb.

To introduce the actual words of a reported statement, command,
or question. (This is one form of object-clause falling under last head.
Vzde $ 3 I g ff.)
2.

1'18
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3. T o introduce indirect commands. ( Vide 5

32 I

j 301

.)

4. Absolutely, by ellipsis of an introducing Verb.

Zi-8t chCh tsok wu nah ka-i.
(See) that no one does too much.

5. T o take the place of the English Relative Pronoun in introducing
Adjectival Clauses. (Vide I 39 ff.)
6. With Indefinite Pronouns and Adjectives to give the sense of the
English -ever or that. This approximates to the last-mentioned use.
(Vide 8 1 2 8 . )
Her kalah
ever, always.
her kalah chCh
whenever, on every occasion that .
whatever day (= that day, whichever
kumah wradz chCh
it may be that. .).

.

CHAPTER X I
T H E SYNTAX OF SUBORDINATE CLAUSES
302

WE have in the preceding chapter made a hasty survey of the Subordinating Conjunctions, and of the phrases which may be considered
as doing duty as such in Pashtu. We must now pursue the problem of
the subordination of clauses into the sphere of Syntax.
English and Pashtu exhibit considerable divergence in the methods
which they adopt for marking the relationship of subordinate to principal
ideas, or rather they regard certain of these relationships from different
points of view.
T h e illustration of this divergence, and at the same time the determination of the exact value of the Pashtu Conjunctions, may be best effected
by reviewing the various types of subordinate clause which are found in
English, along with the conjunctions which are appropriated to them,
and at the same time examining the manner in which they are handled
in Pashtu.
It may be remarked in the first place that in Pashtu, as in English, the
subordinate clause is often placed before the principal clause.

I. T E M P O R A L C L A U S E S

WHEN is rendered by c h 6 h (introducing an Adverbial clause).

303

SCHEME OF TENSES
ENGLISH

PASHTU

Indicative
Present
Future Perf.

Subjunctive
Present
Present Perf.

Indic. Imperf.
99
Past Def.
Pluperf.
1ndic.Pres. Perf.

Indic. Imperf.
,, Past Def.
Pluperf.
Subj. Pres. Perf.

TIME

Present and Future

I

Past

),

))

T e e o v a l Clauses
Ch6h is frequently placed after the subject.
Examples :
Aghuh chCh riishi, no wertah dB khaberah wukah.
When he comes, tell him this.
ChCh (pah) kor (&Ad) n h t yem, da nokerai shauq mi nah wi.
When I am at home service has no attractions for me.
(Kum wakht) chCh mi kander kawoh, da kor khzwind r8b%nde
w C u shuh.
When I was breaking into the house, the master of the house
wakened up and came for me.
Nimah shpiih chCh ghaluh rHgheluh, miing pgs pah bu j kkshd
bCdar niist wii.
At midnight when the thieves came, we were sitting awake
(on the watch) up on the tower.

DB 1Hr chCh jorah shew&wi . . .
When this road has been (shall have been) built

.. .

ChCh dii telC wi, chi3 serah bah sabaq wsyem?
When he shall have gone, who will teach me (with whom
shall I say lessons) ?
ChCh dwah kroha rnazal kerC woh, no badragah w erpase &ah.
When he had gone on two kos, the escort started after him.

When (= a t what time) in a Noun-Clause is split up into ch6h = fha/
and kelah, kum wakht, &c.
Zeh tsangah khaber yem chCh aghah bah kum wakht rZshi (or
kalah ragheld wi) ?
How am I to know when he will come (or came)?

WHILE, 8 0 LONG AS, UNTIL.
While
s o long as are rendered by

I

When the Verb indicates a definite action as terminating a state of
affairs.
one of the above + Negative nah,
Until
is rendered by o r tso oh6h
nah.

t

. ..
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SCHEME OF MOODS AND TENSES

UNTIL

WHILE

TIME

-

I Present

ENGLISH

PASHTU

Indic. Pres.

Subj. Pres.

-

1

ENGLISH

Indic.
Subj.

Pres.

PASHTU

Subj. Pres.

I

Past

Indic. Impf.
Indio. Impf.
,, Pres. Perf.
See § 239
Continuous
,, Pluperf.
See 8 239
Continuous

1ndic.Impf.
I Indio.Impf.
, Past.Def,l , Pluperf.
,, Pres. Perf. Subj. Pres. Per.

,, Pluperf.

1ndic.Pluperf. I

I

Examples :
Tso pore ch6h hukem wumanai, Serkiir bah tseh derpase ghara?
wu nah keyi.
So long as you acknowledge its authority, Government will
not harbour any designs against you.
Tsomerah chCh mi lau kawoh, badai tah wuzggr nah wum.
So long as I was engaged in harvesting, I had no time to
attend to my feud.
Tso chCh Kashmir mi IidelC nah woh, da wagan mZ tah M e h
kshkardduh.
Until I saw (or had seen) Kashmir, this seemed to me a fine
country.
Tso chCh wer serah pakhulah shew4 nah yC, aman bah de nah wi.
Until you have made it up with him, you will have no peace.
umdd nah
Tso chdh tPsii nPghk nah dskhilawai, da mafi
lirai.
Till you have paid up your fines, you need not hope to be
pardoned.

-

($c)
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AS SOON AS.

ch6h with dasti,
As soon as is rendered by hum aghuh sii'at, kc. ;
her kalah ch6h.
The mood and tense scheme is the same as for ch6h = when, 8 303.
182

Uasti chCh zwag portah shuh, lo1 da kili mlZtcy zer rgwuwat;
khpyl brid tsakh'ah morchah ye wuniwulah.
As soon as the noise arose, all the armed men of the village
immediately turned out, and took up a line of defence along
their boundary.
Her kalah chCh daz wushuh, ghal pah jamTat k M 6 put shuh.
As soon as the first shot was fired, the thief took refuge in the
Masjid.
Dasti and hum agh* sheatare frequently separated from chdh and
carried into the principal clause.
WHENEVER.

Whenever is represented by her keleh ch6h.
Referring to Future time, her kakh chdh takes :
I. T h e Present Subjunctive.
2. T h e Past Definite Indicative, when for the sake of vividness the
contingency is anticipated as having taken place.
Referring to Past time it takes:
I. The Imperfect Indicative.
2. The Habitual Imperfect Indicative.
3. The Past Definite.
Of like nature are such expressions as :
kumah wradz chCh,
her dzel chkh,
her wakht chCh, kc.
Examples :
Her kalah chCh dC khi.51 wushi, gCn@ lah kunji werkah, chCh
bandah nah shi.
Whenever you think of it, wind up your watch, so that it
may not stop.
Her kalah chCh r a b e ~dermrasCd, no m2 k h ~ h m a k h ~(a
h wl+)
khaber kah.
Whenever you are inconvenienced be sure and let me know.
Her kalah chCh SHhib lah wertuh, no wertah bah hCts nah waisel.
Whenever (on every occasion that) he went to the Sahib, the
latter would say nothing to him.
Note the hypothetical force of her kdah in the following :
ChCh her kalah st8 wror yC wishteld wi, zeh bah qariir wunisem.
If he has indeed (or whenever it is proved that he has) shot
your brother, I will certainly arrest him.
'83
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BEFORE.
Before is represented by

ch6h (= wAen) 16 . . . . nah.
nlth . ch6h.

..

..

The correspondence of Moods and Tenses is :
ENGLISH

PASHTU

Indicative Present
Indic. Past Definite
,, Pluperfect

Subjunctive Present
Indicative Pluperfect

Examples :
Sarak chCh 12 nah woh n a u a t d , khalqo wC (for wai-el) chdh dB
bah joyCgi.
~ e f b r the
e making of the road was (or had been) begun people
said it was going to be made.
L I hum nah woh telC, chdh da aghk mzrnlk
khaber raghL
Before he had gone, secret information of the affair was
received.

(kc)
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AFTER.
After is rendered by chdh (= when)+

pas (b6.6)
} in the
{ haghah
wurusto (b6.6)
,
\

principal clause.

Example :
Maramat chdh mi pd kerC woh, haghah pas gad6 b6.Z mIt shuh.
After I had mended the cart, it broke down again.

300

SINCE (akin to the above).
Since is rendered as follows :
I . Pas with the Ablative of the Infinitive, joined to the principal
clause, instead of being constituted into a separate subordinate one.
2. A subordinate clause with ch6h usually followed by da aghah
nah pas in the principal clause.
184

Examples :
Dzms da rZtelo (dial. r ~ t a g )nah pas
da k5r wushyh.
ChCh diltah rsghelem, da aghah nah pas
This happened since I came here.

}

Pah dC bHb k&C chGh hukem jHri shew4 woh (or shuh) wurusto
bah d l k2r shew6 wi.
This must have been done since the order relating to the
matter was made.
Aghuh chCh 131 b6.Z zeh ikhti.5rw~lahshew4 yem.
Since he went, I have been in authority.

Chdh alone sometimes conveys the notion of since.
D4rah miidah mi wushah chCh namah mi kilt kerb dah.
It is a long time since I took my discharge.
DrC-amah wradz dah chCh

..

It is two days since

..

DCrb wradzb mi nedi shewi, chCh b8zZr k@C m3 wer serah
wuliduh.
It is not many days since I met him in the bazar.

COMPaRATIVE CLAUSES
Just as

Ae if
As though)

are all rendered by likah ch6h.

Examples :
D l obuh likah chCh skh%wi.
This water is, as it were, foul (i. e. looks as if it were foul).
Da halak likah chCh yatim dC.
This boy is an orphan, as one would say.
DZ 5s likah chCh gud dC.

This horse appears to be lame.

Tseh di, manaqk likah chCh wi.
It is something which is like raisins.
(In the idiom illustrated in the above examples, there is obviously no
trace of a conjunction in the English equivalents; and in the Pashtu,
in spite of the essentially conjunctival nature of ohdh, it is perhaps
185
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unjustifiable to attempt to see in the combined likah cheh anything
more than an Adverb. Cp. 5 300.)
Likah chdh dzma plir mor nishtah, da aghah hum nishtah.
Just as I have no father or mother, so he has none either.
Bd.5 p ~ t s d dlikah chCh da tlo ni-at yd woh.
Then he got up as if he intended going away.

Ch6h is often separated from likah and placed after the subject.
Likah zeh chdh yem,
As I am,

E.g.

when one is tempted to regard it as playing its part as a Relative
Pronoun. Were this the case, however, it would seem necessary to
ascribe prepositional force to Likah, which it apparently does not
possess :
Like me who am .

.

..

It seems, therefore, that even the divided likah ch6h is to be taken
as meaning jusl as, as.
T h e expression migal ch6h is also sometimes used, meaning as when,
as, for example.

11. CONDITIONAL SENTENCES
312

These sentences are composed of two parts-the
Condition, or
If-Clause, and the Principal or Consequence-Clause. T h e Grammarians'
name for the former is the Protasi~,and for the latter the Apodosis.
T h e Protasis usually precedes the Apodosis, and it is introduced by
keh = 9 T h e Apodosis is often headed by no = then.
Conditional Sentences present certain difiiculties both as regards Mood
and Tense, but most of these difficulties have already come under
consideration in the general examination of the phenomena of Mood
and Tense (vide $9 197. 2 ; 198; 2 2 5 ; 228. 3 ; 235; 236).
T h e main points to be borne in mind are:
I. That Pashtu is much stricter than English in using the
Subjunctive and Conditional Moods in statements which are made
hypothetically.
2. That the sense is faithful to the time-relation, except when both
the condition and the consequence are situated in future time. Here the
contingency may, for the sake of laying emphasis on the result, be
anticipated as fulfilled, and not treated as merely hypothetically possible.
In such cases the Past Definite of the Indicative is used in the Protasis,
and the Indicative Future or the Imperative in the Apodosis.
I 86

All that now remains is to give illustrations of the more commonly 8 ~ )
recurring combinations :
Protasis.
Subjunctive Present.
Apodosis.
Indicative Preeent.
Stress on condition and consequence equal.
Keh yau gantah dC hum wi, no hum da khurnk dCr wakht dC.
If you have even an hour, it is plenty of time to have food in.
I.

2.

Protasis.
Apodosis.

Indicative Present.
Indicative Future.

Stress equal.
Keh us ghanam kerC, pah JCt mC-3sht k U C bah lau shi.
If you sow wheat now, it will be reaped in Jeth (MayJune).
3. Protasis.
Subjunctive Present.
Apodosis.
Indicative Future.
Keh st8 khwakhah wi, zeh bah zer w' C wazhnem.
If you wish it, I will kill him at once.
4. Protasis.

Apodosis.

Conditional Imperfect.
Subjunctive Imperfect.

The condition is purely hypothetical without any idea of probability
attaching to it.
Us hum keh da Kabul Amir werpase dzawsb lCgelC, no Apridi
bah makhliiq wertelul.
Even now if the Amir of Afghanistan sent for them, the
Afridis would go to him in crowds.

5. Protasis.
Apodosis.

Conditional Pluperfect.
Subjunctive Pluperfect.

The condition is in past time, and is known not to have been fulfilled,
hence the consequence is known also not to have taken place.
Keh KHbul lah Apridi nah wC telC, no makh yC bah dHse tor nah
woh shew6
If the Afridis had not gone to Kabul (but they did) they
would not have come into such discredit (disgrace).
Keh bad&wradzk nah wh naksJlawuli, no khpulo khalqo bah wale
shere14 woh ?
If he hadn't behaved badly, then why should his people
have turned him out?
187
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6. Protasis.
Apodosis.

Indicative Past Deflnite.
Indioative Future or Imperative.

A probable contingency is by anticipation treated as an accomplished
fact. T h e stress is on the consequence.
Keh aghuh chere liir, tsok bah kZr yC wukeri ?
If he goes, who will do the work?
Da nahb ter wradza pore, keh ha obo qacherb rB nah ghelk, no
zer rapot rgwuldgah.

If the water-mules do not come before Tuesday, report the
fact to me at once.
Keh patPkh& paid5 shew&miing bah shpag atah dzela pore zPruh
kzqiisanah bC.2 dak kerii.
If caps are forthcoming we reload old cartridges six or
seven (12% eight) times.

7. Protasis.
Apodosis.

Subjunctive Present Perfect.
Future or Future Perfect.

The condition is in English in the Indicative Present Perfect.
Keh 18 yC potakd wertah PchawulC nah wi, no hdchere joy bah
nah shi.
I f they haven't yet put a skin on him he will never get well.
Keh 1Pr wirznah shew&wi, no tdkadPr5no bah b4.2 pah mazdCirano
bande jorah key&wi.

If the road has been destroyed, the contractors will have it
put right again by hired labour.

814

For ' Even if ' see Concessive clauses, $ 3 I 5.
The following stock phrases are worth noticing :
Keh ddr wi
at the most.
at the least.
keh lvg wi
In English ' when' is often used in a sense approximating to that of
' if'. The corresponding is common in Pashtu.
Aghuh ch6h paqir woh, no tsangah 8s b5nde bah gerzdduh.
, When, as you say, (or if) he was a beggar, how could he go
about on a horse ?
188
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111. CONCESSIVE SENTENCES
There is no exact counterpart in Pashtu of the English ' although
I.

'.

According as the meaning permits, it is rendered byHum keh
even if.
hum chCh
even when, even if.
serah da dC chCh
in spite of the fact that.
tsomerah chCh
however much.

In other cases the concessive clause is stated absolutely, and the
main clause is co-ordinated with it by an Adversative Conjunction.
Where keh occurs, the moods and tenses follow the system obtaining
in Conditional Sentences.
Examples :
Hum k e h ; keh hum.
. Keh sta siparish mi wukuh, hum hCtsok bah dC noker wu nah sHti.
Though I were to recommend you, no one would take you
into his service.
Keh haz5r k d a tsok wukande khwiiri, khpul bah wu nah kah mar
o Shinwsrd.
Though a man labour for a thousand years, he will not make
a snake or a Shinwari trustworthy. (Proverb.)
2.

..

Hum ch6h; ch6h

. . hum.

D Hlas tana nokeran hum chCh wusgti, da rabera bah khalQ nah shi.
Though he keep ten servants, he won't escape from worry.
SShib hum chCh lob?? ka-i u e h joy kho nedC.
Though the Sahib plays games, he is not really well.
Hum st3 chCh dCr zariirat wi, chu? nah shem derkawulC.
Though you have urgent necessity, still I cannot give you
leave.
Teomerah ch6h.
Tsomerah chCh miing kshkgr pas6 koshish kerd dC, bersberi wZi n'
Hkhistelah.
Though we have worked very hard for it, we have had no
sport.
S e r a da d 6 ch6h.
Serah da dC chCh 'adHwat mi werserah woh, hum da taraq~daparah
mi Sahib tah yHd kuh.
Even though there was bad blood between us, I recommended
him to the Sahib for promotion.
189
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The Syntax of Suboun'inate Chuses

I l l u s t r a t i o n s of the 2nd class are:
BCshaka (chCh) m8 serah dCrah bC.imZni key& dah, lCkin tsangah
bah tC badal wgkhelem.
(Certainly it is a fact that he has behaved with the greatest
treachery towards me, but how am I to get square with him 1)
Though he has, &c. I do not know how to get, kc.
Sta kho dCr zariirat bah wi, 1Ckin chufai bZnde us nah shC telC.
Though you have urgent business, you cannot go on leave
now.
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IV and V. FINAL AND C O N S E C U T I V E S E N T E N C E S
Even in English it is often difficult to decide with certainty whether
a clause is Final or Consecutive.
Roughly 'in order that' introduces the former, and ' so that' the
latter type of notion ; but ' so that ' often passes imperceptibly into a
Final sense and plain ' that ' represents both shades of meaning.
I n Pashtu the single Conjunction c h 6 h has alone to serve both needs ;
and the only criterion by which its force in any particular case can be
determined is the general sense of the context. DBs6, it is true, always
appears in consecutive clauses, but it may also occur in those which
are final.
C h 6 h Pinat is always accompanied by the Present Subjunctive.
E x a m p l e s of Final Clauses.
GheribZno lah khair~tiinahwerkah, chCh kor dC pah jinat kksJd
ZbZd shi.
Give alms to the poor, in order that a mansion may be
prepared for you in heaven.
Ghalb w ~ n a hka.i, chCh bas tC lire shi.
They winnow grain in order to get rid of the chaff.
MukhbirZn, chCh polis paidZ keg wa, faudz serah Isyul, chCh tsok
chCh mashhiir badmzsh
wi, aghuh wer wuk&iyi.
Informers supplied by the Police were sent out with the troops
to point out any well-known bad characters.
Tsaloro tarafo tah p8s pah ghrano bsnde tsaukai lagawuli wb,
chCh tsok nah prCdi chCh pah khdmo bande dazk wuki.
Pickets were posted on the hills all round as a protection
against 'snipers ' (12%to prevent any one from shooting at
the tents).

= 90
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The following are stock phrases, which perhaps are to be classed
under this head :
Come that we may go, i.e. Come,
chCh dzii.
dzai
Igo
let us be off.

RzF}

1

This is said when starting, or when a halt has been made, and it is
proposed to start off again.
RiMti.3 chCh w3yema.
In order that I may tell the truth.
T o tell the truth, or, I admit, kc.

Wrusto dase M e h khizmat yC wukuh, chCh S e r k r b4.H berhHl kuh.
Later he did such good service that the Authorities reinstated
him.
Dase k d e h P u u t o wityi, chCh tsok bah nah pohddfi chCh &
P u u t i i n nedC.
He talks Pashtu so well that no one would suspect that he
wasn't a Pathan.

CHAPTER XI1
INDIRECT SPEECH
310

INEnglish there are three forms of Indirect Speech :
Indirect Narration.
2. Indirect Question.
3. Indirect Command.
I.

In Pashtu Indirect Narration and Indirect Question are not found.
T h e introductory Verb is followed by ch6h and the actual worde
used.

Haghah wuwd chdh yauwah wradz k&C nah shem teld.
H e said he couldn't go in a single day.
Ghilji dase wByi chdh miing bah da Amir Sghib nokeri kawu, keh
dzamiing salamatah
wi, chdh pah khpgl watan kk&
rnuqarerah shi.
The Ghilzais say they will gladly take service with the Amir,
if a whole regiment of them is raised and is located in their
own country.
The rule is the same for expressions of opinion, feeling, kc., such as
are found after Verbs of thinking and perceiving.
Da Dakk Sertip ddr sherzrati o badkho.4 seyd dd. Us um khi-31
ka-i chCh tsangah Shilmano tah bad wurasawum chdh da Serkar
dapiirah khpul had k u d sayak jorawi.
T h e Sartib of Dakkah is a mischief-making and evil-natured
man. At the present moment he is thinking how he can do
hurt to the Shilmanis for making a road in their territory for
the Indian Government.
K d e h pohdgi chCh da Kiibul Serkar miing rdt (w,)ka-i.
They aie quite alive to the fact that the Afghan Government
wants to make them its subjects (i. e. to assert its authority,
or assume control over them).
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BC.5 mi lah daiqsn (,G?) nah p u u t u n a h wukah chCh kild 890
chertah dC.
I asked the peasant again where the village was.
kum dd.6 dCrah niwulh
Tapos yC wuker chCh Ts~ildiir(,lu)
dah.
H e inquired where the Tahsildar had pitched his camp.
Wershah. Tapos kah chCh tseh matlab dC dC.
Go and ask him what he means.
P u N t u n a h yC wukerelah chCh kalah bah rBshC.
H e asked me when I would come.
Dzawab trd w~khelahchCh tselah rzgheli yai (or dl?).
Make them explain why they have come.
When the Verb of inquiry is in the Imperative, the interrogative form
of the subordinate clause is frequently avoided by using expressions like
to ascertain (by questioning),
Maliim kerul
to be ascertained (by questioning),
mgliim shwul
which belong to the above category of Verbs of thinking and perceiving (vide $ 319). I n this way the necessity of using the 2nd Person
is escaped, but the tenses must be those in which the inquirer recorded
his impressions at the moment he received them.

Indirect Command is expressed by using chdh with the 3rd Person 321
Present Subjunctive, accompanied by the Jussive particle de.
Where the precise form in which the command is to be delivered is of
importance, or generally for the sake of vividness or clearness, the actual
words may be quoted.
Noker tah mi wayah chCh chai.8 de rZweg.
Tell my servant to bring tea.
radzi de.
Tell him to come here.
W5yah wertah chCh
r8 de shi.
Wertah hukem mi werkerd dC chCh 'Rgdzah. K h p d dzawZb
werkah S8hib lah '.
I ordered him to come and account for himself to the Sahib.

{

CHAPTER XI11
THE I N T E R J E C T I O N S
?'HE Interjections are incapable of presenting any syntactical difficulties,

but a few of those in common colloquial use may be mentioned here.
Alas.

" 1

A.i
Tobah
ChikhC (ChighC)
Khair
IChudZgo
Khlakah

Oh.

Hullo.

Shame. Fie. Goodness.
Get out. Shoo (driving an animal away).
All right. No mattes.
By God.
Damn me.

(An Afridi swear, said to be properly Khudtik6. It is usually followed
by keh = 6)
Blow me if I recognized you.
Ithlgkah keh mB pdzhandeld
Shahbzsh, ShzbashC
Bravo, Well done.
Get off (said to a dog).
KwurC
No.
Nah
0-ho. Bravo.
Wah wah
Alas.
IVai wai
Yes.
Ho. 0
Y brah (yerah)
Of a truth. By Jove.
Ykrah. Pah dC bzhah jarno kk& teh dCr U e h lid6 shC.
Jove. You do look nice in these rags.

CHAPTER XIV
CHARACTERISTICS OF PASHTU
No one will have worked through the preceding chapters and studied 919
the examples given without gathering some ideas as to the nature and
peculiarities of colloquial Pashtu. It has, moreover, been assumed that
the reader has in addition some first-hand practical acquaintance with
Pashtu, and in that case he will have become familiar on his own account
with most of the more striking phenomena presented by the language.
It may not, however, be wholly without interest at this stage to make
a brief general survey in order to collect and take stock of its more
striking characteristics and peculiarities. Many of these features are not
mere excrescences or eccentricities of the moment, but can be traced
far back into the history of the language. These it will be our business
in the second part of this work to consider from the historical point of
view. Here they will be treated merely as existing facts. Other
peculiarities arise from the fact that the language is essentially a colloquial
one and lacks the greater fixity of form and pronunciation, largely conventional, and the more complicated forms of expression which the
presence of a living written literature always tends to induce or create.
This non-literary character of Pashtu makes it difficult to find true grounds
of conlparison between it and the older languages, such as Avestic,
Sanskrit, Latin and Greek, or the standard European idioms of the
.
present day which are largely under the influence of literary tradition
and practice. This last point has been recognized in the preceding
chapters, and endeavour has been made to represent Pashtu forms of
expression by the forms corresponding to them in colloquial and not
literary English.
In proceeding to examine the peculiarities of Pashtu I propose, for
convenience, to deal with them under the following heads :
I.

Phonetic Phenomena.

2.

Peculiarities of Vocabulary and Word-Fonnation.

3. Characteristics of Syntax and Style.
I95
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Charncteristics of Pashta
I. P H O N E T I C P H E N O M E N A
824

Under this head we might enter into a detailed examination of the
pronunciation of Pashtu, but this would require a treatise in itself, and
an extent of knowledge to which the writer can make no claim. Many
causes have co-operated to encourage a very great variety of pronunciation ; of these, ethnical differences and physical and geographical
conditions may be mentioned.
Among the Pashtu-speaking peoples many elements of unmistakably
and obviously different racial origin still exist unfused. The physical
conditions of the country which is traversed by many natural barriers,
and which presents both fertile plains and barren mountains, have led to
the creation or preservation of communities widely separated from each
other in their modes of life. It is impossible that the inhabitants of the
Peshawar valley and those of Tirah should form habits or entertain
interests in any way identical, and where habits and interests differ there
cannot, in the more elementary stages of civilization, be much intimate
unity or mental or moral sympathy. I n fact there arise sharply divided
communities. Now in language, and more especially in pronunciation,
there is no natural fixity, but rather a constant tendency to change, and
where there is division into communities, no two communities amid the
infinite choice of possible variation will be likely to pursue exactly
the same track.
Among European nationalities the factor of racial origin is as much
in evidence as it is among the speakers of Pashtu, but the factor of
communal isolation is decidedly less active.
We have mentioned a third source of variation in pronunciationgeographical situation. In almost all cases the geographically outlying
sections of a national unit must be in touch with foreign races speaking
foreign languages. Even a great barrier like the Himalayas has not
availed to seclude India entirely from Central Asian influences. The sea
as a neighbour may hold foreign influence at arm's length, but even
it cannot exclude the outer world for ever or entirely; what is excluded
along the general coast-line at least finds an entrance at scattered points,
with the result that seaports are usually cosmopolitan and polyglot.
I n ordinary cases the people living on opposite sides of a boundary
are in close and constant contact. The conditions of their life are often
similar, and they are closely associated by trade relationships; such
association cannot exist without an interchange of possessions other than
articles of commerce.
In the sphere of language this interchange is principally one of
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vocabulary; but it is probably also accompanied by a modification of
pronunciation on both sides or on one. When there is intermarriage the
influence of the two languages on each other is of course greatly increased.
Here, as elsewhere, in the clash of personalities the stronger will prevail ;
the richer language will give the poorer words for things and conceptions which in its poverty it cannot name.

What Pashtu owes in the way of vocabulary to the fact that it has 326
always been in contact with Persian on the West and the Indian dialects
on the East, is apparent enough. But it is questionable whether contact
with foreign tongues has had much to say in the development of the
varying forms of pronunciation it now presents. Some features in the
Pashtu of the Peshawar district may perhaps be traced to the influence
of the non-Pashtu-speaking populations. Thus :
The replacement in some cases of 2 by
+ jimd,
T h e pronunciation of

,

e ts

as s

dz as z,

where the three original sounds are unknown to the Indian tongues which
convert or reduce them as the Peshawar Pathan has done.

Pashta Dialects.
326
I t may be safely asserted that in general vowels are more readily and
more generally subject to modification than consonants. It is certainly
so in Pashtu. There is much local variation in vowel pronunciation,
and the extremes which limit this variation are widely sundered. At the
one end of the scale may be placed the Yusufzai scheme, roughly that
shown in the sound-tables of this book, and at the other the Waziri
scheme. The following shows roughly the general correspondence
between the commoner vowel-sounds in the two dialects:
Yusufzai 3 represented in Waziri by 6.
6
6, i?, 0.
fi
1.
U

1.

Besides 0 Waziri possesses several vowel-sounds which are unknown
in the North. It is not our purpose here to deal with Waziri ;' but a
1

Vide Wasiti Grammar, J. G. Lorimer.
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few remarks may be made on the less remote Afridi dialect. In the
latter :
is commonly pronounced sw (as in jack-daw), e. g.
bawzawr.
taw.

a and e in final closed syllables tend to become i.
Yus. noker
fopak
b q

Afr. n o k ~ r
topiik
zq

servant.
gun.
right, dues.

e before r becomes b and a.

Yus. wertah
werkah
chertah
nmer
her

Afr. wbrtah.
wbrkah.
chbrtah.
mkr (or mCr).
har.
i sometimes becomes i.

Yus. qigah
Cp. the general -ern

Afr. qigah.
for written nisem heard everywhere.
-6 final is pronounced -ai.

Yus. sey6

Afr. serai

man.

(This is done also by the Shinwaris and Kabulis.)
The insertion of a y-sound before various vowels is common.

Yus. 1Br
men&
sorC
wai-u1
bC.al

Afr. lysr, lykr
myan&
syiirai
wyai-ul
pres. wC.ai-i
byal

Thus :

road.
middle.
shade.
to say.
separate.

I n the last form the y is possibly due to the insertion of a glide between
the two vowels (b6-y-al) the former of which has since been dropped.'
Is there any parallelism between this and the y-sound sometimes heard after k in
Modem Persian kyam = kam, and Turkish (?) K(i)Hmal PZshH t Cf. also the old
and modern cockney insertion of y after g and k sounds: gyarden, cyard, kc. Cf.
W. Horn, Hisforische neu-englische Grarnnrafik,i. 5 a q I .
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Besides pronouncing the Masculine termination -6 as -ai, the Shinwarie
frequently change medial 6 t o 8. As :
YUS. legul
Shin. lagul
to send,
ormeg
ormag
nape of the neck,
and medial i sometimes becomes e as :
nf sem
nasem.

The very prevalence of vowel variation makes it an unsatisfactory 327
criterion for dialect differentiation, and accordingly the dialects of Pashtu
are usually classified according to the treatment of the consonants. Two
large divisions are recognized, the ' Hard ' and the ' Soft ', more correctly
the ' Guttural ' and the ' Sibilant '.
In the former and
are pronounced as g and kh,
3
in the latter as
zh
ah respectively.
These two dialects correspond with a tolerably distinct geographical
division, and from this point of view are frequently referred to as the
Northern, Eastern or North-Eastern,
and the
Southern, Western or South-Western
respectively.
The Guttural or North-Eastern dialect. The centre of the g Kh
pronunciation is Peshawar ; it prevails among the tribes of Swat, Buner,
and of the Peshawar valley, among the Mohmands, Mullagoris, Shinwaris,
and Afridis, and among the B a n g a u of the Hangu valley.
The Sibilant or Soath-Western dialect. Qandahar is regarded as
the centre of the sh sh pronunciation which prevails among the Southern
tribes, including most of the Khattaks and the Waziris.
The line of division passes roughly from Thal to Kohat and so on to
the Indus.
The treatment of
ts
dz
zh
by the tribes of the Peshawar valley has already been referred to above,
vide $ 7.

Consonantal Combinetions.
A very characteristic feature of Pashtu is its richness in combinations
of juxtaposed consonants which is especially remarkable at the beginning
of words. In this respect it differs markedly both from Modern Persian
and from the dialects of Modern India, and many of the initial combinations \vhich it permits are no less foreign to the Romance and Germanic
199
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languages of Modern Europe. T h e origin of these combinations will
be glanced at in a later part of this book, but it may be remarked here
that some of them represent original combinations, while a large number
of them have been developed by the dropping of intervening vowels.
Initial s followed immediately by a tenuis (k, t, p), that stumblingblock to the modern Persian and Indian tongue, presents no more
difficulty to the Pathan than it did to the speaker of Avestic. E. g.
stan
pillar
Pers. sitiin
Avestic stitna-.
spin
white
Pers. safid
*spaha-.
Hind. safdd
spaeta-.
skairya-.
skor
charcoal
Pers. s a k ~ r

P

Noting and passing over
(ts) and (dz) which, though represented
in the Pashtu script by a single symbol and derived from simple sounds,
are in fact compound as in our transcription, the following may be
mentioned as the principal consonantal combinations met with in Pashtu
in an initial position :

i

blbr- (by-)
dr-

lmlwml-

gr -

mr- (my-)

&I-

mznub
nghnjn u nmnw-

&-(&)
&wkl&kl-

h-(k-)
khpkhyUk-

kshP1&-

pshrgh-

rw-

SPsr- (ST-)
stSW-

PUP]P'PS-

skskhskhwsm-

(PT-1

k&

shkshlshnshp-

in several cases where it is etymologically correct is commonly
replaced in writing and pronunciation by kehk- (e. g. Mkul for k u u l ) .
I n the word kksh6 (always and correctly so written) it is pronounced
merely as k.
It is unnecessary here to dwell longer on these combinations.

-
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Consonant Changee.
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Attention may be briefly drawn to a few peculiarities in the treatment
of certain Consonants. Fuller details will be found in Part 11.

Medial b.
Medial b following 6 and preceding a consonant is in borrowed words
frequently changed to u which forms with the preceding & the diphthong
au. Thus :
Pers. Hbdast
Pashtu
audas
washing hands before prayer.
ga(hi)bzHdah
gauzadah a title.
HbkhZnah
aukhsnah.
This vocalization of b is seen similarly in the dialects of Modern
Persian :
Pers. gb
Hbilah
b%b?
kabk

dialectally

au
auailah
bau
kauk

water.
small-pox.
father.
hill red-legged partridge.

F in borrowed words changes in the common speech to p.
Afridi
ittifaq
khafah

becomes

Apridi.
ittipsq
khapah

chance.
angry.

In some cases, however, where it precedes a consonant it changes like
b to u or w, Thus :
Afghan
becomes
Augha.
y8ftCdul
yawtddul be obtained.
juft (pair)
jot
an even number.
pigeon.
kabiitar (cp. Mn. P. kafter) kauter
dauter
hereditary estate.
dafter (record-book)
shotal
lucern.
shaftal

Nm.
Nm is found alternating with nw, nu, m. Examples :
nmer
nmerai

nwar
nwe~ai
a0 I

sun.
a morsel of food.
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nmeraz
nmPzul
(B)
nmiindzul
nmasC
nmijndz
nmer

}

nweraz

I?. nawazidan
niisC
miindz
mkr (Afr.)

quail.
cherish.
grandson.
prayer.
sun.

In some dialects n immediately preceding a consonant turns to 1.
Thus :
nmiindz
Imiindz
prayer.
ngharC
lgharC
hearth.
There is an affinity between 1 and n in Pashtu ; cp.
manin apparently for mZ-il
liking.
land
damp.
niind
Curious is the occasional insertion of n before a dental consonant. The
commonest examples are :
mandat
for
madad
help.
umCnd
umCd
hope.
nm'ndz}
beside P. n i m k
prayer.
nmzndz
kaunter
kauter
pigeon.
Cp. also the n in Modern English :
messenger beside M. E. messager.
harbinger
M. E. herbergeour.
porringer
porridge.
(Cp. Horn, Hisf. ne. GK. i. 5 2 2 5 ) and in Scots ballant for ballad.
Tamiinchah also occurs beside the commoner tamiichah (pistol) but
here the n is probably original, cp. the Mn. P. tufangchah and tapenohah diminutive of tufang. Cp. also the converse in Pashtu
mazal
for
manzil
astage,march.
CP'
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W and M.
A curious relationship between w and m may be noted :
Before a, dental :
P. kabctar
Bakhiari, kamij tar.
kamter {Icauter
P. kaftar.
kaunter
(B) = Bellew's Dictionary ; (R) = Raverty's Dictionary.
Cp. the inserted nasal above.
202

H. chautiirn

chamtgr
jamder

jauder

Otherwise :
shamkor
pamankt5
Kamny H r i
wulmah (dial.)

a stringed instrument.
wild oats.

for
shabkor
night blind.
pawan kC
a plant like stonecrop.
Cavagnari (proper name).
mdlmah
guest.
Cp. the n m = nw series above.

L.
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The substitution of 1 in Pashtu for d in Persian goes back to an early
date, and will be mentioned later in Part 11. Examples :
laman for daman
skirt.
12s
dast
hand.
lam
durn, &c.
tail.
This change has not been operative in recent borrowings.
Pers. D.
The curious change of Persian d into z in Pashtu may be mentioned:
khizmat for Pers. khidmat.
Ar. khidmat
senice.
T h e final d of the Persian suffix -mand is generally dropped in
Pashtu :
derdman for Pers. dardmand
pained, suffering.
Cp. the loss of final t in derkh(w)gs(t), request.

Metathesis, or the transposition of sounds in a word is a very
common phenomenon in Pashtu. It most frequently affects two consonants that are in actual contact, but inversion of two consonants over
an intervening vowel sometimes takes place, and the metathesis of a
contiguous vowel and consonant is not uncommon.
Some of the initial groups of consonants mentioned in 5 328 above
are particularly liable to metathesis, doubtless because even the Afghan
tongue experiences some difficulty in dealing with them. Sometimes
a vowel is interposed. The following are examples :
a. Juxtaposed consonants.
Initial. (The forms most in use are given in the first column
irrespective of their etymological legitimacy.)
kshpah
pmah
fcot.
skh2
khasa
foul.
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skhd
suer
sperld
zmakah
zmerd
wradz

khas6
Uaser
paserl6
Ipasale
mzakah
rnizakah

{
{

calf.
father-in-law.

I
1
1

spring.
land, ground.
tiger.

rwadz

day.

BPrazgai}
0razgai

tribal names.

Medial.
BBrakzai
Orakzai

b. Metathesis over a Vowel.
qufel
shomlb
tsakhah

qulef
shlonbb
khatsah

lock.
buttermilk.
beside, in presence of.

c. Vowel and Consonant.

As in other languages r is peculiarly susceptible of metathesis.
ApridC
ApirdC
Afridi.
burj
bruj
fort.
mirch
mrach
Pepper.
siirC
serawai (Afr.) hole.

The transposition of syllables in the word
gamandz

mangaz

a comb

is interesting.
Many examples of various forms of metathesis may be found in the
dictionaries :
leading-rope of a horse.
b8dgol (B) Hind. bagdor
bralbah
pregnant.
bllrbah
zwCrgC
moan, whine.
zgdrw6
hole, fissure.
nakherah
rakhenah
serwatkah (B)
embers.
skerwafah
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Chaviuteristics of Pashtu
11. VOCABULABY AND WORD-mRMATION

Duplication.
837
The duplication of words is a peculiarity very characteristic of Pashtu.
We have already seen Duplication employed to intensify the significance
of an Adjective (5 64) or Adverb (5 289 a) ; also in the case of Numerals
to give a distributive sense (Q 79). The duplication of the Indefinite
Adjectives and Pronouns :
kum
and
taok
and of the Adverb : kalah kelah is probably to be explained in the
same way. Nouns are also sometimes duplicated giving a sense of
indefinite multiplicity, successiveness, or continuousness :
pah dz%i dz8.i k U C paidau.C$.
It is to be found here and there (in one place and another).
da sind pah ghsyah ghalah dzai.
Go along, keeping to the edge of the river.
(pah) pato pato kksJ6 tuh.
H e was going through the fields.

It remains here to mention another kind of Duplication which in the 358
colloquial language is applied to Nouns and Adjectives and produces
a sense of indefiniteness. It is peculiar in that the original word is
repeated with a variation ol' the initial consonant usually to m in the case
of Nouns and usually to w in the case of Adjectives. Examples are :
Nouns.
chitai mitai
letters.
khaberk maberk
gossip, chattering.
khat mat
letters.
labey maber (label = raber)
worry.
to go cross-country.
gher wer bersberawul

Adjectives.
saterg mater6
strewn about.
kog wog
all crooked, awry.
gad wad
mixed up.
Both components are inflected. I think that in all cases there is
a latent plurality which in part explains the repetition : there is a ' khat '
and a ' mat ' ; one part of the thing is ' kog ' and the other ' wog '. But
the repetition in an altered form gives a sense of indefiniteness, and the
mere assonance is in itself probably grateful. A similar phenomenon
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is found in Mn. P. gashm nznshm ; Khirfah pirfah. Compare Eng. huggermugger, hur8-bur&, hzggledy-$zIegle&.
Repetitions with vocalic instead of consonantal change also occurs, but
as far as I know only in words of an imitative nature, e. g.
the sound of clapping hands (Shinw-& = lightning?).
prak prfik
chighah chugh the sound of shoes on the ground.

Not an inconsiderable feature in the expressiveness of Pashtu is the
energy it has displayed in creating onomatopoeic words, almost the
only form of genuine creation possible for a language in the state of
development of Pashtu.
Besides the two words just mentioned in the last paragraph, the
following examples may be given :
the sound of tearing cloth.
chir
a shot (of a gun).
daz
draz
loud noise or crash.
sound of something falling into water.
ghrab
ghrumb
thunder, boom, deep resonant sound.
ghargherah
gurgling.
krach (-kruch) sound as of rubbing together of hard substances.
sound of crunching, as of nailed chaplis on hard
krap (-kriip)
ground or stones.
sound as of the butts of rifles being brought down
shrak
nearly simultaneously on to hard ground.
chinking, jingling, metallic sound as of pouring
shrang
out a lot of coins.
a sharp sound of impact.
fak
t8s
explosive sound as of discharge of a rifle.
Examples might be indefinitely multiplied.
The onomatopoeic vocabulary will be found to vary considerably with
the locality.
Appropriate words exist to represent the characteristic noises of most
animals, e. g.
pshogah mdwdgi
pishii mi-ii mi-ii minii ka.i
i
&
.
s
J ghrumbdgi or rumb5yi
ghw2 ghurchdgi o r wuruchdgi
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the kitten mews (Shin.).
the cat mews.
the camel grumbles.
the cow lows.

Vocadzrlary and WmdFmmtion
Pashtu is happily much more sparing of contractions than English.
A few are common :
FRU-.
I.

2.

before &-.
w'akhelah
before y6, 6.

c

wu-gkhelah (z~iiie

259).

wu yc.
L u 4.

beside
neh.
nakhelem

c nah akhelem.

In writing it is frequently, as in speech always, combined with the
Verb it accompanies, the final h being dropped :
nedC
+ nah dC.
neshi
c nah shi.
nishtah
c nah shtah.

Pah, tar.
PC
trC

pah yC.
c tar yC (?).
c

MB, mi.
m' ai-ul
beside
nemdi lideli
,,

mP wai-ul.
nah mi di lideli.

h- and -gh-.
Initial h- is usually silent, and medial -gh- is in some localities
much weakened :
aghah, a-a
c- haghah.
hase, 'ase
c haghah se.
The final vowel of haghah and daghah is in some dialects almost or
wholly silent :
c haghah.
agh
c- daghah.
dagh

Domerah and homerah are sometimes reduced to doneh and
tsoreh.

6-•
The -g- of -gdul is frequently silent:
prddah, kc.
c prdgdah, &c.
k u c d a h , &c.
t k u d g d a h , &c.
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Occasional elision of -w-between vowels and contraction of the
resultant a.8 and a-i to 6 and i. E. g.
kawum
kaw6
kawi

kum.
+ ka.6
ka-i

---*

+ kC.
-+ ki.

THE FORMATION O F WORDS
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Word formation in the Indo-Germanic languages is effected in three
different ways :

}

By the addition of Suffixes
to existing words.
2. By the addition of Prefixes
3. By the amalgamation of independently existing words.
I.

Suffixes.

Suffixes do not in any way affect the radical sense of the base word.
They principally appear as particles of inflexion to denote variations of
number, gender, case, mood, tense, and person, or as simple nominal,
adjectival, and verbal formations. But they also appear expressing less
intimate attributes as in the diminutives, or some external relationships
as those of 'being done' or of 'possessing', 'location', kc., as in the
Skr. -ta-, -mant-, -vant-, and the Persian -dZn, -stgn, -kiir, and others
which are directly connected with known verbal roots.
I do not propose to deal here with suffixes such as the above, which
are the stereotyped indicators of inflexion, nor with those formative ones
which are employed to produce Agent- and Verbal Nouns. Similarly
I pass over the verbal formations -Cd- and -aw-. Various forms of
Adjective formatives exist, but they are not so plentifully represented as
to merit attention here. T h e commonest are -4 (fern. -ai) and the
Pers. -i, but the majority of Adjectives are in their simplest form
suffixless.
All these suffixes we shall have occasion to consider from an historical
point of view in the second part of this book. Here we shall confine
our attention to two classes of formative suffix which are sufficie~ltlywell
represented in Pashtu to be characteristic. These are :
I.
2.

Abstract Nominal Suffixes of Quality.
Diminutive Suffixes.
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Abatraot SufRxee.
The conception of the abstract is a later development than that of
the concrete,' and it follows that when a people reaches the stage at
which it begins to wish to express abstract ideas, it must either manufacture abstract terms from the concrete ones it already possesses, or else
it must borrow them ready-made from its more advanced neighbours.
In such circumstances the Germans have relied mainly on their native
resources, while the English have to a very large extent drawn their
abstract terms from Latin, either directly or through French, and from
Greek, and at the present day are entirely dependent on these foreign
sources for new formations.
At first such borrowings are in the main literary, and they only
percolate through to the uneducated or the partially educated with the
lapse of time. In modern England, however, thanks partly to the large
proportion of the population which can read, partly to the abundant
means of circulating knowledge, the assimilation of borrowed words
proceeds comparatively rapidly. For recent examples take 'antiseptic',
' inoculation', 'aviation', ' appendicitis'.
The general development of Pashtu in regard to vocabulary has been
not unlike that of English. Pashtu has many Abstract Nouns which
may rank as home-made, and it has also many which have been derived
from outside, chiefly from Persian. The latter, however, are largely the
exclusive property of the literate, and the gulf between popular and
literary speech is wider than in English. It is the popular, moreover,
that is in every sense the true language; and it is everywhere dominant.
Its requirements in the way of abstract terms are small, and generally
speaking the supply of indigenous ones is sufficient. The position is
what we may conceive to have existed in England in the fifteenth century
when the foreign words introduced by Chaucer and his immediate
successors had not yet become part of the popular tongue.
Abstract Nouns are formed in Pashtu by the addition of su5xes to
Nouns and Adjectives. The following are the most important and
characteristic of these suffixes :

-ti.&.
This suffix is usually added only to stems ending in a consonant.
Many examples are given in the dictionaries, but the majorily of them
are not in general use.
The truth of this statement is sufficiently demonstrated by the derivative nature of
the bulk of Abstract Nouns.
1667
*O9
P

3421

n2jorti-fi
m6lmiisti-Zi'
riatima
These three are universal.

illness.
hospitality.
truth.
Of others the following may be cited :

Briimti.2
being at ease, comfort.
huk&.Zrti.'i
intelligence, knowingness.
kamzorti-Z
weakness.
malgerti.2
companionship.
(malgerd = companion.)
zurti.2
quickness.
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-tab.
This suffix is freely used with both vowel and consonantal stems of
Nouns and Adjectives. Fairly common. Examples :
spintob
whiteness.
seritob
manliness.
liwnltob
hunger.
Ukulitob
beauty.
riutintob
truthfulness.
ldwantob
madness.
(Idwan6 = mad.)
zalmitob
youth.
It will be noted that there is considerable difference in the value of the
abstracts educed ; some tend towards the concrete :
riksJti.Z wiiyah = tell the truth, i.e. tell the fact which is true.
n2joyti.Z
= illness, disease.

but

kamzorti.5
= the quality of being weak.
rikshtintob
= the quality of being true, truthful.
These two suffixes have been mentioned first because they are specifically
Pashtu and cannot be traced to any foreign or recent source. They are
not the most common abstract suffixes, except in so far as they happen
to occur in certain universally-used words. Though their use is restricted
they are not by any means to be regarded as dead and only embalmed in
old-established words. A modern Pathan improvising would still have
recourse to them if euphony favoured.
Much more frequently used, nowadays, however, are the two suffixes
-w&lBand -i, which are of foreign origin and probably of comparatively
recent introduction.
Casting back to an older form of mPlmah, a p e s t : *mdl-man-s.
2I 0
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-wale.
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This appears to be the Hindustani -wdZ transformed into an abstract
suffix by the Pashtu suffix -La Its use is very extensive, and recourse
is had to it freely in improvisation. I t is added only to Adjectives and
stems. It corresponds usually to -fh or -tress in
preiers conso~~antal
English. Examples :
iigdwZlC
length.
iichatw~l~
height.
planwalC
breadth.
ghatwHlC
stoutness.
dakwalC
fullness.
drijndwH1C
heaviness.
samwHlC
levelness.
Some stems may be allied with any one of the three above suffixes.
Raverty, for example, gives :
trikhti.8
trikhtob
bitterness.
trikhwald
the last, however, is the commonest form, and I think there is a general
tendency for -wlile'to replace the other suffixes.

-i.
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This is the Mn. Pers. Nominal Abstract suffix. It appears in a very
large number of Abstract Nouns borrowed from Persian directly or through
Hindustani. I t is not used with pure Pashtu words (with one or two
possible exceptions, e. g. makhtor-i) and so cannot be regarded as a real
Pashtu suffix. I t is principally added to Adjectives, especially compound
ones, but occurs also with Nouns. Examples :
a. With Simple Adjectives :

bimgri
nCki
tundi

illness.
goodness.
impetuosity, sharpness of temper.

b. With Compound Adjeotives :
badnzmi
disgrace, evil repute.
badbakhti
misfortune.
ber8beri.
equivalence, evenness.
Darmesteter, Chants populairts des Afghns, Q lo+
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+

diirand4ui

foresight.
heedfulness.
carefulness.
happiness.
treachery, ingratitude.
partiality, partisanship.

I
nimak harami
tarafdgri
c. With nouns :

dos ti
duumani

friendship.
enmity.

d. With Adjectives formed from N o u n
Adverb :
bC gunshi
bC in@fi
bC perw5.i
n': wakhti
pCsh fikeri

+ Preposition

or

innocence.
injustice.
indifference, nonchalance.
lateness.
forethought (-fulness).

I have chosen to dwell on the subject of abstract suffixes, because the
problem of expressing abstract conceptions is one which from a very
early stage presents itself to any one who has to adapt European
thought to the vehicle of a semi-developed language such as Pashtu.
Recourse has constantly to be had to a concrete form of expression, but
it is all the more important to ascertain what abstract terms the language
does actually possess, what means it possesses for making them, and how
far it avails itself of these means.
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Diminutive SuflPxes.
Pashtu shows a strong taste for diminutives. The commonest Diminutive Suffixes are :
-kC (-gd), sometimes with a prefixed -ii-.
2. -of&(-utC, -tC), sometimes with a prefixed -g-.
3. -iirC (-ordl -yC).
4. kerC (-gerC, -ger4), (of animals only).
I.

T h e second and third are of Indian origin. A suffix -ak of Persian
origin appears sometimes to have diminutive force, cp.
fop

topak.
212
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As a rule in Pashtu the Diminutive Suffixes are added to Nouns and
the resulting forms are Nouns, but in a few cases they are added to
Adjectives when they yield Adjectives or, in one or two cases, Nouns.
In the main Pashtu restricts them to their normal functions.

a. They are added to a Noun to indicate a small specimen or 848
species of the thing named ; frequently to denote the young of an animal.
Examples :

water flask.
smaller knife.
chicken.
lamb.
small ball.
bone.
bedstead.
very small bedstead.
small, or young,
donkey.
sickle.
skin (especially as a
dressing put on
a wound).
a short person.

batak
water flask.
knife.
chsyah
chirg
cock.
sheep.
gud
ghandos ball.
had
bone.
bedstead.
kher

donkey.

lor
PO!

scythe.
rind, skin.

stooping.
short (Adj.).
The gender of the original is usually preserved :
bukhtsah (Fern.)
(buqchah Pers.)
jinai (Fem.)
dgnah (Fem.)
ha (Fern.)

bukhtsakai
(Fem.)
jinakai (Fem.)
diinakai (Fem.)
hagai (Fern.)

bundle of clothes.
girl.
boil.
egg.

Cases of course occur where the original form has fallen out of use
and only the Diminutive remains.

6. A Diminutive may also indicate a thing which though not of the ~ q e
same kind as the original object, bears some sort of resemblance to it.
This is the result of a want of precision of thought or observation, and
Rare except in the phrase : de had pitennh = blood feud.
2 13
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a corresponding defectiveness of vocabulary; it does not occur in a wordrich language like Arabic. E. g.
tot2

parrot.

magah 1
rat.
magak J
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c.

1

/izZ:rd (Bl
(totakerkd (B)
magakii yd

swallow.
martin.
mouse.

, T h e connexion may be even slighter, merely an association of

ideas :
mu!
upper arm, forearm.
*stera star.
(cognate store').
CP*
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matkd bracelet, armlet.
stergah eye.

Latin : os, osculum ;
Eng. neck, necklet ;

mus, musculum.
arm, armlet.

d. In a few of the commonest Diminutives the base is a word

already conveying the idea of smallness.
we y-iikd
small.
WOr}
wuy
small.
w~y-k~
small boy.
wey-k-of6
very small.
lu(g)-k-ati
}a little.
lug
little (quantity).
lak:ii!i
CPLatin : minus
minusculus.
French : petit.
petiot.

t
{

e. Instances of double Diminutives may be noted, as :
tota-ker-kd above, and probably
wey-k-otd.
CPa
Latin : lapis
lapillus
Iapillulus.
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In some languages, Persian for example, Diminutives with a contemptuous sense are common. This has arisen naturally where the
attribution of smallness to an object implies inferiority, or want of
dignity. Cp. Mn. P.
mardak
fellow.
zanak
contemptuous term for a woman.
cp. Lat. plebEcula (rabble), k c . , and Eng. princeling
(Brugmann 11, I, 8 $42).
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I n Pashtu examples of this application are not common : ee~otefrom
e e ~ dis equivalent to Pers. merdak. The term Hindki applied to
Indian communities settled among Pathans and Hindfikd, Hindu, also
pal&nkd (from Arabic, through Persian, fulhn) = so and so, may also be
cited in this connexion.
In the case of human beings there is often an association between the 864
idea of smallness and endearment. The child is the most general object
of affection in the world, and its smallness entitles it to diminutive
applications : Johnny, Pierrot, Gretchen.
The Diminutive has probably in this way gained a footing as a means
of expressing affection. Cp. dar-ling, Lieb-chen, mon petit chou,
' the little Father ', ' Robbie Burns '.
T h e contracted forms in -0 of Pashtu proper names probably bear
some relation to this usage :
Durkho
for
Durkh~ni.
Piro
Pir KhHn, kc.,
seem to argue some assumption of familiarity, whether friendly or
respectful.
In some languages there appears a sort of perversion of this affectionate sense into a sentimentality, or half-affectionate, half-contemptuous
air of familiarity or patronage, and diminutives are used freely instead of
the ordinary names of animate and even of inanimate objects. Cp. Scots:
mannie, wifie, housie, boatie, kc., and the constant use of the diminutive
in popular German : Hauschen, Federchen, kc. Outside the IndoGermanic sphere this abuse of the diminutive is much favoured in Arabic.'
I cannot remember having met with any trace of this usage in Pashtu.

Pretlxes.
366
The second means of forming new words is the addition of prefixes
to words already existing. Prefixes differ from suffixes in that they
produce in a distinct degree a definite modification of the conception
presented by the base word.
They are adverbial in origin and are in general attached to Verbs
or Derivatives from verbal bases.g The greatest activity appears in the
For some remarks on this subject see Palgrave's Central a d Eastern Ambia
(3rd edition), i. p. 35;.
Even in nouns like insula, exsul, ronsul, the base is verbal though all sense of its
original meaning has been lost, by classical times.
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amalgamation of Verbs with qualifying Adverbs to produce more or less
simple conceptions. This at any rate is true of Sanskrit and Avestic,
and of course of Greek and Latin. Examples are abundant in all these
languages. Take for example the Latin simple Verb, tendo, to stretch,
and its prefixal derivatives :
to stretch towards, take heed to.
attendo
contendo
strive for, hasten, fight.
detendo
unstretch, take down.
extendo
stretch out, enlarge, prolong.
intendo
direct upon, aim at.
obtendo
place before, conceal.
pertendo
persevere, persist.
praetendo
stretch forth, allege, simulate.
kc., kc.
English is weak in native prefixes but has : mistake, bespatter, outdo,
overthrow, undervalue, upstart, undo, &c., kc.
Pashtu, as we have seen from the preceding chapter on the Verb, is
fairly well supplied with verbal prefixes, but they are dead, by which
I mean that they cannot now be used for modern improvisation, and in
some cases the fact that they are prefixes has passed out of the public
consciousness (cp. wan- in the English wanton ').
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Apart from these Verbal Prefixes a series of Negative Prefixes occurs
in the other languages to which reference has just been made, of which
the English representative is m-.'
Pashtu lacks a corresponding prefix and has supplied its place by
the Persian particles :
newith adjective^,^
and the preposition
bewith Nouns. E. g.
na-pak
bC-shaka
bC-im~n

impure, unclean.
without doubt, indubitably.
faithless.

As all such words or phrases seem to have been borrowed from Persian
ready-made, it may be said that Pashtu has no negative prefix.
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At first sight it might seem legitimate to regard the particles employed
Skr. and Av. a-, an-; Gk.dr-,
a

Skr. nA- ; Av. na- (1) ; Gk.
2

dv- ; Lat. in- ; Gmc. un-.

vy

16

(Doric vd-).

with Nouns and Adjectives to produce certain Adverbial phrases, as
falling within the category of prefixes. An example is:
seated, sitting. Cp. Eng. a-foot.
pah niistah
These particles, however, do not in any way affect the radical sense of
the word to which they are attached, and these combinations may more
correctly he considered as prepositional phrases ; the second element in
them, though it sometimes resembles a Feminine Adjective, as in nbetah,
qelBreh, is probably in fact always a Noun.
The ham- in ham'umer, hemwaeen, &c., is merely an obsolete
Adjective in composition, meaning ' the same ', ' similar
Thus :
ham-s'iyah
the same shade, one having the same shade,
i. e. neighbour, dependent.
Similarly most of the words in which it occurs are ' Possessive Compounds ', and of Persian origin.
HamzolC
born at the same time, contemporary,
appears to be a Pashtu attempt to form another type of compound
with it l.

'.

COMPOSITION

A Compound may be defined as a word formed by the uniting of 368
two or more words into a single combination which presents a conception
different from that suggested by the same words taken separately.
In some cases this new conception has arisen from a specialization or
limitation of the original sense, e.g. a blackbird versus a black bird;
in others they are condensed clauses which are without meaning until
the missing elements are mentally restored, e. g. a redbreast = a bird
which has a red breast.
Beside true Compounds there are many Quasi-compounds which are
nothing more than the mechanical writing together of certain words
which commonly occur in juxtaposition, e. g.foravr (Carlyle). On the
other hand, groups of words which have a specialized value and are
really true Compounds are sometimes written with their separate members
ununited, e. g. h a school, lifflefinger, one and all, a t all evenls.
Writing is therefore not a safe criterion of what is and what is not
a Compound, cp. ezlermot-e beside ever since, anyfhi?zg beside any one, kc.
Hem- in the Possessive Compounds is the representative of Av. hama-; Skr.
samb-; Gk. dp6r; English sanu. The Av. type of compound is: hama-gaona- =
havi~rgthe satrrc colour. The hem- in ham2016 corresponds in meaning to Av. hgm,
ham- ; Skr. sim- = togethr with. Cp. Gk.o6v1 &a ; Lat. simul, similis. The two
are allied. Cp. Uhlenbeck, E/ynrolog>clres IYortcrbrrd k r altindischtn Sfi-ack,
S. V. d m - , sambs.
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Again difficulty occurs in drawing a line of distinction between
' Compound ' words and ' Derivative ' words formed by the addition of
prefixes or suffixes. I t is a question of what exactly constitutes a prefix
or a suffix, and judging each case accordingly.'
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I n the case of Pashtu we may remark three distinct general classes
of Compounds :
Old Native Compounds, in which the various elements, whether
from alteration of form, or from having become obsolete, have passed
out of the public consciousness.
2. Living Native Compounds, i. e. those composed of Pashtu
elements which are still generally distinguished and understood by the
public consciousness.
3. Imported Foreign Compounds.
T h e first from the practical point of view are to be regarded as simple
words. I n their quality of Compounds they merely provide amusement
for the philologist ; such remarks as I have to make on them I relegate
to the second part of this work.
T h e third class form a large element in the everyday language, but for
their mode of composition Pashtu is itself in no way responsible. They
have been borrowed ready-made, and though in most cases their composition is obvious and intelligible to every one, still as Compounds they
cannot be regarded as characteristic of the adopting language. They are
chiefly, if not entirely, of Persian origin and are to be studied as Persian
creations. As, however, these exotics are very common, and some forms
of composition are represented among them which in Pashtu proper are
rare or lacking, I shall submit them to a brief review further on. (Vide
Chapter XV.)
I n the meantime I propose to concentrate attention on the Compounds
of the second class and to deal with this complicated subject in as practical
a spirit as possible.
I.

COMPOUNDS
380

T h e simplest form of Compound is that which is produced by the
mere repetition of a single word. This type is well represented in Pashtu.
T h e principal forms in which it occurs have already been noticed intidentally (vide § 337)) and it will be sufficient here to recapitulate them
briefly.
For a discussion of what constitutes a suffix, see Strong's History of LanpWe,
'891, PP. 338-9.
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Inteneive?
Adjective Adjective (vide 5 64).
Adverb Adverb (vide 8 289 a end) :
spin spin
very white.
wro wro
very slowly.
zer zer
very quickly.
(he came) stooping low.
(pah) tit tit (rnghd)
cp. ' an old old man', ' gently, gently '.

+

+

Dietributive.
a. gerk gerk shwul
Similarly,

to be broken into little bits.

6. kum kum (vide 5 I 3 3).
tsok tsok.
dzine dzine.
sometimes.
c. Numerals :
drC drC

three each.

d. Nouns (vide Q 337).

With a General or Indeflnite Sense.
Repetition with altered initial (vide Q 338).
khaber& maberk
news.
crooked, awry (in general).
kog wog

Imitative or Onomatopoeic (vide Q 338 end).
prak priik.
chighah chugh.

The next more advanced stage of composition is the placing in 361
juxtaposition of two distinct words of the same grammatical class.
These are usually either Nouns or Adjectives, and give usually a substantival Compound, but combinations of Adverbs yielding Adverbs are
1

Vicic foot-note to 9 64.
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also found. I n meaning the two elemenls are most frequently adversative
or complementary, but in some cases they are synonymous. Examples :

Noun + Noun or Adjective + Adjective.
tlul r&tlul
rashah dershah
pliir mor
roghah jorah
botah beramtah
pund bakerai
zi-Cyah zerghiinah
lwer zhawer

coming and going.
intercourse.
father and mother, parents.
being on good terms with any one.
reprisals.
flint and steel.
yellow and green, the rainbow.
undulating land (elevated and low lying).

When used in the oblique cases both components are capable of
inflexion, but the pre- and post-positions are not repeated : e. g.
pah tlo ratlo kkAC.
da plar mor khaber yd nishtah.
H e has no news of his parents.
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Adverb Adverb.
pore rapore
ore dile
sh5mudiim (for
hamCshah mud8m 1)
nan sab2
nan saba kawul

backwards and forwards, through and
through.
here and there.
always, perpetually.
to-day or to-morrow, in a few days.
to procrastinate.

But perhaps the last phrase is to be taken as meaning 'to keep making
to-day into to-morrow '.
T o this Co-ordinative class may be referred the Compound Numerals :
e. g. shpag pandzos = 56.
There are some examples of the common Persian compounds with
copula expressed. These may be either pure Persian, as :
bandobast
arrangement,
or produced under Persian influence, as :
ghZl o ghal
clamour, uproar.
,,
39
ghal o bal (B)
khwurak o tskhiik (B)
meat and drink, victuals.

I

Such of these as occur are doubtless also to be assigned to a Persian 383
origin :
shzhtiit
big kind of mulberry,'
shgtir
main beam, rafter,
miirmahC
(snake-fish) eel,
are all given in Steingass's Perszbtt Bktionary. Others are :
ksJ2pCrC
chief of the fairies,
qrut k2nC (B)
nodular stone, ' kankar *,
gEdi kher (B)
silly fool (H. gadhP + Pers. kher,
each = ass).

With the possible exception of the last group, the Compounds which 384
we have been considering are merely mechanical combinations of words
between which no syntactical relationship exists. They are undoubted
Compounds, but the independence of their elements is strongly felt, and
with a few exceptions under 363, they are never combined in writing.
We have now to deal with those more definite Compounds in which the
elements stand in a syntactical relationship to each other, and which in
Pashtu as in most other languages are written in one word, or at least
as a Compound not admitting internally the signs of inflexion. In Pashtu
these are for the most part combinations of:
I. Nouns and Nouns.
2. Adjectives and Nouns.
3. Verbal.
4. Adverbial.
I.

Noun + Noun.

385

In these the first member is dependent on the second, usually as a
genitive. The resulting compounds are Nouns. Examples in English :
doomsday, d h n e r - h e .
uspankherd
iron slag.
chirgb2ng
cock-crow (time).
time of Mullah's morning call to prayer.
mullPbHng
For the use of shlh = king, in compounds cp. Mn. Pers. shlh-band, a guy-rope
fixed on top of a tent-pole, and the English ' kingcrab', ' kingfisher ', and note the
similarity of form and parallelism of meaning of shstir and ' king-post '.
22 I

Characteristics of Pashtu
barakatbiitd
miswakah giitah
33
mendz
wazir
9)
wazhghiink (pl.)
pZlkwurC
dershal

plant of blessing (a shrub).
the forefinger.
the second finger.
the third finger.
goats-hair (wuz ghiinah).
bag for ploughshare.
sill of door-frame.

+

skirting-path.

tselmah 1Br
tsandah
tsarah 18r
nen shpah
gho4mand
pCzw~n(C)(pozah

+

single-person-path, footpath.
to-day's night, to-night.
running of cattle, stampede, tramplingunder-foot.
E n ) nose-ornament.

With Verbal Nouns.
nmer prCwiitvh
nmer khstuh
shkhwand wahanah (B)

sunset.
sunrise.
chewing of the cud.

Metaphorical Use.
kherghwag

donkey's ear (a plant).

In Proper Names it is very frequent.
Tribal names : Qamber KhCl
kc.
Place names :

the clan of Qamber.
&c.

Multiin ICilC
Multan's village.
Rustam Thiinah.
'Ali Masjid.
name of a mountain peak.
Lakah Sar
' the well of the tribe'.
olus KiihC
the ' Bazar Pass '.
Biiziir Icandau
&c.
&c.

There are many phrases which still preserve the Genitive particle but
are in sense really compounds, e. g.
da gher pCrC
da had pitnah
da bijdai is1
da pCri.iino taniir

the mountain fairy, echo.
a feud of the bone, blood-feud.
the old woman's swing (?),the rainbow.
the fairies' oven, the shimmering of the
atmosphere over hot ground.
2 a2

2.

Adjectives and Noune.
A. Adjective +Noun.
a. A generic name

+a

restricting Adjective used to denote a 368
particular species of the genus. These are Nouns. Cp. English : Blackbird, i. e. the black bird par excellence. Here, as elsewhere, usage in
writing is not a true criterion lor what is not a compound; compare the
case of ' little finger ' in English. Examples :
sfirgul
red-flower, poppy.
spinzer (pl.)
white-gold, silver.
srahzer (pl.)
red-gold, gold.
(Formative : spino zero, kc.)
red-thorn, a kind of bush.
katah giitah
kachah giitah
wurm h
1
ghalah shigah
neri jawHr
ghat jawiir
siir mdgC
sra mra'ch
khwagah walah (B)

thick-finger, thumb.
little finger.
the year before last.
treacherous-sand, quicksand.
millet.
Indian corn.
red ant.
red pepper.
sweet-root (willow ?), liquorice.

The classification is not always scientifically correct :
khrah kamterah
buff-pigeon, sand-grouse.
khurmor (B)
buff-peacock, bustard.
This form is common in Place Names : e. g.
the black-roof (name of a hill).
T o r Tsapper
Shin Kamer
the green-cliff.
Somewhat analogous are the names of certain diseases, &c., derived
from the description of a symptom :
torah ghHrah
black-throat, whooping-cough,
lip-split, hare-lip,
and shiind pHrah
in which the order of noun and adjective is reversed.

6. Compounds similar in form to the last often carry the sense of 387
'the one possessing such and such a characteristic'; they are usually
Nouns. In Pashtu they are usually given the suffix -6, which was
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probably originally adjectival. English counterparts require no suffix,
cp. redhrensf, a Redskin, kc. Examples :
torlumd
black-tail, badger.
sijrlakd (= siir-laka-6 ?) red-tail, a kind of bird, cp. redstart.
red-rump, fox (?).
sfirlandC (landa-6)
white-beard, old man, elder.
spingird
yellow-throat, kind of hawk.
zi.dTih.hrrah
grey-tail, fox.
spdrlamd
Perhaps the following are to be included here:
green . . . . ? jay.
shintagh
gold . . . . ? golden kingfisher.
zdrwarakh

A few of these Compounds yield Adjectives :
pai6makhC
milk-faced, handsome.
siihlandC
short-winded, asthmatic.
Some of these Compounds consist of Numeral Adjective+Noun.
Most of these are of a descriptive or possibly of a possessive nature.
Examples :
3-brancher, trident, a 3-pronged pitchdrdkshnkshg
drCghalk&5
fork.
7-shot-one, a Lee-Metford rifle, cp. a
owah dazC
three-dec ker.
derbalai (B) (drC +pal) three-feet, a tripod.
4 watches, a twelve-hour tour of duty
chsrpahrah
in ~ 4 . ~

1

368

A number of Quasi or Mechanical Compounds of AdjectivetNoun
are found among the Indefinite and Interrogative Pronouns (vide $8 120,
' 3 4 , e-g.
hertsok
tserangah.
hdtsok
tsangah.
her yau
domerah (dZ + homberah).
bul yau
tsomerah (tso + homerah).
yau bul
hdchere.
and with something of a specialized sense (vide $8 85, 86) :
yau nim.
dwah nim.
yau tso.
dCr tseh.
In meaning and etymology practically identical with the Mn. Pers. rish safid.
Military term borrowed lrom HindiistHni.
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B. Noun + Adjeotive.
a. The Adjective dependent on the Noun. These combinations are 888
adjectival and have an inherent possessive sense. The formula may be
taken as ' having the head bare '; in English the equivalent type is ' bareheaded '. Examples :
sertor
head black (i. e. bare) bare-headed.
kshp& abelk
bare-footed.
makhtor
face black, disgraced.
serkiiz
head-hanging-down, swinish, rascally,
villainous.
(serkazC (noun)
a pig..)
mlztey
loin-girded, capable of bearing arms,
fighting-man.

-

b. The Noun dependent on the Adjective :
dumbslahpur
khukpur
shamkor

breec h-loading.
muzzle-loading.
night-blind, blind at night.

3. Verbal.
Compounds containing verbal elements, so important a class in many 870
languages, are poorly represented in Pashtu.
Ad Verb + Verb.
T h e reinforcement or modification of a Verb by another Verb united
to it is unknown, if the ordinary auxiliary Verbs and the Verb 'to be
able ' are put aside. The Hindustani types:
d~l-d4n~
gir-papf

katdalnH
jag-rahns

baifh-jHnP,
kar-chukni,

and the looser combinations :

are unrepresented.

The same is much the case in present-day Persian.

But perhaps = loin-girdug, and referable to 5 371 6, q. v.
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B. Noun + Verb and Verb + Noun.

371

This source of Nominal and Adjectival Compounds, so prolific in the
modern Germanic languages, and scarcely less so in Greek and Latin,
has remained almost undrawn on by Pashtu. T h e few which do exist
may, however, yield verbal or nominal or adjectival compounds.
a. Yielding Verb.
English types : brow-beaf, waylg. We have already seen how
Pashtu has by this means created Compound Verbs both Transitive and
Intransitive ($$ 159, 181). Types are :
yCwC kawul
to plough (trans.).
run (intrans. in meaning).
dau kawul
swim (intrans. in meaning).
lsmbo wahul
These are compounds only in a limited sense, as there is no combining
of distinct conceptions to produce a fresh unity. The same remark
applies to Verb-Adjective compounds, of which the Transitives may
best be considered as Causatives in the making.

6. Yielding Nouns and Adjectives.
It is open to question whether any such are to be found in Pashtu.
The following deserve consideration :
tB1d tsat
plate-licking, niggardly.
tsatsobC
a drip, trickle of water (tsatsidul = to
drip).
mlztey
one who girds the loins (but cp. $ 369).
In
mach sheyiinC
or leyiin6 (B)

fly-flap,
fire-poker,

the verbal noun has perhaps verbal force.'
These is nothing in pure Pashtu corresponding to the English adjectival
type : hear/-rend2izg, or the Persian khurdahbin.
372

Adverb + Verb.
English type : fortfell, cross-puestion.
Persian : pish raftan, pish raft
progress.
b5z gashtan
to come back,
khush ($9)
hadi
flattery.
C.

The same question presents itself in other languages. I s 'man-slayer' to be
resolved into : slayer S a c c . = one-who-slays-men, or into : a slayer of mcii 1
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ParticipiJ Compoandm.
English type with an Adverb :
su~~f-flmi~,
heh-born ;
with a noun :
tempest-tossed,
sea-borne.
Of this type only a few compounds with the Past Participle Passive can
be pointed to in Pashtu :
wupnaziz
(wuym + zCgCdul)
ham2016
(ham + zowul)
zambold (B)
(zam + biwulC)
ni-fizwrd (B)
nashawrC (B)
pordzhanC (B)

first-born.
born at the same time.
contemporary.
carried off as injured person.
flood-borne, driftwood.
drunk.
exiled.

Perhaps to this class should be referred :
dumbalah pur (vide 8 369 b),
as standing for Persian :
az dumb21 pur shawindah,
equivalent to Pashtu :
da dumbzlah nah chCh dakCgl.

4. Adverbial.

We have already seen the difficulty which arises in the attempt to 373
draw a distinction between Noun-cases and Nouns used with Pre- and
Post-positions, and again in certain circumstances in the attempt to
distinguish whether Pre- and Post-positions are to be regarded as
separate parts of speech or as virtual prefixes and suffixes.
A similar difficulty makes its appearance when we try to decide
whether certain adverbial expressions are, or are not, to be regarded as
compounds. The problem is very largely one of arrangement, and
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as I have chosen to treat b6 and nii and, in certain cases peh as prefixes,
it is unnecessary to examine them again here.
Mention may, however, be made of a large number of adverbial
expressions which, though written in separate words and showing no
marked departure from the literal sense, have yet some title to be
regarded as compounds. Many of them represent recognized English
compounds.
874

a. First may be mentioned the Quasi Iterative type represented by :
from door to door.
der pah der

der pah der shwul
w8r pah w a
makh2makh.

to become a vagabond.
turn by turn.
face to face, in front.

6. T h e majority are simply case-forms of Nouns, or what are
equivalent to such :
bernzqa (ber nHhaq ?)
da pZsa
da pzrah
da nenah
lah sera
tselah ?

unjustly.
above.
on account of (Prep.).
inside.
altogether, (not) at all.
wherefore, why ?

c. There are certain phrases in which some Verb is to be understood :

lPnde bHnde
pah makhah dC m a h
15 tg serah
urn pah tH serah
da khud2.i pah aman

upside down.
good-bye I
the same to you (answer to last) 1
fare thee well !

d. T h e following are prepositional phrases :

pah d4 mendz kk&
aghah pas
pakhpulah
(pah) mendz k M C
(pah) makh kksJ~C

meanwhile.
thereafter.
of oneself, voluntarily.
in the middle.
in front.

The independent use of the locative particles
inside,
pah k&
is to be remarked.
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e. T h e following combinations of Adjective and Noun uaed
adverbially may be noted in passing :

376

1% bul sabg

the third day from now,
and so many other expressions of time :
lug shsn
a little, somewhat.
lyi ghwunde

(Shin and ghwunde are sometimes used with other Adjectives also and
exercise a qualifying force like that of the English adjectival suffix -ish.)
always.
herkalah
everywhere.
herchertah

These are similar in character to the Adverbial compounds with the
addition of the Conjunctional Particle ch6h. E. g.
in spite of the fact that ., although.
serah da dC chCh
unless.
bC da dC nah chCh
so long as, &c., kc.
tso pore chCh

..

..
..

.
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CHAPTER XV
PERSIAN DERIVATIVES AND COMPOUNDS
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THEnumber of Persian loan-words in use in Pashtu, especially in the
more civilized districts, is very large and they form an essential part of the
vocabulary. Persian itself is rich both in suffixal derivatives and in compounds, and many of these have obtained a secure footing in Pashtu
colloquial speech. Some Persian suffixes have acquired so native
a character as to be used in conjunction with pure Pashtu words.
E. g. zlah-wer, zi-em-n8k.
As, however, both languages g o back ultimately to a common source,
it is not always possible definitely to assert of a particular form that it is
a borrowing from Persian and that it has not had from the beginning an
independent existence in Pashtu.
A very large number of Arabic words have from the time of the Arab
conquest of Persia onwards been adopted into the Persian language, and
these, for the purposes of this section, I shall treat as Persian. This
inflow of Arabic into Persian has been purely a matter of ready-made
words and has not been accompanied by the introduction of any foreign
grammatical elements. For this there is good reason in the structure
and nature of the Arabic language.
A large proportion of Persian loan-words in Pashtu are relatively
archaic, i. e. they are not at the present day in general colloquial use in
Persia, cp. kinah, paidiiwzr, dastiir, &c. Phonetically, apart from
occasional adaptations to suit Pashtu taste, they preserve the old vowelsystem with its distinction between
wau majhiil and wau ma'riif
(i.e. 6 and ii)
YC
,,
,, YC ,,
(
3
9
which has almost entirely disappeared in the language as now pronounced
in Persia.
These facts indicate that the bulk of the Persian element in Pashtu
has not been acquired at a very recent date, or else that borrowing has
taken place indirectly through India, which, as far as pronunciation is
concerned, would amount to almost the same thing. That many Persian
and Arabic terms, especially those relating to administrative, legal and
9,
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41 317-379

revenue work, have been derived from India is an undoubted fact, at
least in regard to the vocabulary of the Pashtu-speaking peoples living in,
or close to Indian territory. As is well known the official court language
in India till long after the British occupation was 'Persian', and the
Perso-Arabic vocabulary has largely maintained its ground till the
present day.

PERSIAN DERIVATIVES
Before proceeding to examine the principal Persian suffixes individually 378
it may be remarked that many of them are of known nominal or verbal
origin and have in a measure retained their original force, and must at
some time have been elements of composition rather than mere suffixes.
They will be considered from the historical point of view in Part I1 of
this work.

T h e commonest are :
-agi. See -gi.

Nominal suffixused with nominal and verbal themes.
Not very common.
khzsh-Zk
khwur-8k
posh-Zk
soz-gk
dim-agh
kund-sgh
siil-Zkh
=siir-Zkh

Examples :
straws, rubbish.
food.
clothes.
gonorrhoea.
brains.
stock of a gun.
hole.

gi-2h

grass, fodder.

tsksh-Zk

drink,

In
the base is Pashtu.
23':
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380 -6wer.
Adjectival suffix, the base of iiwurdan, to Jbring, used with Nouns :
dil-Swer
zor-5wer
Pashtu dzzn-gwer

courageous.
powerful.
an animal, pig.

Cp. P. j~n-wer,Mn. Coll. ' jiin-a-wer '.

Nominal suffix added to Nouns and meaning ' that which guards or
protects '.
biid-w5n
sail, wind-screen for lamp (B).
b~gh-wan
gardener.
der-w8n
door-keeper.
geri-wan
neck-protector, collar.
(P. geribiin)
gor-w8n (B)
cattle-driver.
mihr-b8n
kind (Adj.).
pas-bzn
watch-keeper, sentry.

381 -cE.

Nominal suffix of Turkish origin, common in Mn. Persian :
jaz5.el- chi
flintlock-man.
topak-chi (B)
rifleman.
top-chi
artilleryman, marksman.
bandiikh-chi (B)
gun-man.

-dGn.
Nominal suffix added to Nouns, meaning 'that which holds or contains'. Occurrence of examples in Pashtu doubtful:
namak-d5n
salt-cellar.
khiin-d8n
family.
zin-dsn
prison.
See Horn (Cru~zdriss
de? tzeu-$ersischen Etymologie), No. 67 I, and cp.
Pcrsische Studietz, 67 I .
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-tax.
-diir*
I. Derived from an old suffix for the
a. Nomen Agentis.
b. Nomen Actionis.
c. Nomen Passivi.

Examples :
a. khari-dlr
ser-dtir

purchaser.
chief, native officer in the army.

b. di-d3r
guf-t2r
raf-tar

seeing, sight.
speech, discourse.
going, gait, conduct.

c. mur-dZr

carrion (killed).
arrested.

girif- tar

11. Present base of the Verb dDshtan : dHr-, lo hold or possess. Added 388
to Nouns, yielding Adjectives and sometimes Nouns. The number of
these compounds in Pashtu is very large :
din-d2r (A.)
religious.
imZn-dlr (A .)
having religious faith, trustworthy.
having information, careful, informed.
khaber-dZr (A,)
lamber-da (N.)
having a ' number ', official headman of
a village.
having a base, permanent, secure.
p5-C-dar (A.)
palita-dlr (N.)
a match-lock gun.
patZkh-dar (N.)
a nipple gun.
obedient,
dependent.
tSbi'-d2r (A. and N.)
officer in charge of a ' tanah ' (thgnah)
tanah-dar (N.)
or police-post
taraf-d8r (N. j
partisan.
one belonging to a saintly family.
stiina-d2r (N.)
wafa-d3r (A.)
faithful.
holder
of land, peasant-farmer.
zamin-dgr (N.)
tsauki-d2r (N.)
watchman.
Abstract Nouns can be formed from such of the above as are
Adjectives, and from those nominal ones which denote persons by adding
the suffix -i. See $ 346. Examples :
lihaber-d8ri
carefulness.
the work or office of lamberdar.
lamber-dari
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These suffixes denote 'one who does or performs', and so frequently
appear in the designation of craftsmen. They are added to Nouns
and yield Nouns and occasionally Adjectives. The corresponding
Pashtu suffix is -gerL
gunah-gHr (A.)
guilty.
khizmat-gar
servant.
P. khidmat-ggr.
madad-g8r
assistant.
perhdz-gar (A.)
abstemious.
roz-gar
service, earning, time, fortune.
ahan-ger
deriiz-ger
P. deriid-ger.
jadii-ger
kaii-ger
kimi-Z-ger
yaghi-ger (A.)
zer-ger

blacksmith.
carpenter.
magician.
artificer.
alchemist.
rebellious.
goldsmith.
tyrant.
adulterer.

Abstracts may be formed by the addition of -i.

885 -gi.

An Abstract Nominal suffix. It is very common in Persian, mainly in
combination with Past Participles to denote a state of being, but it is
also used with Present Participles and Adjectives ending in a vowel.
(Vide $ 346.)
Mn. P. pidar-siikhta-gi
the state of being a pidar-siikhtah (i. e.
having one's father burnt in hell),
rascality.
bsranda-gi
rain.
rawHna-gi
departure.
gurisna-gi
hunger.
herza-gi
foolish, reprehensible conduct.
(Strictly speaking the suffix is -agi for Phl. -ak+ih.)
23 4
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The following are examples found in Pashtu :
dermanda-gi
sHkh ta-gi
p#sh(a)-gi
khapa-gi
(P. khafa-gi
mihrb~n-gi
(P. mihrbin-i).

exhaustion.
fabrication (in a bad sense).
an advance of money.
anger.
' suffocation ', cp. Fr. Ctouff6 de .).
kindness.

.

-gill.

Adjectival suffix, like -@, it is of composite origin -ak+in.
gham-gin
sorrowful.

-in.
Adjectival suffix, originally denoting material :
zer-in
golden.
post-in (N.) '
a skin-coat.
pdu-in
ancient, former,
noon.
(P. pCsh-in)
shir-in
sweet.

This is a very common nominal suffix in Pers. which, added to verbal
present bases, expresses the action of the Verb. It is possible that it
may be original in Pashtu. Examples:
Pashtu.
bakh kshiksh
dan-ish
khar-iut
koksh-iksJ
khwZih-ish
poksJ-i&
sgz-ish
sip'ir-ish

Persian where different.
bakhshish
kharisht
koshish
piishish
sifarish

gift.
wisdom.
itch.
endeavour.
desire.
covering, dress.
conspiracy.
recommendation.

The following is non-Persian :
(cp. H. jol-n3, lo join
alliance, compact.
jar-iut
Pa. jor-awul, lo compound, make)

{

1
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388 -k&, vide -gHr above.

An Adjectival suffix added to Nouns. It gives the sense of possessing
or having something which is immaterial, and so frequently amounts to
being in some mental state. T h e final d is usually dropped in pronunciation. Examples are plentiful in ordinary Pashtu :
andd&-man
dardman
daulatman
fiker-man
gharaz-man
h8jat-man
huner-man
ni.8~-man
shak-man
siid-man

anxious.
in pain, afflicted.
wealthy (daulat originally = happy
fortune).
thoughtful, anxious-minded.
interested, selfish.
in need.
clever, ingenious.
suppliant, indigent.
doubtful, suspicious.
profitable.

This Adjectival suffix is similar in force to -mand. It is of more
recent origin than the latter, having arisen in Phl., and this may account
for its frequent use with Arabic loan-words:
angry, wrathful.
dangerous.
full of fear, timid (also terrible).
angry.
costly, valuable.
patient.
ashamed.
full of fear.
In the following it appears added to Pashtu bases :
tasty, agreeable.
damp.
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Nominal suffix added to Nouns and denoting ' a place of' :
bo-stin
gor-is tin
qaber-ist'an
gul-istHn
Wazir-istan
Kafir-istan

a place of perfume, orchard.
graveyard.
garden, Proper Name.
the country of the Waziris.
the country of the Icafirs.

This suffix is of various origins.
Pashtu.

It is not of frequent occurrence in

Adjectival :
sazi-wHr
umCd-wsr

suitable, proper.
hopeful.

Nominal :
donkey-load.
produce, crops.

An adjectival suffix denoting ' one who bears

'.

kina-wer
bearing malice.
mera-wer
offended, sulky.
dast-iir
custom.
randz-iir
ill.
(P. ranj-iir = ranj-wer.)
one who gets wages, labourer.
mazd-iir
(P. muzd.)
Pashtu base :
zyah-wer

brave, cp. Mn. P. dil-'awer.
23 '1
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An Adjectival suffix denoting ' one who strikes ', ' one who wields an
~nstrument', kc. It is common in the form zan in Mn. P. and is the
present base of the Verb zadan: zan-, lo sfrike. It is found in combination also with Pashtu words :
derogh-zan
ukiir-zan
(P. shik~r-zan.)
tZb-zhan

lying, untruthful.
a man who hunts game.
shining.

Pashtu bases :
Isnbo-zan (N.)
tiir-zan
(tiirah = sword.)

a swimmer.
valiant.

In the following Pashtu creations it appears to be passive in sense,
meaning ' affected by ' :
gham-zhan
kiber-zhan
qahr-zhan

sad.
arrogant.
wrathful.

This passive use of -zan is as far as I know unparalleled in Persian,
which uses the p. p. p. -zadah in such cases :
gham-zadah
sarmii-zadah

sorrow-smitten.
cold-smi tten.

PERSIAN COMPOUNDS
303

Persian is peculiarly rich not only in compounds but in living methods
of forming them. Unlike Pashtu, it forms with great readiness compounds
of which the dominating ingredient is a verbal theme. It is not always
easy to say whether a particular Persian word can be regarded as current
in Pashtu, but the samples given below (with the exception of the first)
would, I think, be known or intelligible to most intelligent Pathans.
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Noun Noun.
A. Simple Juxtaposition, with or without a copula, yielding Nouns :
shir khat (B)
heads or tails.
band o bast
arrangement.
conversation.
guft o gil
just o jii
search.
nang o n'amiis
honour.
qil o qal
discussion.
I.

B. 8ynte,ctioal Combinetione.
a. Noun repeated with a Preposition.
Yielding Adverbs and Adjectives :
rii-ba-rii
face to face.
ber-8-ber '
breast to breast, level, equal.
ser-8-ser
end to end, wholly, entirely.

6. First member dependent on seoond.
Yielding Nouns :
Genitive Casebazii-band '
armlet.
master of the family, headman.
kad-khuda
kamer-band
waist-belt.
kamer-kisah
pouch-belt.
' donkey-load ', measure of weight.
kher-war (bar)
ser-pCchak (B)
head-band.
Other Casessho-khiin
(P. shab khiin

an attack by night.
and
shabdkhiin.)

c. Second member dependent on fhst.
Yielding Nouns :
(id.water for the hands.)
audas
ablutions before prayer.
(P. 5b dast)
nla kA3m
evening prajer.
(P. nimHz i skim.)
:I

2

In these forms the -5- is identical with the Av. and Skr. preposition 8.
-band, however, in compounds may t e regarded as Verbal.
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ser-had
ser-kHr
ser-rishtah I
ser-warakh
(warakh = hole in
side of watercourse
to let out water for
irrigation. W e B. s.v.)

2.

boundary.
' head of work', a title, the Government.
' end of the thread ', connexion, series,
office.
land lying at the head of a canal.

Nouns and Adjeotivoe.
A.

+

Noun Adjective.

Yielding Nouns :
der-wgzah
(P. bBz = open.)
mgz-diger
(P. nimaz i digar.)

door-way, gate.
second prayer.

Yielding Adjectives :
dil-as5 a
ser-gerdiin
ser-zor
tan-durust

heart-soothing.
' head-revolving ,distressed, confounded.
head-strong.
' body-sound ', healthy.

Since in Mn. Persian the Adjective normally follows the Noun, an old
combination (i.e. a compound) is to be inferred where the order is
reversed.
Yielding Adjectives (Possessive Compounds) :
bad-bakht
unfortunate.
bad-laman (P. dsman) of evil conduct.
bad-ngrnas
of ill fame.
well-favoured.
khub-$rat
In Mn. P. colloqnial = knowledge of how to do anything.
Current in the phrase ail?& kawnl + acc., t o comfovt some one. In Persian heartsoothed ' is dilHsfidah (cp. zan : zadah above).
1

'

9
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nCk-kho-C
nt?k-nam
nCko-kPr
tund-kho4
sakht-dil

good-tempered.
of good repute.
virtuous.
quick-tempered.
hard- hearted.

Further the ham compounds (usually used substantivally) :
ham'umer
of the same age.
hamwatan
of the same country.
hamzhibah
speaking the same language.
(Pashtu form analogous to P. hamzabgn.)
Yielding Nouns :
nau-roz
do-shilah
nim-tan4

day after the Vernal Equinox, cp. ' New
Year
piece of cloth formed of two widths
sewn together.
' half body ', short coat.

'.

3. Verbal Compounde.

A. Verb + Verb.
Yielding Adverb :
khsh ma kh3h
(khw~makhwih).

willy-nilly, perforce.

B. Noun+Verb.
Yielding Nouns :
rii-mi1
handkerchief.
(P. malidan t o rub.)
bgd-kaksJ
chimney.
(P. kashidan t o draw.)
barq-andHz
' lightning-shooter ',
stable.
grain-seller.
ghallah-feriish (B)
gor-kan (B)
grave-digger.
jal-sh-i (jal = A. jaal) forgery.
j iirii-kau
sweeper.
1661
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musketeer,

con-
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khair-khwiih

well-wisher.

nan-bH.6 '
(P. nanba.)
nashah khor
ser-pou
wazifah khor

bread baker.
drunkard.
lid.
pensioner.

Yielding Adjectives :
bar-ka@
fermiin-berdgr
ser-kau
shuker-gueir
takht-nishin
kursi-nishin

(trained to) load-bearing.
obedient.
rebellious.
thankful.
sitting on the throne.
' chair-sitter ', having the right to sit
down at an official assembly.

C. Adverb +Verb.
Yielding Nouns :
diir-bin
pCu-kau

' far-seer ', telescope.
a present.

Yielding Adjectives :
diir-anddksJ
pCsh-rau (B)

fore-thoughtful.
going in front.

1 NIn-bH = nHn + *pHkb from root 4 3 , to cook.
PhiZohgie, ii, p. 17j.

G ~ ~ u d r i sdcv
s iranischta

CHAPTER XVI
INDIAN ELEMENTS I N PASHTU

THEattention which we have given to the Modern Persian element
in Pashtu makes it desirable to say a word about the Indian element.
Pashtu is an Iranian language and owes' to its independent Iranian
origin all that is most essential in its character and structure, but we
have seen that this has not prevented it from drawing an extensive
vocabulary and some elements of composition from a cognate language,
Modern Persian, and as far as vocabulary is concerned, it has taken the
same service from the Modern Indian dialects.
That a language can very well proceed in this way without parting
with its identity is apparent enough from the history of the English
language. The characteristics of Modern English are in the first place
distinctly Germanic, and in the second place distinctly English. It
would be impossible for any one to mistake it for a Romance language,
and yet of the total English vocabulary, five-sevenths, according to
Whitney,' is of classical or Romance origin, though that proportion
is of course not preserved when the language is used practically.'
Similarly the bulk of the vocabulary of Pashtu is borrowed from
Modern Persian or Indian, but the language remains none the less
Pashtu, and the descendant of Avestic or of a nearly allied dialect.

400

'

401
Its Indian borrowings are of two kinds :
I. Persian and Arabic words already borrowed by the Indians and
found principally in the largely literary and artificial dialect known
as Urdu.
2. Indigenous Indian words which are numerous in Urdu, and
compose practically the entire word-stock of the less sophisticated
Tertiary Prakrits, Panjabi, Sindhi, kc.
1
9

Lzye aml Growth of language, 1902, p. "7.
In any page of Milton's poetry the classical element forms

30 per cent.,

011.

10

per cent. to

cit., p. 118.
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The Urdu part of the second class Darmsteter believes to be large, so
large that he is moved to say that while the frontier dialects, Panjabi and
Sindhi, have doubtless furnished their contingent, especially in recent
times, it is above all Urdu (or the dialect of Delhi subsequent to the
rise of the Afghan dynasty of Lodi) which has ' Indianized ' the Afghan
vocabulary, and which will afford an explanation of the obscure portion
of that vocabulary.
This statement I am not prepared to maintain or refute, but it certainly
stands in need of definite proof. And this proof could only be given
by some one well versed in the Prakrits of the Middle Country and the
Western Outer Band.
In any case it seems highly probable that the borrowings are from the
later Prakrits, and that Indian words in Pashtu are only to be referred
to Sanskrit or the Primary Prakrits through the later Prakrits.
The first class we have already dealt with and may let pass.
It is not always easy to say whether a particular word has been borrowed
directly from the West or indirectly from the East. The same answer
would probably not always hold good for Eastern and Western
Pashtu.
On the Eastern frontier many words have, as has been already pointed
out, been borrowed since the beginning of the British Administration.
How far an earlier series of borrowings was brought about by the fact
of Afghan families being in possession of the throne of Dehli is a questioil
to which the answer is not easy. In any case the words are in fact
Persian or Arabic and do not here concern us.

404

Returning again to the native Indian words, these do not fall into
classes either ,as regards function or form in the same way that the
Persian borrowings do. They do not provide series of distinct and
serviceable suffixes, with the exception of the Diminutives and the abstract
-wale mentioned above, and the personal -w&l(man of).
Handiwal
messmate.
villager.
kiliw a1
BunCrwHl
a man of Buner.
a man of Tirah.
Tirahw~l
&c.
&c.
Nor do they contribute to the series of compounds.
The type of borrowings is largely different in the case of the two
languages.
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Pashtu has borrowed many simple concrete words from Persian, but it
owes it a still larger debt for terms of an abstract and composite nature.
It has turned to Persian somewhat in the same way as English has turned
to Greek and Latin for its philosophical and scientific vocabulary, and
the parallelism extends further, for the inspiration has come chiefly from
the literature and not from the spoken language of Persia.
Things have been quite different in the relations between Pashtu and
the Indian languages. Indian literature has never gained an entrance
among the Pathans, and the contact of the two languages has been physical.
In any case Sanskrit is dead, and the modern dialects of India are themselves as poverty-stricken as Pashtu and have felt the same necessity for
drawing on Persian and Arabic, not to mention English.

The great majority of Indian loan-words are therefore concrete Nouns, 408
such as naturally come forward in the ordinary daily intercourse of
uneducated people. Many are the names of everyday implements,
of plants, animals, kc.
Such borrowings are made by the common people and, unlike literary
words, pass at once into the vulgar speech. Though in many cases
subject to geographical limitation, where they are current they are
essentially popular and form a very integral part of the language.
They consist largely of everyday words in use in the frontier towns and
villages of India : Peshawar, Kohat, Bannu, &c., where the population is
mixed and a debased Urdu, with many Panjabi and other local elements,
is the language in use. These towns are the marts of the Eastern Pashtuspeaking tribes, and even where the latter live in the seclusion of the
trans-border mountains they cannot fail to pick up many foreign words
during their marketing visits. Further East, Pashtu-speaking and nonPashtu-speaking peoples live side by side and cannot fail to influence
each other's speech.

I n earlier history whole Indian communities have settled down in qgg
the midst of Pashtu-speaking tribes. Such are the Hindki (traders)
living in the middle of Tirah. They are of Panjabi origin and keep up
some customs of the Sikh religion. They now speak Pashtu, but it is
improbable that they renounced their own language without at least
preserving and making current some of its technical terms.
A more striking instance of foreign settlement in Pathan territory was
that of the Hindfisthi Fanatics who took up their abode in the Black
Mountain Country.
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Even in the most remote regions, as in Waziristan, where the language
is least affected by Indian influence, words of apparently direct Indian
origin are not entirely wanting.'
I n quite recent times a new channel for the passage of Indian words
to Pashtu has been opened by the enlistment of Pathans in the Indian
army. All these men acquire some knowledge of Hindiistsni, and many
of them eventually return even to the fastnesses of the trans-border
mountains taking with them an enlarged vocabulary, which includes not
only the Indian but the Indianized English words, which are in everyday use in a native regiment. E. g.

nokeri
gSrd
sintri
kampani
sakshan
kc.

company commander.
section commander.
I 2-hours duty.
duty.
guard.
sentry.
company.
section.
&c.

405

Going back to an earlier period there is some reason to believe that
Pashtu owes to Indian sources some more intimate elements than mere
words (e. g. the -8W- and -6d-of Derivative Verbs), though not at all to
the extent asserted by Trumpp.
This, however, does not here concern us. All that can be said about
the Indian element current in the modern language, is that it varies with
place and individual, and that it does not lend itself to any morphological
system of classification.
Borrowed words, as in the case of Persian, appear both unaltered and
altered phonetically in every degree, and the degree of alteration is of
course in many cases an indication of the comparative age of the
borrowing.
Aspirates are always reduced.

406

The following are a few typical examples out of the host of Indian
loan-words which are in popular use :
J. G . Lorimer, A G~,a~trnuzr
of CVnziri PaasAt~~,
Introd., p. vi.
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Pashfu.
Bag14
balai
batai (wzck, candle.
lam$)
bat4
bi@i
biis

Urdu.
bag18
balli
batti

heron.
pole, rafter.
wick, candle.

biitl
bu@hi
bhiis(3)

shmb, flower, plant.
old woman.
chopped straw.

D.

danger
dhgalai
durn

dlngar
*t?nkli
dom

cattle (honed).
water-lift.
musician and player.

Ch.

chlp
chal

cbsmp
chhal

chal8n
chitai

chal8n
chhg-iini
chitthi

lock of a gun.
departure from auth,
trick.
transfer of a case.
cantonment.
letter.

G.

gzdai
gHtelai
garai (hour, wdch)
garai
gdntah
gidar
gannah, -k PI.
golai

glri
gathri
ghari
garhi
ghant8
gidar
gannl
goli

cart, carriage.
bundle.
measure of time, watch.
fort.
hour, watch
jackal.
sugar-cane.
bullet.

H.

had

haddi (Skr. ha! ?) bone.
pot, earthen pot, o i
{boiler.

J.

jage~ah

jha~8

quarrel.

jqai

jhae

jCb
jolah
jorah
jot

iCb
juliih
jorl
jot

continuous rain,
wet weather.
pocket.
weaver.
couple, pair.
one of a pair.

B.

chi-iinai

347
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Pashfu
maize.
gambling : gambler.

408

I<.

M.

kandar (broken
wall, ruins)
kat
kati
kaf:orC
kerkai
kofah
kot

khandar

ruined, dilapidated.

khaf:
kafhi
katora
khirki
kotha
kot

bedstead.
mule-saddle.
metal cup.
window.
house, room.
fort.
arbour.

Mandau (porch,
shed)

mu!
miilai

mufh
miili

fist.
radish.

ndwalZ
tnyo13
na-i
ni\vay
niwar
pichhari
phal
pirhi

1

I I
P.

400

pachwzyai
palah
p4~ai
pet4
Pet (package)
paisah

mongoose.
barber.
cotton webbing.

paisa

horse's heel-rope.
ploughshare.
generation.
box, trunk.
basket.
a pice, karma.

rassi
riipiyah

rope.
rupee.

$ti

pCta

R.

rasai
riipai

S.

sCr
sind

T.

tal6
talC
tHmbah
tanah
tapah
fapa

thali (thala)
tala
t8mbii
thanah
tapah

tei

ihCI (thEl3)

sCr
Skr. sindhu-

raps
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' seer ', a weight.
river.
flat metal dish.
sole of foot.
copper.
police post.
district (division of land).
island.
push, shove.

I d a n Elements in Pashfu
Pashfu.

tC1
fokerai
topai
tak

Urdu.
tdl
tokri
topi (Portuguese)
thitk

Ts. tsalC

chhallii
tsaplai (grass-shoe) chapli
tsapah
chhappa (B)
tsaper
chhappar
tsokai (watch post, chauki
police station)

Dz. dzolai

chap
chup
dak
dCr
ganjC
gan
ghat (stout, thick)
katah (stout, thick)
kachah
manderC
takeyah
gCr chiipCr (Adverb)
tsarah

oil.
basket.
hat.
spittle.
ring.
sandal (chappal-slipper).
wave.
thatched roof.
chair, police post, &c.

jholi

haversack.

chhHp
chup
dhCr
ganjH
ghana

printed.
silent.
full.
much, abundant.
bald.
close, dense.

kay!a

robust.

kachch~
mandar8
takra
ghCr(8) chauphdr
chharii

immature, imperfect.
short, squat.
strong, healthy.
circumference.
alone, solitary.

?

VERBS
bal-ul
cp. bul-8n8
to call.
bal-Cdul
bal-nP
to bum.
chal-Cdul
chal-nP
to proceed, go, kc.
chun-ul
chun-nii (B) c h h i n ~to sift.
gin-118
to count, reckon up.
gan-ul
joy-awul (make,
joy-nii
to join, add up, fabricate.
fashion)
lik-ul
likh-nii
to write.
fol-Cdul
cp. foli
a party, crowd.
(to assemble together)
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CHAPTER XVII
CHARACTERISTICS O F SYNTAX AND STYLE
419

IN the earlier chapters of this book and in the preceding part of this
chapter, we have studied the nature and form of the substance of the
language, i. e. of the means which Pashtu has at its command for the
expression of thought. I t now only remains to offer a few general
remarks on how these means are employed.
I will briefly enumerate the principal features and peculiarities which
have come under notice, omitting those which we have just been
examining.
I. The absence of any true Articles.
2.

Treatment as plural of many composite substances.

3. T h e use of the Genitive+ the Verb to be as an equivalent for
English ' I have '.
4. Poverty in Adjectives of Material.

E. g. There are no common

words for: wooden, slone, silver, brass, kc., the Genitive of the Noun
being used instead.
5. Demonstrative Adjectives used also as Definite Article, Demonstrative Pronoun, and 3rd Personal Pronoun.
6. a. Redundancy of Personal Pronoun forms : mB, mi, rB, kc.
b. Falling- together of forms of different functions :
of me, my (Gen.).
by me (Agent).
c. Common forms for Indefinite and Interrogative Pronoun.
d. Lack of a true Relative Pronoun.
-

413

7. Verb.
a. Rare employment of Passive Voice. Replaced by inversion
of the subject with the Active Voice, or by use of Intransitive Verb.
b. Use of the Subjunctive.
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c. Use of Infinitive as a Verbal Noun.

d. Use of the Present Participle as Agent.
e. Agential Construction of Past Tenses of Active Transitive
Verbs with Object in the Nominative and Subject in the Agential Case.
f: Use of Present for Future.
g. Use of Future and Future Perfect to express assumption of
certainty.
A. Inflecting of some parts of the Verb to denote Gender as well
as Number and Person.
8. Poverty in Adverbs, supplied by :

a. Adjectives used adverbially.
6. Prepositional Phrases.

g. Conjunctions.

Subordinate Clauses.
sive Conceptions.
10.

+

Use of Prepositional phrases oh6h.
The expression of Temporal and Conces-

The radical fact that determines in its main lines the structure of 414
Pashtu, is that it is essentially a colloquial and not a literary language.
Even when a language is largely controlled by a literature which
dominates every branch of life, and when it is expressed in every daily
occupation almost as much in writing as by word of mouth, there is
always an enormous difference between the casual speech of everyday
business, and even the simplest forms of the written language. We have
only to think of the English language of the present day to realize this.
Apart from the use of dialect and slang and catch-words, a much more
diffuse and disjointed style than is found in any form of literature,
characterizes the speech of even the educated classes. Long and
involved sentences are tabooed, and the vocabulary employed is restricted
to the closest limits. Explanatory clauses and repetitions wit11 slight
alteration of form are freely used to develop and make clear the speaker's
thought. On the other hand, facial expression and other aids provided
by personal contact often make ellipsis and even unfinished sentences
possible.
.
These features are perhaps particularly fully developed in English,
where the average speaker is careless of form of expression. The
colloquial maid-of-all-work ' nice ', for instance, requires a little vocabulary
to itself in the more precise requirements of French expression.
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If a language only exists in a colloquial form, it may safely be
supposed that it will display in an especial degree the characters to
which I have been referring.
Pashtu is such a language. It has only a meagre literature, and that
practically all of some age. Even that literature is not generally known,
and not one person in a hundred is capable of reading it should he have
the opportunity. Again, the only part of it likely to become popular is
the poetry, and that, though not without originality, is based on Persian
models. I n any case it is not the language as contorted in poetry that
will radically affect the daily speech.
Pashtu is in fact as purely colloquial a language as if no word of it
had ever been written down. A natural corollary is that it is only
adapted to deal with simple forms of thought and simple subjects. The
Pathan is not at all lacking in brains or intelligence, but he has not made
any steps on his own account in Philosophy or abstract thought. When
such things have come within the circle of his knowledge from outside,
he has had to extend his vocabulary by borrowing.
Development, or new methods in the construetion of a language,
however, do not come in this way, except where a foreign literature is
generally studied and assimilated. No literature has played, or can
play, to Pashtu the part that Latin literature has played to English or
German.
The same remarks regarding borrowing apply to scientific subjects,
only that these being new also to his neighbours, the Pathan is unable
to derive much assistance from them even were he in a position to want
it. His own interests are concrete in nature and narrow in scope, and
his language corresponds to them.
This concreteness is the key-note of Pashtu, and hand in hand with
it goes a very simple mode of expression. Involved relationships cannot
be gathered up and expressed in condensed groupings, they have to be
expressed in separate clauses hung on bv way of explanation or enlargement. There is no objection to diffuseness, but sentences n~ustnot be
too complicated.
Where possible, i. e. where the correlation is weak, clauses are
separated and made into independent sentences.

A few particular points may be mentioned by way of illustration :
Appoeition is confined to the simplest cases, those of titles :
Hawas, Malik.

Hawas the malik.
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Partioipial Clauses are unknown.
The flour supplied was not up to sample.
O ~ u hchCh yC werke~elinamiinah serah beraber nah WE.
The man standing on the bridge is my brother.
Haghah pah pul b ~ n d echCh wuliir dC dzms wror dd.
Having said this he went away.
DH chCh yC wai.eli wii bC.2 lar.
T h e Absolute Participial Construction is unknown.
Adjectives are not accumulated before a Noun if preceded by a
Demonstrative Adjective.
T h e descriptive terms are relegated to
a relative clause.
This deaf and dumb boy.
DHhalak chCh kiin o gang dC.
Definite are preferred to Indefinite Expreeeione of Time. Thus

' When ? ' is usually :
Pah tso bajk. ? T s o wradzo pas ?
and not merely kelah ?

Tso wradzk. di ?

&c.

Abstracts.
417
We have seen that Pashtu is not unprovided with Abstract Nouns, nor
with means of forming them.
The dictionaries indeed show a very respectable array of Abstracts, but
this is rather misleading, for in practice the Pathan always prefers to
follow his bent for the concrete :
Its whiteness makes it visible from a distance.
Haghah chCh spin dC (dzikah) da liri nah Mk5t-i.
Jang tah tai.2.r.
Ready for fighting, ready to fight.
LZri tah tai-Hr.
Ready to start out.
At the time of his disappearance.
Kum wakht chdh gh4b shuh.
Many Abstract Nouns are of course in constant use.
practical purposes concrete. E. g.
rik&i.H wHyah.
nZijo,hti*H

Some are for

Tell the truth (i. e. that which is true).
actual illness, disease rather than the quality
of being unwell.

Some of the commonest abstracts are foreign. E. g. ndki, khuhhiili, kc.
2 53
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Another type of form which occurs frequently in the dictionaries but
is scantily used in life, is the Verbal Agent form in -fink4-find,
properly
a Present Participle. It can always be used like the Hindiistzni -w&l&,
but in almost all cases the concrete is preferred in the formula :
Haghah chCh ka-i or

kCgi, dC, kc.
joyawiinkC or
haghah chCh joya-i.
kkshCn3stihkC or
haghah chCh nSst dC.

H. bananCwala

the maker

I

H. baithndwala

the sitter

i

It is the same principle, no doubt, which has militated against the
formation of compounds of which the governing member is verbal.

418

It is no less typical of the genius and the stage of development of
Pashtu that it should not have evolved any form of indirect speech.
Lastl), to be concrete and explicit involves a certain amount of
diffuseness. E. g.
T h e nobles were too weak or too slothful to suppress the outbreak.
Da AmirZno y3 domerah tzqat nah woh chCh pissd lznde
krT ya da sustai pah sabab serah koshish wu nah kgh,
OY

AmirZno chCh taqat yC nah woh y~ chCh sust wii haghah piszd
mana' nah key.
A common trick in colloquial narrative is the repetition of the Verb
at the commencement of the following clause :
*BC.S haghah kili lah 151. Lii~,o haltah chCh rasCdelC woh da
malik p u u t u n a h yC wukerelah . . .
Then he went off to the village, (He went off) and when he
got there he asked for the Malik.

.

420

..

If Pashtu is defective in flexibility and grace and incapable of expressing refined sentiment or abstruse or technical thought, it is still by
no means devoid of valuable qualities. Its sphere is limited, but in
simple narrative it is direct, forcible and vivid. There is nothing soft or
weak about i t ; its very vocabulary is full of character which is further
brought out by a vigorous intonation.
It is always alive and has a certain air of individuality and distinction
about it which is conspicuously lacking in Panjabi and that hybrid,
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Hindiist~ni. It has little of the grace of Persian and less of its scope, but
it has more masculine strength.
In comparison with the dialects of the hill-tribes of Persia, between
whose circumstances and those of the Pathans there is some parallelism,
Pashtu does not suffer. It is phonetically vigorous, while these dialects
are in this respect what may be described as slipshod.
The capacity of Pashtu for plain vigorous narrative may readily be
discovered by conversation with any intelligent and genuine Pathan, or by
a perusal of that excellent collection of tales, the Ganj i P+44AtC.
Its power to render poetic feeling, or at least to express passion and
pathos and other sentiments may be judged by studying the Diwans of
KhushhPl Khan and Abdur Rahman or, still better, as being less
artificial, the Folk Songs collected by Darmsteter.
In all these, Persian influence counts for much in vocabulary, form,
expression, and sentiment, but much remains that is native.

ENGLISH-PASHTU INDEX

ABBREVIATIONS
The following may be

Most abbreviatibns used are current and familiar.
noted, supplementing the list on p. xx.

a.
ad.
agen.
agt.
conj.
comp(s).
caus.
CP.
do.
e. p.
f.
fn.
fr.
form.
ib.
intr.
loc.
m.
n.
num.
obl.
ono.

0.R.
0,s.

-

adjective
adverb
agential case
against
conjugation
conjunction
compound(s)
causative
compare
ditto
et passim
feminine
footnote
from
formative
ibidem
intransitive verb
locative case
masculine
noun
numeral
oblique (cases)
onomatopoeic
Oratio Recta
oneself

0.'~

-

P.
part.
PO.

P.P.
Pro
S.O.

s.t.
tr.
vb(s).

one's
Persian
particle
postposition
past participle
preposition
some one
something
transitive verb
verb(s)

Further :k.
(werk
sh.

...

..

keyul, kawul
(werkerul . . .)
.)
shwul
' related to ', ' alternating with'. With
infinitives usually
introduces the present base
insert catch word
supply word(s) necessary to complete
the context

I. ENGLISH-PASHTU INDEX
NOTEI . These indexes merely give the words occurring in the text and do not profeu
to supply the place of a Dictionary; many very commou words of both laqpges
are entirely wanting, '2nd the Pashtu equivalents given in the first index are not
always those in most general use.

NOTE2. The English-Pashtu Index is to be regarded as an Index to the Pashtu-English
Index-Vocabulary which follows it and to which reference should be made for faller
information regarding Pashtu words and their occurrence in the text.

a, indef. art. unexpressed, 9 ; rendered by yau, 11-14.
abandon (to), tr. prCgdul, p r d u o dul ; let h h - hope, umCd nah
kasi.
abash (to), tr. shermawul ; to become
-ed, shermddul.
abduction, n. botuh m.
ability, n. was m., taqat m.
able (to be), aux. shwul with p.p.,
205 ; circumlocufions, 208-7 ;
po-Cdul (to Rnow how to).
ablution, n. (of hands beforeprayer),
audas m.
about, pr. pah haq k&C (gen.) ;
a suit about land, da zmakk
muqadamah.
ad. (= approximate&) - 15, yau
pindzalas; - 5, yau pindzah
bah wi.
-to (on thepoint gf . ..), expressed
by imperf., 2 2 4 .
above, pr. ber, p8s (po. abl.).
ad. pgs, ber, portah; fr. -, da
bera, da pasa, da ber nah, da p8s
nah.
absent, a. ghCb.
absolutely, ad. bilkul.
abstemious, a. perhdzg~r.

abstinence, n. perhCz m.
abundant, a. dCr.
abuse, n. kanzilb f. pl., zi.CrE f. pl.
abuse (to), tr. kanzilk k. (dat.).
accept (to), tr. manqiir k., Pkhistul;
- (condilrbns), qabiil k.
accordance, n. in - with, pah . .
serah (form.).
according, ad. - t o . . , pah. . .
serah (form.).
account, n. hisHb m., -s, his2b m. ;
a thing of no -, hCts shai urn
nedC ; on this -, dzikah.
account (to), to - for 0.5. to s.o.,
khpul dzamgb werk. (dat.).
accrue (to), intr. lagCdul ; interest
-5, keh siid lagi.
accurately, ad. sam, gahi.
ache (to), intr. khiigCdul.
acknowledging, a. qH.il (pah . . .).
acquaintance(ahip), n. pezhangali
f., 5shng.i f.
acquainted, a. - (with), balad
(serah) ; w5qif (serah).
acquire (to), tr. miindul ;
by
purchase, pah bai'ah Zkhistul.
across, pr. pore (PO.).
act, n. kiir m. ; acts, kawul, m.
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aot (to), intr. 'amel k. ; - on (advice,
&c.), pah . . . 'amel k.
action, n. kiir m., kawul m. pl.,
'amel m.
active, a. chiikh, chHgh.
add (to), tr. joyawul.
addition, n. lit - to, da . . serah.
adhere (to), intr. lagCdul ; lo cause
5.t. to -, lagawul.
admit (to), tr. dHkhilawu1; to be -ed
(hto), dZkhilCdul (pah . . k&C).
adulterer, n. zinlklr m.
advance, n. (of money) pCshagi f.;
in - of; wuyZnde (po. abl.).
advantage, n. gafah f.
advice, n. nasihat m., khaberah f. ;
lo gizle -, nasihat werk.
afar, ad. lire ;fr. -, da lire nah.
affair, n. mamelah f., khaberah f.,
bZb m.
affection, n. minah f. ; - for s.o.,
. . biinde minah.
amx (to), tr. lagawul ; - s.t. lo s.t.,
lagawul (acc. dat.).
ataict (to), tr. randzawul.
afflicted, a. dardman.
af3iction, n. randz m.
afraid, a. khaufniik, tarsniik; lo be
- o/; wdrCdul, yCrCdul (abl.).
after, pr. (of place) pase, po. (form.) ;
(of time) pas, pr. (abl.) ; pas po.
(nom.) 276.
ad. pas, (afler that) bC.ii.
conj. chCh; chCh . . . haghah pas
(b6.3) 308 ; (now that) us chCh.
afternoon, n. miizdiger m.
afterwards, ad. pas.
again, ad. b4-a.
against, pr. (envers) serah, PO. ;
(close to) tsakhah, po. ; entry your name, raqam dC pah niimah
bande.

.

.

.

age, n. 'umer m. ; he 2j the same as you, slii homerah dE ; ofequal
-, ham 'umer.
aged, a. zoy.
ago, ad. he did . . . a long time -,
dCrah miidah wushwah . . . kerC
dC.
agree (to), intr. - to s.t,, qabiil k.
agreeable, a. da mazi?, khwandnak.
agreement, n. wZdah ; to make an
- with s.o., . .serah wgdah k.
alarm, n. \vCrah f.
alarm (to), tr. wdrawul, yCrawul.
alarum, n. chighah f.
alas! interj. apsos, armiin, wai wai.
alchemist, n. kimi-Zger m.
alike, ad. wiiyah.
alive, a. to be - to thefact that . . ,
po. 6dul chCh . . . 0. R. . . .
all, a pron. fol, wiiyah, (= no more)
domerah ;-four, tsalor wgyah ;
- the whole lot, fol wiiyah ;
the rest, nor to1 ; - who, chCh
kum . . . , kum kum seri chCh
. . .; fhese are - 1have, domerah mZ tsakhah dl.
ad. - rt;eht, khair, khair no ;
M e h d4, dCrah !&ah dah;
not at -, bilkul . . . nah, hado
. nah, b4khi . . . nah; do not
. al -, da sera . . mah .. .;
- round, gCr chiipCr, tsaloro
tarafo tah.
alliance, n. j o r i u t m.
allow, tr. prdgdul ; - me lo speak,
khabero (ah mii prCdah ; /rare/Zing expetlses are not -ed, da
liiri kherts nah milau.Cgi; -pay,
mazdiiri werk.
allowance, n. (pension) muwgjib m.
almond, n, bZdiim m.
alms, n. khairat m.
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done, a. tsarah.
ad. (= of o.s.) pakhpulah ; to leave
S.O. -, prdgdul; leave it -,
hum hase piCdah.
along, pr. - the boundary, bbn'
tsakhah ; - the road, pah lari
biinde ; - with, (pah) . . serah,
serah (gen.).
Jongeide, pr. tsakhah. po., ghHlah
ghiiyah (gen.); close
. . -,
tsakhah nizhdt.
aloof, a. to hold 0.5.
fr., dziin
siitul (abl.).
d o , ad. hum (um), 113.
alter (to), tr. Hwuutul.
although, conj. 316; (= even tJf)
hum keh . . ., hum chCh . .
(= in spite of the fact that . . .)
serah da dd chCh .; ( = however nzwh) tsomerah chCh . .
altogether, ad. wiirah, lah sera,
da sera, bilkul.
always, ad. hamCsh, ter zhwandiina
pore, tal, her kalah, (= continual&) mudam, sh%mudiim.
am, pres. vb. ' to be ' yem ; - I
to . . . ? deliberative subj. 108.
amity, n. roghah f., roghah jorah f.
ammunition, n. kgrtusiinah m. pl.,
wazmi: f. pl.
among, pr. pah . .
fr. -,
dzinah (dzine), po. (form.).
amount (to), intr. shwul, . . pore
shwul ; fhey must -to some 600,
shpag sawa pore bah wi.
ancient, 9.pakhwHnC, p e g i n ; da
pakhwHnb zamHnL
and, conj. wa, o, au;
also, hum;
both . . -, hum . . hum ;
(= so that) chCh . .. (with subj.).
anger, n. khapagi f.
angry, a. khapah, maror (marawer),

.
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pah qaher, g b a b n i k , qahernak ;
- with, khapah, maror abl. ;
khapah (serah) ; to become -,
pah qaher sh.
animal, n. dzanawer m.
annoyed, a. with, khapah (serah).
another, a. bul ; - one, bul yau.
pron. bul, bul tsok; one after
anofhr, yau bul pase ; om (= mutually) serah, ad.
answer, n. dzawiib m.
amwer (to), tr. bC.3 wai.ul (0. R.).
ant, n. mCgC m. : red -, siirm15gC m.
anxiety, n. fiker m., gham m., pews
f.; w i h u t -, Mghama, bi
perwii.
anxious, a. a n d d u m a n .
anxious-minded, a. fikerman.
any, a. - . . which . . ., kum
chCh . .
pron. tsok (of persons), tseh (f
things).
any one, pron. tsok; - who, tsok,
chCh, her tsok chdh.
anything, pron. tseh ; - more, nor
tseh pl. ; - which, (her) tseh
ch6h.
anywhere, ad. chertah ; -else, bul
chertah.
apart, a. bC-al.
apiece, ad. expressed by repeated
numeral, 53 ; 70.
apology, n. 'uzr m.
apparent, a. tsergand ; @ k w h ,
mifiliim ;
to, do. with dat. ; to
become -/r. s.f. /hi.. .,da .
nah miiliimah sh. chCh . . .
apparently, ad. bertsdran.
appear (to), intr. tsergandddul,
l&k%rCdul, U k S r a h sh. (=
seem), expressed by ghwunde,
200 ; by likah chdh, 3U.
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I. E9yGish-Pashtu Index
applioation, n. deskhast m.
apply (to), tr. lagawul ; force zuas
-ed to if, zor prC wushuh.
appointment, n. 'uhdah f.
apportion (to), tr. wishul.
apprehension, n. wisw8s m.
approach (to), intr. nizhd6 tlul
(rzghlul) ; to allow s.0. to - o.s.,
r8prdgdul; nizhdC prCgdul.
arbitrary, a. z8lim.
are, pres. vb. ' to be'; (we) -, yii;
(you) -, sg. yC ; (they) -, di ;
(you) -, pl. yai.
arise (to), intr. khatul ; (of sound)
portah sh.
arm, n. 13s, (ufper) mu! m.
armed, a. - man, ml8ter m.
arms, n. waslah f. sg.
army, n. faudz m. l a u k a r m., pl.
is f.
around, ad. ch8pCrah.
arrange (to), tr. jorawul ; fo be -ed,
joyCdul.
arrangement, n. bandobast m.
arrest (to), tr. niwul.
arrested, a. girift'ir.
arrival, n. riitlul.
arrive (to), intr. rasddul, raghlul ;
h@irCdul, khatul (ra-, der-,
wer-) ; to cause to -, rasawul.
arrogance, n. kiber m.
art, pres. vb. ' to be '; (thou) -, yC.
article, n. (thing), shai, shi m.
artificer, n. kw-ger m.
artilleryman, n. topchi m.
aa, ad. conj. chCh, likah ; - (b&)
. . -, domerah (10.6) . . . likah ;
such (good) . -, d8se (l&eh)
. . likah ; so (??zuch). . . -,
d8se. .likah (ch6h). . . ;p a n tus . . tantus, tsomerah chdh
. . domerah ; leave it as it is,

.
.

.
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hum hase prddah ; it
were, - though, just -, likah
chdh . . 311.
ascending, n. khatenah f.
ascent, n. khatuh m., khatenah f.
ascertain (to), tr. taqiq k., m8liim
k. ; to be -ed, malGm sh.
ashamed, a. shermnak ; to become
-, shermddul; to make -,
shermawul.
ashes, n. irk f. pl.
aside, ad. bd-al, pah tsang, yau k h w ~
tah, (pah) yau dadah.
ask (to), intr. pukshtunah k., tapos
k., puksJt6du1, all with O.R. 320.
- tr. s.o., above with abl.
- s.t. ((i. e. request) ghwokshtul;
what price is h -ing ? aghah
tso bai 'ah wai-el&dah ?
asleep, a. fiduh.
ass, n. kher m. ; silZy -, gCdi kher.
assault, n. halah h. ; to make an on s.o., . . . bznde halah k.
assemble (to), intr. tolddul, yau
dza-6 sh.
tr. yau dzH.6 k.
assembly, n. majlis m. (celebration)
jalsah f. ; - of elders, jirgah f.
assistance, n. madad m. (protecttbn)
panah f. ; to give - to . . ,
. . serah madad k.
assistant, n. madadgas m.
assuredly, ad. kh~makhgh,Mshaka.
asthma, n. sahlandi f.
asthmatic, a. s~hland6.
at, pr. pah, pah . . . k&C, tsakhah;
- that time, pah aghuh wakht,
pah agho wradzo kk&d;
6
o'c., pah shpag bajk ;
6 o'c*
(fut.), shpag baji lah ;- Dakkair.
pah Dakk lrl&i, Dakk tsakhah;
- the side of, pah tsang (gen.);

.
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- the back of;

da
sh3 tah ;
- the most (least), keh dCr (lug)
wi; lo tau@ -, . pore khandul ; not - all, bilkul . . nah,
lah sera (nah) ;
once, dasti.
atom, n. gerah f. ; to be smashed lo
-s, zerk gerh sh.
attack, n. halah f.; nkhf -, shokhan rn.
attack (to), tr. . b3nde halah k. ;
he will not be --ed by smallpox,
nanekai bah prC wu nah khdzhi.
attempt, n. koshish m.
attention, n. pay
to s.o., ghwag
niwul (dat.).
attraction, n. it has no -sfor me,
da . . . shauq mi nah wi.
audience, n. he found no -, ch2
khaber8 yC wa n1aur6d8.
authorities, n. the -, Serkar m.
authority, n. possessing -, ikhti-Hrwalah.
autumn, n. man6 m.
avoid (to), tr. pah +dah gerz6dul
(abl.).
awake, a, wCksh, M&r.
aware, a. khaber ; to become -,
khaber sh. ; lo be welt - lhaf
. . , m e h po-Cdyl chCh . . .

backwmde and forwazds, ad. pore
rapore.
bad, a. (mi/) bad ; (rolfm) kharab ;
to g o -, kharHbedut ; on
terms with LO.,
. serah pah
jagerah kksJ6; - blood,'adiiwat
m.; - chracfer, n. badm%shm.
bedger, n. torlumf m.
baggage, n. asbHb m.
bail, n. ?amgnat m. to g o -for
s.o.,
zam8nat (gen.) werk
bait (to), tr. jangawul.
baker, n. nHnwH.6 m.
bald, a. ganjC.
ball, n. ghandos m., ghandosld in.
band, n. (of men) dallah f.
' baniyah ', n. banisah m. (pl. b a ~ ~ i . agHn) .
bank, n. wand m. ;(ofiiver) g h i ~ f.h
bank (to), tr. - (earth) up, (khawed) HchawuL
barber, n. n3.i m.
barefoot(ed), a. abel, kshpE abel5.
bareheaded, a. sertor.
bark (to), intr. ghapul (tr. conj.).
barley, n. orbush5 f. pl.
barren, a. (ofanimals) shand.
beeket, n. fokerai f.
bestion, n. burj m.
batch, n. which - o/; kum, 133.
O.R.
away, ad. lire, ise ; fo fake -, ise k. ; bathe (to), intr. lambul (tr. conj.).
to fhrow -, istul, ghwurzawul, battle, n. jang m.
(liquids) toyawul; lo carry -,
baeer, n. bHzHr m.
be (to), intr. shwul, kddul 843 ; d6,
botlul, yauweyul.
awry, a. kog wog.
shtah, 848 ; he is to -, indirect
imper., 218 ; if cannot -, nah
baokl, n. shH f.; a t /Ire - of; da
shi; (=togo)Ihavebeenfo. ..,
. lah telC yem ; (=mnain)
. . . sha tah.
beck4, ad. bi-ertah, pastanah,
let if -, wi de, hum hase prddah.
beam, n. tir m. (main -), sh&tir m.
( =again), be.8.
bear, n. m61ii m.
backbiter, n. chugelikhor m.
baokwarde, ad. bi-ertah, wurusto.
bear (to), tr. (give birth /o) zowul ;
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(endure) khwayul ; (harbour
malice, 4.c.) liyul, keyul ;to bring
pressure to - on s.o.,
serah
zor k. ;force was brought lo on him, zor prd wushuh.
beard, n. girah f.
bearing, n. -young, langtiin m.
beat (to), tr. wahul ; to - with
sticks, pah lergo wahul.
beating, n. wahenah f.
beeutif'ul, a. w a i s t a h .
beauty, n. u k u l i t o b m.
beoause, conj. dapzrah da dC chdh
. . . ; dzikah . . chCh ; wale
chCh; we are vexed
. . .,
dzikah khapah yii chCh . .; of, da
dap8rah.
become (to), intr. shwul, kddul;
whaf 's - of him Z aghuh tseh
shuh ? to - (while), &c. (spin-)
Cdul, 180.
bed, n. kat m. ; confined to -, pah
kaf, prot.
bedstead, n. kat m.; small -,
katkC m. ;very small -, kaf,otC.
bee, n. machai f.
befall (to), tr. pah
shwul.
before, pr. awwal (abl.), wuyumbe
(abl.) ; - Tuesday, da nahk ter
wradza pore; (place) wuriinde
(abl.).
ad. awwal, pakhwz, lah (da) dC
nah wuyumbe.
conj. chCh . . . 13. . nah, 18.
nah . . chdh, 307.
beggar, n. paqir m.
begin (to), intr. lagCdul, sherii' sh. ;
the road has been begun, sayak
naksJatC dC.
tr. sherf k.
beginning, n. sherii' f.
begun, a. sherii' ; nakAatC (= in
course ofprogress).
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behave (to), intr. to - bad&, bdwaf8.i k. ; bad& wradzk na&lawul; to - loyal&, da imsndHri kHr k. ; lo with treachry
towards s.o., . serah bC-imsni k.
behind, pr. wurusto (abl.), pase, po.
(form.); da . . shH tah.
ad. wurusto;
- da wurusto
nah.
below, pr. liinde (gen.).
ad. lHnde, ter . . lgnde, U k a t a h ,
kiiz; fr. -, da w k a t a h nah.
belt, n. kamerband m., (pouch-)
kamerkisah f.
beneath, pr. liinde (gen.), ter .
lande.
ad. liinde.
bent, a. (crooked) kog, kog wog.
bereft, p.p. (parent 1ofbi[djMr.
berry, n. diinah f.
beside, pr. tsakhah (po.)
besides, pr. serah da, . . . ;
.
also, serah da . . . hum.
ad. nor, serah.
best, a. M e h (abl.), 66 ; Lo make the
- ofs.f. (= bear) v . khwa~vl.
bestow (to), tr. b a M u l .
betroth (to), tr. kozhdanah k.; to
be -+a?, kozhdanah sh.
betrothal, n. khozhdanah f.
betrothed, a. (- girl) changhalah f.
better, a. M e h (abl.), 66 ; to get fihc
- of s.o., pah . . ghiilib sh.
beyond, pr. pore po. (abl.); -count,
bd shumiira, bd qi.Hsa.
ad. histah, ise.
' bhusa ', n. biisah f. ; - stack,
biiszyah f.
biestings, n. werguh m. pl.
big, a. 10.6, ghat, ster, katah; people, arbiibzn.
bird, n. murghai f.
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I. English-Pashtu Index
birth, n. to give -, intr. IangCdul ;
fo give - to, zowul.
bit, n. (fragmenf) zerah f., totah f.,
piit4 m. ; in -5, h t o -5, zerk
z e d , (0th totk, piifi piiti.
bite (to), tr. chichul.
bitternem, n. trikhwiild m., trikhtob
m., trikhti-%f.
black, a. tor; j e f -, tak tor.
blacksmith, n. Shanger m.
blame, n. mulZimat m. ; there is no
- affaching lo him, hdts muliimat yC nishtah.
blanket, n. sherai f.
blemish, n. 'aib m.
bless (to), tr. du'ii k. (dat.) ; (place)
Pbiid k. ; to be blest, khair sh.,
188-8.
blessing, n. barakat m., (prver
for -) du'a f.
blest, a. khair.
blood, n. win5 f. pl. ; bad-, 'adiiwat
m. ; -feud,
da had pitenah f.
blow (to), tr. (- away) Hliizawul ;
to be -n to bits, shlddul.
blunder, n. ghalat m.
blunder (to), intr. ghalatddul.
board, n. takhtah f.
boat, 11. bdrai f.
boatman, n. mHngC m.
body, n. tan m.
boil, n. diinah f., diinakai f.
boil (to), tr. 6shawul.
bolt (to), intr. taMtCdu1.
bone, n. (had m.) hadiikC m.
book, n. kitiib m.
boom, n. (sound) g b u m b m.
booty, n. liit m.
border, n. tsdlmah f. ; across f h -,
pah yiighistzn k m d . zt. nlso
boundary.
born (to be), intr. zdg6dul.

both, a. dwqah.
conj. -. . . and, hum . . hum.
bother, n. raber m.
bother (to), tr. rabeyawul.
boundary, n. brid m., serhad m.
bounty, n. (relzgiow -) shukerHnah f.
box, n. sundiiq in.,per6 m.
boy, n. halak m., wuykd m. ; whenyou
were still a -, agl~ahwakht
chdh 12 girah dd wah nah shear&.
brwelet, n. mafkd m.
braine, n. dimHgh m.
brave, a. diliiwer, zyahwer, tiirzan.
bravo ! interj. shiibiish(e), wah wah !
bread, n. unleavened -, d+i,
f.
r o p i f.
breadth, n. planwHl6 m.
break (to), tr. miitawul ; - in huo,
dwah nim k. ; - into a howe,
kander k.
intr. mHtddul ; dwah nim sh.;
(fear) shlddul.
break out (to), intr. lagddul (offire);
khatul (of rash).
breast, n. ber m.
breath, n. sHh m.
breechloading, a. dumbiilahpur.
bribe, n. badah f. ; to fake -5, bad&
akhistul.
bride, n. (- elect) changhala f.
bridge, n. pul m. ; to make a -, pul
teyul.
bright, a. tiibzhan.
brim, n. tsandah f.
bring (to), tr. (inanimate thihgs)
weyul, w ~ (rH-,
l
wer-, der-) ;
animate beings, -wustul (rii-, der-,
back, r i i w e ~ l ,riiwuwer-);
stul ; - inside, nena-dstul ; 5.0. to his senses, pah khud k.;
- /O mhd, yiidawul ; (fbrce)
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to bear on s.o., serah (zor) k. ;
- chance, (pah) itipaq serah ;
(force) was brozcghf to bear on
means of if, prC ; one - one,
him, (zor) prC wushuh.
yau pah yau; day - day, wradz
pah wradz.
British, a. da AngrCz ; serksri.
bye and bye, ad. wurusto.
broken, a. miit.
broom, n. jiirfi m.
brought, a. to be - about, joyCdul.
calf, n. skhC m. in -, blarbah, da
langtiin.
brown, a. (lzghf -) khuy.
call, n. (cry) bang m. ;
to prayer,
bucket, n. do1 m.
mull5b~ng
m.;
(visit)
mul2qHt
m.
buffalo, n. (bull) sandiih m. ; (cow)
m C M a h f.
call (to), tr. (sumnzon) (rH-)balul ;
build (to), tr. joyawul, siizawul.
(rH-)ghwoM~ul; - S.O. s.t.,
built, a. jor.
wai-ul acc. dat.
bulky, a. ghat, kafah.
intr. da mulaqat dapiirah riighlul.
bullet, n. golai f.
calve (to), intr. IangCdul.
bundle, n. gafelai f.; (of clothes) camel, n. i i u m.
bukhtsah f., bukhtsakai f.
camp, n. dCr& f. pl.
bungalow, n. banglah f.
can, defect. vb. 205-7 : v. able ;
burden, n. bar m. ; of-,
b3rkaksJ.
w h n jlou -, kum wakht chdh
buried, a. khaksh.
st3 fursat wi ; I can'f remember,
yiid mi nah shi.
burn (to), IS. sCdzawul.
canal, n. wiilah f. ; to make a -,
intr. sCdzul. swul, balCdul.
wdah r'awustul.
burnt, a. siwC.
cancelled, a. kg!.
bury (to), tr. k h a u a w u l .
bush, n. biif6 m.
candidate, n. umCdwa ~ n .
cantonments, n. ch8-iinai f.
business, n. kZr m.
cap, n. (percussion) patakhah f.
bustard, n. khurmor m.
busy, a. lagi-2 (with . . ., pah . . . captive, n. bandi m. ; to take s.0. -,
bandi akhistul.
kksJC).
care, n. (-fulness)
khaberdsri f. ;
but, pr. bC (abl.).
(anxieb) perwii f. ; fake -I
ad. conj. lekin, wale, (profesling)
kho.
khaberdPr ! to fake -, khaberdar sh., piim k., khi.21 k.
butter, n. (clartj5ed) ghwari m. pl.
careful, a. khaberdiir.
buttermilk, n. shomlk f. pl.
buy (to), tr. gkhistul, pah bai'ah carpenter, n. derfizgzr m.
akhistul.
carpet, n. (Persian) ghalichah f.
by, pr. (agenf) pah, pah . . . biinde ; carriage, n. giidai f.
(=spud) tsakhah ; (of finze) carried, a. (- o j as woundeg
zambol.
pore, ter . . . pore; -to-morrow,
sabH-a pore ; (lit accordance carrion, n. murdzr m.
with) pah . . . serah; - your carry (to), tr. yauwe~ul.
intr. (ofa gun, 4c.) wishtul.
orders, da ta pah hukem serah ;
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oerrging off, n. botuh m.
carry off (to), tr. (inanimate things)
y a u w e s l ; (animafc beings) botlul, bCwul.
carry out (to), tr. piirah k. ; to be
-ed out, shwul, serHnj%mCdul.
oart, n. g8dai f., gad6 m.
cartridge, n. kHrtus m. ; packef of'
-s, gatah f.
case, n. zit that -, no.
cash, n. riipai-8 f. pl., pais8 f. pl.
castle, n. garai f., kot m., burj. m.
casually, ad. bC pursa.
cat, n. pishii m.
catch (to), tr. niwul ; - szght of;
k s h k w h sh. (dat.) impers. ;
-#re,
balCdul ; - s.0. up, . . .
serah rasddul.
cattle, n. (horned) danger m.
caught, p.p. ~vuniwulC.
cause, n. sabab m. ; without -, bC
sababa, bC hCtsa.
cause (to), tr. - to (stand), 4c.
(wuder)awul, &c. 100-8.
cautious, a. khaberdzr.
oave, n. ghHr m., smats f.
cells, n. hawH1Ht f. pl.
censure, n. mulamat m.
oentipede, n. shobelah f.
centre, n. mandz m.
certain, a. yaqin (gen.) 31 ; a -,
pal8nkC ; a - number, tso.
certainly, ad. bC shak(a), zariir,
wale nah (why not), bersber (a//
rzght); - not, hCchere . . . nah.
cha& n. biis m.
ohair, n. kursai f.
chance, n. itipHq m. (prospect) umCd
m. ; by -, (pah) itipaq serah.
change (to), tr. badalawul, gerzawul.
intr. badalddul.
character, n. kho-6 m. ; b a d -

(person), badmbh m. ;

of good

-, nCkch8lchalanwilah.
charcoal, n. skor m.
charge, n. (attack) halah f., (ofa gun)
wazmah f.
charity, n. (alms) khairat m.
chattering, n. khaberb mabert: f.
PI' chatty #, n. mangC m.
cheap, a. f if were -cr, keh bai'ah
JC karnah wC.
cheat, n. fag m.
cheat (to), tr. ghalawul, tagi k.
cheating, n. +@ f.
cherish (to), tr. nmbul, nm8ndzul.
cherishing, n. palenah f.
chest, n. (box) sundiiq m.
chewing the cud, n. shkhwand
wahanah f.
' chhitank #, n. nim p8.o.
chicken, n. chirgiirC m., bachC a
chief, n. malik m.,serdar m.,arbPb m.
chiefly, ad. awwal.
child, n. wuyk6 m., bachC m., (Ziftk
b v ) werkotC m., halak m. ; bercfl
of a -, biir.
chimney, n. b 2 d k a M m.
chinking, n. ono. shrang.
chip, n. rofah f.
choice, n. ikhti-Hr m.
cholera, n. waba m.
choose (to), tr. istul.
circumstancee, n. hi1 m. ; lir fhsc
-, pah dC ha1 kMC.
cinder, n. irah f.
city, n. u a h r m.
clamour, n. ghHl o ghiil m.
clan, n. khCl m. pl.
clay, n. kh8werah f. sg. or pl. 2.
clean, a. p8k.
clean (to), tr. pnkawul.
cleanse (to), tr. windzul.
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clear out (lo), intr. t a u t d d u l ,
I coming, n. rHtlul m. pl. ; - and
wruk shah !
going, tlul rHtlul m. pl.
clever, a. huksJ.%r, hunerman.
command, n. hukem, m. fermHn m.
cleverness, n. huk&.gr~i.Z f.
commence (to), tr. sherfi' k.
cliff, n. kamar m.
intr. sherii' sh., lagddul.
cloee, a nizhdC, (dense) gan; - commit (to), tr. (faulf, &c.) kegul,
alongside s.f., tsakhah ; tsakhah
kawul.
nizhdC.
communicate (to), tr. (oral&) auwad. nizhd6;-fogefhr, serah nizhdd ;
rawul (acc. dat.).
fr. - puarlers, da nizhdC community, n. khalq m. pl.
nah.
compact, n. jorikdt m.
cloth, n. zeyiikd m. sg. or pl. ; piece companion, n. ma1 m., malgerC m.
of -, tiin m.
companionship, n. malgerti-8 f.
clothe (to), tr. aghostul.
compatriot, n. hamwatan m., hamclothes, n. jam?! f. pl., poshak m.
zhibah m.
olothing, n. jamah f. ; (colleclzi)e) compel (to), tr. - 5.0. to . . ., .
jam& f. pl.
serah zor k. chCh . . .
coat, n. (short -), nimtand m.
complaint, n. dacwah f. ; lo make a
cock, n. chirg m.
- agf. s.o., da . . pah n ~ m a h
cockcrow, n. chirgbzng m.
bande dacwah k.
cold1,n. yakhni f.
complete, a. piirah, salamat.
colda,a. yakh.
complete (to), tr. piirah k.
collar, n. geriwHn m.
completely, ad. bilkul.
collect (to), tr. yau dzH4 k.; fo be completion, n. seranjiim rn. ; lo be
-ed, yau dz5.C sh.
carried lo -, seriinj~rnCdu1.
colour, n. rang m.
compulsory, a. - labour, bCg2r m.
comb, n. gamandz f.
conceal (to), tr. putawul.
oome (to), intr. 248 ; rHghlul, dergh- concealed, a. puy.
1~1,weraghlul; - lo hand, pah concern, n. (care) perwii; wifho~f
1% weraghlul(dat.); -forward,
-, bC perwii.
wurHnde sh. ; - out, watul ; - concerning, pr. pah haq kl& (gen).
back, hHl;irCdul, bi-ertah rPghlul ; concessions, n. m&rbHnif.
-down, riikiizddul ; -for
s.o., concubine, n. siiri-atah f.
. . . pase rsghlul ;1'1 has - fo an condition, n. (sfak) hiil m., (sfc;buend, wushwah ; - lo nothing,
lafion) shert m. ; whaf - are
hCts neh sh.; - lei us be of,
/hey in ? tsangah di ?
radzai chCh dzii.
conduct, n. raftsr m. ; of evil
comfort, n. (nzenfal) dilasah f. ;
badlaman.
(physical) 3rHmti.8 f.
conduct (to), tr.(away) botlul, bewul;
- to (rii-, der-, wer-) wustul.
comfort (to), tr. dilZsah k. (dat.) ;
dilasa k. (acc.).
confined, a. - lo bed, pah kaf
comforting, a. dilBsH.
confIict(to), intr. jangddul (pl. subj.).
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I. English-PaJ t a 192detconfound (to), tr. -you / wruk
shah ! gharq shah !
confused, a. (mental&) sergerdHn ;
(mixed up) gad wad.
oonnexion, n. sir-rishtah f.
consent, n. qabiil m.
consent (to), intr. - to s.t., qabgl k.
(acc.).
consequently, ad. dzikah.
consider (to), tr. ganul, manul.
consideration, n. of -, miitaber.
consolation, n. dilgsah f.
conspiracy, n. siizish m.
constable, n. barqandiiz m.
construct (to), tr. siizawul, jopwvul.
oonstructed, a. joy.
contemporary, n. a. ham'umer m.,
hamzolt? m.
continually, ad. mudHm, hamCsh.
continuously, ad. mudHm, shsmudHm; rendered by lagi-2, 238-0.
contractor, n. tdkadiir m.
conversation, n. guftogii m.
convey (to), tr. yauweyul.
convoy, n. jonpah f.
cook (to), tr. pakhawul.
cooked, a. pokh (f. pakhah).
copper, n. tiimbah I.
copulate (to), tr. gho\~ul.
corps, n. faudz m.
correct, a. sahi.
corruption, n. (moral) nHk8rahkho.C
m.
cost (to), intr. khertddul.
costly, a. qimati, qimatniik, griin, da
1ii-i qimat.
cot, n. katotC m.
cotton, n. (pickedor carded) miiliich
m. sg. or pl.
corn, n. Indian -, ja\flHr, ghat jaw%
m. pl., makkai f., pi-iitsah f.
(Afridi).

cough (to), intr. tGkhCdul (tr. conj.).
could, v . able.
council, n. majlis m. ; (of elders)
jirgah f.
counsel, n. n a ~ i h a tm.
couneel (to), tr. - s.0. to do .,
. serah nasihat k. chCh . .
oount (to), tr. sharnZru1, ganul ; I
did nof - on so much, dzmii PC
domerah khi.81 nah woh.
count, n. shumiir m. ; btyonrl-, td
shumsra, bC qi.fsa.
counting, n. shumiir m. ; Zyl--,
pah s h u m k serah.
countlese, a. b6 shumsra, bC qi-Hsa.
country, n. watan m., had m. ;
o.'s nafizle -, khpul watan
(had).
couple, n. joyah f. ; a -, yau dwah.
coumge, n. tfirzanw81C m.
courageous, a. diliiwer, zyahwer,
tiirzan.
course, n. in - of construcfion
(begun), n a m a t C ; in the - of;
pah . . k M C ; of -, wale nah ? ;
yes, of-,
o keh nah.
courteous, a. adabnak.
courtesy, n. adab m.
cover, n. (shelter) panah f. ; to take
-, dzan panah k.
covering, n. pokshiksh m.
' cover off' (military), khpul khpul
seri pase ' kawer ' sh. 2 7 7.
cow, n. ghwg f.
cram (to), tr. - into, kk&C-mandul.
crash, n. draz m.
crippled, a. zambol.
crooked, a. kog, kog wog.
crop, n. fagal m., -s, paidiiwiir m.
sg., fagaliinah m. pl.
cross (to), tr. tt?raml.
intr. pore watul.
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mazal m. ; fo win /he -, bard
iikhistul ; in th middle o/fhe -,
da ghermh.
daytime, n. wradz f. ; zit fhe -, da
wradzk.
deaf, a. kiin.
deal, n. agreaf - of, dCr a ; agreat
-, ad. dCr.
death, n. merg m. ; zlnfime& -,
dzawsni merg.
debt, n. qare? m.
deed, n. kar m. ; good -s, nCki f. ;
-s, kawul m. pl.
deep, a. zhauwer.
defect, n. 'aib m., nuqas n.
degree, n. shin m. ; (rank) derjah
f. ; by -5, dam pah dam.
demand, n. derkhiist m.
demand (to), tr. ghwok&ul.
dense, a. gan, jompaq.
deny (to), tr. munkir sh. (abl.).
dagger, n. pdshqiizah f.
' da19,n. mai-k f. pl.
departure, n. tlul m. pl., rawHnagi f.
damage (to), tr. kharzbawul; lo dependent, n. hamsayah m., tabibecome -d, khariibgdiil.
'dar m.
damp, a. zieemniik.
a. tsbi'dar.
dampness, n. ziaem m.
depressed, a. khapah.
dangerous, a. khaterniik.
descend (to), intr. kiizddul (r3-, der-,
date, n. tiirikh m.
wer-).
daughter, n. Iiir f. (pl. liink).
deserted, a. khushC.
dawn, n. saher m. ; fime preceding design, n. ghara? m.; to harbour
-, pdshmand m.
-s agf. s.o., . . . pase gharaz k.
day, n. wradz f. ; - b_y -, wradz desire, n. shauq m., khHhish m. ; I
have no -for, da
. shauq mi
pah wradz ; every -, herah
nah wi.
wradz ; fhc olher -, bulah I
wradz ; some days, yau tso desire (to), tr. ghwokshtul.
wradzk ; nzghl and -, shpah o despatch (to), tr. Sstawul, ldgul.
wradz ; - after lo-ntorrow, bul destroyed, a. xfriin,
zab2 ; 3rd - fr. now, 15 bul I devastated, a. wfriin.
sab3 ; - be/oreyesf., bul pariin, device, n. chal m.
bul bCga, wuymah wradz; zoiLhi~ die (to), intr. may sh. ; mgul ; - of
$.fa, may sh. (abl.); mayyou die
one -, amroza ; the -'s work
young, dzawani merg she.
(food) rozi f.; -'s march,

cross-country, ad. gher wer; lo
go -, gher wer beriiberawul.
orowd, n. -s of; makhliiq a.
crowded (together), a. jompaq.
crumb, n. piit4 m.
crunching, n. krap kriip.
cry, n. bang m.
cud, n. shkhwand m.
cultivate (to), tr. kart$; (friendsh@, &c.) pah
pase kadah
gerzawul.
cup, n. (metal -) katorC m.
curds, n. miistuh m. pl.
current, a. jHri; - rafe, ilerikh m.
custom, n. dastiir m.
cut (to), tr. ghwutsawal; - down,
prCk. ;
in fwo, dwah nim k.
u j a convoy, jonpah wahul ;
- one's nonre, nlmah kiit k.
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difference, n. fara kh m. (abl. or gen.).
different, a. nor ; . . . is quite fr., da . . o da . . . dCr farakh
dC ; what - kinds of . . ., kum
kum qisem
?
m c u l t , a. grsn, sakht.
difEculty, n. to get k t o -its, b u u t
sh. ; (with money) tang sh.
d i r e c t i o n , n. makhah f., palau m.,
khwH f., dadah f., tarafm. 203 e ;
tit this -, rHhistah, rH-ise ; in
that -, histah, ise.
dirty, a. nHp~k.
'dirzi ', n. dirzi m.
disappear (to), intr. ghdb sh.
disappeared, a. ghdb.
diecharge, n. ruskhat m.; to fake
o.'s -, nsmah kHt k.
discourse, n. guftsr m.
discredit, n. badnsrni f. ; he fell
into -, makh yC tor shuh.
discussion, n. 'ara? kawul m. pl.,
qil o qHl m.
disease, n. n2joyti.H f.
disgrace, n. badnHmi f. ; hefell info
-, makh yC tor shuh.
disgraced, a. makhtor.
dish, n. lo&C m., t2lC m.
disinterested, a. bC gm'ah.
disloyal, a. to be - to s.o., . serah
ninlak harHmi k.
disloyalty, n. bC wafii-i f., nimak
harsmi f.
d i s m i s s (to), tr. ruskhat k. ; to be
--ed, ruskhat sh.
display (to), tr. keyul, kawul ;
vatour, tiirzanwsld k. &c.
displeased, a. khapah, maror (marawer) ; - with, do. abl. or
serah.
disposed, a. I don't feel - to . .,
. tah dadah mi nah lagi.
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disposition, n. tab'ah f., kho.4 m. ;
of good -, ndkkho-6.
disputant, n. jagerah ItawiinkC m.
dispute, n. jagerah f.; to start -s
with s.o.,
. serah jagelah
naulawul.
disrespectful, a. b4 adab.
distance, n. fr. a -, da liri nah.
distant, a. lire, ise.
distinguish (to), mHiiimawu1; to be
-ed, malfimCdu1.
distress, n. 'a@b m., khwiiri f.
distribute (to), tr. wdshul.
district, n. tapah f., 'iliiqah f.
d i v i d e (to), tr. wCshul.
d o (to), tr. kerul, kawul ;
(harm,
&c.) to s.o., . . rasawul (dat.) ;
- (lime), tCrawul.
doctor, n. hakim m.
d o c u m e n t , n. kHghag m.
dog, n. spC m.
d o n k e y , n. kher m., khrah f. ;young
-, khergC m.
d o n k e y l o a d , n. kherw Hr m.(nzeasure
of wezghf).
door, n. wer m., der m., denviizah f.
d o o r k e e p e r , n. derwiin m.
d o o r w a y , n. wer m.
double, ad. yau pah dwoh.
d o u b l e (lo), tr. - ifseK yau pah
dwoh sh.
d o u b t , n. shak m., wiswHs m. ; no
-, bC shak(a).
d o u b t (to), intr. he began -, shak
yC rHghd.
doubtf'ul, a. (suspicious) shakman.
d o w n , ad. M k a t a h . IHnde, (fr.
above) da bera, da pssa; hither, r s M a t a h ; to p u t -,
lande k. ; fo come -, (rs-)kiiz4dul.
draw (to), tr. (wu)&kul; - up,
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khdzhawul ;
wafer, obuh
khEzhawu1,-istul, r2kiigu1, r2.i~tul, &c.
drawn, a. Ifelt - to hint, werserah
zyuh mi wulagdd.
dress, n. j2mk f. pl., pokshikshm.
dress (to), tr. 2ghostul (jiimk).
driftwood, n. ni.iizwyd.
drink, n. ts&2k, m.
drink (to), tr. tskul (sku)), tskawul ;
to cause -, tskawul; -ing
wafer, da skulo (sko) obuh.
drip, n. tsatsobd m.
drip (to), intr. tsatsddul.
drive away (to), tr. shayul.
drive aside (to), tr. pah tsang k.
driving away, n. shayuh m.
drought, n. wuchkali f., siikeyah f.
drowned, a. gharq.
drunk, a. nashawyd.
drunkard, n. nashahkhor m.
duck, n. ilai f.
dumb, a. giing.
durbar ', n. jalsah f.
dust, n. gerd m. sg. or pl. ; (in firr air)
dilrah f. sg. or pl. -k.
dust-coloured, a. khuy.
dust storm, n. sild m., silai f.
duty, n. (service)nokeri f., nokerai f.
d.v., ad. keh khair wi.
dwell (to), intr. osddul.
dweller, n. osddiinkd m. ; selfled -,
wuderCdiinkC m.
dyke, n. wand m.

-

each, a. her yau ;
his own, khpul
khpul, 04 ; to1 pl.
pron. her yau ; expressed by repeated numeral, 70 ; - ofher,
yau bul, serah.
ear, n. ghwag m.
earlier, ad. makh kMC.

early, ad. da wakhta, wakhti.
earth, n. kh~(u)werahf. sg. or PI. -&
ease, n. 2r2mti.2 f. ; af -, pah qal8rah.
east, n. nwer khHtuh m.; -wards,
nwer khgtuh tah.
eat (to), tr. khwayul.
eating, n. khwayuh m.
echo, n. da gher pCrC m.
edge, n. dadah f., palau m., ghsyah
f., tsdlmah f., tsandah f.; (of
Knfe) makh m.
eel, n. msrmahd m.
effort, n. koshish m.
egg, n. ha f., hagai f. ; to la)l -s, hH
(hagai) iichawul.
eight, num. atah.
eighth, a. atem ; one- -, nim pH-o.
eighty, num. ati.2.
either, a. (= bofh) yau
bul
conj. yS; - . or, y2
(0)
Ya.
elapse (to), intr. shwul, parah sh.
elder, n. spingird m.
a. masher. .
elevate (to), tr. iiskawul, khdzhawul.
elevated, a. lwey.
eleven, num. yolas.
elope (to), intr. - wifh 5.0. (of
wontan), . pase mafizah sh.
else, ad. some one -, bul tsok ; anywhere -, chertah.
elsewhere, ad. chertah, bul chertah,
pah nor0 dz8.io kksJ6.
embers, n. skerwatah f. sg.
embroil (to), tr. jangawul.
employment, n. kgr m., khizmat
m. ; (daiZy -) rozi f.
empty, a. khSli; tash.
end, n. ser m. (conclusion) serHnj~m
m. ; if has come to an -, wushuh;
to come to the - ofo's resou?.ces,
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ter p o d sh. ; in the -, Hkhir,
ter Hkhira pore.
endeavour, n. koshish m. ; to make
every -, dCr koshish k.
endure (to), tr. khwayul.
enemy, n. d u M m a n m.
engaged, a. (entangled)
in, pah
. . k U C naMatC.
enlist (to), intr. noker sh., nokeri k.,
nokerCdul.
enlistment, n. berti f., nokeri f.
enmity, n. 'adiwat m., d u m m a n i f.
enough, a. bas.
enquire (to), intr. p u u t u n a h k.,
tapos k., puksJtCdul with O.R.

estate, n. jPgir m., (hereditary -)
dauter m.
estimate, n . q i 4 s m.
Europeam, n. pCrangC m.
even, a. Sam ; - number, juft m.
ad. hum (um) la; - so ht died,
hum dHse may shuh ; . .,
hum keh . ., keh . . hum.
evening, n. bCg3 m., ma&8m m. ;
yesf. -, bdg2 ; this -, (fut.)
bEga tah (lah).
evenness, n. beriiberi f.
event, n. in the - of . . ., keh
chere . . .
ever, ad. her kalah.
-ever, 128.
320.
every, a. her, her yau, (- k i d qf)
enquiry, n. tHqiqHt m., puksJtuher rang; - eforf, dCr koshish.
nah f.
entangle (to), tr. naMlawu1; to be every one, pron. her tsok.
everything, pron. her tseh (pl.).
-dl nkdatul.
ad. her chertah.
enter (to), tr. nenawatul (dat.) dHkhil- eve-here,
evident, a. tsergand, U k i r a h , maCdul (pah . . . kksJC).
liim ; - to, ditto (dat.) ; lo beentire, a. pcrah.
comc
-, miliimah sh. &kiirdentirely, ad. bilkul, seraser.
dul, mHlfim&dul.
entrenchment, n. morchah f.
evil, a. bad ; - repute, badnimi f.
entry, n. (in ledger) raqam m.
evil-natured,
a. badkho-C.
envious, a. kinawer.
equal, a. beraber ; - to . . , serah ewe, n. magah f., gudah f.
exactly, ad. (strakht) sam ; (well)
ber8ber ; in comps. ham-.
ksheh ; - three, drC pah drC.
equivalence, n. berzberi f.
eradicate (to), tr. wCkh (gen.) istul, exalted, a. 10.6 ; - rank, 1o.i-ah
derjah.
kuul.
examine (to), tr. katul.
erect (to), tr. wuderawul.
example, n. mie21 m. ; for -, pah
erroneous, a. ghalat.
mieal.
error, n. khatH f., ghalat m. ; to male
exasperated, a. to bcconte -, ter
an -, phalatddul.
pozk sh.
escape, n. da dzzn tajwiz m.
excellently, ad. pah M e h shgn.
escape (to), intr. khal8sCdul.
except, pr. bC (abl.).
espionage, n. jisiisi f.
, hada.
essentially, ad. da sera, lah sera, da exoessively, ad. bd s h ~ n a bC
exchange, n. badal m.
wCkha.
exchange (to), tr. badalawul.
established, a. muqarer.
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faithlese, a. be imiin.
excuse, n. 'uzr m.
exert (to), tr. - O.S. greafbl, dziin faithlessness, n. bC waf8.i f.
fall (to), intr. prdwatul, IwCdul, (rii-)
wazhlul.
ghwurzCdu1; (0f rain, &c.) prdexhaustion, n. dermiindagi f.
watul, werCdul ; - behzitd, piit6
exist (to), intr. shwul, kCdul ; (be af
work) chalddul; there -5, shtah;
shwul ; - upon S.O. . . . , bande
rsghlul ; he fell info disgrace,
fhere does not -, nishtah.
makh yC tor shuh.
expect (to), tr. umCd ; I didtc'f - so
fall
in
with, tr. p 6 U sh. (dat.).
much, dzmii pC domerah khi.21
fallen, a. prot, purmakh (face down).
nah woh.
falsehood, n. derogh m.
expenditure, n. kherts m.
family, n. kadah f., khHnd8n m.
expense, n. kherts m.
expenses, n. kherts m., khertsah f.; fancy, n. I fook a - lo . . . , . .
serah zruh mi wulagCd ; 1 don'f
travelling -, da liiri kherts.
take a - lo him, dzms tab'ah
expensive, a. da 104 qimat, qimati,
nah lagi werserah.
qimatniik, griin.
minah
explain (to), tr. pohC k. ; to make S.O. fanoy (to), tr. (have a -for)
kCdul (dat.).
- why . . . , ter . . . dzawHb
' faqir ', n. paqir m.
Skhistul tselah . . O.R. . .
far, ad. lire ; from -, da lire nah ;
explosion, n. daz m.
so - (finze), ter osa pore.
extent, n. had m. ;to /his -, ter dC
farewell ! da Khuds-i pah amHn !
hada pore.
extirpate (to), tr. wCkh (gen.), istul, farthing, n. paisah f.
fast, n. rozhah f.
kMul.
faaten
(to), tr. terul, lagawul ;
s.f.
eye, n. stergah f.
fo s.f., . . pore lagawul.
fabricate (to), tr. joyawul.
fat, a. tsorab, ghaf ; fo grow -,
tsarbCdul.
fabrication, n. siikhtagi f.
faoe, n. ra m., makh m.; - lo -,
fate, n. nasib m.
riibarii, makhiimakh - down- father, n. plHr m.
fatigued, a. steyd.
wards, puymakh.
face (to), tr. -ing ( West), makh fault, n. (sin) gunih m., (dcfecf) 'aib
m. nuqas m. ; not in -, mula(qiblk) palau tah.
mat (yC) nishtah ; lo jind fact, n. the -s, hB1 m. ; 2 s a solemn
fhal . . ., qasam dC chCh . .;
with s.o., toqul (acc.).
in spite oflhe - lhaf . ., serah favour, n. mkrbsni f. ihsln m.
da dC chCh . . ; 2iz -, rssti, pah fear, n. wCrah f. ;full of-, khaufrgstai k U C , pah asal k&C.
niik, tarsniik.
fairy, n. pCrC m. ; c h i g of fhc -s,
fear (to), tr. \vCrCdul, yCrCdul
k&pCrC
m.
(abl.).
feithfW, a. wafadgr.
fearful, a. (terrible) khaufniik ;(fritld)
faithfieas, n. wafii f.
tarsniik, khaufnlk.
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feeling, n. (= sorrow) gham m. ; to flre-poker, n. orleyiinC m.
fist, a. awwal ; f l u
time, pah
show -, gham k.
awwal ser k M C ;fr. the -, da
fellow, n. serC m., seyotC m.
awwal ser nah, da wuyumbi nah.
ferry, n. guder m.
I
ad. awwal, wuyumbe.
fertile, a. 2bHd.
feud, n. badi f. ; blood -, da had firstborn, a. wuymaziz.
i h t l y , ad. wuyumbe.
pitenah I.
fbh, n. mzhd m., Lab m.
fever, n. tabah f.
few,a. lug; a -, yau nim, yau tso. flssure, n. nakherah f.
flet, n. muf m.
fldelity, n. wafa f.
flt, a. l%iq (gen.) ; to keep -, r a g h b
fle ! tobah !
dul.
flef, n. jHgir m.
fltting, a. munaib.
fleld, n. pat6 m., wersho f.
flve, num. pindzah.
fleld glasses, n. diirbin m. sg.
flx (to), tr. lagawul.
fiffeen, nurn. pindzalas.
fked, a. muqarer.
flfth, a. pindzam.
flavour, n. khwand.
fifty, num. pandzos.
flght (to), tr. to cause 5.0. -, janga- flax,n. san m. pl.
flee (to), intr. tak&ddul;
to make
wul.
S.O.
-,
t
a
u
t
a
w
u
l
.
fighting-man, n. mlHtey m.
(to), tr. dakawul; - wifh, do. flesh, n. g h w a m a h f.
flight, n. to put to -, ta&tawul.
(abl. or pah).
flint, n. bakerai f. ; - and steel,
finally, ad. Skhir.
pund bakerai.
flnd (to), tr. paid2 k., mundul ; to be
flintlock, n. jazP.el m.
found, paidau4dul; I- that.
msliimah shwah chCh . ; - flock, n. (qf goats) liandak m. ; (of
shepp) ramah f. ; (of birds) sC1
fault with s.o., toqul (acc.).
m. ; (of horses) gallah f. ; -s
flnd out (to), tr. tHqiq k. mgliim k. ;
(=proper&), mB1 m. sg.
lo befound out, miiliimCdu1, mZflock (to), intr. (together) folddul ; to
liimah shwul (58).
- to s.o., makhliiq wertlul.
flne, n. jerimanah f., naghah f.
fhe (to), tr. jerimanah ~khistul(abl.). flood, n. sClHb m., ni-iiz m.
h g e r , n. giitah f.; fore -, mi- flood-borne, s. ni-iizwrC.
swzkah -; 2nd -, mendz -; flour, n. oruh m. pl.
flower, n. gul m.
3 r d -, wazir - ; little -,
fly, n. mach m.
kachah fly (to), intr. Zilwatul ; to cause to -,
flnish (to), tr. piirah k. ; to be --ed
3lhawul.
(supplies), khalSpklul.
flyflap, n. machshe~iindm.
fire, n. or m. lo catch -, balCdul.
flre (to), intr. wishtul, daz&k. ; a shot fodder, n. gi-Hh m.
fond, a. mai-in ; - of s.o., . bgnde
was -ed, daz wushuh.
mai-in.
flre-place, n. ngharC m.
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food, n. khwaruh m., khur8k m.;
(bread) dodai, rorai f. sg. or pl. ;
daily. , rozi f. ; - and dr2jzR,
khursk o tsk&ik.
fool, n. gCdi kher m.
foolish, a. it is - to,
. da 'aqelmando k8r nedi.
foot, n. kshpah f., pal m.; (base)
wCkh m.; a t the - o/, pah . .
18nde ; at a -pace, pah qadam ;
on -, pi-adah.
footpath, n. tsarah 1Br f.
for, pr. da . . dapsrah ; expressed
by dat. 36-48 ; (in search of)
pase, po. ; (6y reason of) p8h
sabab serah (gen.) ; of past time,
pah
k M C , da . nah, r8se,
po. ; - afull hour, yau gantah
pore ; what -? tselah ?
forbidden, a. man'ah.
force, n. zor m., tawan m.; (a military -) faudz m., l a M k a r m.;
zia - (of an order, &c.), j5ri.
force (to), tr. - S.O. to
, . serah
zor k. chCh . ; - s.t. info,
kkshbmandul.
forced, a. - labour, bC@r m.
ford, n. guder m.
forearm, n. mu! m.
forehead, n. tandC m.
foresight, n. dihandbkshi f.
forethought, n. pCshfikeri f.
forethoughtful, a. diirandbkh.
forged, a. jal.
forgery, n. j d s ~ z f.i
forget (to), tr. hdrawul, v. h6r , to be
forgotten, hCrCdul.
forgive, tr. mu'sf k., bakhl;shul acc.
dat.
forgiven, a. mu'sf.
forgotten, a. - (by) hdr (gen.).
former, a. pakhwZnC, p C U i n .
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formerly, ad. pakhwa, awwal, wurgnde.
fort, n. burj m., kof m., garai f.
forthcoming, a. paid8 ; to be -,
paid8 sh., paidau-Cdul, milau-ddul.
forthwith, ad. sam dasti, sam da 1Psa.
fortune, n. rozgar m., nasib.
forty, num. tsalwdksht.
forward(s), ad. wur8nde ; lo come
-, wursnde sh.; to fall -,
purmakh prdwatul.
foul, a. skha.
found, a. paid8 ; to be -, paidaueCdul, milau.Cdu1; not a trace
was to be -, bilkul patah wu
nah lagbdelah.
four, num. tsalor.
fourth, a. tsalorem ; $, tsaloramah
hissah.
fox, n. spCrlamC m., siirlandC m.
fragment, n. fotah f., ~ e r a hf. ; fo be
broken zizto -s, tot& fofh sh.,
zerh gerh sh.
free, a. khalss, azad ; - j r . , do.
(abl.).
friend, n. y8r m., dost m., ma1 m.
(vetafion) khpul m. ; he's no of nuke, 5shn8.i mi werserah
nedah ; who goes there ? a -,
tsok yC ? khpul yem.
friendless, a. (wretched) khw8r.
friendship, n. ashn8.i f., dosti f.,
roghah f., roghah j o ~ a hf.
frighten (to), tr. wdrawul, ydrawul ;
to be -ed, wCrCdul, yCrCdu1.
from, pr. expressed by abl. 48-68 b;
fr. hhr (them), trC 270 ; wlterc
from r' da kum dz3.i nah ? nnzong, dzinah, dzine, po.
front, n. makh m. ; fit - of; makhamakh, pah malth k&C (dat.),
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- (there), (haltah)

wuriinde (abl.) ; (of/i?m) awwal
(abl.).
fulfil (to), tr. adii k.
full, a. (plenus) dak, (conlplete) pfirah;
- of; dak (abl.) ;f o r a -hour,
yau g a n p h pore.
fullness, n. dakwiild m.
funeral, n. jiniizah f.
further (than), ad. lire (abl.).
future, a. - life, Skhirat m.

rasddul ;
a w r y , pah qaher sh.
- off!, - out !, chikhe l chighe !
(to any anlinal) ; kwure I (to dog).
' ghi ', n. g h w a ~ m.
i pl.
gift, n. bakhkshiksh m.
girl, n. jinai f., (snla/Z) jinakai f.
give (to), tr. -keyul, -kawul (rii-, der-,
wer-) acc. dat. (grant) bakhMul.
intr. -out (of supplies), khal3ddul.
gain, n. gatah f.
glasses, n. (jeld) diirbin m.
gain (to), tr. and intr. gaful (tr. conj.). glitter (to), intr. br&l&Cdul,
gambling, n. jawiirai f.
go (to), intr. tlul, lsrul, conj. 246 ;
game, n. lobah f., biizi f. ; (quarry)
chalddul ; -ing to, expressed by
kAkZr m.
pres. 27, by fut. 206 ; who goes
gang, n. dallah f.
there ? tsok yC ? zf all goes well,
1
garden, n. b ~ g hm., b~ghichahf.,
keh khair wi ; fo lel -, prdgdul ;
gulistiin m.
- mad, ldwani sh.
gardener, n. biighwsn m.
- about, intr. gerzddul.
garment, n. jiimah f.
- away (to), intr. 12yul) tlul.
gather (to), tr. yau dz2.C k. ; - bad (to), intr. khariibddul.
(harvest), lau k.
- down, intr. kizddul.
intr. yau dzii-d sh., tolidul.
- into (to), tr. nenawatul (dat.).
generally, ad. ghslaban.
- off (to), intr. 1 8 ~ 1tlul,
, rawiiniidul.
generation, n. pdrai f.
- past (to), tr. pah . . biinde t6rkgenerosity, n. sakhHwat m.
dul.
generous, a. to be -, sakhiiwat k.
- up (to), khatul.
gently, ad. wro, wro wro.
goat, n. psuh m., wuzah f. ; -s
get (to), tr. (obtatit) miindul ; (take)
(p-operty), rngl m.
Bkhistul ; (procure) impers. with God,n. KhudB-d m. ;by -, khudzgo!
dat., mili-ah sh., milau.ddu1 ; - going, n. tlul m. pl., raftsr m. ; in
s.t. done, expressed by Caus. vbs.
front, a. pdshrau.
160-66 ; - s.t. out of LO., ter gold, n. zer m., srazer m. pl.
. ghwokshtul ; (lo go) - s.t., golden, a. zenn.
. . pase (tlul); - square with goldsmith, 11. zerger m.
s.o., ter . . . badal Skhistul ; - gone, a. (disappeared) ghCb ; - by,
rid of s.f., lire k., - the bet& of
tCr.
s.o., pah . . . ghiilib sh.
i gonorrhoea, n. soziik m.
intr. (bet-.om) shwul ; - (lost), i good', n. ndki f.
(wruk-) Cdul ; - out, watul ;- i good', a. U e h ; nCk ; khair ; siilih ;
up, pstddul ; - we& jo;Cdul; I
in comps. nCk- ; veg -, khair,
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dirah M a h dah; no -, da kar
ne . . 20 be made - (loss),
piirah sh.
good-bye, pah makhah dt? !&ah !
da Khudl-i pah amln ! - toyou
(in reply), 13 tH serah, um pah tB
serah.
goodness, n. nCki f.
good-tempered, a. nCk liho.6.
gossip, n. khaberb maberb f. pl.
got, p.p. who's got . .? ch8 tsakhah
. . shtah ? v. have.
government1,n. serkar m.
government2,a. serk~ri.
grain, n. ghallah f. sg. or pl. I ;
(single -) dlnah f.
grainseller, n. ghallah feriish m.
grandson, n. nus4 m., nmasC m.
grant (to), tr. b a k h u u l ; to be -ed
to s.o., . . blnde shwul.
granted, ad. bC shak(a) ; -that. . ,
bCshaka chdh . . .
grape, n. angiir m. (single -),
danah f.
grasp (to), tr. (seize) lkhistul ; (mentally) po-Cdul.
grass, n. w a u u h m. pl.,
m.
gratefhl, a. shukerguzgr ; -for
s.f.,
pah . . qlsil.
gratitude, n. shuker m.
grave, n. gor m., qaber m.
gravedigger, n. gorkan m.
graveyard, n. qaberistsn, goristln
m.
gravel, n. shangdr m.
graze (to), intr. tsarCdul.
great, a. (much) dCr ; (large) 10.6,
ster ; -fEood, zorawer sC1iib ; a
- deal of; dCr, a. ; a - number
of (animate objects), makhlfiq, a.
greater, a. zi.at.
greatly, ad. dCr, zi-at.
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green, a. shin, zerghiin.
greybeard, n. spingird rn.
grief, n. gham m.
, grieve (to), intr. gham k.
1I grind (to), tr. orawul.
' ground, n. zmakah f.
grow (to), intr. shu~ul,(become) shwul;
- (white) &c., (spin-) Cdul ; up (of children), 104 sh.
grown up, a. 10.6.
grudge, n. 'akas m. ; - agf. s.o., .
serah 'akas.
gruel, n. iigerah f., shirah f.
grumble (to), intr. (as a camel)
ghyumbCdu1, r u m b a ~ l .
guard, n. tsaukai f.
guard (to), tr. s%~ul.
guest, n. mClmah m.
guilty, a. gunagar.
I gun, n. (cannon) top f. ; (rge) topak

..

1

I

gunEwder, n. dlrii m. pl.
gurgling, n. ghargherah f.

I

I
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hail, n. galai f. sg. or pl.
hair, n. wdkshtvh m. pl. ; (single -)
wdkshtvh m. ; goat's -, wazhghiink
f. pl.
I
I half, a. nirn ; in halves, dwah nirn.
hand, n. 18s m. ; (direction) palau;
into 5.0,'s -s, pah IPS k M C ;
to come to -, pah 1% werghlul
(dat.).
handkerchief, n. riimal m.
handsome, a. p~.CmakhC;Maistah.
hand-washing, n. audas m.
handwriting, n. khat m.
hang (to), tr. zhwayanda\vul.
i
happen (to), intr. shwul, kCdul ; ifso
-s, dase shi (kdgi).
happiness, n. khushhgli f.
happy, a. khushhPI, da khushhglai.

I
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harbour (to), tr. liryl ; - designs
agf. s.o., . pase gharal; k.
hard, a. ad. sakht ; (exfremely) dCr ;
(strongly) zor serah ; lo be on s.o., sakhti k. (dat.).
hardheazted, a. sakhtdil.
herd up, a. tang.
here, n. soyah f.
harm, n. (injury) nuqsan m., bad m.
herveet, n. fagal m.
herveeting, n. lau m.
haste, n. jelti f. ; fo make -, chHkh
l a ~ l jelti
, k., birah k.
hastiness, n. (of femprr) tundi f.
hat, n. topai f.
hatoh (to), tr. to be ---ed watul.
have (to), tr. (own) liryl ; expressed
by impers. const. with vb. ' to
be ' and gen., or with tsakhah,
bHnde ( = spud) and vb. 'to be ',
I - not, mi nishtah ; these are
all I -, domerah mH tsakhah
di ; - a lesson, sabaq wai-ul ;
- to (be oblzked), 83 ; - s.f.
done, caus. 160-66 ; I - had
losses, dzmH tHwHn wushuh.
haversack, n. dzolai f.
he, pron. haghuh 100 ff.
heed, n. ser m.
headband, n. serpCchak m.
head-men, n. malik m., lamberdgr
m., kadkhuda m.
healthy, a. jol, tandurust, takerah.
heap, n. sated m.
hear (to), tr. auwsCdul ; I hazw -d
that. . ., khaber raghe16 dC
chCh . . .; to cause to be --d,
auwrawul.
hearing, n. aurCdiin m.
heert, n. zruh m.
hearth, n. ngharC m.
heart-soothing, a. dilHsH.

. .

heat, n. ghermah f.
heat (to), tr. todawul.
heeven, n. jinat m.
hea~neae,n. driindwild m.
heavy, a. (severe) dCr ;
ralit/aff,
ddr b9rHn ; - losses, dCr t ~ t v ~ n .
heed, n. perwH f.; to take -, p ~ m
k. ; to fake - not to . . ., khi.&l
(pHrn) k. chCh
nah.
heedfulness, n. khaberd~rif.
heedlees, a. bC perwii; - of; do.
(abl.).
heel rope, n. pachwiirai f.
height, n. iichatwB1C m.
help, n. madad m.
help (to), tr. madad k. (serah).
helplese, a. zambol.
hen, n. murghai f.
her, pron. acc. v. ~ o ff.;
g gen. yC C;
form. wer.
herd, n. (oJgoats) kandak a ; (of
she@) ramah f. ; (of horses)
gallah f.
here, ad. diltah, dile, dilatah; (often
expressed by prefix rH- q.v.;
(present) maujiid, hiizir ; and
there, ore dile, pah dz8.i dz8.i
k@C.
heron, n. baglC m.
herself, pron., norn. pakhpulah, obl.
d z h , khpul &In.
hidden, a. put.
hide (to), tr. putawul ; intr. putddul.
high, a. hask, Zsk ; (of land) Iwer ;
- rank, lo.i.ah derjah.
highroed, n. sarak m.
hdl, n. ghar m. ; in the -5, pah
ghriino k u C .
him, pron., acc. v. r og ff. ; jh)aghuh,
yC, 4 ; also form. wer.
himself, pron., nom. pakhpulah ;
obl. dzHn, khpul dzan.
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hindrance, n. mancah f.
his, pron. yC, C, da aghuh.
hit, a. lagCdelC.
hit (to), tr. wahul ; (with bullet)
wishtul ; to be -, lagCdul.
hither, ad. diltah, dile, dilatah, inde;
expressed by rs- q.v. ; -wards,
rshistah, rH.ise ; - and thither,
ale dile, hore dile.
hold (to), tr. to - O.S. aloof fr., dzPn
satul (abl.).
hole, n.siirCm., nakherah f.,siilZkh m.
home, n. kor m., kiilah f. ; a t -,
(pah) kor ( k M C ) n8st.
honour, n. nang o nZmiis m.
hook, n. kundah f.
hop (to), intr. tskhi k.
hope, n. umCd m. ; let him abandon
-, umCd nah ka-i.
hope (to), intr. umCd k. ; fo -for
s.t., da
umkd lirul.
hopeful, a. umddwiir.
horse, n. Ps m. ; on -back, 3s bznde.
hospital, n. hHspif3l m.
hostility, n. 'adswat m.
hot, a. tod m., taudah f.
hour, n. gantah, gCntah, f., garai f.;
(o.'~.) bajah f.
house, n. kor m., kofah f. ; (fami&)
kadah f. ; master offhe -, da kor
khswind ; 2it the of, kerah, po.
household, n. kadah f.
how, ad. tsangah? tserangah ? many ? tso ? ; - nzany times 2
tso wZra ? ; - much? tsomerah?;
- (far) 2 tsomerah (lire) ? ; long ? tso miidah ? ter kalah
pore ? ter kume pore ? ; for long ? kalah rsse (past time) ? ;
- one stands, khpul ha1 m.
however, ad. -much, her tsomerah;
- much, do. chCh .

...
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hue and ory, 11. chighah f. ; went
forth affer . . ., . . pase chighah
r ~ w a t kdah.
hullo, interj. o ! a4 l
hunchback, n. koberC serC m.
hunchbacked, a. koberC.
hundred, num. sal ; zoo, dwah sawa
(sau) ; thousand, lak m. ;-s,
salgiinah, sau-anah.
hunger, n. liw'altob, m.
hunter, n. M k s r z a n m.
hunting, n. M k Z r m.
hurry, n. jelti f. ; in a -, girandd.
hurry (to), intr. jelti k. ; birah k. ;
chakh lap$.
hurt1, n. nuqszn m., bad m.; fo do
- lo s.o., nuqsZn, (&c.) rasawul
(dat.).
hurt2, a. zhobal, kt~dg.
hurt (to), intr. (ache) khiigddul.
husband, n. mairah m.

.

-
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I, pron. zeh 88-8.
idle, a. wuzgsr.
if, conj. keh ; expressed by chdh,
chCh her kalah, 306 ; - all
goes well, keh khair wi; as -.
likah chCh . . . 311 ; - only. . .,
I
k3shke . . .! 300 ff.
ignite (to), tr. sbdzawul ; to cause to
-, swadzawul.
ill1, a. nsjol, randziir; to be -,
randzddul ; (evil) bad.
ill2, ad. bad.
ill-at-ease, a. tang.
ill-conducted, a. badlaman.
ill-famed, a. badnsmiis.
illness, n. nsjorti-2 f., bimsri f.
imagine (to), tr. I - that . . . ,gum8n mi shi chCh . . ,
immediately, ad. zur, dasti, sam
dasti, sam da 1Psa.
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injure (to), tr. nuqzin (kc.) rasawul
imperfect, a. kachah.
impetuosity, n. tundi f.
(dat.) ; to be -d, khiigCdul.
impossible, a it is - fhat . .,dase injured, a. zambol.
nah shi (kCgi) chCh
.
injury, n. nuq$n m.
injustice, 11. be insZfi f., zulm m.
imprison (to), tr. qaid k. ; fo be -ed,
inopportunely, ad. bC wakhta.
qaid sh.
innocence, n. bd gunahi f.
impure, a. niipiik.
in, pr. (pah) . k&d
270-1; (o/ I inquiry, v . enquiry.
h e Iimii) pas; - your name, I inside', n. kkshd m. ; fr. the -,
da k&C-a.
dC pah niimah b8nde ; - if i
inside', ad. pah k@C, nenah, da
(tiwein), pah k U C .
nenah ; fo g o -, nena\vatul; to
inclination, n. shauq m. I have no
bring
-, nena-Cstul ; fr. -,
- towards. . ., da . . . shauq
da nenah nah.
mi nah wi, . . . d a h h mi nah
inspect (to), tr. katul.
lagi (dat.).
inebnce, n. rnisgl; f o r -, pah
inconvenience, n. raber m.
misZ1.
inconvenience (to), tr.you are -d,
instruct (to), (show) &~owuL
raber derwuradd.
intelligence,
n. hu&i-8rti.Z
f,,
incumbent, a. b8-idah (dat.).
'aqel m.
incur (to), tr. (expense) is -ed on
intelligent, a. 'aqelmand, hu@i.iir.
s.f., pah . . b a d e . . . lagi.
intend (to), u. lihi-51 k. expressed
indeed, ad. bd shak.
by pres. indic. 104-6; impers.
India, n. Hindostiin m. ;fr. -, da
ni-at (gen. and dat.) with vb.
kM6.a.
' to be' ; - fo do s.f., . . . kaIndian, a. - conz, ghat jaw& m.
wulo
tah k h i d k. ; he --ed . . . ,
pl., makkai f., pi-iitsah f.
. . tah ni-at pC woh, da . . .
indigent, a. ni-Zzman.
ninat yC woh; . . . tah yC pah
indifference, n. bC perw8.i f.
zruh
k&C wah.
individual, n. kas m., tan m.
indolence, n. susti f.
intention, n. ni-at m., khi-HI m. ;
indubitably, ad. bdshaka.
a sfrong -, dCr khi.21.
inevitable, a. ad. zariir.
interchange (to), intr. serah badainform (to), tr. khaber k. (acc.).
lCdul.
information, n. khaber m., khaberk intercourse, n. riishah dershah f.
f. pl.
interest, n. siid m. ; f - accrues,
informed, a. khaber, khaberdiir ; keh siid lagi.
of s.f., . . . bZnde khaber.
interested, a. (self-stding), gharqinformer, n. mukhbir m.
man.
ingenious, a. hunerman.
interesting, a. da mazS.
ingratitude, n. nirnakhargmi f.
interview, n. muliiqHt m.
inhabitant, n. osddiinkd m. ; sef/kd intimacy, n. ahn8.i f.
-, wuderddiinkd m.
into, pr. pah . . . kMC.
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intr. - fit, raghddul; - doing
s.t., expressed by bah with im.
perf., 224, 3.
keeping, n. satiin m.
key, n. kunji-Hnah f.
kill (to), tr. may k., wazhlul; wahul.
kind, n. qisem m., rang m. ; of
what -? tserangah (tsangah ?)
of whal dzferenf -s ? kum kum
qisem ? of this -, dase; of
every -, her rang.
kind, a. mkrbzn; to be - to LO.,
. . bgnde mkrbani k.
kindness, n. m 8 r b ~ n if., rnkrb~ngi
f., ihs8n m. ; to show - to s.o.,
. bHnde m&rbanik.
jackal, n. giday m.
kingfisher, n. ~Crwarakhm.
jem, n. jim m.
kiss, n. kshkul m.
jingling, n. shlang m.
kiss (to), tr. mkulawul.
job, n. ksr m.
kit, n. asbHb m.
join (to), tr. jorawul.
kitten, n. pshogah f.
joke, n. toqah f. ; (trick) chal m.
knife, n. chnqii m. ; long -, charah
journey, n. safer m. ; one day's -,
f. ; shorkr -, chayiikai f.
mazal m.
know (to), tr. (recognize) ~Czhandul;
Jove, interj. by -, yltrah ! yerah !
impersonally with mHliim and
vb. ' to be ' ; I know s.f., . .
khudago !
matah maliim (tn~liimah) dC
jump, n. top m.
(dah); - how to, understand
jump (to), intr. top wahul, topiinah
wahul, - (down), dangul (tr.
po-ddul; to let 5.0. -, khaber
conj .).
k. (acc.) khaber 1Cgul (dat.).
intr. become aware, 'khaber sh. ;
juncture, n. af fhis -, pah dC
mandz kdC.
I- how to sau, gandul dzmH
jungle, n. dzangal m.
zdah dl.
just, a. Qious) dindiir, s8lih.
knowingness, n. huui-8rti.8 f.
just, ad. (now) us ; on& - now, kho known, a. miiliim, maliimah, 68.
us ; (exactly) hum wich denzons.
- ns, likah chCh . . .
jnstice, n. in,sSf m., rPsti f.
laboriously, ad. mushiqat serah,
mknat serah.
keep (to), tr. lin;ll, sltul; - o.s.fr.
labour, n. kar m., mazdiirif.; (pains)
. , dzHn sHtul (abl.); -- 5.0.
mushiqat m. mknat m. ; (forced
in order, tingawul.
-) bdg8r m.

intoxicated, a. nashawyC.
intoxication, n. nashah f.
involved, a. na&hatC ; to be - in
. . ., pah . . bHnde lagCdul.
iron, n. uspanah f.; -slag, uspankheyC m.
is, pres. vb. ' to be ' dC m. ; dah f.
island, n. fHpii m.
issue (to), tr. to be -ed (of an order),
jw- sh.
itch, n. k h a r i m t m.
item, n. (in ledger), raqam m.
it is, dC m. dah f.; not expressed,
112, 148.
its, pron. yC, 6.
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r6dul; (beconte aware o/) khaber
labour (to), intr. khwHri k.
sh.
labourer, n. (hired) mazdiir m.;
learned, a. - nzatz, hakim m.
(impressed -) begar m.
learnt, a. -by, zdah (gen.).
lack (to), tr. if is -ing, nishtah.
leest,
a. af the -, keh lug wi.
lad, n. dzawHn m.
leave, n. chuti f., ruskhat'm.
ladder, n. anderpsyah f.
leave (to), tr. (KH-)prCgdul, prdlaid waste, a. wYrHn.
kshodul; - alone, hum hase
lakh, n. lak m.
prCgdul; - s.o. in t h lurch,
lamb, n. gadiirC m.
Ias akhistul (abl.).
lame, a. gud.
intr.
(set out) r~w~nCdul.
lament (to), intr. zharul (tr. conj.) ;
Lee Metford, n. owwah dazC m.
gham k.
left1, a. (not rkht), kin, gas.
lamp, n. (candle-) bHtai f.
land, n. zmakah f. (Jig)jHgir m.; left2, p.p. pHtC; to be - behind,
pat6 sh. (kddulj,
(religious bequest), sCrai f.
leisure, n. fursat m. ; af -for.
. .,
landholder, n. zamindsr m.
wuzgHr
(dat.).
language, n. zhibah f. ; (abusive)
length, n. ilgdwH1C m.
kanzilk f. PI., zi-erk f. pl.
large, a. 10.6, ghat; a -supply of; dCr. less, a. kam ; - than (of time), kam
wakht (abl.).
lest, a. (pasf) tCr ; for the - (six
years), da (shpago kale) nah, leeson, n. sabaq m.
(shpag ksla) r&e; - night, lest, conj. chCh . . . nah.
bCga; - year, parosakH1; let (to), tr. prdgdul; with imper.
force, 180 ; - if be, w7i de ;
(year) before -, wuym (kH1);
to the -, ter 3khira pore.
- if never happen that. . .,dHse
chere nah wi chCh . . .
lastly, ad. wurusto.
late, a. wurusto, n~wakht.
let go (to), tr. prCgdul prCkshodu1.
let know (to), tr.' khaber k. (acc.),
lateness, n. nHwakhti f.
khaber ICgyl (dat.).
later, ad. pas, wurusto.
laugh (to), intr. khandul (tr. conj.) ; let off (to), tr.'prCgdul.
- a t s.o., . . pore khandul.
letter, n. lihat m., IipHpah f., chitai
f. ; -s, khat mat, chitai mitai.
lawsuit, n. muqadamah f.
level,
a Sam, bergber; foget -with
lay (to), tr. kksJ6gdul;
- eggs, hZ
5.0.) ter . . badal iikhistul.
Hchawul.
laeiness, n. susti f.
levelness, n. samwHl6 m.
liar,
n. deroghzhan m., deroghgo-C.
lazy, a. sust.
liberality, n. sakhiiwat m.
lead, n. sikkah f.
lead (to), tr.
away, botlul, b6wul; Liberated, a. khalgs, HzBd ; - fr.,
- to (rH-, der-, wer-) -wusml.
do. (abl.).
lick (to), tr. tsaful.
leap, n. top m.
lid, n. s e r p o u ni.
leap (to), intr. fop wahul.
learn (to), tr. zdah k. ; (hear) auw- lie, n. derogh m.
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lie (to), intr. tsamlSstu1 ; lo cause s.0.
- down, tsamlawul; - in waif
f o r s.o., lar yC . . niwul (dat.).
life, n. dzHn m., zhwandiin m.;
-fzirte, 'umer m. ; future -,
Hkhirat m. ; all 0's -, to1 'umer ;
never in 0's -, pah 'umer k&d
nah.
lifetime, n. 'umer m.
l i f t (to), tr. khdzhawul, askawul,
iichatawul.
lightning, n. barq m.
like (to), tr. minah k. (dat.) ; Ishould
- to . . ., z ~ mih ghwayi chCh
. . ., khwakshah mi dah chCh .. .
like, pr. ad. - this, dzse, daghahse ;
- fhaf, hase, haghahse ; -like,
ghwunde ; what . . . like ? tserangah, tsangah? s.t. which is
- . , . . . likeh chdh wi.
likenees, n. (simile) mi831 m.
liking, n. minah f., shauq m.
limit, n. had m.
lime, n. 1ik m. (ofenfrenchmeni) mor.
chah f.
liquorice, n. khwagah walah f.
l i s t e n to (to), tr. (/;at-) auwrddyl.
little, a. wuy, woy, weyiikd, weykotd,
kach ; (of guanfily) kam.
pron. a -, lug.
ad. a -, lug, zerah, lugkiiti, lakiiti,
lug gwuide, lug shin(t6).
l i v e (to), intr. (dweli) osddul.
load, n. bar m.
l o a d (to), tr. (beast of burden) b8r
achawul pah . .; (rge) dakawul.
intr. (set oul) l6gdul (tr. conj.).
l o a d bearing, a. barkaksh.
loan, n. qarez m.
located, a. muqarer.
lock, n. qulef m. ; ( f a gun) chap m.

.
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l o o k (to), tr. qulef Hchawul (dat.).
locked, a. pah qulef bande.
l o d g e (to), tr. -a co??zplaint,da'wah
k.
log, n. dayah f.
long1, a. (of kine) dCr ; (in space)
figad ; (unegualled) bgshina.
longa,'ad. (fize) da dCrb mild&nah;
how -, tso miidah ? ; ter kalah
pore ?; how - (past), kalah
rase?; as - as, so - as, tso
chdh . . . , tso pore . . . chdh,
tsomerah chCh . . , 304.
l o n g (to), intr. I - to. . . , pah z 9 h
kk&C mi dah chCh . zryh mi
ghwqi chCh . . .
long-standing, a. da dCrk miidR
l o o k (to), intr. katul (tr. conj.) ;
(seem) expressed by ghwunde,
280, by likah chCh . . , 311 ;
-sharp, birah k., jelti k., chHkh
layul.
- at (to), tr. katul.
- f o r (to), tr. katul.
- out (to), intr. katul (tr. conj.);
(take care) p8m k. ; for set.,
dzan satul (abl.).
loose (to), tr. (ra-)prCgdul.
loosen (to), tr. prHna<ul.
lord, n. 1st m.
lose (to), tr. wrukawul ; tr. and intr.
(a1 games) b8.dlul (tr. conj.) ;
- 0's way, 1Hr tdrawul ; - 0's
fernpeg-, pa11 qaher sh.
loss, n. tawan m.
lost, a. wruk ; fogef -, wrukCdu1.
lot, n. (fale), nasib m. ; which o !
kum, 133; a -, ddr, makhlfiq;
zi.Ht; fh whole -, to1 wHlah.
love, n. minah f. ; - for s.o., . . .
bande minah.
low, a. tit ; (of land) zhawer.

.
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. . serah kinah ; heariiag -,
low (to), intr. ghurchddul, wuru- 1
chCdul.
kinawer.
1 malicioue, a. kinansk, kinawer.
lower (to), tr. titawul.
/ man, n. seyC m , ; fhree men, drd
low-lying, a. zhawer.
kasa ; this man, haghuh ; armed
loyal, a. dost ; to make s.0. - to o.s., j
khpul k.
man, mlitey ; men (mankind),
banyadam m. pl.; (force of ma?)
lucerne, n. shotal m.
I
mat6 m.
luck, n. nasrb m.
I
luckless, a. badbakht.
manifest, a. tsergand, U k a r a h ;
1
lust, n. shahwat m.
I
- to, do. (dat.).
I
lying, a. prot, ml2st ; (unfrufh&l) mankind, n. khalq m. pl., banyadam
1
m. pl., %lam m. pl.
deroghzhan.
manliness, n. seritob m.
ad. pah mlast.
manner, n. shan m. ; i?t this -, pah
mad, a. ldwan6.
dd sh'an, dise.
made, a. jo' ; fo be - O/, joyCdul(ab1.). I manners (good), n. adab m.
madness, n. ldwantob m.
mansion, n. kor m.
magician, n. j'adiiger m.
I manure, n. s e n h f.
manure (to), tr. serah werk. (dat.).
maintaining, n. sitiin m.
maiiee, n. jawHr, ghat jawar m. pl., many, a. pron. d4r, zi-it ; how makkai f., pi-Ptsah f. (Afridt').
of us ? dzamiing tso kasa ? make (to), tr. keyul, kawul ; (conmore, nor ddr.
strucf) jo'awul, sPzawu1; (& march, n. kiich m. ; (one day's -)
mazal m.
sauing) gandul ; - (stand, &c.) j
(wuder)awul, 160-6; - haste, mare, n. ispah f.
chikh liyul ; - water-chanml, margin, n. ghHrah f., tsdlmah f.,
tsandah f.
wilah I awustul; - bridge, pul
t q u l ; - request, 'are? wai-ul ; mark, n. Ilk m. ; (fargef) n a u a h f.
it up with s.o., . . serah markhor, n. psuh m.
pakhulah sh. ; to 6e made (of marksmen, n. topchi m.
order), jHri sh. ; to be made good marriage, n. a i d u h m.
(loss), piirah sh. ; I hazle made marry (to), tr. w ~ d u h k. ; to bt
profit out of if, trd gatah mi
married, widuh sh. ; are jfou
wushwah ; -s.f. ofs.t., jorawul
married? waduh d6 shtah?
martin, n. totakerkd m.
(acc., abl.).
- fast (to), tr. teyul, lagawul; - martini, n. gora-iz m.
' m a i d ', n. jami'at m.
s.t. to s.t., pore lagamul.
- up (to), tr. zuhenezft7r accounts are master, n. khHwind m.
made up, pah kumah wradz chCh match, n. palitah f.
matchlock, n. bandiikh m., palitah i ~ a bwushi (kdgi).
d i r m.
maker, n. joyawiinkd m.
malice, n. kinah f. ; - lowards s.o., matter, n. mamelah f., khaberah f.,
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middle, n. mandz m. ; in the - bf
the day, da ghermk.
midnight, n. mnskhotan m., nimah
shpah f.
mighty, a. zorPwer.
migration, n. kiich m.
mild, a. past ; to talk -Zy fo s.o.,
. . serah past&khaberk k.
milk, n. pn-k f. pl., shauduh m. pl.
mind, n. zruh m. ; to bring to -,
yHdawul; Lo set s.o.'s - at rest,
dilzsah k. (dat.).
mine, a. pron. dzmZ ; (enclitic) mi ;
(in comparisons), 88.
minus, ad. kam, 78.
minute, n. minat m., dam m.
mire, n. khafah f. sg. or pl. -&.
mischief, n. (harm) nuqsan in. ;
(disfurbance) pis8d m.
.
mischief-making, a. sheraati.
miserable, a. khwnr.
misfortune, n. badbakhti f.
mislay (to), tr. wrukawul.
k&C.
miss (to), tr. (in shooting) khatii k.;
meat, n. g h w a u a h f.
fo be -ed, khatn sh.
medicine, n. d8rii m. pl.
mistake, n. khat8 f., ghalat m. ; lo
meet (to), tr. pdksJ sh. (dat.),
.
make a -, ghalatddul.
serah lidul.
mistaken, a. to be-, ghalatddul.
meeting, n. (asse??zb@),majlis m.
mixed up, a. gad wad.
melon, n. (water -) hindii~gnahf.
moan, 11. zgdrwd m.
memory, n. yPd m.
modest, a. fo be -, shermddul.
mend (to), tr. pah. . , maramat k. modesty, n. sherrn m., hai.5 f.
(or with acc.).
moisture, n. zi-em m.
mention (to), tr. yadawul; (say) moment, n. wakht m., dam rn. ;
wai-ul ; to be -en, yadCdul.
(poitrf of t h e ) sTat m. ; al the
merely, ad. tash (tush), faqat, $rf,
-, us dasti.
khlli ; we are - faking n stroll, money, n. r8pai.k f. pl., paise f. PI.,
hum hase gerzi.
duni-2 f.
I
mess-mate, n. h5ndiwHl m.
I mongoose, n. no16 m.
mew (to), intr. mdwddul, mi-8 m i 4 k. month, n. md-Hsht f. ; - by -,
m6.2sht mC-Hsht pase.
midday, n. mHsp&&n
m., ghermah f.
more, a. zi.8t ; in comparisons, 66-

bnb m.; tlo - / hdts perw3
nishtah ! ; khair ! ; what's the
-? tseh di ? ; a -for gratiiude, shuker m.
may, defect. vb. expressed by subj. ;
in indirect imperatives, 106; in
salutations, kc., 186-8.
maund, n. man m.
me, pron., acc. m 4 form. mH, dat.
m'itah, mnlah, lnlah (for riilah?);
mi ; often rendered by rP, 9.v.
meadow, n. wersho f.
mean (to), intr. what do you - .J
tseh matlab dC dC?; what does
this -I'
d: tsangah khaberah
dah chCh . . . ?
meaning, n. matlab m.
means, n. wasilah f. ; (wealfh) daulat
m. ; of -, duny8dHr ; by - of,
pah, pah . , serah.
meantime, n. in the -, pah dC
mandz k U C .
meanwhile, ad. pah dC mandz
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kc., 93 e.p.; expressing suppo70 ; a v t h i n g -, nor tseh pl. ; 1
sition rendered by subj. or fut.
nothing -, nor hdts
nah pl.;
218, 237.
one -, bul yau, yau bul ;for than anhour,yauganpbpore ; - m u t u d , n. s h c ~ h a r nm. pl.
(= /he rest) nor pl. ad. once, bC.2. I mutineer, n. ygghi m.
mutiny, n. ghader m.
moreover, ad. nor.
mutually, ad. serah.
morning, n. saher m.
I
my, a. pron. dzmii ; (enclitic) m i ;
moreel (of food), n. nwerai f.
- own, khpul.
mortgage (to), tr. giinah k. ; to be j
myeelf, pron., nom. pakhpulah, obl.
-d, giinah sh.
cases dzsn, khpul dziin.
moeque, n. jamstat m.
most, a. (la plupart de . . .) akaer ;
for the -part, ghiilaban ; a t the 1 nail, n. mdkh m.
name, n. niim ; nzmah tir the phrase
-, keh ddr wi.
pah nHmah biinde, in th -, or
mother, n. mor f.
agt. the -, o/ 5.0. ; good -,
motion, n. to set in -, chalawul.
I
mountain, n. ghar m.
I
ndknsmi f.
'
nape,
n. (ofnetk)ormdg m.
mouse, n. mugah f., magakiirC m.
narrow, a. tang.
mouthf'ul, n. nwerai f.
move, n. kiich m. ; on the -, rawiin. nature, n. tab'ah f. (disposition)
kho.6 m.
move (to), tr. chalawul; he had
-d his household thcre, haltah near, pr. nizhdd, po. (dat.) ; (apud)
tsakhah, po.
kadah yC key8 dah.
ad. nizhdd.
intr. khwadzddul, chalddul.
movement, n. /o be in -, chalddul. neceseary, a. - to, pakiir (gen.),
bf-idah (dat.), zariir ; - to,
moving, a. rawiin.
muoh, a. pron. zi-Ht, ddr ; how - Z
for (winter), da (zhimi) dapHrah
paksr.
tsomerah ? ; quanttls
tantus,
neceeeity, n. hzjat m., zariirat m.
tsomerah . . domerah ; too -,
zi4t ; not -, d4r tseh . . nah ; neok, n. ghH~ahf., griwah f.
fhus -, domerah.
need, n. hiijat m., zariirat m.; I have
no - of anything, miitiih hiijat
ad. ddr; - pleased, ddr khushhalah.
nishtah; in
of; hiijatmand
mud, n. lihafah f. sg. or pl. 2.
(gen.); in lime of -, pah sakhtai k U C .
mulberry, n. tiit; (large kind)
shahtiit m.
neglected, a. khushC.
mule, n. qacherah f.
neither, conj. nah, hum
nah ;
nor, nah
(0) nah.
muahroom, n. khardrai f.
nephew, n. (bro/her's son) w e r H ~ h
mueician, n. dum. m.
m.
musketeer, n. barqaildlz m.
must, defect. vb. rendered by subj. ; nest, n. j ~ l a hf.
. nah; hdchere
expressing necessity, obligation, I never, ad. chere
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. nah ; - in 0 . ~ 5lye, pah
'umer kksJ4
. . . nah.
nevertheless, ad. serah da dd, kho.
new, a. niwd.
news, n. khaber m., (mlicellaneous)
khaberk maberk f. pl.
news-bearer, n. mukhbir m.
next, a. (of lime) malthd.
niggardly, a. tZlCtsaf.
night, n. shpah f.
night-blind, a. shamkor.
nine, num. nahah.
nineteen, num. ninas (niilas).
ninety, num. niwd, ati.8 las.
nipple-gun, n. pat8khd8r m.
no, ad. nah ; - ofher bul . . ., bd
. . bul nah ; - other, bul hdtsok nah ;
others, nor hCtsok
. . nah.
noble, n. amir m.
nobody, pron. tsok . . nah.
noise, n. zwag m., onomatopoeic
words in P'a. 338-9.
nolens volens, ad. bC ikhti-Sr, khamakhah.
nonchalance, n. bC perw8.i f.
noon, n. pCl&in m.
no one, a. pron. hdtsok . . nah,
tsok . . . nah.
nor, conj. nah; neither. . . -, nah
. . (0) nah.
north, n. quteb m.
nose, n. pozah f.
not, ad. ne- ; nah ; (with prohibitions) mah ; - czt all, da sera
. . . nah, lah sera . . nah, bilkul
. . . nab, bekhi . . . nah, hado
. . . nah.
nothing, pron. hCts . . . nah, tseh
. . . nah ; shai . . . nah ; if's -,
hCts shai um nedC ; - much,
dCr tseh nah ; - more, nor hdts

.

.

-

.

.

.

.

nah ; lo come to -, hdts she;
-, bd hdtsa.
notorious, a. mashhiir.
nourish (to), tr. palul.
now, ad. us, os ; earn -, us hum ;
(on&) just -, kho us ; fill-,
ter osa pore, . . rase, 12 ter
osa ; how m a y years is if-r'
tso kalo rHse ? ; (fhese days) pah
d6 wradzo k M C ; kalah . . . kalah.
nowadays, ad. pah dC shpo wradzo
k u d , nan sab5.
nowhere, ad. hdchertah . . . nah ;
- else, chertah . . . nah.
' nullah ,, n. khwer m.
number, n. a large - of; dCr,
makhl~lq; a cerfalit - of; tso.
for

.

..-

oath, n. qasam m. ; lo fake an -,
qasam khwayul.
obedience, n. to render - lo, gh2yah CMawul (dat.).
obedient, a. tHbi1d3r, ferminberd8r.
obey (to), tr. manul.
obtain (to), tr. miindul ; fo be -ed,
yaftddul, paidau.ddul, milau-Cdul.
obtained, a. mili-ah, milau ; - @,
do. (dat.).
occasion, n. mauqah f., w8r m.
occasionally, ad. kalah nah kalah.
occupied, a. - (in) lagi.8 (pah . . .
ltM4).
occupy (to), tr. - (aposifio?~)
niwul.
occur (to), intr. shwul, kddul; it so
-s, d8se shi (kdgi) ; let if 7zever
- fhaf . . ., dsse chere iiah wi
chCh . . . ; a row -ed, pisad
shew6 woh ; a noise wed, zwag
portah shuh ; whenever if -5
toyou, her kalah chCh d6 khi-31
wushi.
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the other, yau . bvl; (= Fr.
o'clock, ad. bajah f. ; a t 6 -, pah
on) seyd, khalq ; -Is heart, da
shpag bajb.
of, pr. da with form. ; expre~sing
seri z ~ h .
gen., 28-96 ; - o.s., pakhpu- oneself, ad. ( s u ~ sponfe) pakhlah ; - (fr. among) dzinah,
pulah ; obl. cases dzHn, khpul
dzgn.
dzine po.
ad. bas, sirf, faqat, khsli ; off, ad. (distant) lire ; to go -, 1 ~ ~ 1 only,
;
this, hum dB ; If-! k8shke. !
be -! l~yshah! ; come let us be -,
oo-,
n. mag m.
riidzai chCh dzo.
offended, a. khapah, maror (mara- open (to), tr. ~r8natyl,(thdoor)lirek.
wer) ; - with, do. (abl. or opportunity, n. furgat m.
oppoeite, ad. makhgmakh, pah makh
serah).
k U C , rfibam (dat.).
oflPce, n. ser-rishtah f. ;
r m ,
option,
n. ikhti-Hr m. ; without -,
&c., dafter.
bt5 ikhti-8r.
ofEcer, n. (British -) ~Hhib; Hfsar,
or, conj. yH, keh (in questions) ;
(native -) serdiir m.
either . -, yH . (0) yii ;
often, ad. dCr dzela.
whether . . -, keh . . keh
oh1, interj. o! wah wah I age !
ohg, ad. - he's dead, aghuh kho
(yI keh, o keh); one - huo,
yau dwah ; have you - not?
may d6.
. . dC di keh nedi?
oil, n. tdl m. pl.
orchard, n. bostBn n ~ .
old, a. (aged, worn out) zoy ; (former)
order,
n. hukem m., ferm8n m. ;
pakhw8nC ; (of long standing) da
the - was made, hukem jari
ddrk miidk ;you are older, st3
'umer zi-iit dd ;- man, spingird
shuh; by your -3, da tH pah
hukem serah ; to give -s thal
m.
. . ., hukem k. chCh . . to
on1, a. (yen+) hszir, who's -for
Keep s.o. in -, tingawul ; in this j o b ? da dd kHr dapsrah tsok
that. . , chCh
., dap8rah da
h8l;ir dC ?
dC chCh . . .
on g, pr. pah
. binde, pah ber ;
(towards) serah; hard-s.o., . . . order (to), tr. hukem werk. (dat.).
serah sakht ; (of place) tah ; - organiee (to), tr. joyawul.
the (North), (quteb) tah ; - the origin, n. agal m.
rzkht, Mi 1Hs tab ; (f dates) orphan, n. yatim m.
pah ; - the 26th, pah shpag other, a. pron. bul, nor pl. ; -5,
nor tsok, khalq; no -, nor
wish tem.
hCtsok . . nah ; one
the -,
once, ad. -more, bC.2 ; at -, dasti,
yau
.
.
bul
;
one
an-,
yau
bul,
,
us, j o ~ zur.
ad. serah; some . . -s, tsok
one, num. yau ; - or two, yau dwah.
tsok, dzine
dzine ; the
pron. yau, 128 ; the - who, kum
day,
bulah
wradz;
in chCh, kum yau chCh; - another,
respects, nor.
yau bul, ad. serah ; the - . .
1661
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qulbah f., jagh m. ; one o / a -,
jot m.
pap, n. shirah f., iigerah f.
paper, n. kiighaz m. ; -s, kiighaziinah.
parable, n. miaal m.
parade, n. pard! m.
pazadise, n. jinat m.
parcel, n. (small) gatah f.
pardon, n. miifi (mu'afi) f.
pardon (to), tr. mu'gf k., bakhk&ul
acc. dat.
pardoned, a. mutHf.
parents, n. plar mor.
parrot, n. totz m.
part, n. hiszah f. ; a certain - ol;
tso a. ;forfhe mosf -, ghiilaban.
partiality, n. tarafdari f.
particularly, ad. dCr ; expressed by
reduplicated adj., 64 and fn.
partisan, n. tarafdiir m.
partisanship, n. tarafdiiri f.
party, n. which - O f . . .? kum?
133.
Pashtu, n. p u u t i i f.; lo talk -,
p u u t i i wainul.
pass, n. darah f.
pace, n. (sfep) qadam m.; their - pass (to), tr. (Lime) tCrawul.
was rapid, qadam yC tund woh ;
intr. (pZace)pore watul ; -through,
af a walking --, pah qadam.
pah . . kkAC tdrddul ; (Of lime)
package, n. gafelai f., pdf m.
tdrddul, shwul, piirah sh.
packet, n. (small) galah f.
passed, a. tCr.
past, pr. 3 - 1 2 O'C.,pa.0 bande
padlock, n. qulef m.
' pagari ', n. pafkC nl.
dolas bajk ; to g o - the door,
pain, n. randz m., 'azab m. ; in -,
pah wer bHnde tirddul.
derdman.
pasture, n. wersho f.
pained, a. derdman.
patch, n. fotah f.
pains, n. khwari f., mushiqat m. ; to patch (to), tr. fofah gandul (dat.).
fake - with s.o., . . serah path, n. 1Hr f. ; skzi-tzizg -, tsdlmah
(tsandah) 1ar ; narrow -, tsarah
khwiiri k. ; to fake - with s.t.,
. . serah kiishish k.
lar.
pair, n. jorah f., juft m. ; - of oxen, Pathan, n. PuksJtiin m.

otherwise, ad. nor.
ought, defect. vb. munasib di (dat.),
bii.idah di (dat.), in deliberative
questions, 106.
our, pron. dzamiing ; (enclitic) urn.
ourselves, pron., nom. pakhpulah ;
obl. dzsn, khpul dziin.
out, ad. biiher; - of; do. abl., 4863 b ; out of it, trd ; - of(laziness), da sustai pah sabab serah.
outbreak, n. pisiid m.
outside, pr. biiher, po. (abl.).
ad. baher ; (out ofdoors) werchhe.
oven, n. taniir m., ' the fairies* -',
da pCri-ano taniir.
over, pr. pas ; (across, beyond) pore
po. ; - it, prd dapasa ; if's all
-, wushuh.
overtake (to), tr. . . . serah rasddul ;
. pase rasddul ; (bfaZZ) pah
. shwul.
overturn (to), tr. Sweyul, Hwuk&ul.
owe (to), tr. he -s me . . . dzma
. . werbHnde di.
own, a. khpul, 03.
own (to), tr. (possess) lirul.
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patience, n. 5aber m.
patient, a. gabernfk.
pattern, n. namiinah f.
pawn (to), tr. gfnah k.; l o be -ed,
gfnah sh.
pay, n. tankhHh m., mazdiiri f., haq
m.
pay (to), tr. rfk., derk. werk. acc.
dat. ; adii k. acc. dat. ; - up a
jine, nsghah dfkhilawul ; - alfmfion lo s.o., ghwag niwul
(dat.) ; - a call (visit, respecls,
&c.), da mulHqHt dapfrah rfghlul.
payment, n. adH f, (money) pais&
f. pl.
peace, n. (secun*) aman m.
peacock, n. mor m.
peasant, n. daiq'an m.
peasant farmer, n. zamindfr m.
peg, n. mogC m.
pen, n. (sh& -) shpol m.
penknife, n. chfqii m.
pension, n. muwiijib m., wazifah f.
pensioner, n. wazifahkhor m.
people, n. (in general) 'dam, khalq
m., pl. ; seyi m. pl. ; (bad) -,
(bad)Hn, 83 ; b& -, arbHbHn ;
village -, kiliwfl; as pron.
khalq pl., serC m. sg. ; we (= we), dzamiing khalq.
pepper, n. mirch f. ; red -, sramrach f.
per, pr. pase po. ; 5 annas - man,
seri pase pindzah Hn&.
perfectly, ad. bilkul, a e h ; well, jak jor ; - black, tak toy.
perfldy, n. ghader m.
perforoe, ad. kh'amakhfh.
perf'ume, n. bo m.
perhaps, ad. gunde, shai-ad, ganah,
gane.

period, n. a - o/ manyyears, dCr
kfliinah.
permanent, a. p2-Cdiir.
permission, n. rugkhat m.
perpetually, ad. shfmud'am, tal.
person, n. serC m., kas m., tan m.
perspiration, n. khwulah f. sg. or
pl. 2.
petition, n. 'aral; m., derkhfst m. ;
(wrifien) 'arzi f.
photograph, n. tdrah f. ; l o fake
s.o.'s -, da . t d r a h U k u l .
pick out (to), tr. istul.
pick up (to), tr. iichatawul, fskawul.
piebald, a. brag.
piece, n. (ofcloth) t f n m.
pig, n. serkazC m., dzanfwer m.
pigeon, n. kautar m., kamtar m.
pillar, n. stan f.
pious, a. dindfr, gHlih.
pipe (tobacco), n. chilam m.
pistol, n. tamfnchah f., tamfchah f.
pitch (to), tr. (lent, camp) niwul.
pitchfork, n. drdgh'al&C m., drdksh~khCm.
plaoe, n. d z f 4 m.
place (to), tr. k u d g d u l ; e a a w u l .
plague, n. wabH m.
plain, n. samah f. ; /he plains,
ditto.
plan, n. tajwiz m.
plank, n. takhtah f.
plant, n. bGtC m.
plant (to), tr. karyl.
plate, n. taC m.
play (to), intr. lob& k. ;
strar;eirf,
da imfndfrai k f r k.
player, n. (and mrcsictizn) durn m.
pleaae (to), tr. this -s me, dH dzmi
khwal& dC.
pleaaed, a. khushhfl ; - with, do.
abl. or serah ; - a/, do. bHnde.
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pleasing, a. khwaksh; - to, do.
gen.
pledge, n. giinah f.
plenty, n. dCr a. ; fhat 's -, domerah dCr dC; - of timefor
,
da . . dCr wakht.
plough (to), tr. yCwd k. ; lo be -en,
yCwC sh. ; - and sow, karyl.
ploughshere, n. pul. m., pilah f.
pluck (to), tr. - up, istul, ksJkul.
plunder, n. liit m.
plunder (to), tr. (person), shiikawul ;
(convoy) wahul.
plus, conj. bHnde, 78.
pocket, n. jCb m.
point, n. (limif) had m. ; up fo this
-, ter dC hada pore ; he is on
the - of arriving, rHghC ; on
the - of . ., expressed by
imperf., 224.
point (to), tr. - out, !csJowul.
poison, n. zahir m. pl.
pole, n. balai f.
police, n. polis m.
police post, n. tsnah f.
polite, a. adabnsk.
politeness, n. adab m.
polo, n. chaugHn m.
pond, n. dand m.
poor, a. gherib ; (miserable) khw8r ;
the -, gheribin.
poppy, n. siirgul m.
populated, a. Hbiid.
porch, n. mandau m.
portion, n. hissah f.
portrait, n. tsCrah f.
position, n. i 7 z a sifting -, pah
nPst(ah) ad. ; niist a. ; zjz a &ing
-, pah mlHst ad.; mlHst a.;
lit a sfanding -, wulgy a.
possess (to), tr. lirul.
post, n. (guard) tsaukai f. ; (for

...

.

.

letters) dHk m. ; police -, tPnah
f. ; - as sepy, sip~higfratm.
post (to), tr. (a letter) d ~ klr@C
Hchawul ; (picket) lagawul.
posted, a. (of troops) muqarer.
post office, n. dikkhiinah f.
pot, n. (earthen) hHndai f.
pouchbelt, n. kamerkisah f.
pour (to), tr. toyawul.
powder, n. d8ri m. pl.
powder (to), tr. oyawul.
power, n. was m., tiiqat m., tawHn
m., zor m. ; (option) ikh~i.Hrm. ;
it is nof 2jt my - to, was (kc.)
mi nishtah chCh . . .; without
- (to choose), bC ikhtimsr.
powerful, a. zorswer.
powerless, a. bC ikhti-Hr.
practise (to), tr. keyul, kawul; to
fyranny
be -dl shwul ; to
(vlblence) fowards . . , . . . serah
zor (zulm) k. ; great injustice
has been -d on him, 10.4 zulm
pd wushuh.
prayer, n. d u ' ~f., (n)miindz m.;
midday -, mHspd&in ; aflernoon -, mHzdiger ; eveniq -,
makshsm; midnzght -, ~ H s khotan m.
prefer (to), tr. 1 -- this road, dB 1%
dzmH khwaMah dah ; whichever you -, kum chCh dd
k h w a m wi.
pregnant, a. blzrbah.
preparation, n. tai-Hri f.
present, n. p C M k a M m. ; (lo inftrzor) bakhkshiksh; up fo fhe
-, ter osa pore ; a t -, US.
present, a. maujiid, h3l;ir; at the
- moment, us hum ; to be -,
h8l;irCdul.
present (to), tr. b a k h u u l (acc. dat.).

.
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presently, ad. lug sH1at pas.
proteot (to), tr. sHtul, p91ul.
preserve (to), tr. sHtul; to - 0.s.fr. protection, n. aman m.
s.t., dz2n satul (abl.).
prove (to), tr. /z if be -d f h t
pressure, n. zor m. ; fo bring - to
. . , keh ~Hbitah shwah
bear on s.o., . serah zor k.
chCh . .
prevail (to), intr. ghalib sh. ; -over,
proved, a. a2bit ; - agt. s.o.,
ghslib sh.
pah
bande @Hbit.
prevent (to), tr. rnan'ah k.
pull (to), tr. (wu)&kul; (/mar&
previouely, ad. pakhwH, wulumbe.
0s.) r%Mkul, rPkHpl; - up,
price, n. qimat m., bai'ah f.; what
islul.
r' tso bai'ah, tso riipai-b ? at p d e , n. (food) mai.& f. pl.
what -IJ pah tso ? ; what is thc punishment, n. saza f.
- of ?, pah tso khertsddul?
' punkshg,n. pakah f.
pride, n. kiber m.
purchase (to), tr. pah bai'ah Hkhistul.
printed, a. chHp.
purcbaer, n. kharidzr rn.
prison, n. hawHlHt ; zindgn m.
purpose, n. ni-at m., khisal m. ;/or
prisoner, n. qaidi m., bandi m. ; to
what -? tselah ?
fake s.0. -, bandi Hkhistul.
purposeless, a. bC derak(a).
probably, ad. umdd dd chCh
: pursuit, n. in - o/, pase po.
rendered by fut. in interrogative push, n. fdl m.
assumptions, 218, 4.
push (to), tr. !dl wahul.
proceed (to), intr. chalddul.
put (to), tr. CksJ~awul, kMdgdul;
procrsstinste (to), intr. nan gab3 k.
(with idrrr o/ motion) ~chawul;
produce, n. paidPwHr m.
- t o ~ z g h t t, a u t a w u l ;
in,
profit, n. gaph f. ; (inferest) siid
nandstul ; -right again, b4.a
m. ; z~ithoz~t
ihoughf of -, bd
joyawul ; - 0.5. fo trouble, dzHn
tamah.
wazhlul.
profitable, a. siidman.
down (to), tr. kMdgdul, kk&promotion, n. (advancement) taraqi
kshodyl ; (throw) ghwuraawul ;
f. ; (rank) 'uhdah f.
-(riot, &c.) lBnde k., rnantah k.
prone, a. mlPst, prot.
- on (to), tr. gghostul (cloths) ; lo
proper, a. munssib, sazHw8r.
make s.0. - (clothes), Hghwunproperty, n. (hearth and home) kor
dawul ; - (the had), pah (ser)
m. ; (cattlt, &c.) mH1 m. ; (land)
k. ; ( f i x ) pah
lagawul.
zmakah f. ; (riches) dun% f. ;
daulat m.
prospect, n. there is no
of; umCd
queil, n. nmeraz f.
nedC chCh . .
quake
(to), intr. rapddul.
prosper (to), tr. %badk.
quentity, n. qader; this -, domintr. gbgd, khair, sh.
erah ; what
IJ tsomerah ? ;
prosperity, n. to esfablish 0's -,
three times tk -, yau pah drC.
khpul kor ~bHdk.
293
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quarrel, n, jageyah f.; - maker,
jagerah kawiinkd m.
quarrel (to), intr. jageyah k. jangddul.
quarter, n. p8.o m. ; one -, tsaloramah hissah ; (direction) taraf
m., khwH f., lor m.
quartet, n. a -, yau tsalor.
question, n. pukshtunah, tapos ;
withouf -, bd pursa.
quick, a. tCz, tund.
quickly, ad. zur.
quickness, n. zurti.2 f.
quicksand, n. ghalah shigah f.
quick-tempered, a. tundkho.6.
quiet, a. qalHr.
quietly, ad. wro, pah qalHrah.
quilt, n. brastan f.
quite, ad. bilkul, M e h ; - well,
jak joy ; - black, tak toy ; if zj.
- dzJerenf, dCr farakh dd;
(extreme&) dCr.

race, n. (orzgin) asal m. ; lo run a
-, pah bHzai zghalddul.
radically, ad. da wCkha.
radieh, n. miilai f.
raft, n. jslah f.
rafter, n. tir m., balai f. ; (main -)
shghtir m.
raid (to), tr. wahul.
raider, n. dgrarnar m.
raiding party, n. dayah f.
rain, n. baran m. ;falls of-,
bBr8niinah ; continuous -, jaydi f.
rain (to), impers. 2 -s a great deal,
blrln ddr kCgi; if -s every day,
herah wradz b ~ r i i nwerdgi.
rainbow, n. zi-drah zerghiinih f., da
biidai tH1 m.
rainfall, n. bsrln m.

raise (to), tr. khdzhawul, sskawul,
iichatawul.
raisin, n. manaqah f.
ram, n. mag m., gud m.
' Ramazan ', n. rozhah f.
rank, n. derjah f., 'uhdah f.
rapid, a. tund, giyandd.
rascally, a. serkiiz.
rat, n. mag& m., mugah f. (magah
m.).
rate, n. (larzf) nerikh m.; (pace)
qadam m. ; af any -, ad. kho,
joy.
rather, ad. yes - (of course), o keh
nah.
ravine, n. khwey m.
reach (to), intr. (arrive) rasCdul (rs-,
der-, wer-) ; -a place, . . pore
rasddul.
read (to), tr. lwustul ; fo cause lo be
read, lwulawul.
ready, a. tai.Br ; (present) h8l;ir.
reading, n. lwuslul m. pi.
reality, n. in -, pah asal k u d ;
rHsti; pah rHstai k u d .
really, ad. m e h ; - well, M e h
j o ~ jak
, joy.
reap (to), tr. lau k.
rear, n. itz the - (nf), wurusto
(abl.).
rear (to), tr. p ~ l u l .
reason, n. sabab m. ; for this -,
dzikah, lah dd sababa ; withouf
-, bd sababa, bd hdtsa; for
what - ? tselah ? wale ? by of; da . . . pah sabab serah.
reassurance, n. dilHsah f.
reassure (to), tr. dilssah k. (dat.).
rebel, n. yzghi m.
rebel (to), intr. piszd k.
rebellious, a. yiighiger, y ~ g h i ser,
kau.

.

receive (to), tr. Hkhistul ; infoormation was -d, khaber rHghC.
reckon (to), tr. ganul.
reoogniee (to), tr. pdzhandul ; V a vours, &c.) manul ; -ing s./.,
pah . . . qiiail.
recollection, n. y%dm.
recommend (to), tr. sipHrish k.
(acc.) ;
5.0. lo s.o.,
. tah
yHdawul (acc.).
recommendation, n. sipiirish m.
reconciled, a. pakhulah.
record book, n. dafter m.
recover (to), intr. jorCdul.
red, a. siir.
reduce (to), tr. lHnde k.
reftzge, n. to fakc - fr., putddul
(abl.) .
r e h e (to), tr. munkir sh. (abl.).
regard, n. in - lo, pah haq k u C
(gen.), serah po.
regardless, a. bC perwH; - o/; do.
(abl.) ; he ulas -, khi.31 yC nah
woh.
regiment, n. paltan f.
regulrtrly, ad. hamCsh (always).
reigning, a. takhtnishin.
reinstate (to), tr. bC.3 berhil k.
relating to, pr. pah haq k&C
(gen.) frequently rendered by
gen.: information -s.t., da . .
khaber.
relation, n. khpul m. (PI. khpulw~n).
relative, n. khpul m. ; -s (= tribe),
qaum m. ; (= household) kor m.
releeeed, a. khalHg.
religious, a. dindiir ; - bounl/l,
shukersnah f. ; - bequest, s6rai
f.
re-load (to), tr. (carfridges) bC-2
dakawul.
remain (to), intr. p5t6 sh. (kCdul) ;

-

. .

.

-/ wi de, hum hase
prCdah !
remember (to), tr. yHd liryl ; I can't
-, y Hd mi nah shi ; I don't -,
ynd mi nedC ; I do -that . . .,
mH tah yid di chCh; or om
doesn't -, yH khi.21 nah wi ; fo
be -ed, yadCdul.
remembered, a. yHd ; - (by); do.
Zct if

( P a ) .

remind (to), tr. yidawul ; - 5.0. o/
s.f., do. acc. rei, dat. pers.
remove (to), tr. lire k., ise k. ; -fr.,
do. ter; to be -d fr., ter . .
lire sh.
render (to), tr. - obedience to s.o.,
gharah E&awul
(dat); (white, &c.), (spin)awul, 176.
repair (to), tr. maramat k.(pah . . . ,
or acc.) ; bd.3 jorawul.
repaire, n. maramat m.
reply (to), tr. b6.H wai-ul (O.R.).
reply, n. dzawab m.
report, n. rapof m.; (sound) daz m.,
t8s m.
report (to), tr. rapof Idel.
reprisals, n. botah beramtah f.
reprove (to), tr. toqul.
reputation, n. (good) ndkn~mif..
nHmiis m. ; (bad) badnHmi f.
repute, n. of good -, nCkn%m; of
bad -, badnHm.
requeet, n. 'ara? m., derkhsst m. ;
to make a -, 'ara? wai.ul.
require (to), tr. rendered impersonally, I - s.f., da . . ?arkat mi
dC,
dzmH pakHr dC ; I don't
- anything, mH tall hiijat nishtah ; f more are -d, keh da
nor0 zariirat wi.
required, a. paklr; - (b),do.
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reeident, n. osddiinkd m. ; setfled
-, wuderiinkd m.
respects, n. in other -, nor ; lo call
fo p q -, da mullqiit daparah
r3ghlul.
rest, n. (remainder) nor pl. ; all the
-, nor tol; -, nor chCh d l ;
(rtlpose) a! -, pah qalsrah; to
set a t -, dilasah k. (dat.).
retaliation, n. badal m.
retribution, n. saza f.
return (to), tr. b6.S werk.
intr. ratanddul, rastiin sh., bi-ertah
rHghlul, r8gerzddu1, h8zirddu1,
(rg-, wer-) jgrwatul ; to make S.O.
-, stanawul, riigerzawul.
revenge, n. badal m. ; to fake - on
s.o., ter
. badal Skhistul.
revenue settlement, n. bandobast
m.
revolver, n. tamanchah f., tamschah f.
rice, n. wrizhk f. pl., sholi: f. pl.
richee, n. daulat m., duni-g f.
rid, a . lo g e t - of; lire k.; khalgsCdul (abl.).
rifle, 11. topak m.
rifleman, n. topakchi m., jaz8.6lchi
m., bandiikhchi m.
right, n- (jusfice) ~,Pstic ; (clalin)
haq m. ; -5, haq m.
right, a. (correct) sahi; (nof lefi)
ksh6 ; (nof wrong) munlsib ;
all -, khair, k d e h d6, ddrah
kshah dah, khair no, berHber.
rind, n. pot m.
ring, n. tsald m.
ripe, a. pokh.
rise (to), intr. achatddul, khatul ;
(sfand up) (r3-)p~tsCdul.
rising, n. khatuh m.
river, n. sind m.

..

-

river-bed, n. khwer m., alg2d m.
road, n. liir f. ; (hzgh -) sarak m.
robber, n. ghal.
roll, n. (register) dafter m.
roof, n. kotah f.; (fhafched) tsaper
m.
room, n. kofah f.
root, n. wdkh m., walah f.
rope, n. rasai f., par6 m. ; leading
-, badgo1 m. ; heel -, pachw Syai f.
rotten, a. wrost, k h a r ~ b ,skhii.
round, pr. chapdr, gdr chiipdr (abl.).
ad. chapdr, gEr chzpdr. tsaloro
tarafo tah.
rout (to), tr. t a u t a w u l .
row, n. pisgd m.
rub away (to), tr. siilawul ; fo become
rubbed away, siil6dul.
rubbish, n. khishak m.
ruin, n. kander m.
ruined, a. khor, w h n .
rule, n. (governnzelzf) serkHr m.
ruler, n. hzkim m.
rumour, n. there is a -- fhai . .,
pah auwrddo k&C radzi chdh ...
run, n. dau m., zghg&t m.; at a
-, pah zghHMt, pah mande,
pah dau dau.
run (to), intr. zghalddul, mandk k.
(wahul), dau k. (&)trap k. driimddul; -, imper. pah mandi:
wershah; - out (of sujplies)
khalasddul; - 5.0. down, bad
waisul (dat.); - a race, pah
bZzai zghalddul (kc.).
- sway (to), intr. taksJtddul.
- down, a. mHndah.
- short (to), intr. kam shwul,
khaliisCdu1.
running, ad. pah dau dau, pah
sghB&t, pah mandh
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scythe, n. lor m.
search, n. t a l a h m., justoja m.;
in
o/, pase po.
search for (to), tr. lapawul, t d b h k.
aed, a. ghamgin, ghamzan.
season, n. mausim m.
saddle, n. (mule --) kgti f.
safety, n. aman m. ; (protectim) seat (to), tr. kmdnawul.
seated, a. niist.
aman m.
second, a. doyem.
sail, n. badwan.
secure, a. pl.6diir.
Saiyid, n. Saiyed m.
sake, n. for the - 6 (da) . . . da- eecure (to), tr. tingawul; teyul,
lagaw ul.
piirah.
security, n. (safely) aman m. ; (mosalary, n. wazifah f.
netary ) ?amgnat m.
a l e , n. for -, khertsfin(e).
see (to), tr. lidul, katul, g o q l ; (fake
salt-cellar, n. namakdiin m.
heed) pgm k. ; rendered impersame, a. yau (shai) ; they are om
sonally : 1could - no . . ., hCts
and the -, yau shai di ; the -,
hum (um) with demonstratives ;
. . . riitah M k l r a h na shuh ;
the - size (age), homerah ; the
expressing imperative rendered
by subj. : - t h t y o u never . . ,
- size as . . . , domerah 10.4 . .
dSse chere nah w i chCh . .; to
likah . . .; all the
. ., serah
come
to - s.o., da . . . p u w da dC . . ; in comps. ham- ; of
tun& lah (da mulSqHt dapirah)
- age, ham'umer, hamzold ; of
raghlul.
- counfry, hamwatan; of seed, n. (si~tgle-) danah f.
speech, hamzhibah ; of- weigh!,
seedy, a. mlndah.
hamwazen.
seeing, n. kiityh m., did& m. ; sample, n. namiinah f.; up to -,
namiinah serah bersber.
f h a t . . ., chdh . . .
sand, n. shighah f. sg. or pl. ; quick seek (to), tr. katul, l a ~ w u;l -after
. . . pase pah koshish kA& sh.,
-, ghalah shighah.
pah . . . pase k a h h gerzawul.
sand grouse, n. khrb kamterk f. pl.
seeking, pres. part. pase po.
sandal, n. kdrai f. ; pair of --s,
seem (to), intr. ( r s - ) m k ~ r d d u(dat.);
l
kCrai f. pl.
expressed by ghwunde, 800 ;
sated, a. moy.
aay (to), tr. wai-ul with O.R. ; so to
by likah cht?h, 811.
-, as one mtgM -, rendered 'seer ', n. sCr m. ; not expressed, 78.
seiee (to), tr. Skhistul, niwul.
by likah chCh, 311.
select (to), tr. istul.
scanty, a. kam.
scattered, a. sated materd ; (ruined) self, pron. in nom. pakhpaah ; in
obl. cases dzln, khpul dziin.
khor.
selfbh,
a. ghara~rnan.
scheme, n. tajwiz m.
sell (to), intr. khertsddul ; to be sold,
score, n. (twen/y) shel, shil m.
khertddul, as a. khertsiin(e).
scorpion, n. l a y m m.
rupee, n. riipai f.
mat, n. zang m.

-

-
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send (to), tr. Hstawul, 1Cgul; -for
shame, n. sherm m., hai.8 f. ; - !
s.o., (rH-)ghwoUtul .. . pase
tobah I ; wifhouf -, bd hai.3.
dzawHb 1Cgyl; - word, khaber shameless, a. bd hai.2.
ldgul.
sharp, a. tdz; to look -, birah k.,
senior, n. masher m.
jelti k., chskh 1 3 ~ 1 .
senses, n. lo come lo 0's -, pah sharpness, n. (of femper) tundi f.
khud sh. ; to bring S.O. to his -,
shawl, n. tszder m.
pah khud k.
shed, n. mandau m.
sentry, n. pSsbZn m.
sheep, n. (ram) mag, gud m. ; (me)
separate (to), tr. bC-alawul, ise k.,
magah ; (in ge7ieral) gydah I. ;
chunul.
(prbperb) m ~ m.
l
separate, a. bd-al.
sheep pen, n. shpol m.
sepoy, n. sipshi m. ; post as -,
sheet roll, n. raul m.
sipahigirat m.
shelf, n. takhtah f.
series, n. ser-rishtah f.
shelter, n. panah f.
seriously, ad. sakht, ddr ; rendered shelter (to), tr. p a n ~ hk. ; lo be -ed,
by adjs. sakht, kc., 204 d.
panah sh.
servant, n. noker, khizmatgHr m.
intr. (to take -fr.), putddul (abl.).
service, n. khizmat m., nokeri f.
shine (to), intr. brdkshedul.
set, n. jorah f.
shining, a. tHbzhan.
set (to), tr. Ckshawul, kkshdgdul ; - shirt, n. qamia m., khat m.
in moftbn, chalawul; - s.o.'s shiver (to), intr. rapddul.
mind at rest, dilzsah k. (dat.).
shoes, n. (pair of -) pan& f. pl. ;
intr. (of sun, &c.) prdwatul.
(grass -) tsaplai f. pl.
- down (to), tr. kkshdkshawul, shoemaker, n. mochi m.
kksht5kshodul.
sh ! shoo ! interj. (driving animal
- out (to), intr. rawHnddu1.
awv) chikhe ! chighe !
- up (to), tr. wuderawul.
shoot (to), tr. wishtul.
setting, n. prdwatuh m.
intr. (hunt) U k ~ k.
r ; (of rge)
settled, a. (not nomadic) wuder- straz~ht,sam wishtul, sahi
Cdiinkd m.
lagddul.
settlement, n. bandobast m.
shooting, n. (sport) MliHr m.
seven, num. owwah.
ehort, a. land, (of he2ght) manderd,
seventy, num. owi.2.
tit ; to run -, kam sh. khalIseveral, pron. yau nim, yau tso.
5Cdul; tiz n - t h e , ah) lug
severe, a. sakht.
sHrat k U C , lug sZeat pas ; a person, ptakd m.
severely, ad. sakht, dCr, 204 d.
severity, n. sakhti.
shortish, a. tit ghwunde.
short-winded, a. s~hlandd.
sew (to), tr. gandul.
shade, n. sorb m.
shot, n. daz m.
shake (to), intr. rCgdCdul.
should, defect. aux. vb. (you)
shale, n. shangdr A.
nof . . , bH-idah (munilsib) ne
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di chCh . . ; expressing indirect I
. nah . . ; it will be seven
I
years - I . . , owwam kHla
imperative, 100.
mi bah piirah shi chdh . . .;
ehoulder, n. ugah f.
I
if is many years ., dCr
ehove, n. tC1 m:
kdiinah shewi di (wushuh) chdh
ehove (to), tr. !dl wahul.
. .., - . . . fherfore, chdh . . .
show (to), tr. (point oul) ksJowul,
dzikah.
kshayul ; - (kindness, &c.)
(m&l.bHni,kc.) k.
sing (to), intr. sanderk wai-ul.
shut (to), tr. (gate), pore k. ; (eye) single, a. yau ; not a - . . . , yau
. . . hum . . nah.
putawul.
sister, n. khor f.
sick, a. nHjoy.
I sit (down) (to), intr. kk&$nHslul ;
sickle, n. IeriikC m.
lo make s.0. -, kl&Cnawul.
sickness, n. nHjorti.2 f.
side, n. tsang m. (direction) dddah sitting, a. nilst.
f., lor m., palau m., k h w ~f., taraf
ad. pah nlstah.
m., 205 e ; a-, pah tsang, yau six, num. shpag.
khwl tah, pah yau dadah, kc. ; sixth, a. shpagem.
on this - of, riipore po. (abl.) ; size, n. qader m. ; this -, domerah
qader ; /he same -as, domerah
on all -s of; gCr chap& (abl.)
10.6 , . . likah; he is fh same
tsaloro tarafo tah ; to either -,
- as you, st%homerah dC.
yau palau bul palau tah.
skill, n. hikmat m.
aift (to), tr. chunul.
sight, 11. did%r m., kgtuh m. ; Idid s k i . , n. pof m., (as dressing~lora
not catch - of . . . , mHtah
wound) pofakC m.
kshklrah nah shuh.
skirt, n. laman m.
silent, a. chup.
skirting path, n. tsdlmah 1Pr f.,
silk1, n. wrCMam m. pl.
tsandah 1Hr f.
silk2, a. da wr6uam(o).
slack, a. sust.
silver, n. spinzer m. pl.
slave, n., - to vice, shahwatparast a.
simile, n. misil m.
sleeping, a. iiduh.
simply, ad. (mere&) tash (tush).
elender, a. nerd.
sin, n. gungh m.
slightly, ad. bertsdran, lugkiifl.
since, pr. pas po. (abl.), 308 ; - sloth, n. susti f.
yesterday (fill now), pariina rHse ; slothful, a. sust.
expressed byabl., 50; expressed slowly, ad. wro.
by conj. -his deafh, chCh aghuh smell, a. weriikd, we~kofd,wuy, wor.
mar shuh.
smallpox, n. nanekai f.
since, conj., 308, chCh . . . , chCh smert, a. huksJ.Sr.
.. . nah, chCh .. da aghah nah smell, n. bo m.
pas, da kum wakht nah chCh smite (to), tr. wahul.
. . .; if's a tong time - I. . , smoke (to), tr. tskawul.
dCrah madah mi wushwah chCh snake, n. mar m.

.
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Snider, n. kuniz m.
snow, n. w~werahf. sg. or pl.
so, ad. (like this) diise; (like that)
hase ; - (much, many) domerah; - (bad, good, &.), dsse
(bad, &c.), domerah ( m e h ,
&c.); - nzuch, domerah dCr ;
- (much) . . . as, dsse . . .likah ;
wen - he died, hum dase may
shuh; - that. . . , chdh . . . ;
- to speak, likah chCh . . . , 311;
- far, ter osa pore ; - long
as, tso pore chdh . . . , tsomerah
chCh . . .
so and so, n. pal5nkC m.
sobriety, n. perhdz m.
sock, n. miisai f., jurgbah f. ; pair
of -s, masai pl., juriibb pl.
sold, a. lo be -, khertsCdu1.
soldier, n. sipghi m. (infantry);
noker m. ; (armed man) mister
m.
sole, n. (ofloot) talC m.
solitary, a. tsayah.
some, a. pron. tsok, dzine (persons),
tseh (things) ; (a f w ) tso, yau
tso, yau nim ; - . . . others, tsok
. . . tsok ; denoting approximation : -five, yau pindzah ; fen, tseh las; rendered by the
fut., 84 e.p.
some one, pron. tsok; - else, bul
tsok.
something, pron. tseh ; - wrong,
tseh gunfh.
sometimes, ad. kalah kalah, @he
@he; - . . . -, kalah . . . kalah.
somewhat, ad. lug ghwunde, lug
shsn.
somewhere, ad. chertah.
son, n. dzo-C m. (pl. dziiman).

song, n. sanderah, f. ; to sing a -,
sander8 wai-ul.
soon, ad. tseh miidah pas, lug sg'at
pas, lug sTat kk&, kc. ; as
as, dasii chdh . . . , hum aghuh
satat chCh . . . , her kalah chCh
. .., 3 0 6 ; as-asonegoes. ..,
yau chCh dzi . . .
soothing, a. (mental&) d i l ~ s ~ .
sorrow, n. gham m.
sorrowful, a. ghamgin, ghamzan.
sort, n. qisem m., rang m. ; ofwhaf
Z tserangah ? tsangah ? ; whal
dzferent -s Z kum kum qisem ?
every -, her rang ; - of. . . ,
. . . ghwunde.
sound, n. zwag m., onomatopoeic
words in pa., 338-9.
sound, a. (healfhy) joy, tandurust ;
to he@ -, raghCdul.
south, n. suhdl m. ; on the -, suhdl
tah.
sow (to), tr. k a ~ l .
span, n. IwCsht f.
spare (to), tr. prCgdul.
speak (to), intr. w'ai-ul ; -iZlqfro.,
bad wai-ul (dat.); so -, likah
chCh, 311.
spear grass, n. sfirmal m. pl.
specimen, n. namiinah f.
speech, n. wai-ul m. pl., g u f t ~ rm.
speed, n. jelti f., zurti.5 f.
spend (to), tr. (money) paisb l a p wul ; (the) tdrawul ; I - sonu
days . . . , tso wradzb mi . . .
shi.
spider, n. jolsh m.
spill (to), tr. toyawul.
spilt, a. to&
spit (to), tr. conj. takul.
spite, n. kinah f., 'akes m. ; - agf.
J.o., . . serah kinah; in - of
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the /act that . . , serah da dd
chCh . .
spoil (to), tr. kharsbawul ; lo become
-ed, k harHbddul.
spoile, n. Ifit m.
sport, n. (= game) U k ~ m.
r
spot, n. mauqah f. ; or2 t h -,
maujiid, ha?;ir.
spring, n. (of water), chinah f. ;
(season) sperlC m.
spy, n. jHsiis m. ; acting as a -,
pah jgsiisai k u d .
spying, n. jisiisi f.
squad, n. told m.
square, a. to get - with s.o., ter . . .
badal Zkhistul.
equat, a. manderd.
stack, n. (of' bhoosa ') biisa~ahf.
stake, n. mogC m.
stampede, n. (f catflr) ghoedmand
m.
stand (to), intr. wuderddul ; sfand
-, pstsddul ; to n~afirs.o. (s.t.)
-, wuderawul, p8lsawul; how
you -, sta hal.
standing, a. wul8y.
star, n. stor6 m.
start (to), intr. rawan sh., rawHnddul,
tlyl ; ready -, lHri lah tai.Pr ;
- out after LO., . . . pase 1H~1.
startle (to), tr. rapawul.
state, n. ha1 m. ; - of afaris, ha1
m. ; in what - ? tserangah ?
tsangah ?
state (to), tr. waiaul, yHdawul; to be
-a', y5dt?dul.
statement, n. khaber m. ; khaberah
f., 'araz m.
stay (to), intr. pitC sh. (kddul) ; long there, miidah haltah tdrawul.
eteal (to), tr. putawul.

.

steel, n. (for pint) pund m.
etep, n. ('pas') qadam m. ; (' march,
dcgrl*) derjah f.
etick, n. lergC m.
still, ad. us hum, 1ii ; this is brttcr,
da la &eh dC; though . . . . . . , hum k e h . . . hum (kho). . .
stingy, a. tiiICtsa!.
stinking, a. skhii.
stipulation, n. shec m.
etock, n. (ofgun) kundagh m.
stone, n. kanC m.
atone (to), tr. pah k%ni( k ~ n o )wishtul.
stoop (to), intr. fitddul.
stooping, a. fif,
atop (to), intr. (of watches, &c.) bandddul.
etory, n. khaberb f. pL, qiyh f.,
hi kayat m. ; to tell a -, khaberk
(&c.) wai-ul ; that's an old -:
da ddrh miid5 mgmelah dah.
stout, a. ghat, (katah).
stoutnese, n. ghafwiild m.
straight, a. Sam, sahi.
ad. sam, sahi; - infront of. . .,
sam . . . makh kksJC (dat.); to
shoot - (of rfle), sam wishtul,
sahi lagddul.
straits, n. to get info -, tang sh.,
b u u t sh.
stranger, n. musHfir rn.
straw, n. kak m.
straws, n. khkshak m.
etray, intr. tdmatul.
strength, n. zor, tatfan, t5qat m.
strewn about, a. satere mated.
etrife, n. pitenah f.
strike (to), tr. wahul, wahenah k.
striking, n. wahenah f.
string, n. spansai f. p1.
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strive (to), intr. - af/er, . . . pase
pah koshish k M C sh.
striving, n. koshish m.
stroll, n. to take a -, gerzddul.
strong, a. (healthy) joy, takerah ; to
get -, joyCdul.
stuck, a. b u u t .
subject, n. rCt m. ; l o make s.0. 0's
-, rCt k.
submit (to), intr.
to s.o., ghlrah
Ckhawul (dat.).
subsequently, ad. wurusto.
such, a. (like this) d8se ; (like that)
daghahse, hase, haghahse ; (good, bad, &c.) dase (l&eh)
domerah (bad), k c . ; - (good)
.. .firaf(as), d a s e ( U e h ) . ..chCh
(likah) . . . ; -and -, pal3nkC.
suddenly, ad. natsspah, nagahanah.
suitable, a. saz8w8r.
s d e r (to), tr. khwasl ; (loleral'e s.o.)
pl.Cgdul.
suffering, a. derdman.
s-cient,
a. dCr.
sugar, n. ( s g - ) teri f. pl.
sugar-cane, n. gani f., gannah f.
sulky, a. merawer (maror).
summon (to), tr. (rz-)ghwo&tul,
(r8-)balul, . . . pase dzawzb
ldgul.
sun, n. nmer, nwer m.
sunriee, n. nwer k h ~ t u hm.
suneet, n. nwer prCw8~uhm.
sunshine, n. nwer m.
superintendent, n. daroghah m.
suppliant, a. ni-gzman.
supplies, n. sauda f.
supply, n. n large - of;dCr a.
supply (to), tr. paid3 k., werk.
support, n. (protecfzbn) panHh f. ; l o
wifhdrow - fr. s.o., 15s gkhistul (abl.).
I

suppose (to), tr. rendered impersonally : I -, gum'an mi shi chdh
. ., rendered by fut., a i 8 . 4
e. p.
supposing, conj. keh; even -, keh
. . hum.
suppress (to), tr. lande k., man'ah k.
sure, a. ad. yaqin; Ian -that. . . ,
dzma yaqin di chCh .
to be
-, bCshak(a) . . . (chCh) ; be
to lei nze know, ma khamakhzh
khaber kah.
surely, ad. (wz'fiozrf fail) khiimakhah.
surety, n. (person) ?amin m. ;
(mony) ?amanat m.
surface, n. rii m. ; on fire -, bertsCran.
suspect (to), tr. (undersfand) po-Cdul;
rendered impersonally: I that . . ., guman mi shi chCh

.

.

. .;

-

1

-

...

suspicion, n. guman m.; (doubt)
shak m.
suspicious, a. shakman.
swallow, n. totakC m.
swear (to), (fake oafh) qasam khwarul.
sweat, n. khwulah f. sg. or pl. 4.
sweeper, n. j ~ r i i k a um.
sweet, a. khog, shirin.
swell (to), inti. purddul.
swift, a. tCz, tund, giyandd.
swim (to), intr. lamb0 wahul.
swimmer, n. IHnbozan m.
swindler, n. (ag m.
swindling, n. tagi f.
swing, n. f%lm.
swing (to), tr. zangawul.
intr. zangul (tr. conj.).
swinish, a. serk6z.
sword, n. tiirah f.
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table, n. mCz m.
taste, n. mazah f., khwand m.
tail, n. lakah, lam m. ; (of a bird) taaty, a. khwandnak.
lakah f.
tea, n. ch2-k, chain&f. pl.
tailor, n. dirzi m.
teaoh (to), tr. zdzh k. (acc. rei, dat.
take (to), tr. Ikhistul ; (carry) yaupers.) ; to be taught by s.o.,
. . . serah sabaq wai-ul.
w e ~;l (food, &c.) khwasl ;
(drink, &c.) tskul ; -prisoner,
tear (to), tr. shelawul.
bandi iikhistul ; - bribes (secuintr. shlddul.
&c.), bad6 (~amHnat,&c.) ' teleecope, n. diirbin m.
iikhistvl; - an oath, qasam tell (to), tr. wai-ql, auwrawul; (litk h w a ~;l - a lesson, sabaq I
form) khaber k. (all with O.R.) ;
I
waisul; -cover, dzHn panah k. ;
(show) u o w u l ; (order) hukem
werk. (dat.) ; - him fhis, da
-refge((fr.), putCdul(ab1.); -- 1
khaberah wukah; - a story,
care lest . ., pgm k. (khi.31 k.)
khaberk k,qisah wai-ul ; ' to chCh . . nah; - care/ khath truth,' rik&i.H chCh wHyerna.
berdar 1; - Irouble with s.o.,
.serah khwgri k. ; phofo- temper, n. kho.6 m. ; to lose 0's -,
pah qaher sh.; he loses his -,
graph of s.o., tsCrah M k u l
(gen.); - a stroll, gerzddul;
qaher werdzi.
- pains with s.t., . . serah temperament, n. tab'ah f.
koshish k. ; I took a f a n g to. , ten, num. las.
. . . serah zruh mi wulagCd ; I tent, n. dCrah f., khdmah f.
don't - kind& to him, dzmii terms, n. shertiinah m. pl.; (bad
tab'ah nah lagi werserah.
-) jagerah f. ; (good -) roghah
away (to), tr. botlul, ise k., lire
jorah f. ; on bad - with 5.0.)
. . . serah pah jagerah kM6.
k., (yau)we~uI.
- out (to), tr. istul.
terrible, a. khaufniik.
- up (to), tr. niwul (position, &c.) ; territory, n. 'ilzqah f., zrnakah f.
(learn) zdah k.
than, conj. with comparative rendered by abl., by keh, 66-70.
tale, n. hiksyat m., qisah f.
thankful, a. shukerguzgr.
talk, n. khaberk f. pl.
talk (to), intr. khaberk k. ; - wilh thanks, n. shuker m.
s.o., . . serah khaberk k. ; tr. that, demons. haghuh, 80 ; - of,
in comparisons, 68; (= so
wai-ul, - Pashfu, P u u t i i
waiaul.
much) domerah.
talking, n. 'ara? kawul m. pl., kha- that, pron. as relative chCh, 18046.
berk kawul m. pl.
that is, (not expressed) 112, 148.
the, def. art. rendered by haghuh, or
tall, a. ding, 1o.d.
not expressed, 8-13.
tangle (to), tr. naulawul.
their, a. pron. yC, 4.
tank, n. digai f.
tares, n. jamder m.
themeelvee, pron., nom. pakhpulah;
obl. dz%n,khpul dzHn.
target, n. (mark) n a u a h f.
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I. English-Pnshtu Index
then, ad. (after that) b6.H; when, b6.l . . chCh kum wakht
...
chCh . . . ; (consequential) no.
conj. (argumentative) no.
there, ad. haltah, wulatah.
there are, di, shtah, maujiid di;
-- three of us, miing drC kasa

.

I

Y a.
there is, dC, shtah, maujiid dd;
not, nishtah, 240.
thereafter, ad. aghah pas.
therefore, ad. dzikah ; since
.
-, chCh . dzikah.
therein, ad. pah k U C .
thereon, ad. (at once) joy.
they, pron. rendered by demons.,
109-15; (=people) khalq pl.
seyC m. sg.
thick, a. ghaf, gan.
thief, n. ghal m.
thin, a. nerk.
thing, n. shai (shi) m. ; (deed) k8r
m. ; -s (= state ofafairs), hl1
m.; (= baggage, &c.) a s b ~ b
m. ; (mental) khaberk f. pl. ;
one and the same -, yau shai;
a - of no account, h6ts shai
nedC ; what -s used to be, pakhwHnC hB1; t h y consider if a
bad - to . . . , d l dCr bad mani
chCh . . .
think (to), tr. fiker k. ; khi.81 k.
(with O.R.) ; - s.0. (s.t.), manul, ganul ; - how to . . . ,
khi.81 k. chCh tsangah . . . ;
(imagine) I - thaf . . . , gumln
mi shi chCh . . .; - ill of s.o.,
pah . . bad guman k.
third, a. drC-am ; one -, drC-amah
hisgah.
thirteen, num. di-Hrlas.
thirty, num. ddrsh.

-

..

.

..

this, demons. dii, daghuh; (= $0
much) domerah; - size, domerah qader.
this is, not expressed, 112, 148,
thither, ad. haltah, wulatah, hore,
werhistah, werise, ale.
thorn, n. - bush, ghanah f.;
jangal, ghanb f. pl.
though, conj. chCh, hum chCh, hum
keh, 315 ; hard - I searched,
dCr chCh wulafawul . . .; (= in
spite of the fact that) serah da
dC chCh ; (= however ntuch)
tsomerah chCh ; - . . .yef, hum
chCh . . . hum . . .; as -, likah
chdh, 311.
thought, n. khi.31 m., fiker m.
thoughtless, a. bC perwH ; he was
-, khi.31 yC nah woh.
thousand, num. zur, haz8r; -5,
zurgiinah ; ~oo,ooo,lak m.
three, num. drC.
thrice, ad. drC wgra ; (= x 300 per
cent.) yau pah drC.
thriving, a. 8bSd.
throat, n. ghiiyah m.
through, pr. - the fields, pafo pafo
kk& ; - and -, pore rHpore.
throw (to), tr. wishtul, ghwurzawul ;
(liquia's) toya\ruI ; - away
(squander), serf k., b e r b ~ dk g ;
- stones at, pah k8no wishtul
(acc.) ; - down, prC-Cstul.
thumb, n. kalah giitah f.
thunder, n. ghyumb.
thunder (to), intr. ghyumbddul; there
tj. -, asman ghyumbegi.
thus, ad. dlse, hase, pah 'd6 shgn,
daghah sh8n ; -much, domerah.
thy, a. stH, da stH, da t8, dd.
tie (lo), tr. t e ~;l - s.t. to J.I.,
pore terul ; to be tied, bandddul-
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I. English-Pashtu 11ndex
tied, a. pep. teyeld.
gabii nah ; bj, -, !abi.a pore ;
tiger, n. zmert? m.
day afir -, bul ?abH, gab3
tight, a. tang.
nah bul gab&
tighten (to), tr. tingawul.
tongue, n. zhibah f.
till (to), tr. karul.
to-night, n. ad. nenshpah f.
till, pr. ter, ter
pore, tah PO.,
too, ad. (- much) zi.at ; (also) hum.
pore po. ; - when ? ter kalah tooth, n. g h ' a u m.
top, 11. ser m.; on the - of it, p16
pore ?
conj. tso chCh nah, tso pore chCh
dapHsa ; on - o/; da .
nah, tsomerah chCh . nah,
dapHsa.
topsy turvy, ad. lande bgnde.
304 ; no . . - (= whm .
then) chCh
no ; (= so ikf) torn, a., p.p. shlCdelC.
torrent, n. sCllb m.
chCh
touch, n. to be in - with, 1agCdul.
tilt over (to), tr. ayawul.
time, n. wakht m., s3at m. ; (period) towards, pr. lah po., tah po. ; (nf
physical direction)
me, miitah
rniidah f.; (age) zamznah f.;
makhi? lah; da
palau tah,
(leisure) fursat m. ; (in mulfz)li&c., 2 g I e ; (of mentat direction,
cation) dzel m., wHr m. ; - of
year, f a ~ a m.,
l mausim m. ; ' envers ') serah po. bHnde po.
of need, sakhti f. ; th very jrst tower, n. burj, b 4 m.
-, pah awwal ser k U C ; in town, n. M a r m.
good -, da wakhta; I had no trace, n. patah f.
-for
. , tah wuzg'ar nah t r a c , n. tlul r'itlul m. pl.
wum ; all the -, mudHm ; three train, n. rC1 m.
-s (the quantib), yau pah drC.
trans-border, 11. (- country) JHtimid, a. tarsn'ak, khaufniik.
ghistan m.
tired, a. steyC.
transfer, n. chalHn m.
to, pr. lah po., tah po. ; dat. 36-48 ; travel (to), tr. (a certain distance)
ter, ter
pore ; (to makefasf)
mazal k.
-, . pore; - g o'c., p5.o traveller, n. mus5fir m.
kam naha bajk ; one - one, yau travelling, a. da lari.
pah yau.
treachery, n. bC imHni f., ghader m.,
to-day, ad. nan.
nimakhar'imi f.
toe, n. giitah f.
tree, n. wunah f.
together, ad. serah ; pah yau dz5.i tremble (to), intr. regdddul rapCdul ;
to make s.0. -, rapawul.
k u C ; yau dz%-Cserah.
tribe, n. qaum m., iilas m. ; such and
toil, n. m h a t m.
such a -, . . . khCl m. pl.
tolerate (to), tr. prCgdul.
toll, n. shumzr m. ; 6y -, pah trick, n. chal m.
shumHr serah.
trickle, n. tsatsobC m.
to-morrow, ad. sab8 ; - morning, trickle (to), intr. tsatsddul.
saher lah, sabS lah; fr. -, lah . trifle, n. kak m.
1607
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tripod, n. derbalai f. ,
troop, n. faudz m. ; (of horses) gallah f.
trouble, n. (gritf) gham m. ; (worvy)
raber m. ; (pains, toil) mushiqat
m., mknat m., khw'ari f., koshish m. ; (dishess) khwZri f.,
sakhti f.
trouble (to), tr. rabeyawul ; to be
-4,rabeyddul.
trousers, n. partiig m. sg.
true, a. r'ast, ~ a h i ;it is - . . ., bCshak . . chCh . . .
trunk, n. gundiiq m., pdtC m.
trustworthy, a. im'and'ar ; to make
5.0. - (loyal to o.s.), khpul k.
(acc.).
truth, n. riMti.8 f., r'asti f.
truthf'ulness, n. rikshtintob m.
try (to), intr. koshish (kc.) k. ; to aallain s.t., . pase pah koshish kksJk sh. ; - to get, ghwo-

-

twice, ad. ( x 2) yau pah dwoh;
three are six, dwoh dr6 shpag
di.
two, num. dwah, dwoh ; the -(both),
dw'ayah ; to cut in -, dwah
nim k.
tyrannical, a. z'alim.
tyranny, n. zulm m., jaB f.
tyrant, n. z'alim m., jaf'ak'ar m.

uncle, n. (paternal -) treh m.
unclean, a. n'ap'ik.
uncomfortable, a. tang ; to render
-, randzawul.
unconcernedly, ,ad. bC ghama, bC
perwa.
under, pr. pah . lande.
underbred, a. kam asal.
underneath, pr. ad. I'ande, ter . . .
l'ande.
understand (to), intr. (to know how
to) po.Cdul, pohkdul; to make
kshtul.
s.o. -, pohd k.
Tuesday, n. da nah&wradz f.
understanding, a. poh ; - s.t.,
turban, n. patkC m.
b'ande poh.
turn, n. wZr m. ; in -, war pah undertaking, n. kzir m.
w'ar.
undoubtedly, ad. bC shaka.
turn (to), tr. gerzawul ' a w u u t u l , undulating, a. lwer zhawer.
Sweyul (ayawul).
unemployed, a. wuzg'ar.
intr. gerzddul, aurddul ; the edge of unequalled, a. bC sh'ana.
ihe knfe was -ed, da chgqii unexpectedly, ad. n~ts'apah,n'agamakh aurCde16 d6.
h'anah.
turn out (to), tr. s h a ~ l .
unfortunate, a. badbakht.
intr. r'awatul.
unjustifiably, ad. bern'aqa.
turn up (to), intr. paidau-ddul, hHzi- unjustly, ad. bern'aqa.
rCdul, rZghlul, (r'a-, wer-) rasd- unless, conj. bC da dk nah chdh . .
dul.
unshod, a. abel, kshp&abelk.
turned, a., p.p. (of kltffe edge) wo- unsuspecting, ad. bkghama.
U t C , aurCdelC.
untie (to), tr. pr'anatul.
twelve, num. dolas.
until, pr. conj. v. till.
twenty, num. shel, shil ; in comps. untimely, a., ad. bC wakhta ;
dtath, dzaw'ani merg m.
-wisht (-isht).
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untrustworthy, a. nHritabHri.
untruth, n. derogh m.
untruthful, a. deroghzan.
unwell, a. nnjoy.
up, pr. ad. pis, ber ; - to, ter, ter
. . pore, pHs . . lah ; to
lhe present, ter osa pore ; - lo
(= equal to), . . serah berlber ;
w h F s - ? tseh di ?
upon, pr. pah
blnde, ber ; - it
(him, &c.), prC b8nde.
upright, a. to set-, p8tsawu1,wuderawul.
uproar, n. ghH1 o ghiil.
uproot (to), tr. wCkh istul, wCkh
& k ~ l (gen.).
upset (to), tr. arawul.
upside down, ad. linde bHnde.
upwards, ad. portah.
urge (to), tr. - 5.0. lo . . .,. . . serah
nasihat k. chCh .
urgent, a. - necessity, dCr zariirat
m.
us, pron. acc. miing, dat. miing tah.
use, n. it's no -, da k8r nedd.
use (to), tr. (pracfisr) kerul, kawul ;
(appZy) lagawul.
used, defect. vb. aux. expressed by
habitual imperfect, 224 ; harder
up than he to be, da pakhw8
nah tang; w h f there - lo be,
pakhwind h a m.
use+ a. da knr.
useless, a. nnkarah, da ksr . . . nah.
usually, ad. akzer.
utmost, n. (limit) b d m. ; lo the-,
ter hada pore.

.

.

-

.

...

..

-

vaccinate (to), tr. rag wahul (dat.).
vagabond, n. to become a -, der
pah der sh.
valiant, a. tiirzan.

valley, n. darah f.
valour, n. tiirzanwild f.
valuable, a. qimatnnk.
vmioue, a. expressed in questions
by kum kum, 133.
vein, n. rag m.
verified, a. tHqiq.
very, ad. ddr, M e h , bd shHna ; expressed by adj. @r, zgq d ; the
-, hum with demons. 118.
vex (to), tr. randzawul.
vexation, n. randz m.
vexed, a. khapah.
vice, n. shahwat m.
victorious, a. ghilib ; - over, pah
. . ghiilib.
victory, n. bard m. ; l o win lh -,
bar4 akhistd.
victuale, n. khwurik o t s k b k m.
vilhinous, a. serkiiz.
village, n. kilC m., garai f.
vilhger, n. kiliwil m., daiqin m.
vine, n. kwer m.
violence, n. (strength) zor m.; (of
mob) pissd m. ; (of fyrant) zulm
m.
violent, a. zoriwer.
virtue, n. nCki f.
virtuous, a. M e h , nCkibr.
visible, a. M k i r a h ; to be -,
klredul.
voluntarily, ad. pakhpulah.

.

u-

wagee, n. haq m., mazdiiri f.
waistbelt, n. kamerband rn.
wait, n. lo lie in -/or
s.o., l a .
niwul (dat.).
wait (to), intr. to hzm w h -s,
sabernili lah.
waiting, a. (slanding -) 117ulPy;
(sitting -) nbt.
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wake(n) (to), intr. wCkshCdul.
walk, n. af a -, pah qadam.
walk (to), intr. - about, gerz6dul.
wall, n. diwzr m.
wander (to), intr. gerzddul.
want, n. (necessi4) zariirat m. ; (need)
hiijat m.
want (to), tr. (desire) ghwokshtul,
raghwok&ul ; ' I - to ', expressed by pres. indic., 104-6 ;
'I -ed to ', expressed by imperf., 224 ; rendered impersonally : I want fo . . . , pah
zyuh k M 6 mi dah chCh . . .,
zyuh mi ghwHyi chCh . .,khwa!&ah mi dah chCh . . .; (require) rendered impersonally
with zariirat, hzjat gen. rei, dat.
pers. ; (lack) . . is -zizg, nishtah.
war, n. jang m.
warm, a. taud.
wary, a. khaberdzr.
was, past vb. to be ', st, wum ; 3rd,
woh m., wah f.
wash (to), tr. windzul ; -ing the
hands for prayer, audas m.
waste (to), tr. berbad k.; (expend)
serf k.
wasted, a. berbzd.
watch, n. (guard) tsaukai f. ; on the
-, MdHr ; (time-keger) gayai f.,
gCntah f.
watchmaker, n. gayisHz m.
watchman, n. tsaukidzr m., pBsb5n
m.
water, n. obuh f. pl. ; drzhkzjzg -,
da skulo (sko) obuh ; fo make
-, miti.%z&k.
water-channel, n. wslah f. ; to make
a -, wzlah rHwustul.
water-course, n.khwey m., alggd m.

.

.

water-flask, n. batak m. ; batakC m.
water-lift, n. dingelai f.
watermelon, n. hindii-'anah f.
water-pot, n. mangC m.
water-wheel, n. arhaf m.
wave, n. chapah f. ; in -s, pah
chapo.
way, n. 1Hr f. ; (means) wasilah f. ;
(plan) tajwiz m.; (dzi-ecfion)
makhah f., kc., 2 9 3 e ; (manner)
shHn m. ; on the -, & the -,
pah lzri bgnde, pah tlo k&C ;
this - (thus), dase, daghah
shHn; pah dC shzn; in what
-? tserangah, tsangah ? ; that's
always the way . . . , hamCsh
dase wi chdh . . .
we, pron. miing ; (emphatic) miing
ch6h yii ; (ious aufres) dzamiing
khalq.
weakness, n. kamzorti.8 f.
wealth, n. daulat m., duni.2 f.
wealthy, a duny%d8r,daulatman.
weapons, n. waslah f. sg.
wear away (to), intr. siilawul.
wear out (to), intr. shlddul (ofclothes,
lit. to fear).
weary, a. steyd, m8ndah.
webbing, n. niwHr m. pl.
wedding, n. wHduh m.
wee, a. weyiikd, weyk0f.C.
week, n. haftah f., owwah wradzh
f. pl.
weep (to), intr. z h e ~ (tr:
l conj.).
weigh (to), tr. to1 k.
weight, n. to1 m. ; of equal -, hamwazen a.
welcome ! interj. pah khair r8ghelC.
well1, n. kGhC m.
well2, a. joy, tandurust ; to get -,
joyddul.
well3, ad. M e h , khair, pah kAeh

308

shin ; (argumentative) no, joy ;
kMC ? - fr. ? da kum &.i
nah ?
f a l l goes -, keh khair wi.
- bred, a. da u e h agal.
where-, conj. chCh.
- disposed, a. dost ; - lo s.o., da wherefore, ad. wale ? ; tselah ?
. dost.
wherever, conj. kum khwa chCh
. ., &c.
done! intej.shHb%shI; shibibhe !
whether, conj. chCh, keh; - . .
- favoured, a. khiibgiirat.
or, keh . . keh; keh . o keh,
- grown, a. ster.
keh . . y% keh.
- known, a. mashhiir.
which, a. pron. kum ? ; kum yau ?
- mannered, a. adabnsk.
pron. rel. chCh.
- off, a. daulatman, duni.%d%r,mor.
west, n. nwer prdw%t@ m., qiblah f. whi~hever,a pron. kum chCh, tseh
westwttrds, ad. nwer prdwituh tah,
chCh, her tseh chdh, kum yau
chCh ; - one, kum yau.
qiblk tah.
wet, a. -weather, jarai f.
while, n. affer a -, lub sii'at pas.
what, a. kum ; of - sorf Z tseran- while, conj. tso pore chCh . . : , tsomerah chdh, 504.
gah, tsangah ?; in - way ?
whine,
n. zgdnvC m.
tserangah, tsangah ?
pron. tseh ?,tseh shai ? ; -for
? white, a. spin ; to make s.f. -, spinawul ; to become -, spinCdul.
tselah?; -s f h good? tseh
whiteness,
n. spintob m.
pakir dC ? ; rendered by nouns :
- is frue (fahe), ri&ti.% (de- who, pron., interrog. tsok ? (form.
chi).
rogh) ; -you say, st% khabepron.
rel. chdh.
rah, k c .
whoever, pron. kum chdh, tsok
whatever, a. kum.
chCh, kum yau chCh, her tsok
pron. kum chCh, tseh chCh, her
chCh.
tseh chCh; (= as much as)
whole, a. pron. to], wiirah ; (enfire)
tsomerah.
piirah, salimat; th - lot, ~ o l
wheat, n. ghanam m. pl.
wii~ah.
wheel, n. (wafer -) arhat m.
when, ad. kalah ? pah kumah wradz ? wholly, ad. sergser.
&c. ; fr. - ? da kalah nah ? whooping cough, n. torah g h a ~ a hf.
not?
/ill -? ter kalah pore ; sliue why, ad. wale ? tselah ? ;
wale nah ?; - not (= of course),
-? kalah rHse ?
wale nah ; that's why. . dziconj. chdh, kum wakht chCh . . ,
kah;
-then.. ., no.
303 ; ( = y ) chdh, 314 ;- . . .
wick, n. palitah f., bHtai f.
then, chCh . . no ; (= see@
wioked, a. bad ; f h -, badan m. pl.
that) chCh . .
widow, n. kundah f. ; being a -, n.,
whence, ad. da kum dzH-i nah ?
kundtiin m. ; lo become a -,
whenever, ad. her kalah.
kundddul.
conj. her kalah chCh . kc., 308.
where, ad. chertah ? pah kum dz%i wife, n. khadzah f.
309
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wild duck, n. ilai f.
wild oats, n. jamder m.
will, defect. aux. vb. expressing assumption, rendered by subj. 01by fut., 218 ; expressing mild
imperative, 218 by fut. v. wish,
want.
willing, a. h@ir.
willow, n. walah f.
willy n a y , ad. khgmakhgh.
win (to), tr. garul ; - the day, bard
akhistul.
intr. gatul (tr. conj.).
wind (to), tr. (clocks, &c.) kunji
werk. (dat.).
wind, n. bZd m.
windscreen, n. badwan m.
winter, n. zhimd m.
a. da zhimi.
winnow (to), tr. wiinah k.
wisdom, n. 'aqel m., dZnish m.
wise, a. 'aqelmand.
wish (to), tr. g h w o u t u l ; expressed
by pres. indic. 194 ; 1 - to go,
tlo lah mi zyuh kdgi (dd, shi);
fymc
if, keh s t i k h w a m a h
wi . . . ; v. want.
with, pr. (cum) serah, po. ; pah . . .
serah ; (apzld) tsakhah po. (expressing means) bsnde po. after
pleased, angry, &c., rendered by
serah or by abl. v. 5 I and fn. ;
great skill, pah 1o.i hikmat
serah.
withdraw (to), tr. -su$port fr. s.o.,
1Zs Zkhistul (abl.).
within, pr. pah . . . k U 4 , danenah
(gen.) ; - one day, amroza.
ad. danenah, nenah, pah kk&;
fr. -, da nenah nah.
without, pr. b6 (abl.) ; -fail, kh8makhah.

-

-

without, ad. biiher ;fr. -, da baher
nah.
woman, n. khadzah f.
wood, n. lergd m.
wool, n. wayai f. pl.
word, n. (news) khaber ; -s, wai-ul
m. pl., khaberah f.
work, n. kar m. ;(paid labour) mazdiiri f. ; (forced - ) bdgZr m.
work (to), intr. k8r k. ; - hardfor
s.f., . . pase koshish k.
world, n. duni.2 f.
worn, a. to become - out (is torn),
shlCdul ; fo beconze - down
siilddul.
worn out, a. zoy.
worry, n. rabey m., labey mabey m.
worry (to), tr. rabeyawul; to be
worried, rabeyddul.
worthless, a. nakgrah.
would that, part. ksshke . . (subj.).
wounded, a. zhobal, lagddeld.
wrathful, a. ghaqabn~k,qahrzhan.
wretched, a. khwsr.
write (to), tr. likul ; fo cause to be
written, likawul ; he can -, pah
1i1; po-dgi.
writer, n. ($$efitions) 'ar?i-nawis m.
writing, n. lik m.
wrong, a. to be - -, ghalatidul.

.

.

yard, n. (nteasure) gaz m.
yarn, n. (story) khaberb f. pl. ; to
spin a -, khaberk k.
year, n. kZ1 m. ; (fit dates) san m.;
this -, sag, tsakh kZ1; fhis
sangand ; last -, ~arosakal;
time of -, mausim m.; the
1903, san niinas sawa drd ;
before lasf, wuym kZ1 ; nexf -,
makhb kal.
yellow, a. zi.dr.
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yes, ad. ho, o, au, 6.0, C-au ; bC
shak; kho; rendered by repeating words of question :
of course, wale nah ?, o keh nah ?
yesterday, ad. pariin ; - evening,
bCgi(h) ; since -, pariina rise ;
day before -, bul pariin, bul
bCg~, wurrnah wradz ; -'s
pariinG
yet, ad. 1%; - anofhr, yau bul . .
hum ; though . . -, hum keh
. . hum (kho).
yield (to), tr. how m u d will this
field -?
lah dC pafi nah bah
tsomerah wushi ?
yoke, n. (for oxen) jugh, jagh m. ;
- ofoxen, qulbah f., jagh m.

-

.

.

.

yonder, ad. haltah
you, pron. sg. nom. teh, acc. and
form. ti%.
pl. norn. tiisii, acc. and form.
t2sti.
young, n. (of animals) bachC m. ;
with -, blirbah, da langtiin ;
to have -, langCdul.
a. dzawiin.
your, pron. sg. stH, da sti, da t i ; dC.
pl. st'asii, da stiisii, da tasti ; stiisd,
da stSsC, da t%sC; ma.
yourself, yourselves, pron., nom.
pakhpulah ; obl. dz%n, khpul
dziin.
youth, n. (juventas) dzawHni f., zalmitob m. ; (juvenis) dzawHn rn.

PASHTU-ENGLISH INDEX AND
VOCABULARY

ALPHABETICAL ORDER
The Alphabetical order of the Pashtu-English section is substantially that
of the English alphabet.
Note-(I) Diacritical signs over vowels are disregarded except where two
words, otherwise identical, come together, in which case an unmarked vowel
takes precedence, thusnan precedes ncn.
(2) ' is treated as an integral part of following vowel and does not
affect the position of the word, thus'darn precedes BZe.
(3) The consonant order is as in English with the following necessary
amplifications (see 5 6 ) .
d is followed by d
g
1,
11
g1gh
h
11
19
k
I,
11
kh,
n
11
11
r!
r
,1
91
I
S
I1
2,
S, 8, sh
t

11

11

t1

t

11
11
El 5, ??1 dl
ts and dz come last of all.
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11. PASHTU-ENGLISH INDEX AND

VOCABULARY
-8, ( I ) and element of particles lah iifam, n. o@cer, 29.
. . -a and da . -a denoting egheh, demons. v. haghuh.
abl., 40-63b.
egheh pas, ad. t h e after, 374 c.
( 2 ) Alone with ter, 279 ; with
v. pee.
pore, 281 ; with bC, 282. Also : eghi. v. hagh* 116.
pariln-a rHse, 239; pah wer-a eghoet@ (: Hghwund), tr. to dress,
cloth, put on (clothes), 169 ;
k u C , 270; nsjor-a ghwunde,
290, &c.
p.p., 200 ; spin& jHm& -, to
( 3 ) W i t h voc., 26.
put on nah've (Afghan) dress,
Bbiid, a. prosperous, thriving,fertile,
233.
populated, prepared, I 43, 187 ; &ghuetawu.l. v. 16 I fn.
khpul kor - k., to establish 0's iighwund-. 21. &ghost@.
prospri&, 268 ; kor pah jinat iighwundamd, tr. lo have clothes
put on, 164, 167: 173.
k H C -, a mansrbn prepared in
iighe6, m. thorn, 366.
heaven, 3 I 7.
iihanger,
m. bhcksmifh, 384.
abel, a. bare, barefooled, unshod, 25 2.
iichewul, tr. to throw, cast,put, 37, a-i, interj. oh / hullo!, 322. 21. 8.8.
bib, m.faulf, blenzish, defect, 87.
I 67, 171, 242 ; with r5-, der-,
'ekae, m. grudge ;
serah - k .
tah potakC -,
wer-, 256 ;
to put a skin on s.0. (a nahve
(lirul), to bear (harbour) grudge
' cure '), 3 I 3 ; dPk k&C -, to
agt. s.o., 269.
post s.t., I 96 ; pah
b8r -, to iikhir, ad. finolZy, in the end, 29 I ;
loads.f., 254 ; hH -, to lay eggs,
ter -a pore, to the /as/, in the
end, 291.
280.
ad&, f. - k., I 66, to pay, f u F l , iikhiret, m.future lge, 8.
iikhietul (: fkhel-), tr. to fahe, seize,
discharge.
edab, m. cour/esy,polileness, ntanners ;
fetch, receive, accept, b y , 1 I 3,
bC -, disrespec~ul,rude, 2 8 2 .
123, 128, 137, 225, 274 e.P.
W i t h ra-, 266 ; p.p., a00 ;
edebniik, a. courfeous, well-mantense constr., 210 ; bad8 -, to
nered, 8.
take bribes, 232 ; da . nah
'edBwat, m. enmi&, bad blood; zarnsnat -, to t d e sccuri/y fr.
mi werserah woh, there was bad
s.o., 53 ; mi trC w8khistu1, I took
blood between us, 3 15.
it front him, g g ; jerimanah
a.8, interj. oh / with voc., 20. v. 84.
3'5
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(abl.), to line s.o., 145 ; ma hah Angrbz, m. British ; da - Serksr.
dH m d m a h Hkhistelah
., I
British rule, 239.
would bzy this bufalo cow
, angiir, m. grape, 2 I .
225 ; berHberi
, fo turn out apsos, intc-rj. alas !32 2.
succesfluI&, 2 34, 3 I 5 ; ter
'aqel, m. intell&ence, good sense,
dzawab - tselah
, to make
wisdont, 8.
S.O.
explain w h y
, 3 20 ; 'aqelmand, a. intel&enf, wise ; da
bard -, fo wzit the day, 252 ;
'aqclmando ksr nedd, if is not
pah bai'ah -, fo buy, 266 ;
the act of wise men, 63.
da pah tso riipai-k HkhelC? what BrBmti.8, f. ease, comfort, 343.
price do you buy it at Z 267 ; 'are2 ('are?), m. petiftbn, reguesl,
ter (=trd) qare? -, to fake a
statement; khpul - bah wertah
wuwayema, I shall make my
loan f r o m s.o., 279 ; ter
badal -, to take revenge on s.o.,
request to him, 40 ; - k. m. pl.
3 I 6 ; las - (abl.), fo withdraw
discussion, talking, 2 2 b.
supportfr. s.o., 8.
arbhb, m. chieA zinporfant man;
ekger, a. most. pah -0 khalqo
-2n, ' bzg people ', I 2 9.
k U 6 , anzongsf most communitz'es, arhat, m. Persian wheel ( f o r draw288.
ing water,kr. well), 50 a.
ad. usual&, 287 ;
dSse wi, if is ermBn, interj. alas !3 2 2 .
usual& thus, 288.
'arzi, f. (writfen)petition, 266.
'alam, m. pl., ptopZe, the world, 18 b. 'arzinrtwis, m. pefition writer,
ale, ad. t h i f h r , 293 a ; - dile,
266.
hiiher and thifher, 2 9 3 c.
ayawul, tr. lo ztpsef, overturn, Lilt over,
algiid, m. wafer-course, I 96.
171.
l ( w ) - . v. Blwatul.
ha, m., pl. Zsinah, horse, 37, 40, 62,
&liizswul, tr. lo cause do jy, blow
66 e. p. ; dCr Bsiinah, a lot of
away, 167, 172.
horses, 5 0 a ; -bande gerzCd4,
a1wety.l (: Hliz-), intr., t o j y (of bird,
to go about on a horse, 3 I 4.
asbab,
m. kit, baggage, ' things ' ( 2 j ~
&c.), 168, 177, 247.
amen, m. safe&, peace, securify,
general), 90, I 43.
Bse. v. hase.
304.
amiin, m.profecftbn, safe&, 374 c.
Bsk, a. h&h, raired. v. hesk.
'amel, m. action ; pah
- k., Lo a s k a d (haskawul), tr. to raise,
act on (advice, &c.), 8.
elevafe, I f f , pick up, I 7 5 , I 99.
amir, m. nobl~,419.
aspah, f. mare, 62, 123, 205,
amroze, ad. within one dajl, 2 g I .
290.
-andBa-, in comps. P. andskhtan: gstewul, tr. to send, dispafch, 167,
andgz, to fhrow, shoot.
171; with rH-, der- wer-, 265 ;
and6kebmen, a. anxious, 388.
10.6 faudz -, to send a large
anderpiigah, f. ladder, 2 I I ; da
force, 190.
ai1derpH.k nah,front the ladder.
agal (agel), m. artkin, mce ; da kAeh
3 16
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& w e a tr. lo turn, alter, alerturn.
a. well-bred, 34 ; pah
kksksC, ad. in realib, 289 b.
v.
Bwu@tpl (: Hwer), tr, to turn, ozler*el. v. aqJ.
turn, 171.
BehnB, m. acpuainta?tce,friend, 8.
auwal, a.$rst; pah awwal ser kMC
BshnB.1, f. acquaintance, friendsht),
intimacy; - mi werserah nah
ma wulid, the first lime. I saw
him, 232 ; da awwal ser nah,
dah, 1have no acpuainfancr with
from /he jirsf, 2 g I .
him, 295.
atah, num. e g h f ; - shela, = 160;
ad. jfrst, at first, be/ore, /ornter&,
primt;palZy, 2 0 1 ; zeh awwal
-- shela, 160apiece ,5 3.
rawHn shwum, I started bPfore
atah lee, num. ezghkm, 190.
him, I I I ; awwal I Hghel4 wum,
atem, a. etghth, 8.
I came before, 250; with abl.
ati.8, num. eigh&; - las, ninety, 7 7 .
au l, conj. and, I 2 7 a, 2 34, 286.
53 a.
'ag&b,m. distress, pain ; pah - sh.,
au2,ad.yes, 287.
to be 2jl distress, 267.
audas, m. hand-washing ; ablution
&&a,
a. (sef)free, liberated ; with
(be/ore P ~ e r s ) 3, 2 9, 395.
abl.freefrom, 53 b.
aukhanah, f., 329.
au-6,
m. brofher-in-law, 8.
aurawul. v. auwrawul.
aur6dul. v. auwr6dN.
auy6dul (: 3u.e:-, :wok&-),
intr. to bib, m. matter, afair, 309.
turn, 178; da chaqii makh bach6, m . young, child, chicken, &c.,
280.
au~ddeldd6, fhe e&e offhe k n f i
was fumed, 205.
bad1, m. harm, ad, h u r f ; - rasaurddiin, m . hearzkg, 209.
awul (dat.), to do hurt to s.o.,
auwraWU1, tr. to cause to be heard;
319communicate (oral&), fell, 162, bad g, a. evil, bad, wicked, savage,
167,173; st5 hukem mi wertah
290 ; dH d6r - mani, t h y C O ~ Z auwrawulC dC, I have (verbal&)
sider ifvery bad, 150; . . serah
coninzunicated your order to him,
-, bad towards s. o., 269 ; 4
wradzk naksJa\vul,
to behave
164.
auwr6dpl (: auwr -), tr. to hear,
badly, 313 ; pah . . -gumSn
learn, lisfoz to, 162, 167, 170,
k., to thin& ill fo s. o., 8 ; -an
m. pl., the wicked, 63.
232 ; chCh cha khaberk y6 n 3
n'aurddk .,when no one lisftnrd biid, m. wind, 380.
to his talk, I gg ; mH aurddeli di bedal, m. exchange, ralenge, retaliachCh
, I hazle heard fhaf . . . ,
tion; ter . . - Hkhistul, t o take
128a ; pah auwrCdo k U C
rtvengt on s.o., 3 I 6.
rsdzi ch6h . ,there is a rumour badrslaWUI, tr. to change, exchange,
that
, I 89 ( J ~ ~ J ) .
175.
badal6dN (4g-), intr. to change,
awer-. v. 8uy6d~l.
317
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bfiher, ad. outsidt. (abl.), 284, 2 2 a,
246, 293 a ; da - nah, lahnah, from wifhout, 293 d.
217.
bgd-,
m. almond, 21.
bai'rth, f. price, I 34, 225 ; pah
badbakht, a. unfortunafe, luckless,
akhistul, to acquire by purchase,
266
39'1.
badbakhti, f. misfortune, 346.
bB-idah, a. necessary, incumbmt,
badi, f. feud, 2 7 1, 304 ; pah badai
fiffing ; with dat. 41, I 89 ; b8.ikksJC n a u a t d , involved infeuds,
dah nedi chCh . . ,you should
225 ; badi yC shtah, they are a t
% o f . . ., 197.
feud, 290.
bajah, f. hour, pl. o'clock, 47, 237,
bildka*,
chimney, 398.
266 ; pah tsalor nimk bajk, al
badkho.6, a. evil-natured, 3 I 9.
4.30 o'c., 72.
b a d l a m a n , a. of evil conduct, il(- bakertti, f.$int, 36 I.
conducted, 3 9 7.
bakhkshiksh, m. gtlf 387.
badmiish, m. bad character, 3 17 ba(kh)my.l, tr. to present, bestow,
grant, forgive s.0. ; Khud3.C dC
($La&).
b a d n g m i , f. disgrace, evil repute,
w u b a m a h ! God forgive you !
I 69.
346.
badniimfis, a. of illfame, 397.
baled, a. acquainkd with (serah),
badragah, f. escort, 303.
269.
bildwgn, m. sail, windscreen (for
bdai, f. pole, rafer, 406.
baled$, intr. to burn, catch $re,
lamp), 380.
badah, f. bribe ; 4
akhistul, to take
41 I.
bribes, 232.
balul, tr. to summon, call, 41 I ; with
biidgol, m. leading rope (of horse),
r%-,255.
band, a. stopped (of clock, Dc.), tied,
336.
bB.61+, tr. to lose (at games, &c.),
306.
tr. and intr., 162, 169.
biinde, po, on, upon, towards, b_y, by
means of; plus, apud ', (o/time)
biigh, m. garden, 380.
past, 272-3 ; shpag shila tsalor
bgghichah, f. gardelz.
b&ghw&n,m. gardener, 380.
bande, (6 x ao+ 4 ) = ~ 2 4 , 78;
bagl6, m. heron, 406.
p3.o - dolas bajk, pasf 1 2
bah, part. used to mark tenses, 283 ;
o'c., 73 ; pg.0 - . . . ,plus $, 83 ;
wer -, r%-, towards him, me,
with fut. 217, 218, 2 2 3 ; with
69 ; pr6 -, upon 3 (them, &c.),
fut. perf. 210,237 ; with imperf.
denoting frequentative or habi280 ; (pah) chutai - tlul, fo
on leave, 195. v. pah
tual action, rgg, 224.3 ; position in sentence, 267-202. dB
bgnde.
mi dr6-am kg1 bah wi chdh
, bandddyl, intr. to be tied, lo k
it is some threeyears since I
,
stopped (of clocks, &c.), 204,
306.
233.
318
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bandi, nt. captive, prisoner ; - 2khistul (acc.), to take prrioner,
274bandobaet, m. sefflement, arrangement, Revenue Setllement, 36 2 ,
393 ; da dC tap& - wushuh,
a Rev. Set. of this district was
carried out, 42 ; d2 - 12 hum
U e h dC, this arrangement is
still betfer, 290.
bmdiikh, m. mafchlock, 3 8 I .
b&ng,m. call, cry, 365.
banglah, f. bungalow, 39.
banyadam, m. pl. human beings,
mankind, men (Menschen), I 8 b

($&)-

ba@.ah, m. Hindu shopkeeper, merchant, Ban9a, 2 2 C , I 52, 2 75.
b&, m. burden, load; pah . . Bchawul, to load s.t., 254.
barakat, m. blessing, 365.
barakatbfifid, m. plant of bkssitzg
(name of shrub), 365.
biran, m. rain, rainfall; pl. -iinah,
2 0 , falls of rain, rah-sfornts,
rains, I 8 el 3 I . 96, 2 34 ; herah
wradz chCh - werCgi, when it
rains every day, 128 a ; - dCr
kCgi, it rains a great deal, 39.
bard, m. victwy ; - Bkhistul, to win
the day, 252.
b i i r k a u , a. load-bearing, of burdetr,
399.
barq, m . lightning, 3 9 8.
barqmdila, m. musketeer, consfable,
3 98.
baa, a d on&, enough, I 2 7 a, 280 ;
- pah . . . , on& by means of;
- ksrtusiinah nishtah, on& cartridges are wanting, 2 q 6.
bas-. n. ietul.
bgtai, f. wick, candle-lamp, 406.
,
3'9

.

bat&, m. wafer-$ask, 348.
betake, m. wafer-flask, 348.
b&e&r,
m. bazar, nativr market, I 3 c,
231, 246.
b u i , f. game ; pah b k a i zghalddul,
/O run a race, 28.
b-band,
m. armlet, 394.
be, pr. withouf, exccpt (abl.), 282
e. p. ; - da dd nah chCh . . ,
unless, 282, 300 c.
be.&,ad. again, then, after that, in
rep&, re-, 41, 99, 309, 311, 302
e. p. ; - dak k., to reload, 3 I 3 ;
jopwul, to repair, put right
again, 3 13 ; - berhL1 k., to
reinstate s.o., 3 I 8.
b 6 . a a. sgarate, a-sidc, apart, 326.
bB.alawu1, tr. to sqarafe out, 53 a.
besayern. 2'. bdwul., 242.
bed&, a. awake, on the watch, 303.
bdgqh), ad. last nrght, yesterday
evening, 10, 1 1 , 46, 291 e; lah, fhzi (coming) evening, 46,
2 g I c ; bul -,
t h day bfore
yeskrday, 2 g I f.
bdgiir, m. forced labour, utqaid
labour, 53 b.
beghame, ad. wilhout anxiefy, unsuspecfing, 2 2 4.
beguniihi, f. innocence, 346.
behdtee, ad. without reason, for tw
cause, 8.
behada, ad. excessive&, 294 c.
b&ei.&, a. without shame, shameless,
8.
bd.i.m&n,a.faithless, 356.
be-bani, f. treachery ; . . . serah k., to behave wilh t r e a c h r ~fo,
wards s.o., 3 I 6.
b&ine&fi,f. injustict, 346.
b6khi . . . nah, ad. not at all, 289 a.
b6perw8, a. heedlts~, regardless ;
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lah
-a -, without thought
- . lCkin, granted
bill,
f o r . . , 8.
288 ; - chdh, granled thai,
bdperwiid, f. indzference, nonchal287.
ance, 346.
b6sh&na, ( I ) a. unequalled, very
b6qiaiisa,ad. beyond count, 294 c.
great, 252.
ber ', m. breast, 394.
( 2 ) ad. excessive@, 2 94 c.
ber a, ad. above, up, 293 a ; da -a,
b6shumiira, ad. beyond count, counlf r o m above (i.e. fr. Afghanistan),
less, 294 c.
50 ; da - nah,f r . above, down, b6tamarah,a., ad. disinteresfed(2y)8.
b6wafiiSi,f.faifilessness, disloyalfy ;
293 d.
beriiber, ad. breast to breast, level,
- k., to befaithless, &c., 99.
equal, cerfainly, all right, 205 ; b6wul (: be-3-),tr. to conduct, lead,
namiinah serah -, up to sample,
carrj, (of animate beings) ; with416.
out wu-, 242. (Alternating with
beraberawul, tr. to level; gher wer
botlul, q. v.)
-, to go across country, 338.
biaertah, ad. back, backwards, again,
beriberi, f. equivalence, evenness,
back again, 293 a ; - r~ghlul,
346 ; u k s r - wa ngkhistelah,
to return, come back, 46, 252.
sport didnot turn out succesfully, bilkul, ad. absolute&, complete&,
entirely, quite, 8, 289 ;
. ,
234, 315.
beramteh, f. carrying o f o f cattle,
not the slightest. , 106 (@&).
hostages, &c., zit reprisals, 36 I .
bimiiri, f. illness, 346.
berbiid, a. wasfed, thrown away ; -bin, i n cornps., P. didan : bin-, to
pase duni.5 -ah k., to
see, 399throw money away on .
, birah, f. haste, speed; - k., to make
278.
haste, look sharp, 242.
-berd&r,i n cornps., P. berdsshtan: biwul. v. b6wu1, 372.
berdsr-, to carry out, 399.
bliirbah, a. f., wifhyoung,pvegnanl,
berhiil, a. b6.2 - k., to reinsfale
I 13.
s.o., 318.
bo, m., smell, perfume, 390.
berniiqa, ad. unjustzjfably, 289 b, bostiin, m. orchard, 390.
botah, f. taking of hostages, &c.,
374 b.
berti, f. enlistment, gq (A+.).
36 I .
bertsdran, ad. on the surface, ap- botah beramtah, f. reprzkals, 361.
parent&, 2 89.
bot1y.l (: boz-), tr. to carry o f (anibdyai, f. boat, 59, 149.
mate beings), take away (zitanibdsababa, ad. without cause, 8.
mafe things), 29, I 1 8 , 247 ;
bdshak, ad, certain&, to be sure, withwithout wu-, 242. v. b6wul.
out doubt, 42 ; - chCh ma . , bot*, m., carrying 08aabduckbn,
certainly I did . , 2 34.
209.
bdshaka, ad. certainly, without doubf, brag, a. piebald, I I 3.
i?tdubitab&, 282, 287, 31 6 , 356 ; briilbah. a. bliirbah, 336.
320
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brdwddyl, intr. lo shine, glitfer,
I 78.
brid, m. boundary ; khpul tsakhah, along their loundat-y,
305.
bruj, v . burj, 336.
braetan, f. quilt, 62.
biidai,
old woman, 406 ; da !Sl, fh old wontan's sw2j29 (?).
the rainbow, 365.
bukhtsah, f. bundle o f clothes, 348.
bukhtsakai, f. bundle of cloths,
348b u r n t , a. stuck, in dz$cuZties, I 9.
v. bu-k
t6dul.
bukkt6dyl, intr. to gel stuck, get
zjzto dzficulties, I 9.
bul ', conj. but, I 3 c.
by12, ( I ) a. other, 50 a, 234 e. p.;
yau palau - palau katul, to look
out on either hand, I 99 ; jau 2s hum, yet unother horse, I 2 7 a ;
- sabs, day after Po-morrow ;
saba nah - gabs, do., 291 f.;
la - sabs, t h i ~ dday fr. now,
291 f. ; - pariin, - bdgH, day
bPfore yesl., 2 9 I f. ; yau -, yau, v. yau.
( 2 ) pron. another, the othr, 126.
-yau nishtah, there's not another
one, 126; jau . . . bu1 . . ., the
one . . . the other, I 26.
b@ chertah, ad. elsewhere, 293 c.
byl hdtsok . . nah, pron. sg., not
one ofhr, 124.
bul yau, pron. sg., another one,

f.

.

124.

byl tsok, pron. sg., another, 124.
bur, a. having losf a child, childless ;
mor derbiinde - ah shi ! may
your mother be bereft o f you (bj)
death) / 1 8 8 .

burj, m. fort, tower, 53 a, I 6 5 , 2 3 I ,
303.
bus, m . chopped straw, c h f , 3 I 7 ,
406.
busfirah, f. slack o f ' bris ', 232, 284.
biit6, m. lush, shrub, pla?zt, I 4 ,
406.
behah, a. torn, ragged, 322.

oh&,pron. form. o f teok, q.v.
ah&-&.v. chai-6.
chai.8, f. pl. tea, I 8 c, 32 I .
chiigh. v. chiikh.
chiikh, a. actlire, vzgorous, 3I .
ad. quickly ; - l@yl, to make haste,
234chal, m. trick, joke, dmice, 406 ; dB
tseh chel dC ? whal joke is fhri 2
1 5 2 ; tseh chel j d wukuh ?
what dar'ce had he recourse fo ?
292.

chal&n,m. transfer o / a case, 406.
chalawul, tr. Po move, sef in nzofion,
172.

chal6dg (-4g-),intr. fo rnoz~e,proceed,
be zn movemenf, be established, be
in e.ristence, I 78, 239, 4 I T.
ohemtiir, m. a cerfain strznged titsfrument, 333.
chenghdah, f.betrothed girl, brideelect, 2 7 7.
chiip ', a. loch of a gun, 406.
chiip 2, a. printcd, q I o.
chapah, f. wazle ; shd pah -0
rsghd, the river came down in
waves, 266. zl. tmapeh.
chgpdr, ad. on all sidfs, all round
(abl.). gCr -, 53 a, 293 c.
ohiipdrah, ad. around, 293 a.
chapriksi, n ~ .chaprari, messengtr,
11.

I I.
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chiqii, m. Knfe, penknfe, 205.
chighah, f. alarum, hue and cry ;
ohgrpahrah,
four watches, a
. . . pase - rawat6 dah, a hue
lwelve hours' tour of dufy, 36 7,
and cry has gone out after . . ,
404.
2'17charah, f. k n f e , 348.
chighah chugh, ono. sound of shoes
chariikai, f. smallt'sh knz/e, 348.
on ground, 3 38.
chaugin, m . polo, dzH.6 da
da- chighe. v. chikhe.
chikhe, interj. get out! shoo !(drivpsrah, polo-ground, I 28 a.
ch&-iinai,f.canfonmenf,cantonments,
ing an animal away), 32 2 .
406.
chilam, m. a tobacco pzpe, ' qalian ' ;
cheh, ( I ) pron. who, which, that,
- tskawul, to smoke a pzpe, 232
138-60 e. p. k u m -, - kum,
(+dm
whichever one, 123, 1 2 8 ; her chinah, f. spring ( o f water), I 2 7.
tsok -, whoever, 128.
chir, ono. sound of fearing cloth,
( 2 ) conj. as, when, 6 whether, so
339.
that, in order thaf, 300-1, 303- chirg, m. cock,fowl, 348.
1 8 , 197, 2 1 8 ; - nah, so fhaf chirgbing, m. cock-crow (time),
not, lest, 159, 1 9 7 ; dCr -.
.,
365.
howezler much . . . , much fhough chirgilrb, m. chicken, pullet, 348.
. . . , I t 3 ; as ' takiyah kal8m ' chitai, f. lefter, 406 ; - mifai,
I 50 ; after wai-ul, &c., introduclef fers, 3 38.
ing 0. R. (often rendering Eng. chughelikhor, m . backbiter, I 98.
0. O.), 95, I 06, I 2 2 , I 5 2 e. p. ; chunul, tr. to s f l , separate, 4 I I .
after p u M t u n a h k., &c., with chup, a. silent, 40.
0. R., 233 e. p. ; rendering chuti, chutai, f.leave, I 29, I 35, 195;
- g h w o u t u l , to ask for leave,
Eng. infin., 150, 165, 232 e. p.
194 ; - werk. (dat.) to grant
chel. v. chal.
leave fo s.o., 24 I , 3 I 5 ; pah
chere, ad. ever, a f any t h e , 29,291,
chutai bHnde, on leave, 106,
3 1 3 ; - nah, never, not at any
195, 233, 1 2 9 ; da y a w 5 shpk
time, 2 9 1 ; keh chere . . ., f
- . . . nah, not a single day's
ever, 232 ; dase - nah wi chCh,
lea71e, 233 ; da dwo laso shpo
let it never happen that . . . ,
-, I 3 days' leave ( = I 2 nkhts'),
197chertah, ( I ) ad. where ? 70, I 2 7 a,
233 ; dzma - wushwah, my
leave has come to an end, 2 3 2 .
I 99, 206 e. p.
( 2 ) ad. elsewhere, an~fwhere,2 3 2 ,
293 a ; with neg. nowhere else, da, pr. of (form.), I I e. p. ; as gen.,
29-35.
I 3 c ; her -, everywhere, I 8 e,
293 c ; bul -, elsmhere, 293 c ; dB, demons. ( I ) this, rn. f. nom. acc.,
110-14 ; these, m. f. nom. act.,
bHher teld, gone out someib. ; - chdh di, these (in optoz)here, 2 46.
sr'fion to ' those I ) , I 50.
chichul, tr. to bile, 153, 290.
32 2
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Aprido da liinde lcawulo -, lit
order to reduce the Afridz", go ;
da zhimi - pakar, necessaryfor
winter, 6 2 ; - da dC chCh .. . ,
because, in order thaf . . . , 283.
daplse, ad. po. (gen.) upon, on top
o/; above, 284, 293 d, 374 b. v.
pas.
-d&, in comps. P. dishtan, : dar, to
hold, possess, 3 8 3.
darah, f.pass, va/ly, 30.
daroghah, m. s+crinfendent, I oh.
diirti, m . pl. powder, mediciw, gunpowdrr, I 8 c, 52 ; - tskul to
fake medicint, 70.
da*
f. log, 199.
d&@, f. raid, affacb, rai&ngpar&,
5'.
(&).
dipmiir,
m. raider, 29.
dtikhil, a. enfering, entered, I 42.
diikhilawul, tr. to cause to enter ; dike, ( I ) a. such, like fht's, of fhis
hind, 110, 1 2 2 , 233, 235, e. p.
nHghah -, to pay ?cp a fine,
(
2
) ad. so much, to such a dcg~te,
304.
to this extent, thus, so, 2 2 dl I I 6 ,
dikhilddul, intr. to enter, be ad2 8 0 - 0 0 ; - dCr, so nzuch,
mitted; pah . kk&C -, lo
many, 206 ; hamC,h
wi, this
enter, tr. 142.
dam, m . mhute, moment ; -pah -,
is always the way, 2 96 ; kdgi, - shf, if so happens, it
by degrets, 2 89 b.
occurs, I 97, 243 ; - nah kCgi,
diinah, f. ( I ) beuy, p a i n , seed,
grape; dH kwer bah dank nah
nah shi (chdh), it is impossii/e
nisi, fh2i vine will not bear
(that), 206, 243 ; - di chCh
. , if is customary to . . ,
(grapes), 235271 ; d3 kiir - nah kCgi, it is
( 2 ) boil, 348.
not done in thti wny, I 54 ; diinakai, f. h'ffle boil, 348.
(
ueh)
likah (chCh) . . , as
danenah, ad. within, inside (gen.),
284, 293 d, 374 b. v. nenah.
($0) (good) as . ., 70, 149,
3 1 8 ; - wai~ulchCh . , 0. R.
diing-. v. d a n ~ l .
. , fo say that . . . , 3 r g.
d a n m , tr. conj. to jump, jump
daeti, ad. puickiy, immediate&, a f
down, 151, 183, 2 1 1 .
once, 14, 29, 196 ; us -, at jhe
dtinieh, m. wfidom, 387.
nrommt ; sam -, immediate+,
dapiirah, po. (gen.)for, for fhsake
forthwith, 289 b ; - cheh, as
of; on account of; because of, I I ,
soon as, 305.
64, I 06, 2 8 3 , 3 74 b , e. p. ; da
323
Y 2

dB, ( 2 ) pron. he, she, it, they, 110-15.
da . . -a, part. denoting abl., 4 9 5 3 b.
da . . lbnde, part. (form.) under,
undernealh, I 4.
da . . . nah, part. (form.)from, out
of; 23 ; denoting abl., 49-53 b.
dafter, m. ofice, record-book, roll,
3 30.
daghah. v , daghuh.
daghahse, a., ad. like fhis, such,
110.
daghm, ( I ) demons. fhis, 110-15.
( 2 ) pron. he, she, if,&c., 110-15.
dah, 3rd sg. f. pres. indic. vb. ' t o
be ', I 3 a, e. p., aux., 227.
daiqln, m. peasant, villagtr, 320
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dastiir, m. cusfom,fuslrio?t, 39 I .
derak, m. bd - (-a), purposeless,
dau, m. pah -, a f a run, running,
282.
38, 289 b ; - k., fo run, intr., derbalai, f. frr)od, 367 (: pal).
I 68.
derdman, a. pained, suJeriq, afdaulat, m. wealfh, riches, means, 62.
Picfed, in pain, 335, 388.
daulatman, a. weatfhy, 388.
derghlg, intr. fo come (go) to J ~ O U ,
dauter, m. heredifary esfafe,330. v.
2 18.
derjah, f. degree, rank, sfep, 196.
defter.
da'wah, f. contplainf ; da . . . pah derkefil, derkawul, tr. lo gizle
namah bande - k., fo lodge a
you, 10 give back, repay, ofer (to
complaint agf. s.o., 2 7 2 .
Y O U ) , 81, 137, 166, 234, 241,
de I, part. used in jussive sense with
255.
subj. opt., 29, 188, 106, 321 derkh&s[t], m. applzi-afion,reqursl,
demand, pelifion, 335 ; d a chutai
e. p. ; wi -, lef if be, I 96.
-, an applicationf o r leave, I 29
de 2. v. dd '.
dB l, is, exisfs, 3rd sg. m. pres. indic.
(uI>iJa).
derkum = derkawum.
vb. ' to be' ; aux., 227, 248.
d6 2, demons. (i) f. form. dB, q. v., derldgyl, tr. lo send (foyou), 207.
dermgndagi, f. exhaustion, 385.
1x4.
derogh, m. lie, falsehood, unfruth,
(ii) m. f. pl. form., ditto.
what Ij.false, 2 82.
(iii) m. f. sg. nom., ditto.
dB (de, di), pron. and sg. gen. 0 0 , deroghz(h)an, ( I ) m. liar, 145.
(2) a. bing, unfrufhzul, 392.
0 2 ; agen., 106 ; position in
ddrsh, num. fhirb, 71-88, 237.
sentence, 257-62 ; acc. I 87.
dershal, f. sill, door-frame, 365.
deh, m. form. dB, q.v.
dertah. v. der a.
d6.0, m. f. form. pl. dB, q. v.
dertlul, intr. to go lo you, 255.
depBrah. v. dapBrah.
deriizger, m . carpenter, 384.
der l, m. door, 365 ; - pah -,
from door to door, 374 ; - pah derwiln, m. doorkeeper, 380.
- sh., to become a vagabond, derwBzah, f. door, doorwv, gale,
129, 396.
3 74.
der2, pron. 2nd sg. and pl. 105, di. v. dB3.
di I, m. f. nom. pl. d6, q. v.
2 2 4 ; - tah, dat. to you, for
di
2, 3rd pl. pres. indic. vb. ' to be ' ;
you ; - nah, abl. ; - tsakhah,
aux., 287.
wihi, near you, &c. ;
pase,
afler, behindyou, &c. ; - serah, di.Brlas, num. fhirfeen, 71-88, 107.
fecum, vobiscum ; - bsnde, 10- didilr, m. seeing, s k h f , 3 8 2 .
wardsyou, &c.
digai, f. fank, 232.
der ', separable verbal prefix (often, diliisii, a. hearf-soofhing,conforfing ;
- k. (acc.), lo comforf s.o.,
see under simplexj, 2 4 0 ; position in sentence, 267-62.
3g6der ', in comps. fhrec, 36 7.
dilBsah, f. comfoovf, consolalion, re324
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assurance ; - k. (dat.), to set
s.o.'s mind a/ rest, 284.
dilatah, ad. here, hither, 293 a.
diliiwer, a. courageous, 380.
dile, ad. here, hither, 293 a ; palau, in this direcfion, 2 93 c ;
- rgstiln sh., to return here,
2 I 8 ; ale -, hore -, hilher and
thither, 2 93 c.
diltah, ad. here, hither, 129, 198,
232, 293 a, e. Pdimiigh, m. bratits, 379.
dindiir, a. pious, relzgious, 103,
383.
ding, a. tall, I 2 I (&<).
dirzi, m. native tailor, 165, 273.
diwiil. v. diwgr.
diwsr, m. wall, I 61 ; - tsakhah,
close beside the etrall, 2 7 5.
di.6, m. f. pl. form. dB, q. v.
dolas, num. twtlve, 7 3 ; form. d\vo
laso, 233.
domerah, ad. so, so many, thus
nzuch, 206, 294a; - ( lo-e) ...
likah, as (big) . . as, 138 ;
dCr dC, that's lots, I 37 ; rns tsakhah di no, fhese are
all Pve go/, 137 ; - dCri?
rijpai-8, so much money, 38 ; (chCh)
. tsomerah, so much
. . . as, tantus . . puanfus, 7 0 ,
137; - zor nah lirem chCh
., I have not the power to. . . ,
cannot . , 206 ; - . dzan
wazhni, he puts himsey to all this
trouble, 2 8 3.
donah. v. domerah, 138.
doshiilah, f. piece ofcloth formed of
two width s m n together, 397.
dost, m.frimd, 8, 150.
dosti, f.friendshz), 8, 346.
deroghgo.6, m. liar, 8.
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d o y e m , a. second, 8.
drae, m. crash, loud noise, 339.
dF6, num. three, 23, qa ; - p . 0 ,
= 2, 73.
dr6-am, num. third, 8, 233, 3 10.
d r 6 g h i i m 6 . zl. d r 6 r n 8 k h 6 .
dr6k&&kh6,
m. (3-pronged) pitchfork, 36 7.
dr6wii+h, a. pron. all three, 87.
d r c m b d y l , inlr. to run, go, imper.
183 ; without wu-, 949.
driindwQld, m. heaviness, 345.
du'8, f.blessing, prayer ; - k . ( d a t .),
to bless LO., 145.
d y h , m. sg. form. dB, q. v.
d u m r n e n , m. eneny, I 29.
du-mrtni,
f.enmity, 346.
d u m b i h h , f. rear, 369.
dumb&lahpur, a. breech-loading,
369, 372duni-8, f. world, wealth, momy, I g 8 ,
2 78.
dunyiidiir, a. wealfhy, o f means, 34.
diir,a./ar,3gg.
a i i r a n d 6 m , a forethough//ul,
399.
diirand6-,
f.foreszghl, 346.
diirbin, m. telescope, field-glasses,
191, 399.
d i i p h , f.fine dust (in the a+), sg. or
pl., 18 e.
dwah, nun]. fwo, 23, 71-88 ; yau
pah - sh., to double t'tse& 8 I ,
267 ; yau -, a couple, 84 ; nim, in halzles, 86.
d w Q a h , a. both, the two, 8, 61, 87,
275d w i , demons. m. f. nom. pl. da, q.v.
dwi-o, demons. m. f. form. pl. dil,
q. v.
dwoh. v. d w e h .
de-. 21. end o f vocabulary.
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dadah,
da

f.side, edge ; da . . .- tah,
. . . dad& tah, in fhe direction

(pah) yau -,
to one sde, aside, 29 3 e ; pa h ge~.zCdul(abl.), fo avoid s.o., 8 ;
ksr kawulo tah - mi nah lagi,
Ihave no litcltitation to work, 45.
d a k , a. full ( o f ) , loaded (rzjfe), with
abl., 52 and fn., 192, 410.
d i i k , m. post ; - k M C Pchawul
(acc.), to posf s.t., I 96.
d a k a w u l , tr. to fill, load (rzjfe), with
abl., with pah, 52 and fn., 192.
d e k k h i i n a h , f.post ofice, I I .
dakw816, m.fullness, 345.
dal(l)ah, f. gang, band fc men, crowd,
18a, 224.
d a n d , m. pool, pond, 2 2 2 .
d a n g e r , m. cattle (horned), 406.
d a z , m. explosion, shot, report, 339 ;
her kalah chCh - wushuh, as
soon as the first shot was fired,
3 0 5 ; pah . bande -& k., t o
fire on, 3 I 7 (4
? for daza, contracted m. pl., or dazk, f. pl. ?).
d d r , ( I , a ) much, nzany, a lot, a great
deal, a large suppb of; $/en&,
sufiient, I 8 e, I 9, 2 2 a, 38, e. p. ;
-& top&, nor -, many nzore,
I 2 7 a ; dgse -,
so many, so
much, 206 ; domerah - d6,
that's lots, I 37.
( b ) great, extrenzc, slrong, &c.;
- farakh, a greaf dtference,
53 b ; -ah miidah, a long time,
32, 233 ; - khi-HI, a sfron,a
intention, 44.
( 2 ) pron. much, m a y , 125, 127
nor -, many nzore, I 2 7 a ; . . .
dzinah -, a large no. o f . . . ,

of; towards, 39 ;

. .

1 3 % 103, 127,286, e. p., 204d;
super. abs., 67 ; -ah N a h
dah, very good, all right, 58 ; sakht, very severe&, I 4 2 ; tseh nah, not ? I I Z C C ~ ,T 2 1 ; chCh, much tho' . , 113 ; koh
-wi, at nzosf, 314.
d e r a h , f. tenf ; pl. camnp, 2 5 2 ; niwul, to p i k h 0's camp, 3 2 0 .
dingelai, f. wafer-lfi, 50 a, 406.
d o d a i , f. unleavened bread, food, sg.
or pl., 18 e, 127 a.
d o l , m. bwkef, 161.
durn, m. musician, player, 406.

. .

.

6 , pron. ( I ) 3rd. sg. gen. 13 a, e. p. ;
poss. adj., 9 0 ; agen., I 4, 106,
e.p.; acc., 27, 99, 119, 1g6e.p.;
with pr., pC=pah + e , 70.
( 2 ) 3rd pl. poss. adj., 9 0 ; agen.,
29, 106 e. p. ; position in sentence, 267-62.
6.au, ad. yes. v. 6.0, 287.
6 U a w u l (gd-), tr. lo place, puf,
I 69, I 7 I ;
tah gharuh -, to
submit t o s.o., 198.
6 m 6 . v. 6 u a ~ l .
6.0, ad. yes, 287.
gshawul, tr. to make boil, boil (tr.),

....

I 72.

6stpl.

v. i s t y l .

faqrst, ad. on&, nzerely, 289.
f a r a k h , n. dzference, distinction, abl.
or gen., 6 3 b.
faraq. v. farakh.
fagral, m. crop, harvcsf ; sagani
iinah, thisyear's crops, 70.
f a u d z , m. nzi/ifary forct, amp,
284.
corps, troops, 18 a, 2 j 2 , 3 17 ;
( 3 ) ad. very much, exlrenzeb, &c.,
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pah daghuh - k u d , i n Mis gnpe, ad.gerhps, 287.
corps, 107 ; 10.4 -, a large I gani, f. sugar-cane, 235.
force, 190.
gaqpl, tr. to consihk, think, count,
ferman, m . conrmand, order, 399.
reckon up, 169, 4 1I ; aghuh mi
fermhnberdiir, a. obedient, 399.
deroghzt~angani, he fiuirks me a
hat-, 145.
-ferfish, i n comps. P. ferfikhtan,
: feriish-, to sell, 398.
gareedul v. gereddw
flker, m . thought, anxiefy ; - k. gapi I , f. village. fort, casfle, 290,
(dat.), to thitrk about s.t., 44.
407.
fikerman, a. thoughful, anxious- g a g i 2, f. hour, watch, 407.
minded, 388.
gaeefiz, m. wafchnraker, 246.
furgat, m. leisure, opporluni&, fihe gas, a ltff (not r ~ g h t ) ; 12s tah,
to the IeJf (hand), 39.
( f o r ) , 207, 2 9 6 ; k8r piirah
kawulo tah - nah woh, t h r e gefah, f. ( I ) small packet, parcel
( f r e q , of cartridges), I 3 I .
was no time to Ifnish fhe business,
(
2
)
gain, advantage, profit ; t1.4
44.
ddrah - m i wushwah, I madc
great pro$/ out of it, 2 79.
giidai, f. carf, carriage, 407. 2). gsfelai, f. bundle, pachge, 407.
gap$, tr. to w i n (at games. &c.), tr.
gee.
g8d6, nl. carf, carriage, 308.
and intr. gazn (nzong*,&c.), 133,
gadiir6, m. lamb, 348.
152.
giihe, ( I ) ad. sometimes, 29 1.
gaz, m.yard, ell, 35, 74.
( 2 ) conj. - . . . -, sonzefinzes . .
gddikher, m . silly fool, silly ass,
and sonzefimes, 2 95.
363.
gallah, f. jock, herd, troop (ofhorses), gdntah, f. wafch, hour, 407 ; genre
I S a.
tah kunji werk., fo wrnd a watch,
gand*, tr. lo s m , make (by stitching),
306.
3 1 , 165 ; fofah - (dat.), fo g6r ch&p6r, ad. round about, all
patch s.t., 3 7.
round, abl., 53 a, 410.
gaqj6, a. bald, 4 I o.
gerd, m. dusf (lying or in suspenst),
gannah, f. sugar-catre, 40 7 . v. g q i .
sg. or pl., I t3 e.
ganfah, f. hour, 7 0 , 73, 3 I 3 ; (yau) geriwbn, m. 7zeck-$rot~cfor, collar,
nimah -, h a y an hour, 7 2 ,
380.
gereawul,
tr. to change, furtr, s h f t ;
234 ; p8.o -, guartcr of an
pah . pase kadah -, to seek,
hour, 7 3 ; yau - pore, f o r a
crclfivafes.o., 8.
full hour, 239. v. gentah.
gerzhdyl,
intr. fu turn round, walk
gaq, a. close, denst, q I o.
z/p nnd down, wander, fake a
gaqah, ad. pwhaps, 2 8 7 .
sfroll, go about, I 2 9 ; imper.
g&nah, f. pledge; - k., to pawn,
183 ; \vith or without \vu-, 242 ;
ntortgage s.t., 1 5 9 ; -sh., to be
,
with ra-, 255 ; lah . . nah pah
pawned, ib.
327
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dadah -, lo azloid s.o., 8 ; h u m giitah, f.fi?zger, toe, 365.
hase gerzii, we are only taking a -gupiir, in cornps. P. guzHshtan :
stroll, 290 ; as b ~ n d e-, to go
guz3r-, to place, &c., 399.
abouf on a horse, 3 I 4.
gi.iih, m. grass,fodder, 379.
gad wad, a. mi-red up, confused,
g i d a ~ m.
, jackal, 407.
3 38.
giriftar, a. arresfed, 38 2.
galai, f. hail, I 9.
gamandz, f.comb, 336.
girzedul. v. gerzbdul.
gi~end6,a. s w f i , rapid, in a hurry, id@, tr. defect. to pluce. Rarely
used in simple form. v. km6252.
-go.6, in comps. P. guftan : gii-i-, to
gdyl and 6rnawul.
@ah, f. beard, 237.
say, speak.
golai, f. bullet, 407 ; pah - wulagCduh, he was hit b_v a bullet, ghader, m. perfidy, treachery, ' mutiny ', 239.
2 1 2 , 232, 266.
gor, m. grave, 380.
ghg*,
m. tooth ;
-iinah mi
khfigddel, my teeth wcre aching,
gor-. v. katul, 106, I 69 c.
gora-iz, m . Martini rz;fe, 6 I .
222.
goriatan, m . graveyard, 3 go.
ghal, m. (form sg. ghluh, pl. ghluh,
gorkan, m . grave-dzgger, 398.
ghlo), thieA robber, 14, 43, 153,
gorwiin, m. grave-ke~per,380.
2 4 2 , 277, 303.
gran, a. dear, expensive, precious, ghalaban, ad. general&, 287 @G).
dz$icult, 2 2 b.
ghalah shighah, f. quicksand, 366.
ghalat, m. error, mistake, blunder.
griwah, f. neck.
ghalat6dul (-6g-), intr. to be misguder, m.ferty,ford, 1 43.
taken, to make a mistake, blunder,
gud, a. lame, 3 I I .
&c., 185.
gud, m. ram, sheep, 348.
ghalawul,
tr. to cheat, I 26.
gudah, f. sheep, ewe, 84.
ghalib, a. victorior~.s; pah . . guftiir, m. speech, discourse, 38 2.
sh., get the better ofs.o., s.t., 8.
guftogu, m. conversation, 393.
ghslichah, f. (Persian) carpet, I 34.
gul, m.flower, rose, 366.
ghal(l)ah, f. grain, I 8 e, I 35, 3 I 7.
gulistiin, m. garden, 390.
gumiin, m. doubt, imagination, sup- ghallahferiish, m. grain-seller,
posifion, idea; - mi shi ch6h
398. . . , I suspect bhat . . ., 32 ; ghel o biil, m. clamour, uproar,
362.
pah . . . bad -- k., to fh2jzk ill
of s.o., 8.
ghiil o ghiil, m. clamour, uproar,
362.
gunagar, a. guilfy, 384.
gunah. v. gunah.
gham, m . grief, s o m w , a?zxiel_y; k., lo grieve, lament, 232 ; pah
gunih, m. crime,faull, sin, 37, 2 88.
k M d , in grieA 2 7 1 ; bC
gunde, ad. perhaps, 2 8 7.
-a, unconcerned&, 2 8 2 .
giing, a. dumb, 416.
28
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ghamgin, a , sorrowful, 386.
gherib, a. poor ; -an, the poor,
ghamehan, a. sad, sorrouful, 392.
317.
ghanah, m. a thorn-bush, 2 0 ; pl. a ghermah. o. gharmah.
/horn jangal, 2 0 .
gher wer, ad. cross-country; ghanam, m. pl. whtat (sg. onegrain
bergherawul, to go cross-country,
ofwheat), 18 c , 2 0 , 313.
3 38ghandoe, m. ball, 348.
-ghlg, (: dz-, :shw-, :15~-),intr.
to go,
ghsndoekd, m. small ball, 136,
come ; conj. 246 ; wilhout wu-,
2 4 2 , 177, 2 18. v. comps. rti348.
ghappl (: ghHp-), tr. to bark, 161.
ghlw, &c.
ghar, m.(form. ghruh ; pl. ghriinah), gho.6mand, m. stanvede of cattle,
hill, mountain, 39, 196, 234,
trampling under foot, 365
(: ghu a).
23 7 , 31 7 ; pah ghruh k m C , in
the hills, 234 ; da - pCrC, ' the ghowul(: ghHy-), tr. to copulate, I 7 I .
mountain f a i r y ', echo, 365.
ghryh. zl. ghar.
gh&r,m. cave, 234.
ghriinah. v. ghar.
gharaz, m. deszg~z;
pase - k., ghpb, ono. sound o f something fallto harbour deszgns agt. s.o., 304.
titg info wafer, 339.
gharaeman, a. interesf~d,selfish, ghpmb, ono. fhuna'er, boom, deep
388.
resonant noise, 3 3 9.
gh~rnbddw, intr. to grumble ( o f
ghargherah, f. gurgling, 339.
gharmah, f. noon, middle of the day,
camel), 339heat, mid-day, as ad. a f mid-day, ghimah, f. hair (of the lo*), 365.
291 e ; da gharmk, Iir the middle ghurchddyl, inlr. to low (as a cmv',
o f f h e day, 33.
339.
gharq, a. drowned, confounded; - ghwii, f.cow, I 13, 339.
ghwag, m. ear, 365 ; - wertah
shah ! confoundyou !I 87.
nisah (&), pay atlention to Aim,
ghirah, f. ( I ) bank, edge, nzargzk,
40337.
g
h
w
a a a h , f.jesh, meat, 7.
( 2 ) throat, neck;
. tah 2,. g h w o a t u l .
dkshawul, fo submit to s.o., 198, gh-r-.
ghwap, m. pl. clartfied buffer, ghz;
366.
ghat, a. large, 812,bulky, stout, thick,
18 c, 13'1, 275.
4 I o ; ghat jawHr, Indian corn, g h w o w t y l (: ghwir-), tr. to desire,
48. 2,. kafrah.
w i s h f i r , askfor, demand, fry to
ghatjawar, m. maize, Indian corn,
get, summon, 145, 148, 169,
290 ; imper., I 83 ; with rH-,
48, 366.
gheWa6, m. stoutness, 345.
265 ; nokeri -, to apfly f o r
enlistment, I 9 4 ; c h u ~ i -, to
ghapebniik, a. angry, wrathful,
appljl for leazle, 135, 194 ; ta
389trC zi.3t ghwoksJtC dd, you hazle
ghbb, a. absent, disappeared, gone
been trying fo gel too much from
away ; - sh., lo disappear, 4 I 7.
329
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h h , 7 0 ; zruh mi ghwiili chCh
. . , I long to . . , 195; wC
gh\vPyem ? shall I call him Z
I 96.
g h w u n d e , a. resembling, -like, -ish,
sorf Of, 280, 990; lug -, a
liftle, sonrewhaf, 375 ; yau paqir
- serC, a faqir-like man, 38.
ghwurzawul, tr. fo throw away,
fhrow down, 99, I 2 7 a ; will1
rB-, wer-, 266.
g h w u r z b d c , intr. fofall; with rB-,
265.
ghwutsawul, tr. fo cuf, 205.

.

.

h&,f. egg, 348 ; - Bcha\vul, lo lay
eggs, 280.
had, m. bone, 348, 407 ; da pitenah, n bloodgeud, 348 fn.,

you know whaf I mean, whaf do
you call if, I 50 ; - chCh di,
fhose in opposition to fhese, 150.
heghuwi. v. hagh*,
116.
haleh, f. charge, assault, 2 7 2.
helak,m.boy,42,311,q16.
haltah, ad. fhere,yonder, thither, 60,
85, 108, 2 0 7 e. p., 293 a ; chCh, conj. where, 143.
hamdsh, ad. always, regularly, 85,
99, 224.

hamsayah, m.(ne&hbour), dependent,
357.

ham'umer, m. co~zfenzporary,399.
a. of equal age, confentporary, 35 7.
h a m w a t a n , nl. (of same county),
compatriot, 36 7.
hamwszen, a. of equal we+hi, 357.
hamzhibah, m. (speaking the same
language), contpafrzbt, 39 7.
hamzole, a. born af the same time,
confemporary, 2 5 7, 37 2.
handai, f. cookzhg-pot, 402, 407.
handiwiil, m. messmafe, 402.
hase, a. like fhaf, such, I I 6.
ad. fhus, so, 289, 200.
hask, a. high. v. Bsk.
heskawul. v. Bskewul.
hBspita1, m. hospifal, Eng.
haz&r, num. 1000, 31 5.
hdchii, form. of hdtsok, q. v.
hbchere . . n a h (ne), ad. nezler, a t
no time, certali2Zy no/, 2 I 7, 232,
242, 201.
h e c h e r t a h . . nah, ad. nowhere,
293 Cher, a. every ; - ah wradz, every doy,
4 I , I 2 8 a ; - rang, every Rlild
of, 283.
hdr, a. forgolfen (gen.), 31 ; bC.3 dd
hCr neshi, don't forget again,
292.

365.
hedo
. neh, ad. not a t all, 289.
hadiik6, m. bone, 348.
haftah, f. week ; tCrah -, last week,
234.
hagei, f. egg, 348 ; - Bchawul, to
lay eggs, 280. v. ha.
heghtlh. v. heghuh.
haghehse, a., ad. like fhaf, such,
116.
haghe, demons. ( I ) f. sg. form.
haghyh, q. v., 116.
(2) f. pl. nom., do.
hagho, demons., m. f. PI. form.
haghuh, q. v., 116.
hagho-e. v. haghuh, I I 5.
h a g h u h (aghuh), ( I ) demons. fhat ;
use as def. art., 10, l2,13,11015.
(2) pron. 3rd sg. he, s h , if ; pl.
they, 110-15 ; after hertsok
chdh, kc., 144-6 ; - chdh di,
3 30
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her chdh, conj. however, however
much, 44.
herchertah, ad. everywhere, I 8 e ,
293 C 1 375her kalah, ad. always, ever, 29 I f,
375 ; - chCh, conj. whenever,
300 a.
her tseh, pron. pl. everythzkg, whafever, 124 ; with chdh, 128,
144-5 ; khruh, spy, her tseh
wuli, they shoot donkeys, dogs,
everything, 2 7 1.
her tsok, pron. sg. very one, whoever, 93, 124 ; with chCh, 128,
144-6.
her tsomerah, conj., with chCh,
however much (fhaf),99.
her yau, a every, 189.
hdts, a., always with neg., no, none,
nofhing, 44, 120, 122, 120, 2 3 2
e. p. ; - sh., to come to nofhing,
235; -per"% nishtah, i L doesn't
matter, 288 ; - shai um nedd,
it is a t h h g of no account, I 29.
hdtsok, indef., always with neg., 120
one, not a soul, 1 2 0 , 122, 3 15.
hindii-iinah, f. water-nzelon, 86.
histah, ad. in that direction ( f r o m ) ,
beyond, 293 a ; abl., 284.
ho, part. yes, 2 8 7 .
homberah. v. homerah.
I
homerah, ad. equal (in nie, age, I
&c.), 138.
hore, ad. thither, 293 a ; - dile,
hilJ1er and thither, 293 c ; palau, in that direction, 2 g 3 e.
hujrah, f. public village room for
I
sfrangers and assemblies, 23 I .
hukm.6r,
a. smart, i z / e l l ,
clmer, 64.
h u ~ - 6 r t i ~ if.i intelltgence,
,
knowingness, clev~t-ness,3 4 3.
33'

hum (urn), ( I ) ad. distinguished fr.
urn, poss. adj., go :
( a ) with demons. the same, t h very
same, this and no othtr, onbl, I 3,
113, 230, 233.
( b ) with verb : also, too, still, 1 4 ,
29, 113; yau bul Hs -, 1 2 7 a ;
serah da . . .- . . . , besides. . . ,
also . . , 284.
( c ) even, still, 2 2 d , 253 ; yau
paisah -, even a farthzhg, 234 ;
da 13 - U e h dd, this is sfill
better, 290 ; hCts shai urn nedC,
if's nothing at all, I 2 9 ; shai um
nah prddi, thy spare nothlitg,
27I.
( 2 ) conj. and, also; - . . . -,
both . . .and, 6 I , 266 ; -aghuh
sHrat, as soon as, 305 ; - keh,
- chbh, even 6 though, 300 d ,
315 ; - nah, none either, neither
. . a q l , 3 I I ; - keh . . . though . . .yet still, 315.
hunerman, a. clcvrr, ingenious, 388.

.

.

1

w d , m. limit, extent, boundary, 3 I g ;
ter dC -a pore, to fhis exknt,
to this joint, 2 7 g ; b6 -a, excessiveb, 294 c ; ter -a pore,
to the utmost, 294 c.
hai.6, f. shame, modeso ; bC -,
wifhout shanze, 8.
hiQat, m. need, necessi4 ; mP tah
nishtah, I h a v e no need of antvthing, 42.
hiijatmen(d), a. liz need (of), nteding
(gen.), 31, 388.
hakim, m . learned man, doctor, 8.
hiikim, rn. r-uler, cklil oficer, 69.
h61, m. stale, condition, state of afari-s,
circunrstances, 41 ; pah d6
kkli4, lit these circunz.stances ;

-

-

st8 -, how you sfand, 58, 1 4 6 ;
piirah -, the whole facfs, 3 7 ;
da pakhw2ni - nah, from /he
old sfate of afairs, 53 b ; mzliim nah shuh, the sfate of
afairs did nof become known,
299.
haq, m. rzghf, justice, just clainr ,
wages, dues, rzghfs ; da . . werk. (derk.), fo pay 5.0.'~ dues,
133,166 ; pah - k M C (gen.),
abouf, concernhg, 29 ; - pah
k M 4 , rzghfs fherein, 2 7 I .
Qawiilat, f. pl. cells, prison, 29.
Uzir, a. present, r e a 4 , a/ hand, on
fhe spot, willing, 10, I 45 ; d a dC
k2r daparah tsok - d6? who's
ready for fhis job ?, 1 3 I .
hGzir8du1, intr. to be presenf, lo
arrive, return, come back, 2 I ; ,
273.
l;lik&yat,m. sfory, fale, 8.
h i b a t , m . skill; pah 1o.i - serah,
w i d greaf skilt, 2 68.
hisab, m. accounf, accounts ; pah
kumah wradz ch6h - wushi,
whafever day accounfs are made
up, r 46; mC.2sht mC.8sht pase kCgi, accounls are made zip evety
mob, 278.
hi~grah, f. parf, portion, fracfion ;
drC-amah -, 3 ; tsalor hiss&,$ ;
da pindzo hisso nah drC, $, 83.
hukem, m. command, order, 27, 164 ;
orders ; - k . chCh, fo give
werk.
orders /hat . . , 29 ;
(dat.) chCh . , lo order s.0. fo
., 321 ; da . . . - manul, to
achnowledge s.o.'s aufhori&, 304 ;
- j2ri k., to issue an order; dn
t2 pah - serah, by your orders,
103, 268.

ihssn, m. favour, kindness, 8.
ikhti.&r, m. ophbn, choice, power;
bC -, a. powerless, 282.
ikhti-&rwalah,a. exercising freedom
of choice, possesshg nufhorily,
309.
ilai, I. wild duck, duck, 2 2 2 (&).
'ilgqah, f. territory, disfricf ; serk8ri -, Brifrjh territory, 70.
imiindiir, a. frusfz.c,~orfhy,383.
imBndBri, f. faifhfulness, $deli&,
loyal&; da imHnd2rai k2r k., to
play sfmzghf, 99.
inde, ad. hither, 293 a.
irah, f. cinder, 20 ; pl. ashes, 8,

.
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20.

ise,

ad. away, of, at a distance,
btyond, 2 93 a ; - k., to fake
away, remore, I 27, 27 9.
( 2 ) po. in that direcfion fronz . .
(abl.), 284.
istul (: b2s-), tr. lo draw ouf, fake ouf,
pick out, 64,188, 187 ; with r2-,
255 ; obuh -, lo draw wafer,
50 a.
itipiiq, m . accident, chance ; (pah)
- serah, by chance, 268.
(I)

.

I
I

jiidii, m. magic, 384.
jsdiiger, m . magician, 384.
jafi, f. violence, &ranny, 384.
jafikir, m. &rani, 384.
jagerah, f. quarrel, disfufe, 407 ; . . .
serah pah - k U C , on bad
ferms with s.o., 2 14 ; -k .. .nakshlawul, to quarrel, start
quarrels, 2 2 C.
jagerah kawiink6, m. quarrelmaker, dispu/anf, I 99.
jagh, jugh, m.yoke; yoke, orpair, 4
oxen, I 8 a.
332
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jigir, m. estafe given by ruling power
as reward, fieJ 2 3 7.
jak, ad. perfect& ; (only in) - jor,
perfect& well, 289.
jil, a.forged, 398.
jhlah, f. ( I ) rafl, 2 7 1 .
( 2 ) nest, 280.
jalsah, f. assembb, celebration, durbar ; da Dihli -, the Delhi
Durbar, 237.
j81s&zi7f. forgery, 398 (u-Lk).
jamh'et, m. mosque, nzasjid, 305.
jgmah, f. clothing, outft, 2 0 ; pl.
clothes, clofhing,(collective)dress,
2 0 , 164, 273 ; bzhah jZmlt,
ragged clothes, 32 2 ; spine jZmk,
Pghosf~l,to put on nativr dress
(as opposed to u n f o r m ) , 2 3 3.
jamder, m. tares, wild oats, 333.
jeng, m. war, battle ; - tah tai-Hr,
rea* tofight, 417.
jangewul, tr. fo cause to fight, bait,
enzbroil, I 67, I 74.
jang6dN (-Cg-), intr. to quarrel,
fight, 2 3, 68 ; cotIpI'cf(pl. subj.),

and Vocabulary

' jazi-61, m. flint-lock, 38 I .
jae&.61chi7m .$in/-lock man, 3 8 I .
j6b, m. pocket, 407.
jelti, f. haste, hurry ; mah kerah -,
don't bury, 2 4 2 .
jerimsnah, f. $ne; - iikhisrul
(abl.), ro fine s.o., 145.
jim, m. jran, cotton maferial, 35.
jinai. v. jinei.
jinai, f. girl, 59, 348.
jinakai, f. small girl, 348.
jinet, m. heaven, paradise, 3 I 7.
jiniizeh, f.funeral, 27 2.
jirgah, f. council of elders, arsemb&,
1
18 a, 20a, 63, 268.
1 johh, m. spidtr, 407.
jompaq, a. crowded together, 8

,

/

1

1

jonpi??!onvoy,
153,
jor ', a. ( I ) healthy, well, strong,
313 ; jak-,perfectb well, 289 ;
I
I
lrsheh -, real& well, 3 15.
I
( 2 ) made, built, constructed, 2 3 1 .
' jor ', ad. ( I ) at any rate, well, 28 7 ,
288.
( 2 ) at once, 2 g I .
179jiiri, a. current, in force ; - sh., to ( joreh, f. ( I ) pair, couple, I 8 a, 35,
de issued (of an order), 309.
407.
I
( 2 ) good understandiw with, 36 I .
jarib, m. measure of land, 35.
jo-I,
tr. to made, construct, build,
jhrii, m. broom, 398.
arrange,
organize, join, add up,
jiirfikam, m. swePper, 398.
I
fabrzicate, 52, 128 a, 268, 411 ;
jkrwatyl, intr. to go b a d , refurn, 1
1Br -, to builda road; pah . . .
247 ; with rZ-, wer-, 266.
bHndr -, r have s.t. built 4,)
jarai, f. continuous rain, wet weathr,
. , I 65 ; b e 4 -, to prrt r&ht
407
again, repair, 3 I 3 ; with acc. &
j&siisi,f. spying, espiotzage; pah j%abl. to ma& s.t. of s.t., 51.
siisai k M & ,actfig as a spy, 2 3 2 .
jawsr, m. kind of grain, maize, I 8 c ; jorawfinkd, m. maker, 418.
ghat -, Indian corn ; nerd - , jor6dy.l (-dg-), intr. ( I ) fo get well,
recoz~er,3 I 3.
millet, 48. v. jfi4i.r.
(2) to be made, construcltd, brought
jawiirai, f. gambling, 2 34.
a.
jii4rei.
ndout, arranged, 307 ; with abl.,
333
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..

years since 1. , 233 ; tsakh
-, thisyear, &c., 291 f.
kalah, ( I ) ad. ( a ) whrn i I I 1, I I 3,
2 1 7, 2 4 2 , 2 9 1 a; her -, always,
ever, 29 I f ; ter - pore, filL
when? zgr d.
(b) somefimes, 2 g r a ; -nah
-, occasional&, 29 I a ; -.
-, somefimes . sonzetinzes, 2 g I a.
( 2 ) conj. sonzefinzes, 295 ; her ch6h, whenever, 3 0 0 a, 306; chCh
her -,
indeed.. , 306 ; her
- chtSh, as soon as, 305.
kalah, m. (nom. not in use) - lah
ka. v. kawul.
r8gerzCdu1, to refurn home, 199 ;
kab, m. fish, I 38.
kachah, a. intnzafure,imperfecf, 4 I o.
pah -kks&
(gen.), in the house
kachah giitsh, f. Zifflefinger, 366.
.f SS.
kadkhudii, m. masfer of the farnib, kam, a. little, less, scanty, mzj~us,( o f
headman, 394.
tinze) ' lo ', with nums., 77-8 ;
kadah, f. household, farnib, honse,
da yau gantb nah - wakht, less
than an hour, 7 0 ; p3.0 - nahah
233 ; haltah - JC key& dah,
2 7 1 ; pah
.pase - gerzawul,
bajk,
to g o'c., 7 3 ; p3.o -,
to seek s.o., culfivafe s.o., 8.
nzinus 4, 8 3 ; keh bai'ah y6
kaghag, m. paper, pl. papers, docukamah r6, i/ 2 s price were less,
225 ; - sh., fo r z ~ nshorf, 1 2 7 .
ments, 235.
kam q a l , a. underbred, 2 go.
kBg-. v. U k u l .
kamar, f. clzf, 251, 284, 366.
kah I . v. kawul.
kamerband, m. waistband, 394.
kah
v. keh.
kak, rn. straw, f@e, rubbish, 14.
kamerkisah, f. pouch-belf, 394.
- k a U , in cornps. P. kashidan, lo kamter, pzgeon. v. kauter, 333.
khrk kamterb, sand-grouse (pl.).
draw.
kU, m . year, 74, I 0 7 e.p. ; pah laso kamzorti-a, f. weakness, 343.
-0
k&C, for I o jears (past), -kan, in cornps. P. kandan, to dzg, 398.
70 ; pah tsalwekshto -0 kM6 k8nd-. v. kawul.
. . . ne . . , not in 4 0 years kandak, m. herd ofgoafs, I 8 a.
kandar, kander, m . a ruined buildwiZi . . . , 73 ; da shpago -0
ing, rulits, 4 0 8 ; - k., to break
nah (shpag -a r8se) mudam
. . . , confin~ons&for /he last 6
into a house, 303.
jfears . , 2 I 4 ; dCr -iinah
kanaild, f. pl. abuse, abuszbe language; - k . (dat.), to abuse s.o.,
shewi di chPh ., it is many-years
since . , 233 ; dH mi drC.am
37.
- bat) w i chCh . . , it is some 3 kfip6, m. sfone, I I ; pah kHno ( k ~ n i )
334

5 I ; da tseh shai nah jorC8i ?
what is it made of? 52.
j o f i w t , m. alhatzce, compact, 387.
jot, m. one of a pair, 407.
jii-lr, m, millef, 407. 2). jawar.
jii-iirai, f. gambllitg, 407. v. jaw&rain
juft, m. pair, even number, 330.
jugh, m. yoke ( f o r oxen) ; bzcllock
yoke, 52. Also jagh, q. v.
juribah, f. sock, I 8 a.
justojii, m. search, 393.
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I I. Pashta-English Incia and VocaduCarwishtyl, to throw slone(s) at, 14, kaFt6, m. small bedstead, cot, 348.
266.
kauter, m. f. ptgeon, 330. v. kamk&r,m. work, business, undertaking,
act, job, thing, 63, 64, I 2 g e.p. ; ' kawul I, m . pl. acts, dccds, action(s),8.
dase -, such a thing, 233 ; , kawul g, ker@, tr. to do, act, perform,
make, display, &c., 171 ; with
palank6 -, such and such a 1
I
.
nouns, 175-8 ; in salutations,
thing, 45 ; - k., to work, 45 ; 1
-piirah k., tofinish the business,
187 ; pres. indic. wish or inten44, 1 9 0 ; da imiindiirai - k., I
tion, I 95 ; kawul, k e ~ l 244
,
;
to act loyally, g g ; da dd - i
wiiduh k., to marry (lpouser), 2 7 ,
dapiirah tsok hiizir dC ? who's
168, 189 ; lire k., to remorle,
on for this job? 1 3 1 ; dC open (door), 27, 242 ; lande k.,
k U 6 lagi.2, working at this,
to reduce, put down, I go ; khabe& k., to talk, converse, tell
2 3 9 ; da -, ofuse, 13 c.
story, 99, 145, 195 ; d l durbin
kGriger, m. artt~cer,384.
dCr u e h lidul kaai, these glasses
Mrtus, m. cartridge, 145, 246.
k-1,
tr. to plough, sow, till, culti'make good seeing ', I g I ; p u m vate; zmakah -, to sow land,
tunah k . (abl.), to ask s.o., 104 ;
zeh bah C pah khud kawum, I'll
2 2 5 ; (gani)-, to plant (sugarbnng him to his senses, I I g ;
cane), 235, 313khaber k., to inform, I 67, 178 ;
kas l, m. person, individual, 234 ; 1
I
paida k., to find, suppb, 206,
with nums., 7 8 ; dzamung tso I
3 1 7 ; pore ir.,to shut (door, &c.),
-a ? how many of us ? 237.
kas
v. katul.
I
224.
kawul6,
p.p. kawul, only used with
kiishke, part. would that . . .! ft
shwul, to be abk, 244.
on&. . . / 108.
kawiink6, m. maker, one who does
ktituh, m. seeitzg, 209. v. katul.
s.t. ; jagelah -, a quarrelkatul (:gor-, :kas-),tr. io look, look at,
maker, 199.
(tr. and intr.) look for, see,
examine, 106, 152, 169, 199, k6 = kaw6. v. kawul.
241 ; with or without wu-, 242. kBd@ (-Cg-), intr. defect. to be, dekafi, m. bedstead, I 8 d, 50 b, 2 24,
come, 178 e.p. ; without W U - ,
244 ; alternating with shwul,
348, 408.
kiifi, a. cut out, cancelled, struck out ;
443 ; v. also ahwul.
ngrnah - k., t o fake o.'s dis- k6gi. zl. k6dN.
charge, 3 10.
keh, conj. ( a ) 6 supposing that;
kafiah, a. blg, bulky, fhick, stout, 366,
with subj., 70, 137 ; with im4 10. zl. ghat.
perf. subj., 286, 300 c ; keh
kateh giitah, f. thunzb, 366.
khair wi, d.v., 218.
kiifii, f. mule-saddk, 408.
( 6 ) than, in comparisons, 62, 70.
katk6, m . sn~allbedstead, cot, 348.
( c ) or, in questions, 296, 298 ; in
kator6, m. metal cup, 408.
0. Obl. or, 207.
335
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149, 231 ; with nums., 73,
270-1 ; pronunciation kd, 3 2 7 ;
o -, whether. . . or, 113, 243,
2 8 6 ; hum -, even 6 300 (1,
yaurlrah wradz -, zit a sziz,ole
315 ; - hum, even 2f; 235 ; day, 3 19 ; dHk - Hchawul, to
. hum, f.. even (on&), 313,
post, tr. 196 ; nimah gantah
316 ; o - nah, yes, of course,
makh -, h a y an hour earlier,
' rather ', 288, 207 ; - nah ?
2 3 4 ; dC kPr - lagi-H, working
aren'tyou? won'lyou ? &c., 2 8 7 ;
afthis,239. n.pah ... k W 6 .
dCr wi, at the niost ; - lug k m d s ,separable verbal prefix, 248 ;
wi, at the leasf, 3 r 4.
position in sentence, 267-62.
kerah, po. in the house of; mH -,
k m 6 d u l . v. k m 6 g d N .
&c., in my house, &c., 55.
kU6gdp1, (: kksJ#gd-, kksJCd-),
tr.'to gut down, plhce, I 69.
kerkai, f. window, 408.
kdrai, f. leafher sandal, sg. & pl., I 8 a , kksh6kshawu1, tr. to place, set
down, I 7 I . v. kksh6kshod1&
35, 2 1 2 .
kksh6kshodul
(: -&owul) (: -gd-)
kerd. v. kawul, key*
(p.p. usually simple 6 k A 6 ) , ti. to
keryl, tr. fo do, make, perform, &c.,
place, put down, 248, 260, 264.
167, 169; p.p., 2 0 0 ; aux., 168;
v. kkshdkshewul.
with deriv. vbs., 221-2 ; imper.,
183 ; alternating with kawul, kkshdmcmdul, tr. to cram info,force
into, 248.
244. zl. kawul.
keriin6, a. to be done,facimdus, 208. km6niiat6, p.p. having saf down,
ki = knwi.
203.
k
e
6
n
8 s t u 1 , intr. to sit down, 99,
kiber, m. amogance,pride, 8, 392.
161, 168, 177 e.p.; p.p., 2 0 0 .
kiberehan, a. arrogant, haughfy,
k@6n&stiink6, m . sitfer, 4 I 8.
392kil6, m. village, 13 a, 35, 94, 196 k e d n a w u l , tr. lo make sit down,
e.p.
seat s.o., 161, 167, 1 7 2 , 248.
kiliw81, in. villager, 2 7 I , 402.
kober6, a. hunchbacfied; koberi seyi,
kimi-Bger, m. alchemist, 384.
hunchbacks, I 96.
kinah, f. spite, malice; . . serah - kog (m. pl. kzguh, f. s. kagah, pl.
k. (lirul), fo show (harbour) spite
kagk), a. b&t, crooied; - wog,
agt. s.o., 269.
all'crooked, awry, 338.
kinawer, a. bearing nzalice, envious, kokahiksh, m. endeavour, 3 8 7. v.
malicious, 39 I .
koshish.
kiq, a. lef/ (not rrkht) ; - 13s tah, to kor, m. house, honze, properfy,friends,
the I f f (hand), 39.
belongings, 23, 32, 103, 195,
kitab, m. book, 2 2 2.
206 e.p. ; - dC khor shah ! nzay
kk&6 ', n. i~zside; da -a, from the
-your house be ruined! &c., I 8 7 ;
2izst'de (i.e. f r . India), 2 7 I .
khpul - 3bZd k., to establish o . ' ~
kk&6 ?, po. in, inside, within, info,
prospert'&, 268 ; chCh - nHst
i?z the course of; umong, at, 19,
yem, when I am a/ honie, 303 ;
3 36
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- wakht chdh, when, whenever,
207 ; da - wakht nah chCh . . . ,

a mansion in

heaven, 3 I 7.
koehish, m. eforf, endeavour, affcmpt,
fiom /he fiine when, 233 ; pah
-ah wradz chdh , . , whenever,
pains, 4 I 9 ; (pah) - binde, by
146, 266 ; chCh 4 tah de
eforf, 273 ; . . . pase pah kk&, to aim at, stnve for, 57 ;
minah kdgr, wb'ckvw onc (f.)
da . . . da piirah kawulo dCr
youfany, 1 23, 128 (?)( )yC ke~dwoh, he made every eforl kum a = kawum, 340. v. kewul.
to complete, 190; . . serah
k., kum yau, pron. sg. whichever one,
lo fake pains wifh s.f., 2 6 9 ;
124 ; - chdh, I 2 4 ; interrog.,
. . binde -, sfnving affer s.l.,
which one ? 183.
kume (=kuma ?), ter - pore, ti0
2 7 3 ; . . . pase - k., lo work
hardfor, 3 15.
when,haulong?2g1. .
(wu)kot, 3rd s. p. def. o f k a t ~ lq.
, v. kundigh, m. sfod f a gun, 379.
kundah, f. ( I ) widow, 208.
kof, m.forf, 408.
( 2 ) hook, 28 I .
kowh, f. house, roof; room, 2 7 0 , 2 7 7 ,
kunqddyl, intr. lo btcomr a widmu,
408.
koehdanah, f. betrothal; - k., lo
208.
befroth; - sh., to be befrofhed, k u n d t b , m. stale o f being a widow
(widowed ?), 208.
159.
krach (-kruch), ono. sound as o f kunis, m. Snider rzye, 6 I .
rubding together fl hard sub- kunji, f. key; . . . tah - werk., lo
stances, 339.
iI
wind (walch, &c.), 306.
krap (-kriip),ono. sound o/ crunch- 1 kunji-inah, f. key, 2 75.
k i i ~ a., (m. pl. kinuh, f. sg. and pl.
h g , as o/nai/s on stones, 339.
kPnah. k ~ n h )dea/,
,
4 I 6.
kroh, m. measure of distance, ' kos '
kurei,
f.
chair,
399.
(near& 2 miles), 74, 84.
kureinhhin, a. having rzghl fo be
krah. v . k e ~ u l .
I
seated a/ oficial assembb'es, 399.
krem. v . keryl.
kiich, m. march, mzgrahbn, move, kiiahieh. v. koahish.
283.
kiir, ad. below, 294 d.
kiih6, m. well, 50 a, 253.
kiiebda intr. lo come down, go
kum l,(1) a. what? which ? which
down ; with r b , der-, wer-,
255.
(4 a number) ? 7 0 , 92 , 130,
133 ; da - dzH-i nah ? f r . kwer, m. vine, 235.
what place, where f r . ? 50 a ; kwure, interj. get o f / (lo a dog),
322.
pah - dz3.i k M C ? where ? I
I
' 9 9 , 232.
I
( 2 ) indef. whatever, any, whichslaleever, whoever, a, 120,123 ; with khaber l, m. news, i~ormalion,
men/, 51, 232, 307 ;
legul
cheh, z~)hichezler(a, pron.), lht i
(dat.),
lo
scnd
word
lo,
207.
one which, 128, 144-8, 234 ; I
z
1661
33 1
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kheber a. 2it/ormed, aware of, I 2 9, khakk, a. burrid.
231 ;
. b ~ n d e-, informed khaEawul, tr. to bury, 75.
of s.t., 2 7 3 ; - k., to inform s.o., kh&lS!, a. free, released, liberated,
let 5.0. know, 167, 175, 231, 306 ;
run out ( o f supplies); with abl.
- sh., to become aware of; learn
freefrom, 53 b, I 27 a.
of; 127, 168, 181.
khalebdyl, intr. to be released, to
khaberah, f. afair, matter, advice,
escape ( f r o m , abl.), run out, be
informatrbn, news, pl. speech,
finished, 8, 103, 127 a, 3 15.
yarn, talk, (loosely) ' things ', 8 , khiili, ( I ) a. emp&, 252.
( 2 ) ad. only, mere&, 289.
31, 68, 199, 206 ; dB tsangah
- dah chCh . ? what does khslq, m. pl. people, mankind, creahbn, others, 8, I 8 b, 50 a, 2 7 I ;
this mean Z 233 ; khabero tah
mii prCdah, allow me to speak,
as pron. they, one, I 28 a, 307 ;
40 ; khaberk k., to converse, talk,
der -, a lot of people ; dzamiing
-, we (nous autres), 48 ; pah
fell (a story), 99, 145) 1951 239;
. . serah past& khaberk k., to
aksero -0 k&C, among most
talk mildly to . . . , 268; da . ..
communities, 2 8 8.
pah khabero biinde, on the in- khiimakhtih, ad. perforce, wilb
nil&, nolens volens, wifhouf fail,
formation of . ., 2 72 ; stii assured&, surely, I 45, 398 ; m5
~ a h idah 1Ckin . . . , what you
$0'is true, but
, 288 ; kha- khaber kah, be sure and let
berk maberb, gosst), chattering,
me know, 306 (a*
khiindiin, m. good family, 38 I .
337khaberd&r, a. earful, cautious, khandyl (: khiind-), tr. conj. ; to
w a y , informed, 383 ; - ! take
laugh, intr., 161, 152, 242 ;
care / 153.
. . . pore -, to laugh at s.o.,
khaberdiiri, f. heedfulness, carejirl281.
ness, 346.
khapagi, f. anger, 385.
khedzah, f. woman, 23, 29, 59, I 33 khapah, a. angry, displeased (with),
e.p. ; w f e , 266 ; khadzk madzk
depressed, annoyed, vexed, 2 2 a,
128 a ; abl., 51 ; with serah, 5 1
wuli, they shoot women indisfn.,
269, 290 ; . . . bZnde -,
criminately, 2 7 I .
angry with (at), 273.
khiih, in comps. P. k h w ~ s t a n:
khwiih-, to wish, 398 (a*).
khariib, a. bad, roffen, I 2 7 a.
kheir, a. good, blest ; ad. well, I 87 ; khariibawul, tr. to damage, spoil,
162.
keh khair wi, d.v., 218 ; pah
rZghelC, welcome ! 232 ;
no, khargbedul, intr. to go bad, become
damaged, 127 a, 162.
all rzghf then, 288 ; -, no matter,
322.
khardrai, f. mushroom, I 65.
khairgt, m. alms, charip ;
werk. kharidiir, m. purchaser, 382.
khiirimt, m. itch, 387.
(dat.), t o give alms, 3 I 7.
khairkh(w)i&,m. well-wisher, 398. kharts. v. kherts.
3 38
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kheah. v. mkh8, 336.
kherghwee, m. donke_vlsear (plan/),
khee6. v. nkh6, 336.
365.
uerfe, m. expenditure, expenses,
kh;eh&k, m. straws, rubbish, 3 79.
money for do., 68, 275 ; pah . .
m e t , m. shirt, I 65.
bgnde ddr - lagi, a lot gf exkhateneh, f. ascending, 209.
pense
is involved in . . , 27 2 ; da
khatash. v. taakheh, 336.
lHri -, travelling expenses, 4 I ;
khstuh, m. rising, ascent ; nwer -,
- sh., to be expended, I 8 I .
sunrise, last, 293 f.
kh0-h~
f. expenses (subsisfenct
khtltyl (: khCzh-), intr. (P. def. 3rd s.
allowance, &c.), I I I .
wukhot), to rise up, nke, go up, se
be sold,
trouver, 70,161, 2 I 3, 2 5 I , 2 77 ; kherbMg (-43-), intr.
cost, bt expkded, 18 I ; pah tso
with rH-, der-, wer-, 266; nane(riipai-&)khertsCgi ? what does it
kai bah prd wu nah khCzhi, he
cost? 134, 267.
will not be attacked by small+x
(the rash won't rise on him), khertam(b), a- for salt, to be sou,
208.
145m. donk~-load;measure
k h e w , f. mire, mud, sg. or pl., kher*,
o f waghi, 390.
18 e.
khet, m. letter, I I , I 64 ; hand- kh&h-- v. kbm.
kheehewul, tr. to raise, 21/22, make
writing, 68.
rise, draw up, 161 ; with rH-,
khat8, f. error, mistake; naksJah
266 ; obuh -, to draw water,
k., to miss the mark (in shoot50
a.
sh., to be
ing), 159, 197 ;
missed, 159 ; bC.5 de khats kah, khi.81, m. thought, opinrbn, intpntion ;
- yC nah woh, he was thoughtyou've mlised again, 290.
less,
wasn't thinking, 3 2 ; - mi
kheternsk, a. dangerous, 389.
nah woh chCh . . ., I didn't
khaufnsk, a. full o f fear, timid,
think that . ., 70 ; dzmH pd
(tern'ble),389.
domerah - nah woh, I did not
kheuwerah. v. khgwmeh.
count on so much, 70 ; . . tah
kh&wereh,f.earth, chy, sg. or pl. -&,
d6r - k., to have a strang infen18 e, 37, 1 2 7 tion of; 44 ; - k. chCh . . nah
khswind, m. masfer, husband, I 97 ;
. to take care not to . . ., 197 ;
da kor -, t h muster of the
. . . bHnde -, rejection about
house, 303.
kh61, m., sg. kibesman, pl. tribe, clan,
s.t., 273; ya.. . o y2
nah
wi, either . . . or one doesn't re18 b ; Zakhah -, pl. the Z.K.
member about it, 296 ; her kalah
hibe.
chCh dC -wushi ., whenmtr
khdmah, f. tent, 270, 317.
you
think o f tt, 306 ; - k. chCh,
kher, m. (pr. pl. khruh, f.s. khrah),
tsangah . ., O.R., . . . to think
donkg1 149, 2 7 1 1 348.
kherg6, m. small donkzy, young
h o w . . ., 319.
donky, 348.
khizmet, m. service, 142, 318;
339
22
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I I. Pashtu-English Z~zdexand Vocabulary
da . . . - k., to take service wilh khudB.6, m. God, 3 74 c ; (in
s.o., 1 9 4 ; pah khpul - k M C
wishes, blessings, &c.), 187.
sHtul, to k e ~ pS.O. in o.'s service, khudiigo, interj. by G o d / 322.
2 36.
khfigddfl, intr. to ache, to be injured,
222.
khizmetgiir, m. servant, 384.
khliikah, interj. damn me! - keh khulah, f. mouth, muzzle (ofgun),
. . . , blow me If. . , 322.
369*
kho, ad. ceriain(3/,it is lruc, of course, khuldpur, a. muzzle-loading, 369.
at any rate, yes, well, I 3 c, 99, khuriik, m.food, 3 I 3, 379 ; khuriik
o tskhiik, meaf and drink, v k 287-8 ; - us, but now, just
now; M e h jor
nedC, still,
tuals, 362 (db*).
khur, a. Zzghf-brown, dust-coloured,
he's not realZy well, 3 I 5.
kho.6, m . tenqer, nature, disfosifion,
buf, 84, 366.
khurmor, m . ' bufpeacock ', buslard,
8.
366.
khog, a. (m.pl. khwZguh ; f. khwakhush6,
a. deserfed, neglected; gah, -&)sweel, 366.
prot woh, if was standing dekhor ', f. sister, pl. khwaindk, 8.
serled, 252.
khor 2, a. ruined, scattered, 187.
-khor 3, in comps. P. kh(w)urdan : khushhil, a. hajpy, pleased (with),
127 ; abl., 5 1 ; serah, 51 fn.,
kh(w)ur-, to eat, enjoy, 398.
(wu)khot, 3rd sg.m.p. def. of kha2 0 0 ; . bZnde -, pleased at
t ~ lq.V.
,
s.f., 273 (JGji).
khprj ',m.relation,friend, 96, 295 ; khushhili, f. happiness, vtjoicing, 8 ,
tsok yd ? - yem, who goes
266, 268, 346 (JG*).
there ? Friend, 96.
khwfi, f. side, quarte?., direchbn, 39,
khpu12, a. own, my own, your own,
1 2 7 a , 2 0 3 e ; kum-chCh ...,
wherever, I 4 6.
&c., 37, 40, 48, 83-6 ; - -,
each, gq; -dzsn, oneseg m y s e z khwadzddul, intr. to move, I 78.
&c., in oblique cases, I I 8 ; - khwagahwalah, f. ' sweet root ' (?),
k., to make o.'s own (frwfworthy),
liiuorirp, 366 (: khog).
3I 5 ;
dzawib werk. (dat.), khwgh, in comps. v. khBh, 398.
l o accounlfor 0,s. lo, 32 I .
kh(w)Bhish, m. desire, wish, 387
khpylakhprj, each, his own, 94.
(&$).
khrah, f. she-donkey, 242. v. kher. khwaindd, f. pl. sisters, 8 (sg. khor).
khryh, pl. o f kher, q.v.
k h w a m , a. pleasing to (gen.), 31,
I 28;
mi dC chCh . .., Ishould
-8
kamterh, f. pl. ' b u f pkeon ',
like t o . . want to.. , 195; dH
sand-grouse (pl.), 366 (: khur).
1Zr dzma -ah
dah, I prefer
khtibtiirat, a. wellfavoured, 397.
this road, 296 ; keh st2 -ah
khud, pron. setf; pah - sh., to
come to o.'s senses, I I g ; pah wi, zyyou wTjh it, 313.
k., to brzjzg S.O. to his senses, I I g ; khw8makhwah. v. khiirnakhbh.
pah -, o f onese5 I I g .);)3(
khwand, m.javour, laste, 389.
340
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me, a. rrght (not I#); kshi las
I tah, lo the r&ht hand, 39.
kehkh, m. hunting, shoofing, game,
I spOrfl 106, 133, 234, 315 ; -

khwandnbk, a. tas&,agreeabie, 389.
khwgr, a. poor, miserable,/riend/ess,
I
wretched, I 86, 294 a.
khwgri, f. f r o b / , distress, pains;
k., to take pains, 3 I 5 ; . . .
serah dCrah - k., to take great
pains with . . , 2 69.
khwaryh, m. eating,food, 2 09.
I
khwaryl (: khwar-), tr. t o eat, endure,
I
bear, 169; her tsok khpul nasib i
khwari, every one must dree his '
own wekd, 9 3 ; qasam -, to I
I
take an oath, I 33.
khwer, m. ravine, water-course,
river-bed, nuNah, I 96, 280.
khwuhh, f. perrpliatiotr, sg. or pl.,
18 c.
I

-

.

I

i

i

- pase tlul, to go outaftergame,

kehkgrah, a. ezlident (to, dat.), manifest, apparent; be.2 - nah shuh,
if did not appear a g a h , 4 I , 4 4.
MirBdyl, intr. to become midmt,
appear, seem, be z~isible,4 1 , 44,
4 I 7 ; with r l - , 2 6 6 , 304.
kshkhman, m. hunter, 392.
mkatah, ad. downwardr, below,
nah, from irlow,
293 a ; da
293 d.
-yll,
m. Kiss, 171.
kshkyl (: kPg-), tr. lo draw, pull,
pluck out, uproot, 169, 187 ; with
rH-, 256 ; (for kmul,3a7). v.

-

I-

miip6r6, m. chiifoffhefairies, 363.
kshw, m. cib, town, 30, 38, 147,
270 (*)kshkulewull, tr. lo cause something
m e h r . v. e a r .
to be written, 173.
kshaietah, ( I ) a. finr, beautvul,
kshkuhwul
l, tr. to kiss, I 7 I , 17 4.
handsome, 103 (r;r,-b).
Z k n l l t o b , m. beau&, 344.
( 2 ) ad. at any rate, weif (Peshawar),
kehowul (: M a y - ) , tr. to show,point
287.
m a i - y l , tr. to show, 106, I 7 I . 21.
out, instruct, 106, 171 ; p.p.,
2 0 0 ; chCh mH domerah -i
kshowul.
I
kehaser. v. s E e r , 336.
I
wfi, the puantih I indicated, 70.
ksheh, ( I ) a. (f.sg. m a h , pl. )&I
1
v. keh8i.y.l.
good, #ne, usful, l,cient, 31, -dl,
f . f w t ; U p & abel8, Jar(56, 70, 94 e.p.; with abl., best,
fiofed, 252, 369 ; pah Mpo k.,
better, 6 8 , 6 8 , 1 0 2 , 290 ; st2 - I
lo pu f on o.'sfeet, 2 66.
y8d dC, you remember perfect&
well, 2 34 ; pah
shHn, excellent&, 289 b ;
. serah -, M,ad.ye/, still, men, 289, 2 0 0 , 2 g 1 a;
12 tH serah I the same to you !
good towards s.o., 269 ; - zor
(reply to good wish), 3 7q c ;
pr6 wushuh, much force was
. nah, not yet, 237, 2 5 6 ; applied to i?,2 80.
ter
osa, until nau,2 79 ;
bul
( 2 ) ad. well, quite, very, extreme&,
sab8, 3rd day f r . now, zg I f,
splendidly, &c., 38, 285, 3 1 9 ;
375 ; . 6 f i r t (conj.), 307.
-joy, really well, 3 r 5.
iI
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leber, m . worry ;

-

mabey, m.

'

1 d .

. . -8, part, denoting abl., 40-

worry, 338. v. raber.
6 3 b,from, out of; k c .
l e g a w u l , tr. to ap$& s.t. (acc.) to s.f. lah . n a h , part. denoting abl., 40(dat.); $x, make adhere, I 55,161,
6 3 b,/rom, out o/; &c.
I 7 2 ; p.p., aoo; m 3 k h p d h pais8
leh sera, ad. altogether, (not) at all,
lagawuli dl, I have spent my own
374b. v.ser.
money on it, 93 ; ter . . -, to la-iq, a . $ f (for, gen.), 31.
fix s.t. t o . . , 2 7 9 ; pah .- l a k , m. roo,ooo, a lakh (esp. o/
t o f i x s.t. t o . , 266 ; . pore
rupees), 76.
-, to make /as/ to . . , 28 I ; l a k a h , f. tail (of bird), 367.
tsaukai -, to post a picket, lakiip, ad. a little, 351. v. lugkiiti.
l a m k a r , m. army, force ; pl. la317.
kshkark, f.
lagddeld, a hit, wounded, 203.
l a g 6 d u l (: lag- ; l a g ~ g - ) , intr. to l&lah,to me, for raah ( m ~ l a h )8, I .
fourh, be atfached io, applied to, lam, m. tail, 334.
stick to, be in touch with, adhere, laman, m. skirt, 334.
beg&, be hit, be wounded, 155, lamberdiir, m. oficial headman of
village, 383.
161, 167, 178 ; imper., 183,
wahul, to
203 ; keh siid lagi, fz interest l&mbo,f. swimming ;
swim, 28, 181 (+Y).
attaches, 81 ; pah . bande dCr
kherts lagi, a lot of expense is lamb* (: 15mb-), tr. ; to bathe, intr.,
151,188.
involved in . . ., 2 7 2 ; dCr . . .
serah z ~ u hmi wulagdd, I felt l h b o e a n (18mb-), m. swimmer,
great& drawn to . . , 23 2 ;
392.
dzma tab'ah nah lagi . . . serah, liinde, ad. below, beneath, down,
underneath, at the foot of (gen.),
Idon'l fake k i n d b t o . . ., 268;
284,2 g 3 a; -k., tojut down (an
. . . tah dadah mi nah l a g , I
outbreak), reduce (a tribe), 190,
f e e l no inclination towards . . . ,
4 5 ; keh chere wor wulagdduh,
4 I9.
2f fire should ever break ouf, l i n d e b i i n d e , ad. upside down, topsyturvy, over and under, 273,
2 32 ; lah sab3 nah bah wulagi,
if will commence f r . to-morrow,
293 C, 374 C.
50 b ; bilkul patah wu nah l a n d , a. short, 296.
IagCdelah, not a tract was fo be l e n d a h , f. rump, 367.
found, I 06 ; pah golai wulagC- l e n g a h , a. f.havingjust given birfh.
dub, it was hit b_v a bullet, 2 I 2 , lang6du1, intr. to give birth, calve,
haveyoung, 208.
2 3 2 , 266.
lagis&, a. conthuously occupied in, l a n g t i i n , a. bearzizgyoung, 209.
langtiind, a. f. having young, not
busy with, 238, 230.
barren, suckling, 208.
l a h , po. to, towards, in direction of
(form.), used t o express dat., l&r, f. road, path, hzghway, I I , 18 e,
56, 70 e.p. ; - jorawul, to build
38-48, 50 a, e.p.
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a road, 303 ;
tCrwatu1, to
106, 108, 195 e.p. ; dH dilrbin
lose o.'s way, I 49 fn. ; pah -i
dCr &eh - ka.1, t h s e glasses
bgnde, on the road, along the
are very good, 19 1 ; dCr u e h
lid4
shC,you look very nice, 32 2.
road, 38, 153, 199, 2 7 8 ; -i
tah tai-nr, ready f o r the road, lik, m. line, mark, wriling ; pah 192 ;
niwul (dat.), to lie lit
po.Cgi, he can write, 53 a.
l
h
h
, conj. a s ; d%
-, nrrh
waitf o r s.o., 40.
. . as, 70 ; domerah (lo-C)
lBr, a. gone, 203.
- (chdh), as ( b k ) . as, 138,
ler_clm,m. scorpion, 153.
1 4 9 ; - chdh, as 2Jf; as though,
firah-. v. 1fQul.
16ry.l (: dz- : sh- : tl-), intr. defect. to
as ifwere,just as, 300 b, 311.
go, deparf,go away, 2 2 a, 7 3, I 26, likewul, tr. to cause to be wn'tfetr,
I 7 7 ; (past tense), 203 ; without
173.
wu-, 242 ; conj. 246 ; chiikh likyl, tr. lo write, 91, 169; p.p., 2 0 0 ,
-, to make haste, 234. v. also
2 3 g , 4 1 I ; pah
-, togets.t.
written by
, 266.
tl~l.
l i p h p a h , f. Zeffer, 196.
laa, num. ten, 29, 70, 107.
168, m. hand, 2 2 2 , 234 ; . tah pah lire, ( I ) a. f a r , didant; - k., to
remove, 2 7 ; - sh., to be got rid
- k M d , k t o s.o.'s handr, 38 ;
pah werdzi, it comes to hand,
of ( f r o m , ter.), 3 I 7 ; wer - k.,
lo open the door, 2 4 2.
I 45 ; - niwul (dat.), lo shake
( 2 ) ad. f a r , f a r away, 68, 84,
hands, 4 0 ;
tah, to the
293 a, 1 3 5 ; da - nah, f r o m
rzghf, 39 ; sam da -a, immef a r away, 293 d ; also da liri
diately,forfhwifh, 2 89 b.
nah,from a distance, q I 7 (as i f
1&t, m. ‘ lord' ; oficid of hzgh degree,
fr. noun lird).
187.
linj,tr. to have, own, possess, keep,
l a t a w u l , tr. fo search, seek f o r , I I 3.
l a u , m. harvesling, reaping, 304,3 I 3.
bear (mab'ce, &c.), 60, 1 2 7 a,
umCd -, to have
169 ; da
l6gd@, tr. to load, I 69.
hope o f . .., 304 ; KhudH-4 dd kor
l d g u l , to send, 169, 185 ; p.p., 2 0 0 ,
nbgd lirah! God Keqyour house
234, 242 ; with r2-, der-, wer-,
I 87 ; domerah zor
prosperous,
265 ; khaber -, to send word,
nah lirem chCh
, I haven't
207 ; . pase dzawIb -, fo
power to. .., cannot. , 206; yHd
sendfor s.0. lo come, 2 78, 3 I 3.
-, fo remember, 206 ; . . serah
l d k i n , conj. buf, 13 c, 106, 224, 232,
kinah ('akas) -, to bear spife
aeQ e.p.
(grudge) agf. LO., 269.
lerg6, m. wood, limber, stick, 52, I 61, ,
266.
1I liwdtob, m . hunger, 344.
lobah, f. game, I 36 ; lob&k., to play
l e r a k 6 , m. sickle, 348.
a ganie (games), 2 1 , 315.
l 6 w a n 6 , a. mad, 243.
10.6, a. great, large, big, tall, grozun
16wantob, m. madness, 344.
l i d u l ( : win-), tr. lo see, behold, I 4,
up, 34, 138, 280;
wlm,
343
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I I. Pashtu-E~zgZishi n d a and
great injustice, a 66 ; -faudz, a
largeforce, I go ; - shah ! may
you grow up ! 187 ; pah 1o.i
hikmat serah, w i f h great skill ;
derjah dC lo-i-ahshi ! nznyyou be
raised lo exalfed rank !I 8 7.
I
l o u d , m. dish, 264.
lor, m. ( I ) scythe, 348.
( 2 ) side, quarter ; da
. - tah,
zit /he dif-ecfrbrzof; towards, 39.
1ii.6. v. 10.6.
lug, ( I ) a. n liffle, few, some, I 8 e,
I I I , a 70 ; -0 wradzo pas, zit
a fm days, 58 ; keh - wi, at
the leasf, 3 1 4 ; - sh2n(-tC), a
ZMe, 294 c, 375.
( 2 ) pron. a lr'fffe,a fpw, 125, 127.
( 3 ) ad. a little, somewhat, 294 c ;
- ghwunde, somewhat, 37 5 .
lugkfi.6, lugkiiti, ad. a liffle,
slz;Ph/Zy, 294 a, 351.
liir, f. daughter, 27, 62 ; pl. link.
liifi, m. plunder, spoil, boob, 2 2 4.
lw6dul (-dg-), intr. tofall, I 78 ; with
r3-, 265.
lwer, a. elevated, high, 36 I .
lwer zhawer, m. undulatzhg (land),
361.
lwdsht, f. span, 35.
lwul-. v. lwustul.
lwulawul, tr. lo cause to be read,
have s.t. read, 162, 164, 167,
173lwustyl l, m. pl. reading, 2 2 b.
lwustul (: IwuI-),
tr. fo rend, 162,
167, 169.

Vocadzrlaarl/

madadgiir, m. nssz:rfant, 38 4.
madeah. v. khadzah.
miifi, f. pardon, 304 (jf
).
ma, pron., I st sg. foim., acc., 40,
306 e.p. ; dat., - lah (tah), 37
e.p. ; abl., la11 - nah, 68 e.p. ;
agen., - kert5 dd, I d d it, 5 2
e.p. ; gen., da -, 102 e.p. ;
loc., - kerah, zir ny house, 55.
mag, m. oorial, 53.
magah, m. rat, 3 49.
magak, m . raf, 349.
magakiir6, m. mouse, 349.
mah, part. neg. with imper., 18 e,
27, 99 e.p., 185, 242.6; with
subj. in salutations, 188 ; position in sentence, 257-64.
mah6, m. fib, 363. v . also mih6.
rnah8, m . j s h , 126.
main&,f. pl. pulse, ' d d ' , 18 c. (&).
maisin, a. fond; . bHnde -,;fond
of s.o., 272.
mairah, m. husband, I 43, 208.
mejlis, m. assembb, meeting, council,
18 a, 252.
makh, m.face, front, edge (of knye),
205 ; - (qiblk) palau, facing
(West), 293 f ; pah - kk&,
in front of (dat.), 43 ; (abl.)
53 a, 293 e, 374 c ; nimah gan!ah - k U C , & an hour earlier-,
234 ; - yC tor shuh, he fell
info disgrace, 3 1 3.
makhah, f. direcfion, way, 38,
293 e ; kumh makhk lah, in
whichever direction, r 2 g ; pah dC &ah ! good-bye 1 3 7 4 c.
machai, f. bee, I 18.
makhiimakh, ad. face fo face (with,
machshe~iin6,m. fly-flap, 37 I .
dat.), opposite (lo), 43, 285,
madad, m. help, assistance;
..
293 e, 374.
serah - k., to help s.o., 268, makh6, a. next (in expressions of
269.
time) ; - kH1, nexfyear, 2 g I f.
344
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makhkksh6, ad. infront. v. makh.
makhliiq, a a great nunlber of;
many,

I mgndah,

/

313.
makhtor, a. disgraced, 369.
I
makkai, f. I f ~ d i a corn,
n
mazke, 48. 1
rnii-m,
m. evening prayer, evening, time ofevg. Prayer, 46, 250, 1
395.
I
mal, m.friend, companion ; Khud3.C
d6 - shi ! may God be your ,
friend! 188.
mil, m. goats or sheep, properfy,
wealth,$ocks, 18 a, 29, 237.
-m61, in comps. P. malidan, to rub,
i
398.
melger6, m. com.anion, 343.
malgerti.6, f. com.anionshz$, 8, 1
343.
malgirti-i, 8. v. ma1gerti-g.
malik, m. chieJ headman, 2 7 , 218,
2 2 2 , 419.
m&lkh&nah,f. Govt. store-room for
disputed properties pendiq litigation, 106.
mMiich, m. cotton (picked, carded),
sg. or pl., 18 e.
miiliim, a. Known (to), apparenf,
evident (dat.), 4 I , I 46 ; -ah
I
sh., to become known, &c., 5 1 , I
58, 251 ; - k., - sh., 320
222,

I

1
1

I

i

I

1

j

I
I

(r+-)a
m616rn8dq.l, intr. t o btcome known,
to be distingu1'ShedI €PC., 282

(3-h).

miimeleh, f. matter, afair, 29, 307

(,JAG).

fl weight),
naund, 99.
men'eh, a. forbidden ; wajlul - di,
killing is forbidden, 288; - k.,
toprewent s.f., prohibit s.f., q I g.
meneqah, raisin, 3 I I .
man, m. mann (measure

f.

a. weary, worn out, run

~ O W I I , 70.
mander6, a. short, small

(4heikht),

squat, 1 2 1 , 410.
(mand, m.footstep, footprinf, 365.)
mandah, f. pah mandk, at a run,
running, 95, 289 b ; mandb
wahul, to run, 28, I 8 r ; mandk
k., lo run, 168, 181, 242.7 ;
with m-, 265.
mandau, m. porch, shed, 408.
mendz, m. centrr, nziddlt, 326, 374 c ;
pah dC - k&C, ailhisjuncture,
meanwhile, 270, 374 c.
man6, rn. autumn, 232.
mangsx. v. gamands, 336.
mang6, m. water-pot, chat&, 5 2 ,
75.
menul, tr. to obey, consider, acknauledge, recognize, 8, 27, 169 ; d~
dCr bad mani chCh . . , they
. ,I jo ;
consider it very bad lo
hukem -, to acfinowledge s.o.'s
authorify, 304.
mtmgtir, a. agreeable, acceptable ; k., t o acctpf, 2 2 d.
mqah, f. aflIe, I 2 7 a.
mihg6, m. boatman, 59.
m&r, m. snake, serpent, zrrjber, 209,
315.
meremet, m . repairs ; pah
k., to mend s.f., 308.

..

.

...

marewer. v. meror.
m8rmah6, m. eel, 363.
maror, a. ofended (with), displeased,
angry, abl., 51.
mar, a. (m. pl. myuh, f. s. PI. mr-ah,
-&), dead, 142, 203;
sh., to
die, 10, 147, 168, 181, 187 e.p.;
da . . nah - sh., to die o f . . . ,
23 ; - k., to kifl, 14.
mami, f. sock, sg. and pl. I 8 a.

345
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masher, a. elder, senior, 63, I 96,
290.
mashhiir, a. notorious, well-known,
317.
m&skhotan, m. midnzght, timt of
midnzghtprayer, 46.
rn8sp6ksi.11, m. midday, time of
m i d d y prayer, 4 6.
mistuh, m. PI. curds, I 8 c.
mat, a. broken, 155, 203, 204.
mitaber (also pron. mutabber), a.
respectable, respecfed, important,
of consideration, I 3 a
mgtawul, tr. to break, I 55, I 58, I 62,
I 67 e.p. ; with rs-, 266.
met& m. ( b 0 4 o f ) men,force (?),62.
mBt6dul (-Cg-), intr. to break (intr.),
amount jo, 165, 168, 162, 204 ;
to break down, 3 0 8 ; nerikh yC
pah tso mstdgi ; what are the
current rafesfo'r it ? 26 7.
matizah, f. woman who has eloped,
. pase - (ah) sh., to elofe
with s.o., 277.
matk6 ( : mu!), m . bracelet, armlet,
350matlab, m. meaning ; tseh - dC dC,
what do you mean ? 3 2 0 .
maujiid, a. present, on the spot, 59,
142, 271, 288.
mauqah, f. r k h t place, spot, I 42

maadiiri, f. pay, wages, 278.
me. v. mi.
m6-&sht,f. month, I 2 9, 3 13 ; tCrah
-, last month, 234 ; -monthly, 2 78.
m6g6, m. ant, 366.
m6kh, m. nail, 279, 281.
m 6 m a h , f. bufalo cow, 23, 85,
209, 225.
melmah, m. (pl. melmgnah), guest,
333.
m6lm&eti.&,
f. hospitalily, 343.
m615, m. bear, f. she-bear, 41.
menat, m. labour, foil, trouble ; . .,
serah, laboriously, 2 85
mendz. v. mandz.
mendz giitah, f. secondfinger, 365.
merawer, a. ofinded, sulky, 39 1. U.
maror.
rnhrbgn, a. kind, 380 (,.JL&-).
mdrbbni, f. kindness, favour, concessions, 2 7 2 , 2 90 ; . bande
- k., to be kind to LO., 69.
merg, m. death, 5 7 ; d z a w ~ ni sh.,
tofall a victim to unlime& deal4
188.
mey. v . may.
m6rah. v. mairah.
m6w6d9, intr. to m m , 339.
m6z, m. table, 2 7 2 .
mi (me), pron., 1st sg. acc., I 45 e.p. ;
gen. and poss. adj., 45 e.p., 0 0 ;
agen., 23 e.p., 106 ; position in
mausim, m. season, time o f year,
sentence, 267-62.
2439
mazah, f. task, pleasure ; d a ma&, mihrbsn. v . marban.
inierestzitg, agreeable, 3 4.
mihrbingi, f. kindness, 385.
maeal, m. d y ' s march, stage, 252 ; milau.t5dul, intr. to be obtained bj,
(dat.), to be forthcornkg ( f o r ) ,
- k., to travel, 303.
miizdiger, m. afternoon, t h e o f after41.
mili.ah, a. obtained (bj, = dat.), 4 I .
noon prayer, 46, 396.
mazdiir, m. a hired labourer, 165, minah, f. afection, liking; . . .
bgnde -, afecfionfor s.o., 2 7 3 ;
313, 391346

(s).
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(dat.), to b'ke, fancy s.t.,

tso -? how long? 108; tseh
pas, after some time, 8 1 ; lah
dCr& miidk nah, for a long h'me
. ,239 ; da dCr& miid&, oflong
standing, 2 9, 34.
muad. continual&, always, all
the time, 67, 103, I 26, 2 1 4 e. p.
mygah, f.mouse, rat, 252.
mukhbir, m. informer, 2 72, 3 17.
miihi, f. radish.
mulibat, m. blame, remure, 235.
mufiqaf, m. interview, call, 2 50 ;
da - dapiirah riighlul, to come
to call (pay rpspecfs), r 2 9.
mullti, m. mulkzh, 365.
m u b i n g , m. time of mullah's
morning call to prayer, 365.
miim-. v. miindal.
m u n w b , a. $t/ing, proper, rzght
(for
2 2 C, 57, 1 9 7 ; t H
lah - d i chCh . ,you ought
t o . ., 41.
mtindyl (: miim-), tr. to obtain, acquire, get, I 69.
mfmdz, m.praytr, 33 I. v. nmiindz.
mfing, pron., 1st pl. nom. acc. and
form. passim, mang chCh yo,
we (emphatic), 1 5 0 ; - kerah,
at our house, 55.
munkir, a. refusing, h y i n g ; sh. (abl.), to rPfuse, deny, 53 b,
224.
munshi, m. d i v e teachr, clerk,
161, 164.
mtint, for miind. v. mtindfl.
muqademah, f. la=!-suit, 290.
muqarer, a. esfablished,jixed, located,
posted, 3 19.
murdih, m. carrion (killed), 382.
murghei, f. bird, hen, 280.
muykd.
wpk6.
muafir,
fravellfl, stranger, 2 9 0 .

23.
mine!, m. minute, 234.
mirch, f.pepper, 336.
miewak, m. stick, &c., used as toothbrush, 365.
miewBkeh giitah, f.forejnger, 365.
migal, ( I ) m. likeness, parable ; pah
-,for example, 289.
( 2 ) ad. liie ;
chCh, as when,/or
example, 3 I I .
miti-&&&,
f. pl. urine ; - k., to mczk
water, 18 I.
mi.6, ono.
k., to m m , 339.
mieekeh. v. zmakah, 336.
mieer6. v. emere, 336.
ml&,f. loins, waist, 369.
mliiet, a. Zying, prone, 203, 2 2 4 ;
pah -, tir a Zyingposifion, 2 89 b.
ml&ter, m. ' loin-girded ', jigAhhng
man, 305, 369, 371lnochi, m. shoemaker, I 3 c.
mog6, m . peg, stake, 28 I .
mor l, f. pl. maindk, mother, I 88,
284 d ; pl5r -, father and
mother, parenfs, 3 1 I, 36 I.
mor =,
m. peacock, 366.
morcheh, f. entrenchment (line of
. .), line of de/eme ; - niwul,
to fake up a line o f dfence, 2 5 3,
305.
mor, a. (m. pl.mHyuh, f.sg. pl. may-ah, I
-8) sated, satisjied, well-ofi 38.
mrech. v. mirch, 336.
mruh, pl. m. of mar, q. v.
mrg, intr. defect. lo die, 177. v.
me?.
mii, poss. a*, 2nd pl., 80.
I
mu'&f,a. pardoned, forgiven ; - k.
( b a k h M u l ) , to pardon s.t. (acc.)
tos.0. (dat.),37. zl.miifi.
miideh, f. time, period, 32, 233, 3 10 ;
347
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mushiqat, m. labour, /rouble, pains,
286.
mu!, m . fist, 408.
mu!, m. upper arm,forearm, 350.
muwaib, m. pension, allowance,
I 96.
meakah. v. emakeh, 336.
meere. v. zmer6, 336.

na-, part. neg. combined with verbs;
nayem = nah yem, k c .

niighah, f.fine, 206, 304.
niigahinah, ad. suddenly, unexpec fed&, 2 8 9.
nahl, ad. not, passim; position in
sentence, 257-62 ; no, I 2 7 , 2 3 2 ,
234, 287 ; - . o -, neither
. nor, 295.
nah 2, 2nd element in particles, lah
nah ; da
nah, q.v.
nahah l, f. Tuesday, 3 I 3.
nahah 2, num. nine, 71-88.
n&i, m. barber, 408.
na'itabiri, a. unfrusfworfhy, 29

. .

..

.. .

. ..

(gJb!b).
naor, a. unwell, ill, sick, 290, 294 d.
naorti-ii, f. illness, sickness, 2 32,
343, 417-

niikarah, a, worfhless, useless, 8.
niiklirahkho.6, m. moral corrupfion,

bad&, 3 I 3 ; jagerah -, do start
quarrel/ing, 2 2 c.
n a m t u l (: naMC1-), intr. lo Ire
enfangled, to be in train, to Ire
begun, 307 ; p.p., 200.
nimah (: niim), f. name, in the
phrases: pah - bsnde, agt.
S.O.'S name, 9 I , 2 7 2 ; - kiif, k.,
fo fake o.'s dischrgc, 3 I o.
(namak, P. m. salt, 38 I . )
namakdiin, m. salf-cellar, 3 8 I .
namiinah, f. sample, palfern, specimen; - serah berzber, up to
sample, 416.
nan, ad. lo-day, 205, 288, 291 e ; gabs, nowadays, 29 I f ; in a f m
days, 362 ; - gabs k., to procrastinate, ib.
(niin, P. m. bread, 398.)

nanawatul. v. nenewatul.
nsnbi.6. v. niinwa.6.
nanekai, f. small-pox, I 45.
nang o niimiis, m. honour, 393.
ni%nw8.6,
m. (bread-)baker, 398.
nipik, a. unclean, imjure, 356.
nashah, f.infoxiafion,37 2 .
nashahkhor, m. drunkard, 398.
nashawr6, a. drunk, infoxicafed,3 7 2 .
n&st,a. seated, szffing,I I , 133, 203,

23 I e.p. ; with dat., sifting, waifihg for, 44 ; bt?dZr -, on the
8.
watch, 303 ; pah -ah, in a
nakherah, f. hole, fissure, 3 36.
sifting jositzbn, 2 8 5, 2 89 b ; kor
n a u a h , f. nark, fargef, I 97.
-, a f home, 303.
namat6, p.p., a. enfangled,involved,
begun (in course ofconsfrucfion), nagib, m. luck,fafe, 93.
307 ; pah
. k U C -, in- nag-t, m. good advice, counsel; werk., l o give advice, 239 ; .
volved in .., 225, 290. v.
nakshtg.
serah - k., fo urge s.o., I 66.
n e u e l - . v . nakehtyl.
naurox, m. ' New Year ' (day afler
nekmewul, tr. to fa@, cause fo be
fhc Vernal Equinox), 38 7.
enfangled, catch, embroil, 162, niwakht, a d late, 29 I .
173; bad&wradzb -, to behave niiwakhti, f. lafeness, 346.

.

.

.
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hour and a hug 72 ; - p2.0,
289.
= Q, 73 ; drC kam di.Irlas ne-, part. neg. combined with verbs,
shila (= I 3 x 2 0 I o 3), 267;
nedC = nah dC, &c.
las -, 1 4 , 8 3 ; yau -, a fnu,
nedd, is not, 1 3 C , e.p.
several, 85 ; yau -, 14, 85 ;
nedi, are not, 2 2 c, e.p.
dwah -, in halves, 86.
(nimak, P. v. namelt.)
negdi, = nah gdi.
nimtan6, m. short coat, 397.
ndk, a. good, 397.
n6kch&lch&nwBlah, a. of good nimakharihi, f. disloyalty, /reachcharacfer, 34.
e y , ingratihde, 346 ;
serah
ndki, f.goodness, good, good deed, 8,
- k., to be disloyal towards . ,
63, 246.
'97.
n6kkho-6, a. of good disposifion, nis-, pres. base o f niwul.
nleeh, imper. o f niwul (u).
temper, 39 7 -niehin, in comps. P. nishastan:
neknih, a. of good repuk, 39 7.
nishin-, to sit.
ndkniimi, f. good rejutatlbn, 283.
nishtah, there is not, there is none,
ndkokgr, a. virtuoscs, 397.
there is lack o/, with gen. renderpen. v. pan.
ing, ' not to have ' ;
nena-, separable verbal prefix, 248 ;
yC nishtah, he has no
. , 96, 206 ;
position in sentence, 267-62.
tsqat mi - chCh . . , 1 have no
nena dstyl (: bZs-), intr. lo bring
power t o . .., cannot.. ., 206; hets
insi., put in, 248, 262.
mulSmat yC -, there is no blame
nensh, ad. ktsidP, within, 293 a ; da
attaching to hrin, 235 ; kgrtusii- nah, fr. within, 293 d ; kotah
nah -, carfn'dges are wantiig,
kMC -, inside the house, 2 7 0.
nena watyl ((w)iiz-),intr. to enter,go
246 (A;).
into,go imia'e, 129, 144, 177, ni-iia,m.flood,3~2.
a. flood-bortw; m. d r f t 248 ; with dat., 106 ; with ri-, ni.6a-6,
wood, 3 7 2.
wer-, 256.
niw&r, m. cotton webbikg, 408. v.
nenshpah, f. to-nkht, 365.
nerd, a. thin, slender; - jaw&,
niwiir.
nzillet, 48.
niwiir, m. pl. cotton webbing; da -4,
made o f niwar, 18 d .
neri jawar, m. pl. millet. v. nerd.
nerikh, m. current rate, 267.
niwd ', a. new, 128 a, 164.
ni-at, m. intenfion,purpose, I 89, 3 I I ; niw6 ', num. nine&, 77, 190.
tah - mi nah woh, I had niwul (: nfs-), tr. defect. vb. to catch,
hold, hold out, seize, arrest, 29,
no intention o f . , 44.
ni-Baman,a. suppb'ant, indzgent, 388.
126, I 7 I ; p.p., aoo, 306 e.p. ;
with or without wu-, 244 ; mornghar6, m. j'ir~place, hearth, 33 2.
chah -, to occupy an entrenchnim, a. haK 72 ; ten (= 4 score),
78 ; -ah
shpah, midnkht,
ment, 253, 305 ; l a y 4 -(dat.),
to lie in waitfor s.o., 40 ; ghwag
29 I f, 303 ; yau -ah gantah, an

ntite&pah,ad. sudden&, unexpected&,

-
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-, to give ear (dat.) to s.o.,

40 ;
106, 194, 303 ; (pah) nokerai
dCrah -, fopifch o.'s camp, 320.
bsnde, on duty, 2 7 2 ; da . . .
niphd6, ad. near, close (to, dat.), 43,
- k., to fake service with s.o.,
252, 293 a ; da
nah,fr. close
319quarfers, 293 d ;
. tsakhah 11016, nl. mongoose, 408.
--, close alongside s.t., 275 ; nor ', ( I ) a. other, diferenf, 69.
serah -, close to each other, 2 75,
( 2 ) pron. pl. the resf, others, more,
290 ; - prdgdul, fo allow s.0. io
68, 99, 126, 127 8, 137, 268
come near, 260.
e. p. ;
chCh di, r 50.
n k k ~ ~ t y( l: n a m e l - ) , intr. to be nor 2, ad. moreover, besides, otherwise,
entangled, fo become entangled,
ziz other respects, I 2 7 a fn., 285.
162, I 77. v. n a m t u l .
nor h6ts . nah, pron. pl. nothing
nm-.
v. also nw-.
more, 124.
nmiindsg, tr. l o cherish, 331. v. nor h6tsok . . . nah, pron. pl. no
ofhers, 124.
nm6q.l.
nmas6, 33 I , m. grandson. v. niis6. nor tseh, pron. pl. anything more,
nmgzyl, tr. fo cherzih, 33 I .
124.
nmer, m. sun, sunshine, 33 I . v. nor tsok, indef. pl. others, 124.
nwer.
niilas. v. niinas.
nrnerkh6tyh (: nwer-), m. sunrise, niim, m. name, I 3 a. v. namah.
niinas, num. nzketetn, 88.
365.
nmerpr6w&t1@(: nwer-), m. sunsef, nuqag, m. defect, 87.
nuq~an,m. injuty, mischig I 43.
365.
nmeraz, f. quail, 33 1.
niis6, m. grandson, 331. v. nmas6.
nmiindz (pl. nm~ndzah),m. prayer, nwer, m. sun, sunshine ;
khZtuh
tah, eastwards ;
prCwHtuh
331no, part. then, well, why then, in that
tah, wesfwards, 293 f ; - priwstuh, sunset, west, 224.
case, and so (often untranslatable), 70, 232, 234, 287, 288 ; nwerai, f. morsel (food), mouihful,
lzght meal, 33 I . (Also nmeyai.)
after zr-clause (cp. German so),
225 ; keh chere . . . -, zf; ever nweraz, f. v. nmelaz.
. .then, 23 2 ; keh . . . hum . .
--, even f . . . yet still, a 34 ;
chCh
- . . , when . . . o I, ad. yes, 246, 287 ; - keh nah,
yes, o f course, ' rather ', 288. v.
then, not . fill . . , 2 4 I .
also ho.
noker, m. servant, sepoy, g I , I 27 a,
292 ; - sh., to enlist, 107, 194, o 2, conj. and, 14, 59, 206 e. p. v.
also we.
233 ; - sHtul (acc.), to keep 5.0.
in o.'s service, 3 I 5.
o $, interj. oh ! hullo / 3 2 2 .
noker6dN (-Cg-), intr. to fake service, obuh, f. pl. waler, I 8 c, 50 a, 52,
enk'st, serve, I g 4.
I 27, 133, 31 I ; da skulo (sko)
-, drinking wafer, I S g , I 9 2 ;
nokeri, f. enlistment, service, duty,
35 0
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- r~.istul, r i M k u l ,

-

fo draw 1
water, 2 53.
I
or, m. $re, 37 I . v. also wor.
orbuahe, f. pl. barley (crop, or grain),
I 8 c, ao ; sg. one single g r a h ,

(6)
46, 237 ;
(shpag
wishtern) da . . ., on the (26fh)
o f . . , 8 8 ; pah tso? a f what
price Z 1 3 4 ; - kat prot, lying
on o.'s bed, 50 b ;
d6 shgn, in
this
way,
I 54 ; - khair rggheld,
O ($3,~~)welcome, 23 2 ; - lik PO-&@, he
ore dile, ad. here and there, 3 6 2.
Rnow how to write, 53 ; khi-21
orlewn6, m. fie-poker, 3 7 1.
pC (=pah + C) domerah, expecormeg, m. nape o f f h e neck, 3 2 6.
tahbn of so much, 70.
11.
oyah. v. o w .
golai wulagCduh, h was hit by
o r a d , tr. lo grind, reduce to powder;
a bullet, 2 I 2 e. p. ; dingelai, by
P m d r , 1671 174means
of a wafer-lzyt, 50 a ;
O W ,m. pl.pour, 8, 18 c, 99, 416.
kHno wish@l,to fhrowsfonesaf,14.
oa (: us), as. now ; ter -a pore, 1%
bhde, part. (form.) on,
ter -a, until now, up to the p a .
by means of;
upon, on lop of,
present, s o b , 133, 2 7 0 , 291
11,18e, 38 e.p.,27!&3; agent
(&)with Caus. vbs., 184; - IHri
odd*, intr. to dwell, live, 133, 168,
-, along the road, on the road,
178,199 ; imper., 1 8 3 ; without
199 e. p. ;
chutai -, on
wu-, %a.
leave,
106
e.
p.
;
n%mah-,
oe6dhk6, m. dweller, residenf ; da
Zjf (agf.) s.o.'s name, g I, 2 7 2 ; k u m dz&i - yd, where do you
qulef -, locked, I 29 ; -wer live? 199.
tCr6du1,
to go past the door, 2 3 4.
OW^-8, num. sevenfy, 7 7 &,I).
v. bgnde.
owweh, num. s m n , 190.
ow(w)ah dee6, m. (seven-shooter), pah . @!?!id, part- (form.) inJ af,
inside, wrlhin, among, lir course
Lee-Meflrd, 36 7.
O W ( W ) Ba.~seventh,
,
8, 240.
6 1 1 , 13 a, 14, 19, 70, 214,
232 e.p., 270-1 ; denoting loc.,
66 ;
bq
(gen.), concmpechwiipi, f. horse's heel-rope, 408.
ing . ., 29 ; - 12s - (dat.),
pa-&,f. pl. milk, 18 c.
fh handr of.. ., 38 ; dzmH
info
pl-ddiix, a. permanent, secure, 383.
z ~ u h-, zir my heart, 45,
pa.6makh6, a. ' milkfaced ', hand195; - makh -, opposite to
some, 367.
(dat.), 43, (abl.), 53 a ; - dd
peh, pr. (form.): I. on, a/. 11. with,
h ~ (umCd)
l
-, in these cticumby, by means of; 266.7, 13 C ,
stances (fhis hope), 55 ; - kii133 e. p.; with nums., 80-1;
shish -, in the endeavour, 57 ;
agent with Caus. vbs., 164.
- 'umer -, in age, 69 ; - dC
I. - tsang, at the sidc of; I 1 ;
wradzo -, nowadays, 7 0 ;
aghuh wakht (chdh), at that
auwrddo
rPdzi chdh . . , if
time, at the very momenf that. . ,
comes
fo
heanng
/hat . . , 189.
2 2 d , I 47 ; - (shpag) baj*, at
35'
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pah k M 6 , ad. ifzside, therein, 143 ;
tseh nah wii -, Lhere was nothing in ti, I 2 I ; - khgli woh, it
was enzpb inside, 25 2 , 374 C.
pah . pase. v. pase.
pah mliist, ad. in a bing position,
289 b.
pah niistah, ad. in a sitting position,
285, 289 b.
pah qaliirah, ad. quiet&, at ease,
285.
pah
eerah, part. (form.) in accordance with, according to, 4,
wifh, 268-0 ; used to form
ads., 2 8 5 ; d a ta - hukem -,
by your orders, 103, 2 6 8 ; 1o.i hikmat -, with great skill,
268. v. also serah.
paid&, a. found, to be found, forfhcoming ; - sh., to furn up, be
found, 106, I 13 ; -k., to find,
suppZy, 206, 317 ; kum kum
qisem . . - kCgi ? w h t kinds
are to befound? ;33.
paida~~bdul
(-Cg-), intr. to befound,
337.
paidgwiir, m.produce, crops, 390.
paisah, f. 'paisd ', farthing, 234,
408.
paise (: paisah), f. pl. money, 93,
224.
phk, a. cleart, 92.
pakah, f. 'punkah' ; - raksJku1,
to pull the pu~rkah,2 53.
pakiir, a. necessary (to), required (by)
(gen.), I 3 a , 31 ;
tseh dC ? wha/s t h use o f . .? 2 2 b ;
da .
dapsrah -, necessary
f o r . . .,62.
piikawul, tr. to clean, 92.
pakhawul, tr. to cook, 1 7 5.
pakhpwh, ad. 6y oneseK of one-

..

.. .

.

..

...
.

seK volunlari'y ; myseK yours e x *c., in nom., 0 5 , 224, 285,
289 by 374 c*
pekhulah, a. reconciled;
serah
- sh., to make it up with s.o.,
304.
pakhwii, ad. previousty, before,former&, 70, 2 8 6 , 291.
pakhw&n6, a. former, ancient, 34,
53 bpaah, f.ploughshare, 408.
paliink6, ( I ) m . so-and-so, 353.
( 2 ) a. such and such, a certain ; kHr, such and such a thing, 45.
palau, m. side, edge, 2 0 3 e ; da
- tah, in the direction of . ,
3 9 ; yau
bul -, on either
hand, 199 ; makh (qiblk) -,
facing (west), 293
palenah, f. cherishing, 209.
palitah, f. wick, match, 383.
palitadar, m. matchlock gun, 383.
piilkwur6, m. bag for ploughshare,
365.
paltan, f. regiment, 3 I 9.
pBlu1, tr. to protect, nourish, rear,
I 69.
piim, m. heed, care ; - kah ! fake
care ! 153 ; - k. (cheh .
nah), to take heed (lest. .), I 49,
153, 181, 292 ( p ) .
pamank6, m. plant like stonccrop,

.. .

.. .

..

-

f.

.

..

3 3 3paniih, f. shelter, assistance, 159 ;
dz5n - k., lo take cover, 197.
pandzos, num. jf&, 7 7 .
papah, f.shoe, sli$per, I 8 a.
p8.0, num. quarter, 73 ; - bande,
plus ; - kam, nzinus 9, 8 3.
paqh, m. beggar, 'faqir ', 38, 314.
(par, pr. on, over, &c. v. prb.)
(piirah, P. a. torn, split, 366.)
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(-parast, P. in comps. P. parastiserah 4 khaberk k., to talk
dan, to worship, serve.)
m i ' to s.o., 268.
perdt, m. parade, 2 34.
paatenah, ad. back ; - 1 8 ~ 1to
, go
perosah. v. parosak81.
back, 293 d.
paros(a)k&l, ad. last year, 2 3, 2 3 I , patah, f. trace, 106.
291 f.
pat&khd&r, m. nz;L)Phgun, 383.
prtrtiig, m. trousers, pair o/do., I 8 a. patakhah, f. p~rcussrbn cap, cap of
periin, ad. yesterday, 10, I I 3, 2 30,
cartri&e, 3 1 3.
233, 29 1 e, e.p. ; -a r2se, skce pate, a. remainins behind, left behind.
yesterday, 239 ; bul -, day !
with kedul and sh-, 70,85,126,
I
bfore yesterday, 2 g I f.
I 2 7 a, 25 I e.p. ; zeh trC wurusto
I
pariind, a. yesterday's, of yesterday, I
p8t6 shwum, I fell behhd him,
I
34.
i
53 a.
pard, m. rope, cord, 2 I 2 , 2 8 I .
pa@, m.field, 135, 263; pafo pato
k M C , through the fields, 337.
pas, ad. ayter, afterwards, later, in (of
time Zimil),70, 8 I , 276; with abl., patkd, m. 'pugree ', /urban, I 8 d.
53 a ; lugo wradzo -, in a fae, p6tertWU1, tr. to ?nah 5.0. get up,
stand up, I 7 2.
days, 58 ; lug s2'at -,present&,
I I I ; chCh
da aghah nah piit86dyl, intr. to stand up, get up,
get on 0,'sfeet, 178, 311 ; imper.,
-, since ; da nah -, since,
183 ; \vithout wu-, 242.
308 ; chCh
haghah -, after
(conj.), 308.
i pawah. v. p6.0, 73.
p i s , ad. up, above, over (abl.), 293 a ; I p6, part. = pah + C (J'C), on him (if,
&c.), 266, 280, 308, 340. 71.
da
nah, da . a,
fr. above 1
peh.
(i.e. fr. Afghanistan), 293 d ; I
- pah burj k M C , up on the II p d m , ad. before, in advance, ' obviam' ; . . - sh. (dat.), tofall in
fower, 303 ; - Tirah lah, up
to T., 106 ; prC da -a, on fop I
w i t h . ., 153.
I p d k h i n , a. ancient,former. 386.
o f it (him), 280.
pasale. v. sperl6, 336.
pd-kakk,
rn. present, gfl,399.
I
PBsbiin, m. ' walch keeper ', smfry, phrange, m. European, 233.
I perchah, f. a snlall pitcc of paper,
380.
?tote, rece$t, &c., I 06, 2 2 2 .
p-e, ad. aper (of place), behzitd, lit I
pursuit o f , i?z search of; 143, ' p6r6, m. fu2i-y, 363 ; da gher -,
277 ; da bul merg -, seek@
ucho. 365 ; da pCri.'ano taniir,
the 'fairies' oven ', 365.
a n o f h ' s death, 57 ; pah .
kadah gerzawul, fo seek, cultivate perhdz, m. absfinetzce, sobrie/j*,384.
(frimdshl;b, &c.), 8 ;
- perhdegsr, a. absfemzous, 384.
gharaz k., to harbour destkns agt. p e m , f.care, concern, anxie&; hdls
- nish~ah, if doesn't matter,
s.o., 304.
288 ; lah
-a bC perwi, withpmerld. v. sperl6, 336.
, 8.
out /hoUgntfor
past, a. s o f gentle (not harsh) ;
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perai, f. generaflbn, 408.
would suspect . , 318 ; U e h
per& v. pard.
pohCgi chCh
O.R. . . , t h y
p6sh(a)gi, f. advance o/ money,
well bnderstand that
. , 319
(JM*).
21.
pohbd@.
385.
pbshflkeri, f. forethought (thoztght- pohd, -k . (acc.), to nzake s.0, understand s.t., 163.
fitlness), 346.
p6shman6, m. time preceding dazm, pohbd@. v. po-ddul.
p o k h , a. (m. pl. I Bkhuh, f. sg. pl.
as ad. before dawn, 29 I e.
pakh-ah, -5) cooked, r$e, 203.
p6shqiieeh, f. dagger, 106.
phshrau, a. going izfront, 399.
v. pakhawul.
pet, m. package, 408.
( - p o r n , in comps. P. piishidan, to
p6t6, m. box, hunk, 408.
put on (clolhes), 39 8.)
peehand@ (: pCzhan-), tr. to recog- pokshiksh, m. covering, dress, 387.
nize, knozu, I 69.
polis, m. police, 268, 2 7 2 , 317.
to (ofplace
pdzhangali, f. acquaintance (-sh$) ; pore, adv. to, until,
- mi werserah nah dah, I ntn
and number), beyond, across
(abl.), a81, 2 8 4 ; ter osa -,
not acquahted with him, 295.
until now, 50 b ; yau gantah -,
pbzw&n(d), m. nose ornament, 365.
pi-iidah, ad. onfoot, 289.
for more than an hour, 239 ;
~aba-a-, by to-morrow, 240 ;
pi-atsah, f. maize, Indian corn, 48.
tso - chCh . nah. , until
pindeah, num. five, 50 b, 71-88 ;
(conj.), 235, 804 ; tso - chdh
- pH.0 = I*, 7 3 (@v).
., as long as, 300 a, 304 ; pindeam, a. liflh, 8.
ra-,
through and throtgh, backpindzalas, num. JFf/een, 84, 71-88.
wards andforwards, 2 93 c, 362 ;
pisad, m. misthid row, outbreak,
shpag atah dzela -, as many as
violence, 23 I , 4 I 9 ; - k., to
6 or 8 times, 3 1 3 ; - k., to shut
rebel, give /rouble, 7 o.
(door),
224. v. also t e r
pishii, f. cat, 339.
pore.
pitenah, f.feud, slrt;fe ; da had -,
por6watu1, intr. to pass over, cross
blood-feud, 348 fn., 365.
over, 143.
pkshah. v. k s h p a h , 336.
por6zhan6,
a. exiled, 372.
planwiild, m. breadth, 345.
pl&r (pl. plariinah), m. falher, 62, portah, abozle, upwards, 293 a ; sh., to arise (ofsound), 305.
74, 103, 1 4 2 ; - mor, father
and nzother, parents, 3 I I , 36 I .
poshtlk, m. cloths, 37 9.
po-bdrj, intr. understand, to Know ; postin, m. (sheej)sRljZ coat, 386.
know how fo, be able to, be aware, pot, m. rind, skifz, 348.
273 ; pah lik podgi, he knows potak6, m. skin, &c., esp. as dresshow to write, 53 a'; pohshwC ?
ing on a wound, 313, 348.
(have you zmderstood?), do you poeah, f. nose; ter poz5 sh., to come
to the end of o.'s resources, be exfollow me Z 232 ; tsok bah
aspcr-nfed, 2 7 9.
nah pohCduh chCh . , no one
354
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,
lire sound o/ clapping hands, 338.
pfinat@ (: priinadz-), tr. to open,
loosen, untie, p.p., 2 0 0 , 247.
p r a t e . v. prot.
pr6 l, part. on it, over if,by if(him,
k . ) = par 6 (YC), 14% 145,
p&

280.

prb(w)iia. v. pr6wet@
prof, a. (m. pl. prHtyh, f. sg. and pl.
prat-ah, 4),fallen, lying, liz~ing
(residing), 50 b, 1 2 7 , 271 ; khushC - woh, it was s f a n d i i
neglected, 2 5 2.
p e a , m. (pl. psfinah) goat, m a r k h r ,
53 b, 106, 234.
pshogeh, f. Riffen, 339.
pukct6dyl, intr. defect. to ask, zirquire, I 78.
p-to,
puk.Atii,
f. PasMu ;
wai-ul, lo talk Pashlu, 3 18.
P u s ktiin, m. (pl. P u u t S n a h )
Palhan, 3 I 8.
p a d t u n a h , f. inquiry; - k., lo
ask, intr., 168 ; da . - k.,
to ask for s.o., 419 ; - k. (abl.),
to ask 5.0.) 104, 320 ; do. (followed by O.R.),233 ; p u u tunit lah rsghlul, to come to, ivquiref o r 5.0.) 224 (e,).
pul, m. bridge, 2 80, 4 I 6.
pyl, m.plozlghshare, 365.
pund, m. s l e e l ( f i use wifhflin/),361.
pundbekerei, f. j i n l and steel, 36 I .
(par, P. a. f u l l (only in comps.),
369.)
piireh, a.full, complete, entire, whole,
3 7 ; - k., to finish, 44, 1 9 0 ;
sh., to be made good ( o f loss),
7 3 ; owwam kHla mi bah shi . , it will be 7 years sime
1 . .., 240.
purs, n. (not used alone) be -a,
wr'lirout question, casual&, 282.
purs6dp1, intr. to swell, 204.
purmakh, ad. forward, facf-downwards, 232, 294 d.
put, a. mtrcealed, h i f i n , sfolml145,
232, 234putewul, tr. to c o ~ e a l ,hi&, shut

pr6 I, separable verbal prefix, 248 ;
position in sentence, 267-82.
pr6dg. v. pr6gdg.
(pr6-6k&ewul); tr. to leave,ahndon,
let go, p.p., 200. v. prb-k&od@.
pr6-6M6, p.p., 2 0 0 , v. p r 6 U a dyl.
pr6-6styl (: -biis-), tr. lo throzu down,
248.
pr6gdyl (: prCgd-, prCd-), tr. defect.
'abandon, Zeavt ofi letgo, let o f , lo
let, allow, @are, tolerate, 27, 40,
63,80, 169, 242 e. p. ; hum hase
prddah, leave it alone, 290 ; prC
bah C nah gdem, 1 wilI not let
him go ofi -260 ; shai hum nah
prddi, they spare nothing, 2 7 I .
v. prbmodyl.
p r 6 k e d , prbkeryl, tr. lo cul
down, cut through, 248, 260.
prbmo, 3rd sg. m. p. def. o f prCkshodul.
pr6modyl, tr. defect. to leave,
abandon, lei go, 248 ; p.p., 900.
v. pr6gdy.I.
prt%&o&,
tr. lo irl go, 248 ; with
1.3-, 266. v. prbgdg, pr6kshodyl.
prbwiityh, m. settihg, 2 25 ; nwer -,
sutuet, west, 2 93 f.
pr6wetyl (-(w)ijz-),intr. tofall, come
down, ' set ' (of sun, &c.) I g ,
1 7 7 , 2 3 2 , 2 4 8 ; withrP-,265.
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I I. Pashtu-Englislc h d e z and Vocabulary
( ~ e )steal,
,
I 45, I 75, 2 2 2 , 232 ; qi.&s,m. guess, estimate, supposition ;
stergah -, to shuf o.'s y e , 290.
bd -a, beyond count, count/es~,
piitb, m. pirzch, crumb, lillle bit;
294 Cpali pati, in bits, 360.
qiblah, f. /he Qiblah at Alecca ; qiblk
pu$6d@, intr. to hide, take ref?re
tah, Mecca-wards, wesfwards,
( f r o m , abl.), 2 34, 305.
293 fqiloq81, m. discussion, 39 3.
qimat, m. price ; da 1ii.i -, expensive, costly, 34.
qaber, m. grave, 390.
qabiil, m. consent, assent; - k., to qimati, a. expensive, cost&, 34.
accept, agree to, I 2 2.
qimetnak, a. cosfLly,valuable, expenqacherah, f. mule, 3 I 3.
sive, 389.
qadam (qadem), m. pace, step, 6 8 ; qisem, m . k h d , sort, 8 ; kum kum
dCr - yC tund woh, they were
- ( M k ~ r ) ?what kinds of
going at a rapid pace, 2 3 4 ; pah
(game)2 1 3 3.
-, at a walk, f o o t pace, 267, qieeh, f. s t o y , 234.
286.
qrutkBqe, m . nodular limestone,
qader, m. puanti&, size, I 38.
363.
qeher, m. anger ; pah - sh., to be- qufel. zl. qulef, 336.
come angry, 267 ; - werdzi, qulbeh, f. yoRe (pair) ofoxen, I 8 a.
alzger comes on him, i. e. he gets qulef, m . lock, padlock, 37 ; - k.,
to lock, 159 ; pah - bsnde,
into a tenqer.
docked, I 29.
qahrnsk, a. angry, 389.
quteb,
m . North ;
tah, on the N.,
qahrzhan, a. wrathful, 39 2 .
qaid, m. imprisonment; - k., to
iowards the N., 39, 293 f.
in2prison s.0. ; - sh., to be i?nprisoned, 29.
qddi, m . prhoner, I 03.
1
a. acknowZea'gi?~g, gratgul; rB, part. and prefix denoting to,
towards, for, hither; with vbs.,
pah
-, recognizing s.t., 8.
248-64 (often, see under simqalar, a. quiet ; pah -ah, quietly, al
ease, 286.
plex) ; as pron. st pers. me,
us, 106 ; position in sentence,
qam, v. qaum.
qam*, m. shirt, 37.
267-62 ; - tah (lah), dat. to,
for, nte (us) ; - nab, abl. -front
qarez, m. debt, loan ; ter . me (us) ; - b ~ n d etowards
,
mc
Pkhistul, to fake a loan f r . s.o.,
(us);
pase, a@, behzitd me
2'19.
qasam, m. oath; - khwarul, to fake
(us); - serah, mecum, nobiscrtm :
an oath, 133 ; - dC chCh . . . ,
- tsakhah, with, near me (us),
it is a nzatter o f oafh that . . ,
in 71y(our)possession.
rabalul,
tr. to call to o..~., sunrmorr,
233.
qaum, m. tribe, 18 a, 199.
253356
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I I. Pashtu-English I n d u and VocabgZayy
rilbande, part. towards 9)re (us),
wards 0.s.); obuh -, to draw
upon me (us), 2 24, 303 e.p.
water, 253.
raber, m. bother, froubk, ikconzleni- r&k&gyl,tr. (only used in pres. and
ence, worry, 315 ; - derwuimper.) to puN ( f o m r d s or.);
rasCd, you were zi2convenienced,
pakah -, to pull the p u h h ,
306.
253 ; obuh -, to draw water,
raberawul, tr. lo worry, bothr, I 67,
253. a. 1 3 a u l .
rakawul, raker*, tr. togive(Ai/her),
174.
raber6d@ (-Cg-), intr. to be troubled,
1 2 7 a, 249, 266.
worried, I 7 g .
r&kiiz6d@, intr. Lo descend, come
riidz-. v. riighlyl, riitlyl.
down ( f r o m , abl.), 25 I .
raftiir, m. going, gait, conduct, 38 2. r&khatsah,part. with me (us). v.
teakhah, 2 75.
rag, m. vein ; - wahul (dat.), to
bleed s.o., vaccinate, I 45.
rakhenah. v. nakherah, 336.
r&gerz6dI+l,intr. to refurn, 99, 199, rawhkatah, ad. down in /his direc252.
f h n , 293 a.
riighe, 3rd sg. m. p. def. of rHghlul. rilWk@ (: -k8g-), tr. topull(fauardr
ragh6dN (: rogh), intr. to be fif,
o.s.), 253. v. raksgpl.
sound, 2 25.
runah, f. porR of shetp, ;8 a,
riighl@ (: r ~ d z - :, rash-), intr. to come, r&nena.8etyl,tr. lo put in ( h i f h r ) ,
262.
arrive, turn up, 10, 1 I , 38, go,
raenawatyl, intr. to (re-)enter,come
I 89 e.p. ; p.p., 200 ; without
in, 2 5 2 , 262.
wu-, 242; shak yC rHghC, /re
randz,
m. aflicfion, pain, vexalzbn.
began to doubt, 32 ; pah dau
dau -, to come running, 3 8 ; randzawul, tr. to render uncomforfable, aflict, vex, I 74.
rsghd, he has just come, 232;
rands6dpl
(-dg-), intr. fo be disradzai chCh dzii, come let us be
fressed, ill, ;79.
o f , 31 7 ; da . . . khaber rHghC,
information o f . . . was recehed, ran&-, a. ill, sick, 39 1.
232, 307 ; pah khair rsgheld! rang, m. colour, sort, kind, 8 ; her
rang . . ., every sort of . . .,
welcome !23 2 ; da .. . p u m t u n k
283.
lah -, to come to zizpu2i-efor s.o.,
rapaae, ad. afler, in search #(me),
419III.
r&ghwomtul(-ghwiir-), tr. to want,
r&pits6d@,
intr. to get up, s f a d upl
send for ( f o r o.s.), havefctched,
rise, 288.
su7nmon (to o.s.), ask for, 95,
rapawul, tr. make tremble, lo slurllc,
106, 165, 253, 261 e.p.
I 7 2.
riihietah, ad. in fhti direciion, h i f k r raped@(-Cg-),intr. to shiver, fremblr,
wards, 2 93 a.
quake, 178.
rii.iee, po., abl. in this direction oJ
rapore, ad. on this sib2 (oJ abl.),
. ., 284.
281,284 ; pore -, Chrough and
rB-iatyl (: -bb-), tr. to draw (to357
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through, backwards and /orr i i t a m t b d y l , intr. fojee, come back
wards, 293 c, 362. v. pore.
(hither), 2 3 a.
r e p o t , n ~ report;
.
lCgul, to report riitlul, ( I ) m . pl. arrival, conzing,
thefact, 3 I 3.
53 a, 309.
d p r 6 g d u 1 , tr. fo let loose (fowards
( 2 ) intr. to come, furn up, I I I , 266.
me), leave ( f o r me), to allow S.O.
v. riighlyl and tlyl.
to approach o.s., 250, 253, 262.
r i i t p p (: trap), - k., lo run (hither),
181.
riiprt5ksJowu1,
tr. to leave ( f o r me), I
262.
r i i t s a m l a w d , tr. to make S.O. lie
riiprdiwetyl, tr. tofall ( f m a r d s me),
doujn, 2 54.
262.
(-rau, in comps. P. raftan : rav-, lo
r e q a m , m. item, entry (in ledger),
go, 399.)
raul,
m sheet-roll, 2 4 I .
91.
riirasbdul, intr. turn up (here), 2 24 ; r a w f i n , a. moving, on the move ; to reach, arrive at, 2 5 2.
sh., to start, sel out, 38, 51, &c.
resai, f. rope, 409.
v. r a w 8 n 6 d y l .
r a s m l , tr. lo cause to arrive, 158 ; r a w & n 6 d l j , intr. to start, set out, 38,
nuqaiin - (dat.), to cause i n j u y
51, 1 1 1 , 192, 218 e.p.
to s.o., 143 ; bad - (dat.), to do r&watul, intr. to tzdrn out, 305.
rfiwerul, tr. to bring (inanimate
hurt to s.o., 3 I 9.
rase, ad. up till now, sinct-, 29 I a,
thitzgs), bring back, send for,
have s.t. brought, I I , I 8 e, 73,
292 ; shpag kala -,for the last
6 years, 2 I 4 ; pariina -, since
108, 165, 235 ; without wu-,
yesferday, 239 ; kalah -, si?tce
242.
w h n ? 291.
r8wul-. v. riiwustul.
ras6dyl (: ras-, :rasCg-), intr. lo ar- r i i w u s t l j (-wul-),tr. to bring (anirive, reach (destination), 3 2 , I 4 7,
mate bei?zgs), bring back, 50 a,
94, 106, 169 e.p. ; without wu-,
168, 178, 306 ; imper., 183 ;
242 ; wdah -, to make a waterwith rg-, der-, wer-, 266 ; . .
pore -, to reach a certain place,
channel, 283.
rdgded*,
intr. lo shake, tremblc,
28 I ; . . serah -, . pase -,
to overtake s.o., 234, 278.
178.
rdl, m. railway, train, 70.
rash-, pres. base o f rHghlul, ratlul.
r f i s h a h d e r s h a h , f. intercourse, r b t , m. subject, ryot ; - k., lo make
S.O. 0,'s su6ject, 3 I g (cig>).
361.
riietanbdyl, intr. fo return, 25 I .
riikti.fi,f. truth, what is truc, 282,
r i s t i , f. trufh, jusfice, r k h f ; pah
343, 417 ; - chCh wayema, to
tell the truth, 3 I 7.
rastai k U 6 , rasti, infact, 289 b.
r a s t a n , a. returned;
sh., to return, r i i k t i n t o b , m . trufhfu/tress, 344.
218.
r o g h a h , f. ami/y,friendshz), 36 I .
riitah, part. lo me, for myself; &c.,
r o g h a h jorah, f. being on good terms
with s.o., amib, friendshl;b, 36 I .
37, 44, 145. 2)- r&.
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eebeq, m. lesson ; . . .serah

rofei, f. unleavened bread,food, sg. or
pl., I 8 e.
roz@i,r,m. service, earning, time,for-

-wai.ul,

to have a lesson wilA s.o., 4 r ,
303.
fune, 384.
safer, m. journey, 8.
roei, f. d a i b employment, daib food, Beg, ad. fhis year, 7 0 , 2 25, 236,
291 f.
187.
roeheh, f.fast, Ramazatz.
eagen6, a. thisyeu~-'s,70.
(re, P. m.face, surface.)
yoeah, imper. of yauwerul.
riibarii, ad. face toface, opposife (to, slh, m. brealh, 366.
s8hhnd6, a. short-winded, asthmatic,
data), 43, 293 el 394.
riimll, m. hand her chi^, 398.
367.
rumbl@, intr. to grumble (as camel), S
,
f. ' breath shortness ',
asthma, 366.
339.
repai (pl. riipaimb), f. r q e e , pl. ru- saber, m. dawn, morniag ; as ad.,
I
Pees, money, 38, 53, '15, 84 ;
zg r e ; - lah, to-morrow mornd8be
dCr8
4,
such
a
1
ing,
291 c ; da -, in the morne.p. ;
largesumofmoney,206;--&\
ing,33.
kor tah ldgul, to send money Seiyed, m. Saeid, 103.
home, 2 34 ; (pah) tso 4 ? (at) eekhiiwat, m. gtnerosi&, Iibcralzly, 8.
what price ? I 34, 2 67 ; 4 sekht, ( 1 ) a. hard, dz#cult, severe,
gatul (abl.), lo w h momy fr. s.o.,
56 ; for ad. sa~treCy,serious/y;
"rah
- a h najorah dah, she is
152.
rqtkhat (rukh~at), m. dischrge, j
very serious& 1'4z94 d.
( 2 ) ad., - 142, 153.
leave, pernzisstbn; - k., to dis- /
miss s.o., I 76 ; - sh., lo be dis- slkhtsgi, f. fabrication (in bad
sense), 385.
mzksed, I 8 I .
aekhtdil, a. hard-h.tarhi, 39 7 .
rwadz. V . wredz, 336.
sekhti, f, sezlevi&, sfernness, cruef&,
time fhouble, 8. I 43.
ad, num. a hundred, 75.
sH'at, m. hour, time ; lug
pas, sdlmet, a. who/e, comflk~e,319.
presentZy, I I I ; pah aghah - I selgiinah (: sal : sawa), pl. m. hmdreds, 76.
chCh
, at the very mome?zf
that . . , I 47 ; (pah) lug - sem, ad. strarght, exactlj,, accurate& ;
- makh k& (dat.), straQhf
kk&,
27.2 a short fim,2 70 ; hum
ittfront o f . . . , 43 ; - da IPsa,
aghuh - chCh
, as soon as,
dasti, inzmediately,forthwith,
306.
289 b ; - \vishtul, to shoo/
sabab, m. reason, cause ; bt? -a,
skazght (of rzje), 294 d.
without cause, 8 ; lah dC -a,
semah,
f. plain, the $loins.
f o r fh2S reason, 289 b ; da (sustai)
pah - serah, out of (pure lazi- samwH16, m. levelness, 3 46.
sen, m.ycar (in dates), 88, I 90.
ness), 4 I 9.
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sanderah, f. song ; sander& wai-ul, Her- (: siir), red, in comps.
ser, m . ' seer ' (about 2 16.), 73, 2 7 5,
t o sing, 2 I .
sand*, m. bufalo bull, 2 3, 254.
409seriLghz6.
v. are-8ghe6.
em, m. pl.Jux, I 8 d.
sqek, m . road, hzgh road, 204, 307, 8ereh ', f. nzanure, 235.
sereh 2, ( I ) PO. I . with, along with,
319.
in company with, &c.
satere, m . ; - m a t e d , strewn abozd,
11. towards
(envers),
&c.
After
338.
khushh'il and khapah, 51 fn.;
sat@, tr. to preserve, k e q , guard,
with gen., a84; used t o form
protect, 167, 160, 187, 2 3 6 ;
adverbs, 286.
1- 76, 232,
p.p., 2 0 0 ; dz'in - (abl.), lo
hold 0,s. alooffr. s.o., 8 ; prokct
239, 253, 315 e.p.; . . khaberk k., fo converse with s.o.,
o.s. fr., I I 8 ; las tana noker'in
-, to keep I o servants, 3 15.
99, 195, 239 ; . . . - pah
jagerah k u d , on bad fernzs with
sgtiin, m. keeping, nzaintenance,
s.o., 2 I 4 ; yau bul - fagi k., to
209.
cheat one anofhr, I 2 6 ; . . . saud&, nzarketzizg, supplies, 147.
lidul, to meet s.o., 290, 3 r o ; . .
8au-0. v. SRWE.
rasddul, to overtake s.o., 234 ;
sau-unah (: sal : sawa), m. pl. hundreds, 75.
12 t'i -, u m pah tii -, 'the
same to you ', 374 c ; - da dC
sewe, (form. sau-o), pl. hundred (i~z
chdh . ., in spite of the fact
mult2.)les of I oo), 75.
11.
that. . ., 2 84, 300 d , 315.
(-s&e,in comps. P. sgkhtan : s'iz-, to
nzake, construct, 398.)
1 9 7 ; . - nCki k.,todogoodto
s.o., 63 ; . . - sakhti k., to 6e
see&,f.punkhrne?zt, retribution, 390.
severe towards s.o., I 43 ; . .
seeiiwiir, a. suitabk, proper, 390.
zruh mi wulagdd, my heart atsizawul, tr. to nzake, construct ; tached ilseJf to him, 2 3 2.
-(acc., abl.) to nzake sat.of s.t.,
( 2 ) adv. with one another, together,
52.
mutual&, amongst. . . selves, besixish, m. co~zspiracy,387.
sides, ikz addz'tion, 2 8 0 - 0 0 ; 861, m. jock (of birds), I 8 a.
e6l&b,m.fEood, torrent, I 96.
badal sh., to be hterchanged,
2 17 ; - whshul, to divia'e
yosem, pres. o f yauweyul.
amongst (our)selves, 2 2 4 ; ser, m. head, first, beginnlizg, end,
nizhdd, close together, 275. v.
212,281 ; pah a w w a l - k U C ,
the very first time, 232 ; da
pah . . . sereh.
awwal - nah, front the first, serai, f. land which has been made a
relzgiozrs bequest, ' wnqf', 2 7 I .
291 ; pah - sll., to come to an
~ n d2 ,67 ; pah -k., to put s.t. on seriLnjBm6du1, intr. fo be broughf l o
complehbn, q 3.
0,'s head, 266 ; da -a, lah -a,
essenh'alb, altogether, (not) at all, seriiser, ad. end lo end, zerholZy, entire&, 394.
289 b, 374.
360
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serd&r, m. chieJ nafive o#cer i n
d a - g h s ~ a h , the edge of fhr
a r n y , 48, 282.
river, 337.
sergerdan, a. distressed, confounded, sip& (spihi),m. soldier, sgoy, 2 2 c,
I 29, I 64.
396.
sip&hi&at, m. post as sepy, 2 2 d ,
serhad, m. boundary, 395.
290.
s e r k a m , a. rebethus, 399.
8erkBr,m.Governnrent,Brifish-Indian sipiirish, m. recommetadahbn, 387 ;
Governrnenf,'.4 uthoritz'es',60, r 4 a ,
- k. (acc.), to recomm~ndLO.,
150, 190, 2 3 9 , 3 1 8 , 3 1 9 ; da - I
3'5khizrnat, Government service, I 42; / siwd, a,, p.p. l u r n f , 203. zl. swul.
as title, 395.
I skawul. zl. tskawul.
serkikri, a. ~~~~~~nmtnt, British, 70. i skerwaw, f. emlrrs, 336.
serktie, a. 'head-hanging-down ', I1 skor, m. (pl. sksruh), charcoal, 327.
swinish, rascalZy, villainous, 3 6 9 sk@. v. tsk@.
serkiieb, m. pig, 3 69.
I skh8, a. stinking, foul, roftm, 31 I .
serpdchak, m. headband, 394.
skh6, m. c l l , 281.
s e r p o m , m. lid, 398.
s-er,
m.father-lit-law, 336.
serrishtah, f. connextbn, series, ofice, smets, f. cave, 284.
sor6, m. shad&, I I 2 .
395.
soyah, f. hare, 150.
sertor, a. bareheaded, 252, 369.
serwarakh, m. land at the h a d of sozak, m. gonorrhoea, 379.
sp8hi. v. sipahi.
n canal, 395.
spagsai, f. pl. string (hemp ?), 18 d.
serwatkah. v. skerwatah, 336.
serzor, a. headstrong, 396.
sp6, m. dog, 84, 153, 250, 271, 290
e.p.
88~6,( I ) m. man, fellow, person, 23,
spdrlam6
(: lum), m . ' g r y fail ',
27, 29, 57, 224 e.p. ; tserangah
serC de ? what sort of a fellow is
fox, 367.
he? 136 ; seyi pase, per man,pet- sperlb, m. 5)ring ( - h e ) , 336.
head, 278.
~pdryh,a grey, 36 7.
spin, a. whife, 233, 360.
( 2 ) pron. om, people, they, &c., 63,
I s p i n a d , tr. to whilnr, make whilr,
182a, 146, 225.
segtob, m. manliness, 344.
167, 175.
i spined@, intr. to become white, grow
serot6, m.f e f h , 353.
white, 168.
s6deawu1, tr. to burn s.f. ; to make
I spingird, m. ' wide-beard', old man,
s.t. burn, z~rzilt',101, I 7 2 .
sbdeyl, intr. to b u m , 161, 177.
I
j l h , 367.
sikkah, f. lend.
spintob, m. whitemss, 344.
spineer, m. pl. silzler, 366.
silai, f. dust-storm, 8. zl. sFl6.
sil6, m. dust-storm, 231. v. d a i .
sra- (: sir), red, in comps.
s k d , m. river, 30, 138, 271, 280, sramrach, f. redpepper, 366.
409 ; - pah chapo rPghC, the srmer, m. pl. gold, 366.
r i ~ e came
r
dowu lir waves, 266 ; sr6- (: sir), red, in comps.
361
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sr6-8gh~6, m. rcd-thorn (a bush), swadzam.1, tr. lo make s.f. zgnitt,
366.
I 7 2.
st&, pron., and sg. gen., 92, 102 swaz-. v . swul.
swul (: swadz-), intr. to burn, 23 2 ;
e.p. ; da -, di/lo.
stan, f.pillar, 3 2 7 .
p p., 200.
sttinadar, m. one belonging to a
saintZyfamiZy, 383.
stanawul, tr. to make s.0. return,
gabl, ad. lo-morrow, 50 b, 2 18, 2 37,
172.
288, 291 e and f, e.p.; - lah,
stiis6, pron., 2nd pl. gen., 102; da
-, ditfo.
to-morrow mornzitg, 46, 29 I c ;
stiisii, pron., 2nd pl. gen., 102 ; da
-a pore, by fo-morrow, 240;
-, ditto.
nen -, nowadays, 281 f.
ster, a. big, great, well-grown, 60.
caber, m. patience, 389.
stergah, f. eye, 1 0 2 , 350 ; - puta- ~aberniik,a. patient, 389 ; as noun,
wul, to shut O.'S eyes, 290.
the patient man, I 4 5.
ster6, a. tired, weary, fatziued, 186. gahi, a. true, correcf, 288 ; as ad.
stor6, m. star, 350.
strazghf , accurafeZy, 294 d.
siid, m. interest, profit, 8 I .
eiihib, m. lord, master (esp. applied to
siidrnan, a. profitable, 388.
British o$cers, &c.), o@cer, 29,
suh61, m. south; - tab, on ihe S.,
133, 233.
southwards, 3 9, 293 f.
gab, a. good, pious, just, 8.
sfikegah, f. drought, 235.
gandiiq. v. eundiiq.
siilakh, m. hole, 37 9.
gauzldah, m. Sahibzadah, 3 2 9.
siilawul, tr. lo wearaway, rub away, perf, m. expenditure ; as a,, . . pase
duni-a -ah k., to throw money
173.
away on . . . , 278.
siil6dg (-Cg-), intr. to be rubbed,
worn down, I 7 8 .
girf, ad. on@, mere@, 289.
siir, a. ( f . sg. srah, f. pl. srk), red, 365. gundfiq, m. box, chest, 74.
aiirb, m. hole, 252.
siirgul, m. red-fower, poppy, 366.
siiri-atah, f. concubine, I 43.
@bit, a. proved, 8 ; k e h d3 -ah
shwah chCh . . . , f i t should be
siirlakd, m. ' red-fail' ( a kind of
proved
that . , 2 3 2 ; . . bande
bzi-d), 367.
siirland6, m. ' red-rut@ ', fox (r'),
-, proved agt. s.o., 2 7 3.
367.
eiirmal, m. pl. spear-grass.
-ah-', pres. base, to ' come ', ' g o '.
siirm6g6, m. red ant, 366.
shwul 3, ghl* and tlyl.
sust, a. lazy, slothful, slack, 4 I 9.
austi, f. lazhess, sloth, indolence,
pres. base o f shwul I and 2 .
ah&,f.back; da . . . - tah, at the
419.
swadz-. v . awul. ,
back o/; 39, 293 c.
362
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sh&bbh(e),interj. well done / bravo ! shel. v. shil.
322.
sheleuml, tr. to tear set., make s./.
ah&(h)tir, m. raper, main beam,
fear, 158.
sherei,
f. blunkd, 62.
363.
ahahtct, m. large kind gf mulbe?-ry, eheriirati, a. mischiy-making, 3 I 9.
sherm, m. shamr, mode.s&, 389.
363.
ahahwat, m. vice, 8.
shermewul, tr. to put to sham,
shehwatparast, a. addicted to mice,
shamr, nude ashamed, 174.
slave lo vice, 8.
i sherm6dw (-45-), intr. to become
shai, m. fhihg, article ; da tseh abashed, fee/ modesf, blud, 168,
nah, (made) of what? 52 ; yau
179.
- di, tdey are one and the same Ii shermnak, a ashamed, 389.
thing, 84 ; hCts
um nedd, if's I sherf, m. conditim, sllpulation, pl.
!
a thing of no account, I 29 ; ternrs ; - -iinah qabiil k., to
j
accept
ternzs, I 2 2.
um nah prddi, t h y spare no- /
fhing, 27 I .
j sherti', f. beginning ; - k., to begin
sheisad, ad. perhaps, 287 (+L).
s.f., 159 ; - sh. (kddul), fo be
I,
shak, m. doubt; - yC riighC, hr
begun, begrit (intr.), 204.
began to doubl, 32 ; bC --(a), no she-1.
v. s h e w .
doubt, assuredly, yes, 4 2 , 234, i aheraham, m. pl. nrustard, I 8 c.
) shew6,p.p.,rn.shrul, q.v.
287 e.p.
shskman, a. doubfiul, suspicious, 1 shi, 3rd sg. and pl. pres. o f shwul.
shigah, f. sand, gravel, 19, 366.
388.
1
1 shil (shel), m. score, fwenp, 53, 74,
sham&*, tr. lo count, 145, 169.
shemkor, a. nzihf-blind, 333, 369. ,
75, 78.
green, 366.
ahfimud8m, ad. continuously, a/- shin, a. (f. shn-ah, I),
w v s , perpetual&, 2 9 I , 362 and ahintegh, m.jajr,36 7.
shireh, f. gruel, pap, 84.
fn.
ahan, m. manner, way, degree; pah shirin, a. meet, 386.
dC -, daghah -, this way, thus, shirkhat, m. heads or tails ( o / u coin),
393. (P.shir=lion,khat=i?z154, 2 8 5 , 2 8 9 b ; pah k&h'
scr2;bfion.)
-, well, excellently, 2 89 b ; lug
shkhwand,
m. cud, 365.
-(tC),
a little, 294 c, 395 ; bC
-a, very, excessive&, 282, 294 c. shkhwandwehanah, f. chewing the
C U ~ 365.
,
shand, a. (ofanimals) barren, 208.
shl6del6, a. p.p. lorn, 204.
shanghr, m. shale, grave/, I 9.
shl6dy.l (-Cg-), intr. to tear (intr.),
sharyh, m. drivhg away, 209.
become torn, wear out, break ;
aha+, tr. to driz:e away, turn out,
be blozun lo k'fs, 168, 178, 204,
169, 2 2 2 , 313.
212.
shaudyh, m. pl. milk, I 8 c.
sheuq, m. deslie, inclinatiorz, liking, shlonbd. v. shomle, 336.
303.
shmiiryl. v. sharniiqd.
363
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ehobelah, f. cen/$ede, 2 4 2.
ronze, grow, (of time) pass, (imshokhiin, ~n.nltacfi by tzzg/lt, 394.
pers. with dat.) occur, be done,
fall
to the lot of, 107, I 19, 160,
shold, f. pl. rice, 8.
shomld, f. pl. bulter-nzilk, I 8 c.
185, 233, 234, 267, 374 e.p.;
in deriv. vbs., 221-2; aux.,
shotal, m. tucern, 330.
168 ; pres. indic. expressing
shpag, num. szk, 35, 47, 71-88,
2 I 4 e.p.
wish or intention, 1 0 6 ; p.p.,
2 0 0 ; in salutations, kc., 186-8;
shpagem, a. sixth, 8.
shpah, f. nzght, nzght-time, 2 33 ; da
alternating with kCdul, 243 ;
shpk, a t nkht, 33, 291 c ; nimah
nah shi, it cannot be, 206 ; dsse
-, ntidnz;e/rt, 2 g I f ; -o wradz,
nab shi chCh . ., it is imposnzght and day, 29 I f ; da dwo
sible that. . , 206; wushwah,
laso shpo chuti, 13 days' leave
if's all over, ' done ', 2 3 2 ; pah
(12 nz@fs'), 233 ; (pah) dt? shpo
tso shi ? what does it cost? I 34 ;
wradzo kk&,
nowadays, 2 70,
aghuh tseh shuh ? what has b e
291 c.
come of him ? 232 ; khaber -,
shpol, m. thorn-pen (for sheep), 84.
to conze to know, I 2 7 ; may -,
shrak, ono. sound of rzyes being
to die, 2 68.
shwul2 (: sh- : shw-), aux. to be able,
grounded, 339.
168,206, 242 ; watelt? bah nah
shrang, ono. chinkzizg, jingling (as
shi, he won'l be able to get out,
Ofcoim), 339.
shtah, defect. vb. 3rd sg. and pl. is,
242.
exists, is found, is situated, 246 (-shwuls) (: -sh-), intr. to come, go.
Only pres. base, and only used
e.p.
in composition with rs-, der-,
s h e , 3rd sg. m. past tenses of shwul.
wer, and 12:-; but in last case it
ahukawul, tr. to plunder s.o., I 5 3.
shuker, m. gratitude, thanks, 290.
is probably shwul I, 246.
shukergugiir, a. gmtefil, thankful,
399.
shukriinah, f. thanks, fees paid to
vzembers of relzgious orders, reli- tB, pron., 2nd sg. oblique cases :
acc., 153 e.p. ; da -, gen., 102
gious bounfy, 284.
e.p. ;
lah, dat., passim ; shumu (: shami?irul), m. counfhg,
kerah, loc., 55.
toll; pah
serah, by toll, 268 ;
tabah,
f. fever, 50 b.
bC -a, beyond count, counfless,
tabi'diir, a. obedient, dependent, 383.
294 C.
tiibzhan, a. shining, bright, 392.
shund, m. I$, 366.
tah (teh), PI-on., 2nd sg. nom., 69,
shundp&rah,f. 'lzp split ', hare-lz),
366.
93, 1 0 7 e.Ppo.for, to, &c. (form.), used to
shwah, 3rd sg. f, past tenses of
shwul.
express dat., 36-48, 70, 233
ehwul' (: sh- : shw-), intr. to be, bee.p.
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td4r, a. ready (to, f o r , dat.), I 92, tepoe, m. question, ihquiyl, investigation ; - k. (abl.), to ask LO.,
417tai-iiri, f. preparation, 2 8 3.
I 42 ; ditto, with O.R., 8 9 0 .
tiiqiq, m. invcstzkation, i ~ q u i t ;y tejwie, m . plan, scheme, 44.
tsk, ad. quile; - tor, qzrife black,
k., to make inquiries, 299
289.
(em).
takerah, a. strong, haZfhy, 410.
t&qiq&t,m. inquiries, inquiry, 2 8 2 .
takht, m . throne, 399.
tarwi, promotion, 3 r 5.
tekhteh, f. she% board, I 6 I , 266.
t i i n i , m. date, day of /he nrontb ;
takhtnishin, a. sitting on the throne,
pah shpag wishtem - da . . . ,
reigning, regnant, 399.
onthe 2 6 t k o f . . . , 8 8 ;
bande,
t a ~ t a w u ltr.
, lo put t o j l r ~ h lmake
,
on a (gtiren) date, 2 73.
Jee, rout, 161, 167, 172.
tareniik, a. f u l l offear, 389.
t a e t 6 d @ , intr. lo f i t , bolt, make t b , ono. explosive sound as report o f
of, clear out, 76,161, I 68, I 78 ;
r g e , 339imper., 183; with or without t8s6, pron., and pl. form.; da -,
wu-, 2 4 2 ; with rH-, 265.
gen., 102.
tesh, a. ad. cmpb, simp&, mere&,
tal, ad. always, perpetual&, 2 9 I .
283. 2,. W h .
tiliish, m. search, 106.
tasfi, pron., 2nd pl. form. ; da -,
tel6, m. sole offooof, 409.
gen., 1 0 2 ; - kerab, in your
tale, m. metal platter, plate, 3 7 I ,
house, 55.
409.
t816ts~t, a. 'plafe-li~king', sfin&v, t&@ild&r,
m. tahsildar, 320 (,l.k.d)
nzggardly, 3 7 I .
tsud, a. hf,warm, I 33.
tam&(n)chah,f. pistol, revolzfer, 68, tawan, m. power, sfrengfh, force,
106, 332.
206.
tambah, f. copper, 409.
tiiwfin, m. loss, 7 3 , 234.
tan, m. body, person, with numerals, t6, part. from if(bin,thenz . ..), 970,
76 ; las -a nokersn, ten ser31 6, 3 I 7 (= ter + t! (yd)).
vants, 315.
tddeineh, thdeine, part. of fh,
t Bn, m. piece (of cloth), I 8 d .
fr. amongst them. &c.. 274,270.
tand6, m.forehead, 2 I 2 .
v. dginah.
tandurust, a. healthy, 3 96.
teh. zf. h h I .
tang, a. fzghl, narrow, hard up, t61, rn, pl. oil, 18 c, 409.
i n dzflculhes, i n straits, uncom- tel6, p.p. tl@, q.v.
fortabZe, ill at ease, 2 2 d, 7 0 , I 49. tdnah, part. from it (him, them), 270
tankhhh, m. pay (bw).
(=ter (j)d nab).
taniir, m. oven, 365.
ter, pr. ( I )to, up lo (of time or place),
tBnadlir, m. oficer i n charge of a
270. zl. ter . . . -8 pore.
' tcinah ', 383.
( 2 ) from, 3 I 7 ; ter . . . badal
~ k h i s t y l/o
, lake vengeance on s.o.,
t&gah,f. police post, 383, 409.
316 ; ter . . . dzaw'rb Hkhislul
tapah, f. district, 42, 409.
365
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tselah
O.R..
s. o. explain w h y .
ter . . . lande, part.

. . , lo

make

expressing wish, intention, 106 ;
, 3 2 0.
p.p.. 2 0 0 ; without wu-, a4a;
underneath,
conj., 245 ; with r3-, der-, wer-,
266 ; pah chutai bsnde -, fo
278.
ter . (-a) pore, part. until, up to ;
go on leave, 106, 233 ; dzai
- ddrsho kg10 -, unfil 30
chCh dzii, come, lei us be o h
years hence, 2 37 ; - hada -,
317fo the ufmost, 294 e ; d a nahh -,
tlyl riitlyl, m. pl. coming and going,
wradza -, before Tuesday, by T.,
fra@c, 36 I .
31 3 ; - osa -, until now, up tobah, interj. shame / fie / 322.
fo ithe present, 50 b, I 33, 291 ; t o d a d , tr. to heat, 175.
- zhwandiina -, unfil (fire end to.& a. spilf) poured ouf, I 33. v .
toyawul.
of) l f e , 236 ; - kalah -, k u m e -, fill when ? how long ? tol, m. wezghf ; - k., to wetgh s.f.,
I 76.
291 d.
t6r, a. passed, passed &, gone 6y,( o f topai, f. 'topi', hat, 409.
fime) spenf, last ; -ah (haftah), top, topak. v. @p, fropak.
lasf (week), 232, 234, 291 f.
topakchi, m. rzlfEeman, 381.
t6rawu1, tr. to pass over s.f., cross, topchi, m. artilleryman, 381.
toqyl, tr. to reprove, J i n d f a u l f witlr,
spend (fime), 107, 108.
t6r6dyl, intr. lo pass, pass by, pass
169, 288.
through, 5 3 a, 143 ; pah wer tor, a. black, 84, 209, 366 ; tak -,
quite black, 289 ; m a k h yC bHnde -, fopass the door, 234.
shuh, he fell into disgrace,
teri, f. pl. sugar, I 8 c.
tdrwatyl, intr. fopass &, slray, 149
313torah ghiirah, f. 'black fhroaf ',
and fn.
whooping-cough, 3 6 6.
terel6, a., p.p. tied, having been fied,
torlum6, m. ' black fail', badger,
203.
teryl, tr. 10 tie, make fast, fie up,
367gird, 166 ; p.p., 200, 290 ; prC toti, m. parrot, 349.
bPnde pul -, fo make a bridge totak6, m. swallow, 349.
over s.f., 280 ; . pore - totakere, m. swa!low, 349.
totakerk6, m. marlin, 349.
(acc.), fo tie s.f. to s.f., 281.
toyawml, tr. to spill, pour ouf, throw
tee, a. sharp, swzyf, quick, 62.
away (wafer), 133, 175. V .
tingawul, tr. fz&hfen, secure, to keep
to6
i n or&, 150, 175 (j*).
tr6, part. f r o m if (him, fhem), out of
tir, m. beam, 363.
tlyl m. pl. going, deparfrtre, 4 ~ ~ 7 0 ,
it, &c., as abl., 53 a, 7 0 , 99,
270, 3 2 0 ; = ter yd, 340.
271, 284, 311.
tlyl' (: dz-, : sh-, : ]ST-, : -ghl-), intr. treh, m. pl. triinah, uncle (pafer?lal),
lo go, slarf, go away, I I I , I 68,
147.
trikhti-8, f. bifferness, 345.
17 7 , I 94, I 99 e.p. ; pres. indic.,
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trikhtob, f. bifterness, 3 4 5.
53, 126, 127 e.p. ; nor -, all
trikhwJ6, m. bitterness, 3 45.
th rest, I 27 a ; mang chCh yU
trap, m. - k., fo run, 242.
. . . yii, we are a l l . . . , I 50.
t*, 3rd sg. imperf. o f tlyl.
Fl6, m. squad, 2 7.
tiiklj, tr. conj. to spit, 169.
fiolbdpl, intr. to assembli together,
tiikh6dN (-45-), tr., conj. lo cough,
41 I .
I 79 and fn.
F p ', m. leap, jump ;
wahul, -iinah wahul, to jump, leap, I 8 I .
tund, a. quick, rapid, 234.
tundi, f. impekosi4, sharpness o/ top 9, f.gun, cannon, 60 ; also top.
temper, 346.
Wpak, m. rzye, 60, 76, 9 1 , 92 e.p.;
tundkho.6, a. quick-tempered, 3g 7.
- dakawul, to load a rzjfe, I 9 2 ;
tiirah, f. sword, 296.
I
also top&.
tiirzan, a. valiant, 392.
toqah, f. jest, joke, 2 35.
tiirzanwil6, m. valour, courage, !@ah, f. patch, ch@, fragment, 3 7 ;
2 2 d.
tot5 !of&, in bits, 360.
tush (: tash), a. ad. emp&, sirnjb,
mere&, 289.
t+bgsh, f. disposition, temperament ;
tat, m. mulberry, 363.
dzmii - nah lagi werserah, my
disposition doesn'tjt in with his,
feg, m. swindler, cheat, 8.
268.
$@, f a swindling, cheafiflg,fraud ; tadah, f. greed, covetousness ; M
k., to cheaf, I 2 6.
-a, without thought ofprojif, 8.
tag, onom sharp sound of impact, tiqat, m. strength, power, abilib,
206, 419.
339.
taraf, m. side, quarter, direction,
El, m. swzkg, 365.
@pa, m. island, 409.
2838; da . . - tah, in the
tdkadir, m. confracfor, 3 r 3.
direction ol; towards, 39 ; tsaloro
$31, m. shove, push, qog ; - wahul,
-0
tah, in all directions, 317.
to push s.t., I 76.
taxafdiix, m. parfisan, 383.
fit, a. low1 bent1 s f o @ i ~short,
,
3 4 8 ; tarafdh-, f.partialily, partisanshr$,
- sh., to stoop down, 199 ; 346.
ghwunde sere, a shorfish man,
290; --, sfoopikg low, 360.
iichat, a. h@h, lo/&, raised.
tiWk6, m. shortperson, 348.
tifrrwul,tr. to lower, bend down, I 75 ; iichatawnl, tr. to raise, I f / / up, pick
with rZ-,266.
U P , 1 9 9iichatbd*,
intr. fo rise, 18 e.
E l ( I ) , a. all, the wholeg, 35, 81 ; to
render superlative, 8 8 , go, 232 i i c h a M 6 , m. he@/, 345.
e.p. ; - w ~ r a h ,t h whole lot, ad*, a asleep, sleeping, 284, 292.
87 ; - 'umer, all o.'s l f e , I 99. iigerah, f.gruel, pap, 84.
iigad, a. long, 68, 296.
( 2 ) pron. pl. each, all, fh whole,
3'57
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iigah, f. shoulder, I 99.
iigdwB16, m. length, 3 45.
'Adah, f. posf, appointment, m n l ,
2 go.
i i w , m . camel, 339.
ulae, m . tribe, people o f a tribe, I 8 a

wiidph, m. mnrriage, wedding ;
k., lo get married, marry s.o.,
2 7 , 159, 189 ; - sh., to be married, 159 ; - dC shtah, are you
married? 246.
wB.6, general form for all pers. and
numbers o f conditional and op(J or
tative o f vb. ' to be ', 227.
urn1, pron. 1st pl., oblique cases:
wafii, f. fidelify,faifhfulness, 383.
gen., 00 ; agen., 108.
wafadiir,
a.faifhful, 383.
urn a. v. hum.
um6d, m . hope, prospect, probnbilif3', wah, 3rd sg. fern., past tense o f vb.
' to be ', passim.
55, 70, 144 ; da . . .
lirul,
wahenah,
f. striking, beating, 209.
to have hope o f . . , 304 ; - dC
ch6h . . , if21% probabk thaf . . . , wah*, tr. fo sfrike, beat, hif, smite,
Kill, raid, plunder, cut up (convoy),
234.
umddw8r, ( I ) m. candidafe, I 06.
27, 29, 153, 169, 242 e.P- ;
with comp. vbs., 181; imper.,
( 2 ) a. hop&d, 390.
1
8 3 ; pah lergo -, to beat with
'umer, m. age, Ifeelhe, life, 69, I 99 ;
sticks, 266 ; m ~ n d k-, to run,
pah - kksJC . . . ne . . . , never
2 8 ; lambo -,
fo swim, 2 8 ;
in (nzy) l f e , 70.
zang wahelC, rusted, 6 1 ; tC1
us (: os), ad. now, at present, just
-, to shove s.o., 167 ; rag (now), at once, 50 a, 70, 8 I , 106,
(dat.), to vaccinaie s.o., 145 ;
142, 2 9 1 e.p.; - pah tCrah
der sakht wahelC dC, he has b e ~ n
haftah k@C, just now, this last
severely handled, I 5 3.
week, 2 34 ; - . . chCh . . .,
wah
wah, interj. bravo / o-ho / 322.
now /hat , . . , 38 ; - dasti,
now at once, 2 75 ; - hum, still, waiai,( I ) 2nd PI* Past tense of vh. ' to
be '.
even now, 127, 284, 290, 313
( 2 ) general form for all pers. and
(w,3.
numbers, conditional and optauspanah, f. iron, 365 (+,I).
tive, o f vb. ' t o b e ', 227.
uepanahkhe~d,m. iron slag, 365.
wai-zj', m . PI. speech, words, talk, 8.
v. watul.
wai-u1 (: 1v2y-), tr., conj. ( I ) intr. lo
'uzr, m . apology, excuse, 7 .
speak, talk (to, da t.) ; p.p., 2 0 0 ;
with O.R., 810-ai; with or
without wu-, 106, 1 1 1 , 1 2 2 ,
wa (o), conj. and, 23 e.p.
I 48 e.p., 242 ; wai-eli shi (kdgi)
wB = wu + 8 , 3 4 0 , 259 fn. passim.
. . , it is said . , 243 ; dzine
wab8, m. cholera, plague, 2 3.
dsse wayi chCh . . . , some say
wadah, f. agreement; . . . serah thaf . . . , I 2 2 ; b6.S -, to ank., lo make an agreement with
swer, 233 ; tseh w3yem ? zuhaf
s.o., 268.
can I say? 196.
368
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tr. fo sajr, fell, 37, 134, a33, wwah, f. heap o/ uncleaned gratn
234 e.p. ; sander& -, to sing,
(B. & R.) ; wan& gliizawul, to
2 I ; 'are? -,
to make reques/,
winnow; -k., probably, to col40 ; sabaq -, to have a lesson,
lect uncleatud grain into heaps,
4 1 ; bad - (dat.), lo speak ill o/
and not t o winnow, as in text,
s.o., 48 ; . . . tah . . -, to call
317.
s.f. (dat.) so-and-so (acc.), 45 ; wiiqif,a. acquainted(with, ~ e r a h ) , 2 6 ~ .
rikshti-i -, to fell the truth, w&r, m. turn, occasion, time; tso
-a ? how many times ? 74 ; her
3 I 7 ; puksJto -, to talk Pashtu, 318.
ch6h . . ., evev time /hat,
wei mi, interj. alas !322.
whenever, 2 24 ; - pah -, in
wajlg (: wajn-), ( I ) m. pl. slaying,
turn, 267, 286, 289 b, 374.
slaughter, 2 88.
w a r a h ( w ~ y u h )pron.
,
all, 84, 126 ;
( 2 ) tr. /O slay, kill, 256.
v. wmhdwarah, both, &c., 87.
lyl, and combine the two entries. -pi, f. pl. wool, 18 d.
wiikhist, wu + ~ k h i s t 340.
,
w l i w . v. w-.
wakht, m. time, point of time, mo- w e e , m. power, abr'lt'4, 206.
rnent, 2 2 d , 3 I 3 ; da . . . pah m i l a h , f. means, 50 a.
-, at the time o f . . . , 192 ; da weelah, f. arms, weapons, 106.
yau g a n j nah kam -, less than w a t @ (: (w)fiz-), intr. to come out,
an hour, 70 ; da -a,
ear&,
get out, go out, be hatched, 23,
2 3 7 , 2 9 I ; bd -a, inopportune&,
177, 181, 242, 280, 284; without
wu-, 242 ; with rH-, 266;
282; kum
chCh . . ., when. . . pase chighati rZwatP dah,
(ever) . . , 207, 292 ; her a hue and cry has gone forth
chCh . , whmver, 308 ; aghah
after . . ., 277.
- chCh . . .,when, 237.
w a t e n , m. country, natizle country,
wakhti, ad. early, 291.
w a k h t i n 6 , a. ancient, 34.
143, 196, 252, 304, 319w i i e * , m. pl. grass, fodder, I 8 c, wliwerah, f. snow, 8 , 19.
wrrzhgtin&,f.pl.goaJs hair, 18d,365.
40, 243.
w a l a h , f. wiZZm, 366.
w a e h l l j (: wazhn-), tr. to kill, 169,
willah, f. canal, wa/er-channel;
3 13 ; . . . clapsrah dzHn -, to
/ake a lot of trouble for /he sake
rPwustul, to make a do., 283.
o f . . ., 283. v. waJlyl.
-w&lah, suffix forming adjectives,
waehn-. v. weahlyl, wejl@.
34w a l e l, ad. why? 48, 70, 234, 289 c, weeirgiitah, f. thirdfinger, 365.
2 0 0 ; - nah, why not? 0/ w a e m a h , f. charge (of a gun), pl.
anrmunitiotr, 25 I .
course, yes, rather (cp. P. c h i r ~ ) ,
2 7 , 2 3 4 ; - chCh . . . , because,
wagifah, f. pension, salary, 398.
wa%ifahkhor,
m. pensioner, 398.
300 f.
we1,( I ) 2nd sg. ~ n f.,
. and 3rd pl. f.
wale ', conj. but, 299.
past tense o f vb. ' to IR '.
w a n d , m. bank, +fie, 7.
1867
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general form all pers. and werdzinah, werdeine, part. fr.
numbers o f conditional and opantongsf fhem, 274. v. dzinah.
tative o f vb. ‘ to be '.
wer6dul (: -66-), intr. fo fall (of
wb2=wu 6 (yC), 106, I 53 e.p., 340.
mh,6.c.); I g , I 2 8 a.
w6 = wuw6. v. waimul.
w6r6dul(-6g-),intr. fo be afraid, I 79.
wbkh, m. root (of tree, &c.), foot, wergr,lh, m. pl. bieshirgs, 18 c.
3 7 ; - dC ihah ! may you be werhistah, a d fhitherwards, 2 93 a.
uproofed/ I 87 ; da -a, radi- werise, ad. fhi//2erwards, 293 a.
cal&, 2 89 b.
werkawul, werkerN, rr. lo give,
w 6 m , a. awake, 235, 243, 303.
grant, pay, suppb, 7 0 , I I I , 2 2 2 ,
wbUbd@, intr. to waken, 235.
232, 239 e.p., 266 ; with dat.
o
f indirect obj., 37, 9 1 , 145 ;
w d u t e , m. sg. a single hair, pl.
?amgnat -, to give securily, go
hair, 2 0 .
(dat.), to pay
bail, 2 g ; haq
wer I, m. door, gate, doorway, I 44 ;
5.0. his dues, I 33 ; serah -, to
- lire k., to open the door, 242 ;
manure s.f., 235 ; 'uhdah - pore k., fo shut the gate, 224 ;
(dat.), fo promofe s.o., 290 ; kunji
pah - bsnde tCrCdul, to go pasf
- (dat.), 10 wind (wafch, &c.),
the door, 2 34 ; pah -(a) k M C ,
in fhe doorway, 2 7 0 .
306 ; hukem - (dat.) chCh .,
to
order 5.0. to . . , 32 I .
wer ', pron. 3rd. sg. or pl., 106,~ o ;g
-tah, wulah (for werlah), dat. ; werpase, after him (her, fhem), in
search o/ him (her, thtm, &c.),
wernah, abl. ; - bgnde, fowards
143, 277-8 ; bC-H - wukhahim, 84 e.p. ; - kerah, in his
I went up ogain to get it,
telem,
(their) house, 55 ; - pase, affer,
behind hinz ; - dzine,fr. them,
251. v . pase.
&c. ; - serah, wifh hinz, &c. ; werserah, part. zit conzjany wifh him
- tsakhah, wifh, near him, &c.
(&c.), fo him, towards him, 232,
wer 3, verbal prefix, towards him,
268. v. serah.
fhither, 2 4 0 (often, see under wersho, f. meadow, pasture, 85.
simplex) ; position in sentence, wertah, part. to him (6.c.)) dat.,
257-62.
passim. v. wer.
wertlul, intr. fo go (to, dat.), 8, 252,
wbrah, f.fear, alarm.
weraghl@ (werghlul), (: -dz-), intr.
2 6 6 , 306, 313.
t o come (to, dat.), I 45.
werkofid,a. small, little, tiny, q2,35 r .
wersruh, m. nephew, brother's son, werfikd, a. small, 351.
wer@, tr. fo carry, 169, 296.
282.
w6rawu1, tr. fofv@hfen,alarm, I 7 4. west@. v. ietul.
v. also y drawul.
w6sh@, tr. t o divide, allof, disfribufe,
apporfion, 169, 224.
werbtinde, part. on hint (if,them),
w-,
3rd sg. or pl. fut. and subj. o f vb.
272 e.p.
' to be '.
werchine, ad. outside ([hedoor), 2 74.
werdz-. v. weraghlpl.
win-. v.lidp1.
37 0
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wFnde@, tr. to wash, cleanse, I 69.
-k mi nedi shewi chCh . . ,
wine, f. pl. blood, I 8 c.
(many days have no/ passed to
wiriin, a. devasfafed, laid wash, deme since . .), if ri not long since
1..., 310.
s f r y e 4 I 87 , 3 1 3 (&>)*
wisw88, m. apprehension, doubt, 7.
wrbkshrrrn, m. pl. srlk, silk clofh,
wisht, num. fwenfy- (in comps.) ;
I 8 d ; da -0, silken, ib.
shpag -, 26, 88.
wrirhd, f. pl. rice (gratir), 8.
wishtern, a. fwenfiefh,8.
WTO,
ad. slbwb, quiet&, genfb, 289,
wiehtul (: wul-), tr., conj. ( I ) tr. to
2 go.
throw, shoof, letfly, hif, 150, I 69, wror, m. (PI. wrtinah), brofkr, 306,
234, 2 7 1 , 290 e.p. ; without
416.
wu-, 242; pah kHno (k%ni)-,
wroet, a. (m. pl. wrSstuh, sg. and
to f h r m stones at, hit wifh stones,
pl. wrast-ah, -&),roffen, 8.
14, 266.
wrulr, a. lost, mislaid.
( 2 ) inlr. fo shoot, carry (4
r g e , WFUkBwul, tr. to lose, mislay, I 6 j ,
&c.), 68, 294 d.
175woh, 3rd sg. m. past tense o f vb. wmk&d@,intr. to become lost, get
' t o be '.
lost, 168, 204, 2 2 2 .
womtI5 (: auyddul), a. fumed (g wrusto. V . wu~nsto.
knfe- edge), 2 o 5.
tr. to bnirg; with rH-, der-,
wor, m.fire, 7, 232. v . ~ r ( ~ l ) .
wer-, 266. Also w e m .
wor, a. (m. pl. \h:Hyuh,f. sg. and pl. wu- (w-),verbal prefix used with
way-ah, -&), small, wee, 35 I .
certain moods and tenses, 24lWT-,~ r p . 21. wur, Wur.
2 ; podion in sentence, 267wrede, f. day, daj~frine,70, 85, I 29 ;
62; - +d(yC) = w C , ~ ~ O;
forming adverbs, 285, 201 f. ;
+ 5 = \vH (or wH . . . H), 259 fn.,
herah -, every day, 4 I , I 2 8 a ;
340.
pah agho --o k&C, at that wfi, 1st and 3rd pl. rn. past tense of
fime, 2 2 2 ; da nahk pah -, on
vb. ' to be '.
Tuesday, 313 ; - pah -, day wuchkeli, f. drought, (year o/)
by day, 267 ; pah d6 shpo --o
drought, 2 35.
kl&C, 2 70, 291 c ; da 4, in wuderawul, tr. fo ma& s.f. stand,
fhe daytime, 33, 291 ; da aghk
erect, set up,161.
4nah ter osa pore, fr. fhaf wuderbd@, intr. to stand, 161, 27 5 ;
day filZ now, 50 b ; da pindzo
without wu-, 842.
wuderbdankb,
m. person who r f --o nah,/or 5 days past, 50 b ;
sides permancnfZy in one place,
bad8 4 na&lawul, to behazle
fixed sef/lw, non-nomad, I 99.
bad&, 3 I 3 ; pah kumah - chdh
d
&
k @ (: kHg-), tr. fo draw, pulI1
. . . , whenever, I 46, 308 ; pah
162. v. k&@.
aghah - chCh . . . , when . . . ,
147 ; drC-amah -dah chdh . . ., wul-. zl. wisht@.
ifiszdayssr'nce ..., 3 1 0 ; dCr& w u l a h 1 , f . r o o f , 3 6 6 .
371
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wulah = werlah, 37 e.p. v. wer.
wuliir, a. standing, standzng waiting,
22

a, 43, 59, I 29 e.p., 203.

wulatah, ad. fhere, thr'fher, 293 a.
wum, 1st sg. past tense o f vb. ' to
be I.

d a . v. wet@.
wusah, f. she-goat, I 13.
wuagh, a. unemployed, a f le2iure;

.

. . tah - sh., lo have ttine fir
s.t., 304.
w'uar. v. 'uar, 7.

wunah, f. tree, 37, 59, 127 a, 260.
wuruohhdlj, intr. to low (as cow),
y6, conj. or (not used in questions),

339-

wurukawul. v. w r u k a d .
23 e.p., 298; - . . . (0)-,
either . . . or, 62, 296.
wurusto, ad. ( I ) behind, backwards,
in the rear, fr. behind ; with abl., y&d, ( I ) m. recollection, memoy, remembrance, 31,207, 234; M e h
53 a, 209, 284, 293 a ; da - mi nedC, I don't exactly renah,f r . behind, 293 d.
member, 23 ; ma tah - di chCh
( 2 ) late, later, last&, by and by,
. . . , I remenzber that . . , 42 ;
subsepuetzf&, 2 34, 2 g r a, 3 1 8 ;
- lirul, fo remember set., 206;
u s . . . - now . . . , by and by
- k., to remind S.O. (dat.) o/ s.t.
. . . , 8 I ; cheh . . . -, afler,

.

(acc.), I 76.
conj., 308.
(
2
)
a. remembered by (gen.), 31.
wuy (m.pl. \vZyuh, f. sg, and pl. wuyygdawul, tr. to mention, bring to
ah, I)
small,
, wee, 351.
mind, 1 7 4 ; . . tah -, to rewuriinde, ad. bfore, zit advance,
commend s.0. (acc.) t o s.0. (dat.),
forward ziz front, 293 a ; with
abl., 53 a, 284 ; da - nah, fr.
3x5in front, 293 d ; - sh., to ygd6dpl (-Cg-), intr. to be mentzbned,
stated, rtkembered, r 7 9.
come forward, I 85, 2 43 ; fornzerly, 291 a.
ylft6dul (-dg-),intr. to be obtained,
wuyk6, m. small child, b y , 290, 35 I ;
3 30wurki murki wuli, fhey shoot ylghi, a , rebelliorrs, mufritous.
children indr'scrinzinately, 2 7 I .
ylghiger, a. rebelllbus, 384.
w v m , a. (year, &c.),
before lasf, ylghistan, m. ' country o f rebels ',
Trans-border cozcntry, 70.
291 f.
wuamaziz, a. fif-sl-born, 3 7 2.
yai, and pl. pres. indic. and subj.
vb. 'to be '.
wuymkU, m.year before kas/, 3 6 6.
wuvmbe, a. and ad. first, before, yakh, a. cold, I 33.
firsfly, nlfirst, pf-evlbusly, 2 9 1 a ; yakhni, f.cold, 2 2 5 ; ddrah - kCgi,
it is aery cold.
with abl., 53 a, 237, 284 ; d3 yaqin, a. certalit, sure; with gen.,
nah,f r . the first, 291 C.
wushi, fut. and subj. pres. o f shwul.
31 ; - di chdh . , it is certain
fhaf ., 70.
wuspenah. v. uspanah, 7 .
-wustul (: -wul), tr. to conducf (s.o. lo ygr, m. friend, 74.
. .) ; with rH-, der-, wer-, 266. yatim, m. orphan, 3 r I .
372
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yau-I (yo-), separable prefix verbal
2 4 2 ; - - sh., to be ploughed,
with w e ~ u l ,2 4 8 ; position in
159.
sentence, 357-02.
yo-, separable verbal prefix with
yau2, ( I ) num. one, use as indef.
w e ~ l 248.
,
v. y a u w e w
article, 11-14; as num., 71-88; yolee, num. eleven, 7 1-88.
special uses, 84-5 ; - dzH.6 k.,
yosah, imper. o f yauweyl.
to collect together, I 7 6 ; - . . . fi, 1st pl. pres. indic. and subj. ~ b .
nah, not a si&/e, 233 ; - l ~ a h
' to be '.
-, one by one, 2 6 7 ; - pa11
dwoh sh., to double itseK 8 I , zehir, m. pl. por:ron, I 8 c.
26 7 ; - dwah, one or heto, 84, ealmitob, m.youth, 344.
I 03.
esmilnah, f. time, age, period, 34.
zambol, a. maritled, carried o f help( 2 ) a. the same, one and the same,
less and injured, 3 7 2 .
84.
eamindiir,
m. holder f l a n d , peasan/
( 3 ) pron. one, the one, 126, 126 ;
farnur, 383.
k u m -? which one? 139 ; yau
bul pase, one after the other, -em, in comps., 392. P. zadan :zan-,
to strike.
276.
yauwer* (: yos-), lr. to take auln_ll, eang, m. rust; - wahelC dC, if is
rusted, 6 I .
carry a w y , convey (esp. of I j z animate t h i ~ s ) I, 43, 2 60, 2 48 ; ~gng-. 21.e a n g q
without M ~ u -2, 4 2 ; yo 6 sem ? Zengawul, tr. fo swzkg (tr.), to cause
s.t. to su)tizg, 162, 173.
shall I take it away ? 260.
y6 ', pron. position in sentence, 257- eangedul, intr- to swing (intr.), 178swing
62 ; ( I ) 3rd sg. oblique cases : eangfl (: zgng-), tr., conJ.
(in~r.),
to
be
2jt
a
stale
ofsuritzgacc., 242 e.p. ; gen., 13 a, 3 1 ,
ing, 161, 102, 169.
90 e.p. ; agen., 14, 2 2 d, 100
e&@, a. old, nom. pl. of zoy, 3 13.
e.p.
edah, a. learnt (by, gen-), 31 ; - k.9
( 2 ) 3rd pl. gen., 80 ; agen., 29,
to lcarn, 44 ; to teach s.0. (dat.)
100 e.p.
s.t. (acc.), I 76.
a, 2nd sg. pres. indic. or subj. o f
eeh, pron. 1st sg. nom., 18 b in.,
vb. ' to be :, 44 e.p.
yem, 1st sg. pres. indic. or subj. o f
27, 42 e.Pebged@, intr. lo be born, 37 2.
vb. ' to be '.
y h a h (yerah), interj. b_v jozle! of a eer l, m. gold, 366.
eer
v. eur.
truth! 322.
ybrawul, tr. to f r ~ g h t e n ,alarm, 174. eerger, m. golakmith, 384.
eerghtin, a. green, 36 I .
v. w6rawnl.
yered* (-dg-), intr. to bc afraid, eerin, a. golden, 386.
/ear (abl:), I 7 9, 384. v. wdr6- abrwarakh, m. golden kingfisher.
367.
dyl.
eeCk6,
n7. cloth, sg- or pl- -i, 18e*
gbwd, - k.,to plough s.f., 159, 167,
373
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aop, a.(m.pl. ziiyuh, f. sg. and pl. zaysg6rw6, rn. moan, whine, 336.
ah, I),
old, aged, worn out, 3 1 3.
z g h g m t , m . ; pah -, at a run,
zowul,
tr.
to
give birth to, bear, bring
running, 2 89 b.
forth, 171, 372.
(zgh8kehtyl) (: zghal-), inlr. to run.
zghel-. v. zghBkshtI&land sghsl- ershwer, a. brave, 391.
e m , m. (pl, zyiinah), hear/, mind,
6dyl.
mood, heallh, 128 a, 225 ; tlo
zghel6d@(: zgtbal-, : zghaldg-), intr.
lah mi - kCgT (shi, de), I wish
to run ; imper., 1 8 3 ; with or
to go, 45 ; pah - kksJC mi dah
without wu-, a42 ; pah bazai
chCh . . , - m i ghwiiri chCh
-, to run a race, 28.
. . . , 1wan/ lo . . , long to . . ,
si.it, ( I ) a. manj., much, more,
1 9 5 ; palgnki k8r tah dzmii pah
greater, too large, too much, to
- kksJC \\ah, it was in my
express comparison, 88-70,
heart lo do such and such a thing
225, 290.
. serah
( I intended), 45 ; dCr
( 2 ) ad. much, greafZy, 294 c.
mi
wulagdd,
my
heart
was
zi.em, m. dampness, moisture, 389.
great& drawn fo him, 232, 268.
zi-emniik, a. damp, 389.
zur (zer), ad. quick&, immediate@,
z6zh6dyl. v. z6g6dy.l.
at once, very quick&, 2 I 2 , 2 5 2 ,
zidrb, f. pl. abusive language ; -k .
(dat.), to abuse LO., 3 7.
289, 305, 3 1 3 , 360 and fn.
ei06r,a. yellow, 361.
zy.r9, num. 1000, 7 6 .
ei.6reh zerghiinah, f.'j!ellow and zurgiinah (: zur), pl. thousands, 7 6 .
green ', rainbow, 36 I .
zyrti-ii, f.quichness, 343.
zi.6pghBrah, f. 'yellow throat ', kind ewag, m.. noise, 305.
of hawk, 367.
zwbrge. v. zg6rw6.
zingkiir, m. adulterer, 3 84.
qamgnat, m. securify, bail; -werk.,
zindiin, m . prison, 38 I .
to give securify, 29 ; - iikhistul
zmakah, f. land, 35,290 ; - karul,
(abl.), to take securib f r . s.o.,
/O SOW land, 225.
53 ; da . . . rgpo -, securip of
zmer6, m . l k e r , 336.
. . . rupees, 53.
zmol, a. zambol, q.v.
zor, m. force, strengfh, pressure, 2 69 ; ziimin, m. sure&, 8.
domerah - nah lirem chCh . . . , zariir, ad. necessarih, inevifabb, cerfatit&, 306.
I have not the power to . . .,cannot, 206 ; . . . serah d8se - k . zariiret, m. necessify, want, 1 4 6 ;
dCr -, urgent necessify, 3 15 ;
chCh . . .,to bring SO much preskeh da nor0
wi, fz more are
. . , I 66 ;
sure to bear on s . ~ that.
.
watzfed, 1 3 7 .
k&eh -prC wushuh, muchforce
was applied to if,280 ; - serah, gereh, ( I ) f. atom, Izt, a IiMe ; zer2
strongly, hard, 253.
zerk sh., to be broken info IiffIe
zorgwer, a. mzgh/y, powerful, mbbits, 360.
lent, 196, 380.
( 2 ) ad. a little, 294 a.
374
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zalim, a. &rannicaZ, arbitrary, 03.
aulm, rn. tyranny, injustice, violence,
8 ; - pd \vushuh, injustice was
practised on them, 266 ; . .
serah - k., to practise violence
agt. s.o., 27 I ; pah - serah,
with violence, 2 68.

teal6riaht, num. twen&-/oour, 84.
tealor, num. fiur, 71-88, 3 I 7.
tselw6keht, num.forfy, 73.
tealorem, a.fourth, 8.
tsamli.tyl (: tsaml-), intr. to lit
down, 203 ; without WU-, a42.
tsemlawul, tr. to make s.t. lie down,
172.
teandah, f. brim, mar@, e&e, 365.
-zhan, in comps. P. zadan : zan-, to teandah l&r,f. skirting path, 365.
s i d e , 392.
taang, m. sia2,jank; pah -(gen.),
eharql (: zh2r-), tr., ronj. to weep,
at the side o/; I I ; pah -, to one
/ammt (intr.), 151, 224.
side, aside, 293 e ; pah - k.,
zhauwer. v. ahawer.
I
to drive S.O. aside, 2 4 z.
ahawer, a. deep, low-&ing, 36 I .
teengah, ( I ) a. o/ahat sort? qualis?
e h e w . v. s h a m .
130, 138, 233.
zhibah, f. tongue, language ; da Pu( 2 ) how? 31 4, 316 ; - ksheh
kshtii
-,
Pashtu,
44.
.
.
.
,
h
prosprrous
.
.
.
,
I 43 ;
- yiid lirem ? how am I to reehim6, m. winter, cold weather, 62,
member? 206. v. tsemngah.
225.
tsapeh, f. wave, 409. v. chapah.
zhobal, a. wounded, hurt, 142.
ehwandiin, m. lzfi, lrfetime, I 44 ; tsaper, m. thatched roof; or screen,
ter -a pore, fill (the end o f )
366, 409.
tsaplei, f. 'grass shoe ', sg. and pl.,
Zzye, 236.
zhwqandawul, tr. to hang ( u p ) ;
18 a, 31, 409.
. . . pore -, to hang s.t. (acc.) t a a ~ h a., alone, sob'fary, 365, 4 I o.
,
path
on s.t., 261. (Dictionaries give tsarah l u , f. f o o ~ a f h narrvw
dzwarandawul, which is p r o b
( f o r one), 365.
tsarbah.
v. teorab.
ably correct.)
tsarbed@, intr. to growfat, I 80.
I tear6du1, intr. to grase, 85.
teats6dqrl (: ts2ts-), intr. to tricklt,
teiider, m. shawl, 232.
dr$, 178.
tsakhah (khatsah), po. near, with,
apud, beside, at, fo (of persons teatsob6, m . trickle of water, drzjp,
only),in possession of(form.), I 6 I ,
371.
232, 253, 271, 276; rendering tsatyl, tr. to Zit&.
Eng. ' lo have ', domerah m3 - tsaukai, f. post, guard, senhy-go,
picket ; pah - binde, on sentrydi no, wellI've got so many, 70,
go, 2 7 2 ; - lagawul, to post a
113, 131, 137, 234 ;
-,
picket, 3 1 7.
along the bounday, 305.
teaukidilr,
m. watchman, 383.
teakh k&l,ad. this year, 29 I f.
tseh, ( I ) interrog. a. pron. (indecl.)
tsal6, m. ring, 409.
375
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I I. Pashtzb-E nglish I?ta'ex nnd VocadzcZa~y
what? 130, 132 ; aghuh long ? I 08 ; dzamfing - kasa ?
shuh ? what ' s beconze of him ?
how many ofus ? 237 ; - w ~ r a?
232; - wsyem (\vukeyem),
how many times 2 7 4 ; pah what ant 1 to say (do)? 1 9 6 ;
(rfipai-k)? at what price ? 134;
-(shi) d C ? what is if?52, 132.
267.
( 2 ) indcf. a. pron. anything, sonze( 2 ) indef. a. pron. a certain number,
thing, 1 2 0 , 121, 123 ; some (of
a cerfah part o/, some, 1 2 8 ;
things), as m. pl. some (of people);
yau -, several, a nzodernte
- miidah pas, after sonre time,
number, 85 ; - chdh . . . , ns
81 ; - las, some ten, 84 ; pore
long as . . , 300 a ;
. nah, nothing, pl., I 2 2 , 2 7 1 ;
chCh . , as long a s . . . 300 a ;
ddr - nah, not much, I 2 I ; 304; - pore chCh . . nah,
derkhsst, some application or
until, 235, 280.
other, I 29 ; - chCh
., any- tsok (: chs), ( I ) interrog. a. pron.
thing which, whatever; 144-5.
who? 1 3 0 , 131, 233 ; - yC ?
( 3 ) ad. in respect to what? itz what
who goes there ? 96.
degree? how ? tseh pakgr dC,
( 2 ) indef. a. pron. any one, some
what's the need of it? I 3 a, 2 2 b.
one, some, 120-1 ; - . . . -- ,
t s e l a h , ad. why ? what f o r 2 what
some . . others, ib.; - chCh,
.for .?-for what reason 2 &c.,
whoever, any one who, 53, 128,
144-6 ; - nah, nobo+, no one,
289 c, 374 b, e.p. v. tseh.
arbHb811, some
29, 1 2 2 , 1 9 8 ;
t s b l m a h , f. border, margin, edge,
'
big
people',
I
29
;
ch8 dushman,
365.
by some enenzy, I 2 9.
t s 6 l m a h l&r,f. skirting path, 365.
t s b r a h , f. portrait, photograph ; - tsokai. v. t s a u k a i .
kshkul, fo fake s.o.'s photograph, t s o m e r a h , ( I ) interr~g. a. pron.
how much? how many? quantus ?
275.
whatever guanfi4, whatever, 2 35 ;
t s e r a n g a h , t s a n g a h , a. of what
domerah chCh .
-, tartfus
sort? qualis ? 130, 136, 289 c ;
. . quantus, 70, 137.
nor chCh di
di? whaf are
( 2 ) ad. how ? how great&? how
the rest like? 150.
nruch ? 2 0 4 b ; - (lire), how
t s e r g a n d , a. apparenl (to, dat.), evi( f a r ) ? 135; - chCh.. . , as
dent, nzanfesf, q I .
long as, 300 a, 3 0 4 ; - chdh
t , s k a w u l , tr. to drink, smoke, to cause
. . , however much . . .although,
s.t. to drink, 171, 232.
300 d , 315.
t s k h i , - k., to hop, I 8 I .
tsorab, a. (m. pl. tssrbuh, f. sg.
t s m i i k , m. drink, 379.
and pl. tsarb-ah, -&),fat.
t s k y l (sk-), tr. to drink, 70, 169 ;
p.p., 2 0 0 ; da skulo (sko) obuh, t s o r a h . v. t s o m e r a h .
drritking water, I 89, I g 2 .
tso, ( I ) interrog. a. pron, how nrany? de-, verbal root to ' go ' and ' come ',
conj., 246.
84,130, 134 ; - mudah ? how
3 76
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I I. Pashtu-Englih Index and Vocabulary
de6.6, m. pluce, ground ( f o r games),
50, 1 28 a, 149 ; k u m -, pah
k u m dzi-i kMC, where ? 232,
2 8 5 ; yau - k., to collect together, tr., 1 7 6 ; yau - sh., to
be collected together, 18 I ; pall
!au dz3.i k U C , in one place,
I 06 ; pah noro dzH-io kk&,
elsewhere, 107 ; pah k u m kum
dz3.i kksJC 7 in what dzferent
places ? 133 ; pah dz3-i d z f - i
k U C , h r e and there, 3 3 7 ; da
k u m dz5.i osCcliink4 yC ? where
doyou live ?. 199.
deal (dzel), m. time (in muIt$licatlbn), 8 2 , 232 ; she1 dzela, 20
times, 74 ; her - chCh, whenever, 3 0 8 ; d4r -a, many times,
often, 234 ; shpag atah -a pore,
as many as 6 or 8 times, 3 13.
deem&. v. &mi%.
de8man. v. dzo.6.
dzamting, pron. gen. 1st pers. pl.,
102, 233 ;
khalq, we (nous
autres), 48 ; yau Tirahwil, one
of our Tirah men, 165.
dz&nI, m. I f e ; da - tajwiz, (plan
of / f e ) way ofescape, q4.
deBn pron. ' sey' (in oblique cases),
118, 1 2 7 a ;
tsakhah, close
beside o.s., 16 I ; da . . . nah wusstah, protect yoursel//r. . ,
I 18 ; - panih k., to take cover,
197 ; . . . dapirah
wazhlul,
to give 0,s. a lot of trouble for
s.t., 283 ; - serah w e ~ l ,to

-

"

-

..

-

take with o.s., 296 ; - s ~ t u l
(abl.), to hold O.S. doof f r . 5.0.' 8.
dzau&wer,m. animal,^^, 380.
deengal, m. wo*d,jortst, jungle, I 4.
deawbb, m. anmer, rep&, I I 3 ;
ter . - akhistul tselah . . .
0.R. . , to makt S.O. explaliz
why . ., 3 2 0 ; - . . pase
ldgul, to send for S.O. to come,
278,3 I 3 ; khpul - werk. (dat.),
fo accountfor 0,s. to s.o., 3 2 I .
dzawiin, m. youth, young fellow, lad,
3'9 94.
dzawhi, f. youth ;
merg sh., to
fall a victim to untimeb death,
I 88.
&el. v. deal.
deem. v. tl@.
dei. v . tlyl.
dzikah, ad. on this account, consequently, for this reason, therefore,
that's why, 194, 289, 5 9 0 ; chCh, because, 300 f ; chCh
.
-, sime
IherPfore, 300 f.
deinah, po./rom (among), 274. v.
deine.
&ine ', indef. sonie(ofonimate beings),
1 2 0 , 1 2 2 ; - . . -, son&?.
others.
deine', PO. 274. v. d~inah.
&mi%,pron. 1st sg. gen., 102; da
-, ditto ; by me, 3 I .
d~o.6
(: pl. dziman), m. son, 29, 84,
187, 218.
deolai, f. haversack, 409.
deum. v. tl*, 242.
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